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Korea has achieved phenomenal growth over the past 40 years based on its 
consistent construction of transport infrastructure such as roads, railways, 
airports and ports. The nation kept expanding the transport infrastructure while 
implementing its Five-Year Economic Development Plans. It even introduced a 
special account designed to facilitate the installation and maintenance of transport 
facilities. Such a development scheme, which has made it possible for Korea to attain 
the status of a developed country, is now being closely watched by the world. 

Korea has turned itself into an aid donor after being a recipient of international 
aid until the 1990s. This has not only promoted Koreans’ self-esteem but enhanced 
the nation’s image in the global community, particularly among developing 
countries. Korea is now providing aid to countries in Africa, the Middle East 
and South America as well as in Asia. The scope of support is also expanding to 
cover economic development planning and various other areas such as new town 
construction, infrastructure expansion and policy consultation. 

Recently, numerous developing countries are showing a keen interest in the 
development of transportation in Korea. Equipped with the world’s highest level 
of information and communications technology, Korea is building up its intelligent 
transport systems (ITS). It has also reformed its public transport system featuring a 
bus rapid transit (BRT), convenient transfer scheme, and transit cards that provide 
nationwide compatibility. Other prominent achievements include the development of 
domestic technologies for high-speed railway systems and the operation of a world 
renowned international airport. As such, Korea is considered to be a role model by a 
growing number of developing countries. 

Transportation in the future will adopt a radically different form. Above all, 
the roles of automobiles will be essential to solve environmental and energy-related 
issues, the common problems shared by the entire global community. Mobility 
behavior will change as well, as today’s young generation, for instance, is predicted 
to opt for car sharing instead of car ownership, unlike previous generations. Cars, 
which have allowed an efficient door to door mobility, are likely to serve as a “last 
mile transport mode” to fill the gap between public transit and the final destination.

They will also become much smarter than they are now. Automobile technology 
in collaboration with information technology will enable self-driving cars to become 

• Preface •

Korea’s Challenges for Transport
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 15  Preface

a reality, allowing seniors as well as people with mobility difficulties to enjoy safe 
driving by reducing traffic fatalities significantly. With its outstanding achievements 
in the transportation sector as the basis, Korea will continue to usher in innovative 
transportation services in the future. 

It is often said that information sharing helps reduce trial and error as we can 
learn from the technology or system perfected from trial and error by others. In this 
respect, Korea can contribute to the development of transportation by introducing 
its best practices and sharing information. 

This book introduces 50 examples of transport policies and technologies that 
represent the achievements Korea has accomplished over the past 60 years or so 
in an effort to resolve traffic issues. Based on the One Hundred Developments 
in the History of Transportation in Korea published in celebration of the 20th 
anniversary of the Korea Transport Institute, this book gives a revised account of 
the background, process, and effect of the adoption of new policies and systems 
along with updated statistical data. The senior researchers with the Korea Transport 
Institute who co-authored the One Hundred Development in the History of 
Transportation present an outlook for the traffic environment of the future for 
emerging economies that face similar traffic problems. 

I sincerely thank all the contributors to this book, and I hope that the 
publication hereof will contribute to taking the transportation facilities of various 
cities and nations to the next level. 

KIM Gyeng Chul 
President

The Korea Transport Institute
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Korea’s Success Stories in International Transportation Cooperation

South Korea is recognized as one of the countries that developed the most rapidly 
and dynamically in modern history. The Korean War broke out in 1950, annihilated 
most of South Korea’s infrastructure and disrupted the nation’s economic activities. 
As a result, Koreans’ quality of life fell sharply. Statistics in the 1960s ranked South 
Korea’s GDP as that of a third world country. But after the end of the war, the 
international community’s support for South Korea and its’ people catapulted the 
nation into the ranks of the world’s ten biggest economies. 

Many factors contributed to the rapid economic growth of South Korea. It 
is said that the decisive factor was the construction and systematic operation of 
transportation logistics facilities. In other words, the construction of roads and 
railways was the driving force behind the economic development through the 
efficient movement of people and resources. At the same time the expansion of 
transportation facilities made a major contribution to the nation’s balanced regional 
development. 

Recently, the information technology-based intelligent transportation systems 
(ITS) significantly improved highway traffic management through electronic toll 
collection (ETC). Automatic illegal parking detectors and security camera systems 
helped alleviate traffic congestion in large cities. In addition, the introduction of 
transportation cards and real-time public transport information greatly improved 
mass transport services. Korea is currently developing and spreading the use of 
environmentally friendly vehicles such as electric cars for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions, a global environmental issue. In addition, an autonomous car is being 
developed for traffic safety of the elderly. Korea’s success story is recognized as a 
best practice case within the international community (e.g. case studies by KSP and 
G-20). The role of transportation in Korea’s rapid economic development process 
can suggest many things to major cities in Asia and Africa.  

Systematic Investment on Expressway for Improving Interregional Mobility

The construction of highways facilitated economic development while enabling 
people to travel to anywhere domestically within 24 hours. Before the construction 

• Prologue •
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of the Gyeongbu Expressway, it took more than eight hours to travel between 
Seoul and Busan. But the highway more than halved the time, thereby expanding 
communication. In particular, the highway contributed to supplying products from 
industrial complexes to consumers in major cities across the nation. At the same time 
the construction of the highway increased mobility between major and provincial 
cities. This promoted the growth of regional economic activities, contributing to 
the economies of underdeveloped areas. After the Gyeongbu Expressway was built, 
Korea mapped out a national road network plan with access to highways accessible 
within 30 minutes from anywhere in the nation. Based on this plan, Korea is moving 
forward with the construction of roads. It is expected that vehicles will be able to 
access highways within 30 minutes from most cities and counties in 2020.

Korean Train eXpress (KTX) for Preparing High Speed Society

Construction commenced on the Seoul-Busan Gyeongbu High Speed Railway in 
1992 and now allows people to move quickly and safely between Seoul and Busan 
within three hours. The development of the national economy in 1980 saturated 
the Gyeongbu Expressway with severe traffic congestion, preventing the highway 
from functioning properly. Increases in personal income led to an upsurge in the 
number of cars and road trips. Cars crowded the Gyeongbu Expressway not only 
on weekends but on weekdays as well, causing traffic jams. As a result, delays in the 
deliveries of products from manufacturing facilities to consumers began to seriously 
affect the nation’s economic activities. The construction of the Gyeongbu High 
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Speed Railway was thus suggested as a solution to this problem.
The first-phase Seoul-Daegu section was completed after 12 years had passed 

since the announcement of a plan to build the Gyeongbu High Speed Railway. In 
2010, the Gyeongbu High Speed Railway was completed. As a result, bullet trains 
transport an average of upwards of 150,000 passengers a day. The Gyeongbu High 
Speed Railway eased traffic jams not only on the Gyeongbu Expressway that was 
suffering from chronic traffic congestion, but also on other major roads.  Economic, 
social and cultural exchanges between Seoul and major cities near the line increased, 
inducing positive effects and offset negative effects. 350 km high-speed railways are 
being built according to the Third National Rail Network Plan. The numbers of 
high-speed rail passengers are projected to grow to 600,000 by 2020. 

High-Performance World-Class Airport

The construction of Incheon International Airport played a leading role in realizing 
the globalization of the Korea economy. After its basic design from November 1990 
to December 24, 1991, the airport began to be built on a full scale in November 
1992 and opened in March 2001. The construction took a whopping 100 months 
and 5.6 trillion won (US $5.6 billion). The passenger terminal with a total floor 
area of 496,000 m2 was built on land of 11,724 m2.  Also built was a cargo terminal 
capable of handling an annual cargo volume of 2,280,000 tons and two 3,750-meter 
runways which can handle large aircraft. The cargo terminal is intended to become 
the logistics center of Northeast Asia. Currently Incheon International Airport ranks 
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ninth in the world in terms of transport volumes as 41 million passengers per year 
use the airport (as of 2013). As many as 88 airlines operate flights to 182 cities in 
58 countries via the airport. Moreover, Incheon International Airport topped other 
airports in airport service evaluation for nine years (2005-2013). 

Incheon International Airport’s success is based on the government’s bold 
decision backed by great foresight and a powerful implementation system among 
other factors. Incheon International Airport was planned from a macroscopic point 
of view as it was a major plan for growth of the national economy. Taking into 
consideration the size of the domestic economy, it was a daring decision for the 
future of Korea to decide to build an airport of that magnitude. 

Seamless Movements by Multimodal Logistics System

Fourth, logistics infrastructure 
expansion made national cargo 
processing more effective. Its 
good examples are support for 
the development of a sustainable 
l o g i s t i c s  c o m p l e x  a n d  t h e 
construction of an inland logistics 
base including a mult imodal 
terminal and an inland container 
depot. First, an inland logistics 
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base is a logistics facility that can carry out inter-modal transportation among 
roads, rails, ports and airports. Inland logistics bases are divided into multimodal 
logistics terminals and inland container bases. The logistics base is close to major 
Seoul-Busan inland container depot highways constructed in the Seoul Metropolitan 
Area. The base, forming a stronghold in the metropolitan area, fulfills the role of a 
container base for the metropolitan area. In addition, the country is divided into five 
districts and a multimodal logistics terminal was built in each district.

Gunpo Multimodal Logistics Terminal, serving as the center of logistics for the 
Seoul Metropolitan Area, covers an area of 380,000 m2 which includes a cargo 
handling center, a distribution center and a rail cargo handling center. The terminal 
contributes to cutting down on logistics costs by significantly reducing transport 
costs and transportation time through bulk cargo transportation via the Gyeongbu 
Line, the Homan Line connecting Daejeon to Mokpo, and other major railways. 
Yangsan Multimodal Logistics Terminal is in operation in the southeastern region, 
Jangseong Multimodal Logistics Terminal serves Jeolla Province, and a terminal was 
built to serve and is now operating as a logistics hub for North Gyeongsang Province 
and Chungcheong Province. In addition to the five districts, when new terminals are 
built in the north (Paju) and the south (Pyeongtaek, Gyeonggi Province) of the Seoul 
Metropolitan Area, a truly national inland logistics base system will be completed. 
Then, multimodal transportation will be promoted through connections between 
multimodal logistics terminals and international logistics hub infrastructure such as 
Incheon International Airport, Busan, Gwangyang, Incheon and Pyeongtaek Ports. 
This change will make a huge contribution to slashing logistics costs and increase 
the competitiveness of the logistics industry. 

Development, Promotion, and Technology Improvement in Transport 
Management

First, there was a public transportation-oriented policy shift. The excessive use 
of passenger cars exacerbated traffic congestion in major cities. Passenger cars 
accounted for more than 60% of the total traffic to downtown Seoul from its 
suburbs. Single occupant passenger cars accounted for more than 80% of the total. 
Investment was thus made in public transportation. However, passengers were 
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very dissatisfied with the public transportation system since public transportation 
operators were different, transfers were not easy and no discounts were given to 
transferring passengers. Transportation cards were thus introduced in order to 
remedy these problems. The transportation card system integrated fare systems and 
gave discounts to transferring passengers. The Median Bus Lane System helped 
enhance the competitiveness of bus transportation by significantly improving the 
punctuality of buses. A transformation of the bus operating system into a semi-
public bus system paralleled a transformation of the traffic system from a passenger 
car-oriented system to a new system that values public transportation such as buses, 
pedestrians and cyclists.

In addition, transportation demand management was carried out. Thus, Korea 
introduced the Transportation Impact Assessment System to evaluate facilities that 
generate significant traffic volume in advance, the Financial Traffic Increase Penalty 
System was imposed on facilities that cause massive traffic volumes, and urban 
congestion charges were imposed on cars entering downtown areas. In this way, 
improving public transportation service and at the same time transportation demand 
management curbing the use of passenger cars prevented further deterioration of 
Seoul’s traffic conditions.

Second, there were various regulatory improvements to the logistics industry 
and policy development. Among them, the Comprehensive Logistics Business 
Certification Center System announced in January 2005 aims to accelerate the 
development of strategic systems. According to the system, the government certifies 
excellent logistics companies and gives incentives to them. The certification system 
does not simply select superior logistics companies, but focuses on leading such 
companies to make strategic changes through more investment in human resources, 
software and hardware, M&As and strategic ties. The Comprehensive Logistics 
Business Certification Center established by the Korea Transport Institute in January 
2006 is legally based on the Logistics Policy Framework Act. The center runs the 
certification system on behalf of the Ministry of Land and Transportation, the 
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy and the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries.  

An improvement in the safety management system is a good example in the 
aviation sector. Korea was previously rated a second-class nation by the FAA due 
to the absence of the standardization of safety standards for airports and the airline 
industry and a safety management system. Accidents such as Asiana’s crash landing 
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in San Francisco and a helicopter’s crash against a building both in 2013 prompted 
Korea to launch the Air Safety Committee that year, reestablishing its aviation safety 
system. 

Korea drew up an aviation safety technology development plan and a basic 
aviation safety and security plan and developed an aviation safety program. Most 
importantly of all, an air safety management organization was established. The 
Ministry of Land and Transportation set up an aviation accident investigation 
committee. The two organizations help Korea ensure the independence and specialty 
of aviation safety management.  Moreover, the government overhauled aviation laws 
and regulations with the aim of recording no fatalities for ten consecutive years. 
The Aviation Safety Program was launched in accordance with Article 49 of the 
Aviation Act. The government also set implementation standards through the Safety 
Management System and executed it in the airport, airline and control sectors.

The third point is traffic safety and environmental improvement through the 
effective utilization of transportation technologies. Unfortunately, not long ago, 
Korea had significant traffic fatalities, enough for it to be called a third world 
country in terms of transportation. In order to improve this situation, Korea built 
intelligent transportation systems (ITS). The ITS greatly contributed to making 
traffic flows smoother and reducing traffic accidents by cracking down on speeding 
and providing traffic information. Research is actively underway to ensure safe 
vehicle operation by the elderly or disabled through the recent development of 
autonomous vehicles.

The emergence of greenhouse gas emission reduction as a common task for the 
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world sparked the development of eco-friendly cars such as electric cars. Meanwhile, 
air pollutants from diesel city buses raised the poor quality of air in Seoul to a 
serious level. The replacement of diesel buses with CNG buses made a significant 
change in Seoul’s air-quality level. In addition, the development and dissemination of 
electric vehicles is expected to considerably decrease dependence on fossil fuels.
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With rapid economic growth and consequent urbanization in Korea since 1960s, 
buses have been played a central role in Korea as a major mode of mass 

transit until the mid-1980s. However, population concentration and rapid increase in 
automobiles in cities caused urban traffic problems including traffic congestion. This 
called for a more effective metropolitan transportation network and mass transportation 
such as buses and other modes of connecting cities. 

However, urban population density and increased numbers of automobiles caused traffic 
jams and other traffic-related problems. The need for an intercity transportation network 
in accordance with urban sprawl gave rise to large volume intercity mass transit with 
time punctuality. 

The urban railway system, which had been planned since the 1960s, began in the 1970s 
with the construction of Seoul Subway Line 1 and expanded to other cities such as Busan, 
Daegu, Incheon, and Daejeon, serving as a mode means of large volume transportation in 
metropolitan areas. 

However, the number of cars registered by the mid-1990s hit 10 million, aggravating 
traffic congestion in urban areas. As the construction of urban railways required 
expenditure of enormous financial resources, buses inevitably had to be a major mode 
of transportation. Nevertheless, the role and efficiency of buses as a mode of mass 
transit declined drastically due to their failure to meet punctuality and service standards. 
Moreover, the global awareness of climate change, the depletion of oil resources, and 
other environmental issues highlighted the important of public transportation policy and 
prompted social demands for the mass transport-related policy for the easing of urban 
traffic congestion and the establishment of an eco-friendly green transportation system. 

In response to such needs, the Korean government pursued diverse transport policies 
to achieve its goals since the mid-2000s by implementing the goals of its urban traffic 

O
verview
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With rapid economic growth and consequent urbanization in Korea since 1960s, 
buses have been played a central role in Korea as a major mode of mass 

transit until the mid-1980s. However, population concentration and rapid increase in 
automobiles in cities caused urban traffic problems including traffic congestion. This 
called for a more effective metropolitan transportation network and mass transportation 
such as buses and other modes of connecting cities. 

However, urban population density and increased numbers of automobiles caused traffic 
jams and other traffic-related problems. The need for an intercity transportation network 
in accordance with urban sprawl gave rise to large volume intercity mass transit with 
time punctuality. 

The urban railway system, which had been planned since the 1960s, began in the 1970s 
with the construction of Seoul Subway Line 1 and expanded to other cities such as Busan, 
Daegu, Incheon, and Daejeon, serving as a mode means of large volume transportation in 
metropolitan areas. 

However, the number of cars registered by the mid-1990s hit 10 million, aggravating 
traffic congestion in urban areas. As the construction of urban railways required 
expenditure of enormous financial resources, buses inevitably had to be a major mode 
of transportation. Nevertheless, the role and efficiency of buses as a mode of mass 
transit declined drastically due to their failure to meet punctuality and service standards. 
Moreover, the global awareness of climate change, the depletion of oil resources, and 
other environmental issues highlighted the important of public transportation policy and 
prompted social demands for the mass transport-related policy for the easing of urban 
traffic congestion and the establishment of an eco-friendly green transportation system. 

In response to such needs, the Korean government pursued diverse transport policies 
to achieve its goals since the mid-2000s by implementing the goals of its urban traffic 

O
verview

policy. These included the establishment of a mass transit-oriented urban traffic system, 
aggressive vehicle demand management, advancement in public transportation operation, 
and user-oriented traffic welfare. 

The urban transportation policies formulated during this period included the formation 
and operation of an integrated mass transportation system with urban railways and 
buses as the basis; diversification of the strict vehicle demand management methods; 
development of diverse modes of transport for the enhancement of the convenience 
of mobility disadvantaged people; expansion of traffic welfare and institutional 
improvement; and various eco-friendly policies including the restoration of the 
Cheonggye Stream in central Seoul for the renewal of people-centered infrastructure.  

This chapter focuses on major urban transportation policies that had been formulated 
since the 1960s, when Korea began to actively develop its transportation infrastructure, 
through the 2000s.
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Traffic Impact assessment 
01

Although the traffic impact assessment might undergo changes to meet the needs of the 

times, it is considered a necessary system to manage urban traffic needs and it is viewed as 

an institution that needs to be complemented and advanced to fulfill public interests.

Background and Purpose of Institutional Introduction 

In the 1980s and 1990s, the number of registered automobiles nationwide 
increased by 20.6% on annual average. Witnessing the rapid increase in the 
number of cars on Korea’s roads, transport experts foresaw the upcoming era of 
heavy traffic. Accordingly, transport experts desiring to manage urban transport 
demand suggested introducing a scheme of traffic impact assessment (TIA) aimed 

▲ The traffic impact assessment is considered a necessary to manage urban traffic problems.
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at establishing a customized transport plan in consideration of derived demand 
and provide response to future urban transport problems with regard to buildings 
or projects that might induce vehicular traffic of 100 automobiles or more per 
hour. Accepting the suggestion, the government promulgated the Urban Traffic 
Improvement Promotion Act in 1986 and enforced it from 1987. TIA aims to 
improve the transport environment near large business sites that attract traffic jam 
to ensure smooth and safe urban travel.   

Introduction of Laws and Institutional Implementation  

Introduction of the traffic impact assessment drastically changed the development 
of technology and cultivation of experts in the transport sector, and a Professional 
Engineer for Transport was established in the national technical qualification sector 
to produce professional engineers in transport from 1988. 

TIA was introduced in 1987 and went through five rounds of institutional 
improvement in the 1990s. In particular, the Central Traffic Impact Assessment 
Deliberation Committee was set up and operated under the umbrella of the Ministry 
of Land, Infrastructure and Transport in January 1990. Institutional implementation 
was expanded from cities with a population of 300,000 to those with a population 
of 100,000 in December 1992. The size of subjects to assessment was adjusted in 
December 1995 and June 1996 and qualifications for evaluation supervisors and 
evaluation assistants were modified in March 1999. Unlike the impact assessments on 
the environment (Environmental Impact Assessment Act), disasters (Countermeasures 
against Natural Disasters Act) and population (Seoul Metropolitan Area Improvement 
Planning Act), the traffic impact assessment has been implemented based on the Urban 
Traffic Improvement Promotion Act. However, in late 1990, the Regulatory Reform 
Committee under the umbrella of the Prime Minister’s Office suggested unifying 
various impact assessments by citing additional waste of time and cost on business 
owners when they could be assessed in one combined project. 

The Act on Assessment of Impacts of Works on the Environment, Traffic, 
Disasters, etc. that combines the above-mentioned three impact assessments with 
different objectives and functions was promulgated in January 2001. Until mid-
2000, the traffic impact assessment was conducted based on the low.

 
Constitutional and Institutional Improvement in Response to Environmental Change 
As a growing number of business owners realized the negative effects of the traffic 
impact assessment in addition to changes in the unified law, the Board of Audit and 
Inspection of Korea conducted an institutional audit on the environmental impact 
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assessment in August 2004. In the meantime, the Regulatory Reform Task Force 
under the Prime Minister’s Office reviewed a suggestion of unifying the Traffic 
Impact Assessment Committee and the Building Committee.  

Against this backdrop, as the Act on Assessment of Impacts of Works on the 
Environment, Traffic, Disasters, Etc. was revised in March 2008, the Traffic Impact 
Assessment System was separated from the Act and included in the Urban Traffic 
Impact Promotion Act. It was renamed Traffic Impact Analysis and Improvement 
Measures and its relevant area changed from urban traffic improvement areas to 
traffic zones. Additionally, the assessment agents were changed from Traffic Impact 
Deliberation Committee (central, urban, and provincial) to Traffic Impact Analysis 
and Improvement Measures Deliberative Committee or Building Committee.

Analysis was done on the expected impact of implementing the Traffic Impact 
Analysis and Improvement Measures on the transportation sector in order to 
discover appropriate countermeasures. The Traffic Impact Analysis and Improvement 
Measures are implemented by an agency commissioned by business owners, and 
the latter submits a completed assessment to a government office to be approved. 
At the time of approval, the head of the relevant government office has the Traffic 
Impact Analysis and Improvement Measures Deliberative Committee deliberate 
on the findings. In accordance with the Construction Act, buildings are subject to 
deliberation by the Construction Committee or by the Traffic Impact Analysis and 
Improvement Measures Deliberative Committee. If a building is applicable to be 

▲ Traffic impact should be assessed for large buildings that cause traffic congestion.  

Source: http://blog.naver.com/cwl0916?Redirect=Log&logNo=120212849902
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reviewed by both committees, it is instead reviewed by the Building Committee.

Effects of Traffic Impact Assessment System  

The number of Traffic Impact Assessments (TIA) rose to about 400 in the first 
four years from 1987 when the Urban Traffic Improvement Promotion Act had 
been enacted. It increased to 700 in the late 1990s because of balanced regional 
development, the recovered construction sector, and institutional changes. They were 
reviewed by the Central Traffic Impact Deliberation Committee and committees in 
16 metropolitan cities and provinces. 

As specified in the objectives of establishment of the institution, if projects larger 
than a certain size are planned, a Traffic Impact Assessment is conducted to analyze 
various traffic facilities and traffic volume in and around business sites or diagnose 
various problems in anticipation of expected transportation needs within one year, 
five years, and ten years, so that smooth, pleasant, and safe urban travel can be 
secured based on appropriate traffic measures and an improved transportation 
environment near business sites. 

The Traffic Impact Assessment has had direct and indirect effects on traffic 
conditions in metropolitan cities in Korea. It contributed to directly improving 
areas in and around business sites, including road construction and expansion, 
enhancement of traffic facilities and rail lines connected to nearby roads, 
improvement of connectivity to public transit, enhancement of crossroad geometric 
designs for improved traffic, securing of sidewalks and crossings, enlargement of 
safety facilities, capacity amelioration, etc.  

However, it also had adverse effects. First, it took significant time to conduct the 
assessment, which increased project costs. Business owners expressed dissatisfaction 
with excessive obligations imposed based on the 17 items subject to implementing 
TIA, which resulted in higher costs, complicated evaluation reports with unnecessary 
uniformed contents, and possible conflicts in other sectors including architectural 
construction. In addition, they expected evaluators would give an unfair assessment 
unless a bribe was given.

Although the Traffic Impact Assessment might undergo changes to better meet 
current needs, it is considered necessary to manage urban traffic needs, and is also 
viewed to be an institution that needs to be complemented and advanced to fulfill 
public interests. As such, it needs to grow into a more reasonable regulation. 
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s

Traffic Inducement Charge System
02

Simply put, Traffic Inducement Charge System aims to reduce traffic volume and secure 

financial resources for transport improvement projects by imposing financial penalties on 

traffic causers. 

Background and Purpose of Institutional Introduction 
 

Introduced in July 1, 1990, the Traffic Inducement Charge System aims to impose 
traffic inducement charges on owners of facilities that generate traffic congestion. 
The Urban Traffic Improvement Promotion Act defines the Traffic Inducement 
Charge System as “economic burdens imposed on congestion-generating facilities 
according to the causer pays principle with the aim of reducing traffic congestion.” 
“Charge” is referred to as tax-exclusive financial obligations imposed in accordance 
with laws and regulations with regard to specific public services. 

 
Application of Causer Charge Principle for Reducing Traffic Congestion
This charge is imposed and collected in accordance with the Urban Traffic 
Improvement Promotion Act aimed to make the owners of facilities that generate 
traffic share the socio-economic costs caused by the generation of traffic congestion. 
The charge is also aimed at raising investment funds used for improving transport 
projects, helping to disperse traffic generating facilities within cities, and indirectly 
manage future traffic needs. Simply put, the system aims to reduce traffic volume 
and secure financial resources for transport improvement projects by imposing 
financial penalties on traffic causers.

 

Implementation of Traffic Inducement Charge
 

Imposition of Penalties on Owners of Facilities That Cause Traffic Congestion 
A traffic inducement charge is imposed in accordance with the Urban Traffic 
Improvement Promotion Act that was passed January 1990 taking effect in July. It 
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1)  (1)  Of cities with a population of 100,000 people (or urban-rural complex cities with a population 
of 100,000 people except for towns and townships), areas designated by the Minister of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport for the purpose of smoothing traffic and providing convenient transport in 
urban areas 

    (2) Other areas than (1) deemed to be improved from the perspectives of urban transport 

was supervised by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport and imposed 
and implemented by local governments. Areas where the traffic inducement charge 
was imposed were urban traffic improvement districts1) and facilities with a floor 
area of 1,000 m2 or more. The traffic inducement charge was imposed on the owners 
of traffic generating facilities within urban transport improvement areas.

Facilities subject to traffic charge reduction and exemption can be classified into 
unused facilities and traffic volume reduction activity facilities. Facilities unused 
for more than 30 days, establishments larger than a certain size (mostly 2,000-
3,000 m2), facilities conducting such traffic volume reduction activities as Car-free 
Day, paid parking lots, carpool systems and commuting buses are subject to traffic 
reduction and exemption charge by reduction activities according to the rate of 
reduction and exemption. Of the items subject to charge reduction and exemption, 
reduction and exemption according to traffic reduction activity are considered to be 
effective ways of fulfilling the purpose of the traffic inducement charge as it induces 
reduction in traffic volume generated by facilities to manage transport demand in an 
efficient way.

Laws and regulations specify the use of the traffic inducement charge to resolve 
traffic congestion, expand, operate and improve transport facilities, conduct 
research on urban transport, improve transport services, enhance management of 
public transport companies, manage future traffic needs, take measures to supervise 
transport demand, alleviate road facilities and further transport safety facilities.

Traffic Demand Management for Facilities  
The Traffic inducement Charge System has conducted traffic demand management 
by imposing traffic charges on facilities in an effort to reduce traffic congestion 
caused by use of facilities. During the period of implementation, it recorded 95.2% 
rate of collection on average totaling approximately one trillion won. This traffic 
inducement charge was included in special accounting for urban transport projects 
and used in various transport improvement projects aimed to expand transport 
facilities, improve operation and enhance public transport. It means that the traffic 
inducement charge imposed and collected was used in managing transport demand. 
The traffic inducement charge is considered to contribute to securing financial 
resources for transport improvement projects conducted by local governments.

As to the current state of reduction and exemption of traffic inducement charge 
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(as of 2010), the amount of reduction and exemption (37.2 billion won) accounted 
for 22% of the total amount of imposition. Of that, reduction and exemption 
pertaining to traffic volume reduction activity accounted for 12%, unused facilities 
7%, and reduction 3%.

The amount of reduction and exemption due to traffic volume reduction 
activities accounted for 50% or more of the entire amount of reduction and 
exemption of the traffic inducement charge. Additionally the reductions and 
exemptions are increasing annually in terms of both number and amount. The 
amount of reduction and exemption in Seoul accounts for 60% or more of the 
entire amount of reduction and exemption nationwide. In particular, the amount of 
it in metropolitan cities accounted for 90% or more. 

An increase in the amount of reduction and exemption according to traffic 
volume reduction activity indicates that large facilities voluntarily conducted traffic 
volume reduction activities for the purpose of decreasing the traffic inducement 
charge. Positive effects of the traffic charge led to effective management of transport 
demand as facilities proactively participate in traffic volume reduction activities.

In particular, traffic volume reduction activities were facilitated more in 
metropolitan cities because they had many large-scale facilities and accordingly 
a heavy burden caused by traffic charges prompts the facilities to reduce traffic 
inducement charges by autonomously conducting activities to decrease traffic 
volume.

Local governments tend to additionally promote the reduction and exemption 
system. Reduction and exemption of the traffic charge is increased annually based 
on traffic volume reduction activities voluntarily conducted by facilities as a result 
of the Traffic Inducement Charge System.

Traffic Demand Management and Financing for Transport 
As urban traffic congestion has emerged as an important issue in Korea, the Traffic 
Inducement Charge System has been considered an important means of transport 
policy that can help reduce congestion. The system aims to impose traffic charges 
on facilities and encourage reductions in traffic volume in order to decrease traffic 
congestion caused by use of facilities, while conducting traffic demand management 
on subject facilities by securing financial resources to improve urban transport 
improvement projects. 

The system is effective in that it is concentrated on reducing traffic congestion 
based on pricing policy by pursuing the management of transport demand through 
traffic charges imposed and collected according to the causer pays principle. 
Financial resources secured through imposition and collection of the charge are used 
to improve transport improvement projects while contributing to a management of 
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traffic demand. 
Imposition of the traffic inducement charge induces owners of facilities to 

make efforts to control transport demand and helps secure financial resources for 
transport improvement projects. In addition, reduction and exemption of traffic 
inducement charge based on traffic volume reduction activities induces owners of 
facilities to voluntarily conduct transport demand management, which leads to 
reduction and exemption of the traffic charge based on incentives. 

The Traffic Inducement Charge System has undergone institutional enhancement 
over 23 years to improve institutional operation and improve convenience for payers 
of the traffic charge. In addition, laws and regulations were established to reflect 
actual local conditions based on ordinances introduced by local governments so that 
the current state of urban transport can be appropriately reflected. 

In order for the system to be consistently implemented as an institution that 
fulfills the intended purpose, institutional flexibility is required to effectively 
respond to the changing urban environment. It is necessary to improve the system in 
consideration of the causer pays principle by rationalizing the traffic charge based 
on reasonable and fair standards of imposition of the traffic inducement charge, and 
it can enhance the effects of traffic demand management.

▲ A policy forum on Traffic Inducement Charge System
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Background and Purpose of Introduction 
 
If congestion occurs due to increased numbers of vehicles on roads, the aims of 
supply policy to expand roads is prioritized in most cases. However, as demand for 
passenger cars is overtaking road supply, efficiency of the supply is low because the 
supply of transport infrastructure has limitations in time, space and costs to expand.

The transport infrastructure expansion policy that had continued from the 1980s 
to 1990s caused various disputes regarding the supply policy. Disputes were related 
to whether to sustain the supply of the car-oriented infrastructure which results 
in economic losses caused by construction of roads or to have a system-efficient 
transport policy aimed to control private cars based on demand management. In 
this regard, most economists point out that it is necessary to control traffic needs by 
adjusting fares or improving alternative means of transport, namely, public transport 
services, instead of expansion of road for private cars. They also emphasize that 
higher fares need to be levied on congested roads that impose costs on others. 

 

Introduction of Congestion Charge Policy and It’s Implementation 
 

Need Control of Car Use Based on Demand Management if Difficult to Expand 
Roads 
Since it is not always easy to expropriate land in order to expand roads in 
downtown metropolitan cities with high land prices, it is essential to manage 
demand by reducing car traffic and encouraging the use of alternative means of 
transport instead of expanding roads. In order to realize this, methods of imposing 
financial penalties can be applied including an increase in tolls and parking fees and 

Congestion Charge on  
Namsan Tunnels 1 and 3

03
The introduction of a congestion charge for cars passing through Namsan tunnels 1 and 3 

contributed to drastically reducing cars entering downtown areas and reducing congestion 

in nearby bypasses.
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travel change-over policy to the other alternative means of transport.
In metropolitan cities, the road supply-centered policy has continued for the past 

20 years or more, but changes to demand management are now required. However, 
problem is that it is not easy to impose financial penalties in return for use of roads. 
Moreover, it is difficult to calculate the degree of use of roads and impose fees in 
money. In addition, there is considerable political opposition due to a lack of equity. 
For this reasons, the imposition of charges for the use of congested roads was not 
implemented except for some countries such as Singapore, the U.K. and Sweden. 

Seoul is suffering from serious congestion. Automobile ownership was high in 
the late 1980s and as the trend of ownership continues to increase, the necessity of 
imposing charges on cars in downtown areas in the city was continuously argued 
by transport experts, suggesting the introduction of a congestion charge. However, 
there were diverse opinions regarding the implementation areas, the level of charges 
and method of collection. Accordingly, a congestion charge system was introduced 
to Namsan tunnels 1 and 3 on a trial basis prior to its full-scale implementation, in 
accordance with a decision reached through several public hearings and discussions. 
The tunnels were chosen because they were among the key places providing the 
shortest pathways to downtown Seoul. Another reason had to do with the prospect 
of ensuring easy collection of congestion charges. A congestion charge of 2,000 won 
was imposed on passenger cars and full-size vans with two persons or less passing 
through the tunnels between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. on weekdays and until 3 p.m. on 
Saturdays in order to manage demand for passenger cars in downtown areas on 
weekdays from November 11, 1996. 

 

Effects of Congestion Charge
 
Imposition of the congestion charge on Namsan tunnels 1 and 3 drastically reduced 
traffic volume in these tunnels and greatly improved travel speed. Traffic volume 
was measured at 90,000 cars in a 14-hour span the day before implementation. 
A year later this was greatly reduced to 78,000 cars but is gradually increasing. 
After the Cheonggye flyover was removed in 2003 to restore the Cheonggye 
Stream, traffic volume was again reduced. It slightly increased with expansion of 
the Hannam Bridge in 2004 but traffic volume is still smaller compared to the pre-
implementation period.

Passenger car traffic volume that accounted for almost 80% of total traffic was 
reduced by 30% to only 55%. On the other hand, bus and taxi traffic volume was 
increased by two to three-fold. In the meantime, travel speed increased from 21.6 
km/h to 30-40 km/h after introduction of the system later greatly improving to 50 
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▲  Congestion charge toll gate in Namsan Tunnel 3. The introduction of a congestion charge for cars passing through 
Namsan tunnels 1 and 3 contributed to drastically reducing cars entering downtown areas and reducing congestion in 
nearby bypasses. The photo shows the downtown side of Namsan Tunnel 3 where vehicles pass through a toll gate near 
the tunnel entrance. 
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km/h after expansion of Hannam Bridge. 
 

Drastic Reduction in Traffic Volume in Namsan Tunnels and Congestion Relief 
through Bypasses Usage
The introduction of a congestion charge for using Namsan tunnels 1 and 3 raised 
concern that drivers who insisted on using their cars would congest other roads by 
using nearby bypasses. However, some of the passenger car drivers switched to using 
buses or subway instead of using bypasses. Traffic volume in main bypasses such as 
Sowol Road and Jangchundan Road did not increase significantly and travel speed 
improved on the strength of comprehensive transport improvement plans including 
a traffic signal improvement project.

Introducing a congestion charge to vehicles passing through Namsan tunnels 1 
and 3 on November 11, 1996 was a proactive demand management project with 
regard to passenger cars and drastically reduced traffic volume in downtown areas 
in Seoul.

 

Further Works for Congestion Charge 
 
It is necessary to fulfill the original purpose of the congestion charge in all the 
congested areas with proactive demand management policy. Efforts need to be made 
to go beyond a corridor concept and to apply to the specific areas in downtown 
with area concept for the future.

Table 1.1 Change in traffic volume and travel speed in Namsan tunnels 1 and 3 before and after imposition 
of congestion charge

 
Before 

implementation
 (Sept. 1996)

After one year 
(Nov. 1997)

After five years 
(Jan. 2011)

After seven years 
(Mar. 2011)

After eight years 
(Apr. 2011)

Traffic volume 
(cars/14 hours)

90,404
-

78,078
(∇13.6)

81,549
(∇9.8)

79,885
(∇11.6)

85,322
(∇5.6)

Travel speed 
(km/h) Increase 

of (%) 

21.6
-

29.8
(△13.6)

43.5
(△101.4)

39.7
(△83.8)

51.0
(△136.2)
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Background of Reorganization  
 
Due to the automobile-centered era in Korea in the 1980s, there was a significant 
slowdown in demand for public transport such as bus and taxi. In particular, the 
bus transport modal share was drastically decreased going from 71.3% in 1980 
to 56.2% in 1990. On the other hand, registered cars numbered more than 10 
million in 1990, and so traffic congestion was further worsened in downtown areas 
and deteriorating bus operation conditions resulted in a drastic reduction in bus 
passengers. Bus companies experienced severe revenues deficit and rising transport 
costs caused by higher labor costs, fuel prices. An increase in national income and 
the widespread use of automobiles led to a request for improvement of inconvenient 
and inefficient public transport services. However accumulative operating losses and 
inefficient operating system in the bus transport industry made it difficult to resolve 
the problem. 

In the 2000s, worldwide problems such as global warming and depleted 
petroleum resources made people realize the importance of public transport leading 
to a social request for public transport policy aimed at reducing road congestion 
and making an environmentally friendly transport system. It eventually came to 
the conclusion that we had to reorganize the nation’s public transport system for 
the purpose of enhanced public benefit and efficient transport network system 
in the mid-2000s. The public transport system was reorganized by user-centered 
adjustment of bus routes, enhanced punctuality, facilitation of inter-city buses in 
metropolitan cities, and adopting a quasi-public operating system with an aim to 
secure public service. Median bus lanes, transfer discounts and integrated operations 
together with urban railways were adopted to improve the quality of service for bus 
users and increase demand for buses.  

Public Transport reform  
in Seoul

04
Seoul bus reform can be considered as a successful reform in terms of transformation 

of transport policy into a bus-and-user-oriented system. In particular, it is a significant 

paradigm shift from the supplier-oriented transport policy to the user-oriented transport 

policy.
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Main Contents
 
Reorganization of Bus Routes and Management of Bus Operations  
In an effort to make passenger car users to switch to public transport, Seoul 
Metropolitan City reorganized public transport for the purpose of integrating bus 
and urban railways with safe, convenient, rapid and inexpensive public transport. 
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Figure 1.1 Route map of median bus lane in Seoul 

▲ Median bus lane at Gangnam-daero, Seoul 
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Bus routes were classified into categories according to wide area, trunk, branch, and 
rotation in order to enhance users’ understanding and a free transfer system was 
introduced for bus to bus and bus to subway. Median bus lanes were constructed in 
all main arterial streets to improve the punctuality of buses and help users rapidly 
enter and exit downtown areas. In addition, a form of GPS was installed in buses for 
the purpose of managing bus operation in efficieny way. The operation of median bus 
lanes and real-time operational management speeds up bus services while improving 
their mobility.

Introduction of Unified Fares and Expansion of Transfer Discounts
The unified, distance-based fare system for public transport that was introduced 
for the users enables them to pay fares in proportion to travel distance and offers a 
transfer discount so that pay total costs travelled lower than before because users 
do not have to pay additional fares for transfer within the mass transport system. 
It eventually made a great contribution expanding economic benefits for public 
transport users and increasing bus ridership. In addition, it expanded bus routes 
connected to the subway system to establish an integrated public transport network 
and a sharp increase in the use of transport cards made it possible to manage bus 
operation revenues more transparent.

▲ Transfer facilities in Yeouido, Seoul
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Achievement of Public Transport Reform  
 
Bus transport reform has led to the transport indicators in the right way in addition 
to an improved air-quality environment in fine dusts and carbon monoxide. 

After the reorganization, the number of accidents was reduced by 166 (25.2%) 
for one year. Average fares were reduced by 29 won per trip by the introduction 
of the unified distance-based fare system and free transfer, while the rate of bus 
operation improved by 13.9%. Operation of median bus lanes in arterial roads 
sped up bus services to a record 22 km/h and stabilize a intervals, and improve a 
punctuality of bus operations.

Table 1.2 Effects of public transport reform in Seoul

Description Performance indicators Achievement 

Speed Operation speed (km/h) 16.7 → 22.0 

Service provision  Operation rate (%) 82.5 → 96.4

Operational safety The number of accidents (case) 659 → 493

Punctuality Interval 0.69 → 0.56

Low fares Fare by travel (Won) 620 → 592

Transparent revenues Use of cards (%) 77.4 → 88.9 

Facilitated public transport Modular share rate (%) 61.2 → 62.3 

Improved air environment Fine dusts (PM10)
Carbon monoxide (CO)

69 → 61
0.7 → 0.6

Reduced costs Travel cost reduction benefit Saved 225.1 billion won

Sources:  1) Seoul Metropolitan City, Convenient Public Transport, Happy Seoul Citizens, 2006. 
2) Environmental Statistics, Seoul Metropolitan City Homepage, http://env.seoul.go.kr/archives/1429

Table 1.3 Travel mode, travel population and modal share in Seoul

Description Unit 1996 2002 2003 2004 2005

Seoul population 
(metropolitan population)

1,000 
persons

10,470
(21,065) 

10,281
(22,877) 

10,277
(23,240) 

10,288
(23,527) 

10,297
(23,782) 

Travel population 1,000 passages
/day 27,800 29,680 29,375 30,344 31,004 

Modal share rate
- Public transport

%

59.5 60.6 61.2 62.0 62.3

  (bus) (30.1) (26.0) (25.6) (26.2) (27.5)

  (subway) (29.4) (34.6) (35.6) (35.8) (34.8)

- Taxis 10.4 7.4 7.1 6.6 6.5

- Passenger cars 24.6 26.9 26.4 26.4 26.3

- Others 5.5 5.1 5.3 5.0 4.9

Source: Transportation Department of Seoul Metropolitan City, http://traffic.seoul.go.kr/archives/285
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Improved public transport services led to an increase of 1,388,000 passengers 
per day and the modal share rose to 62.3%, with revenue increase. In addition, the 
occurrence of fine dusts and carbon monoxide emissions were reduced compared to 
2003. Introduction of a quasi-public operating system for buses led to the stable and 
continuous operation and management for the bus companies. It generated positive 
effects by improving the welfare of bus users

Policy Suggestions  
 
As seen in the bus transport reform, bus operation could be systematically changed 
to provide user-centered bus services by the reorganization of the bus route system, 
installation of median bus lanes, introduction of the unified distance-based fare 
system, and expansion of the transport card system and bus management system 
(BMS). This also mainly resulted from a private-operating system into a quasi-
operating system and also from a systematic cooperation system between Seoul 
Metropolitan City and private bus operators based on joint management of 
revenues. 

▲ Reorganization of the public transportation system aimed to reform the bus operation scheme in large cities to user-oriented one. 
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The photo above is a bus stop at Seoul Station Transfer Center

Not take into account were the time and costs in the view of users, 
transformation into a user-centered bus transport system including punctual bus 
operation services, improved comfort and convenience on the part of bus users, 
reduced bus fares and convenient connection to urban railways is considered to be 
main factors in this successful reform. 

In order to introduce a public operating system, local governments need to make 
continuous large-scale investments in enhancing and managing the public benefit of 
bus services. Despite the cost, it can be considered a successful reform in terms of 
transformation of transport policy into a bus-and-user-oriented system. In particular, 
it is a significant paradigm shift from the supplier-oriented transport policy in the 
past to the user-oriented transport policy.
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Background of Policy 
 
As the metropolitan subway fare system adopted a fare system with zonal basis in 
inner area, but distance zonal basis in outer area, it has been caused to unfair fares 
for users. This is due to the fact that different fares are imposed on the same travel 
distance inside versus outside city limits. Fares sometimes occur in areas classified as 
travel sections although they belong to Seoul in terms of administrative district. As 
fare system in zonal basis is not determined according to distance, one section can 
be longer than two sections from time to time. In such cases, those who traveled two 
sections that are shorter than one section are supposed to pay higher fares, which is 
unreasonable. Due to this unreasonable subway fare system that had nothing to do 
with travel distance, subway users had difficulties in understanding how fares were 
calculated and complained about paying higher fares despite shorter travel distance. 

Unlike the subway system, main problem in the bus fare system is not to give the 
benefits of transfer of users. A long-distance traveler who did not have to transfer to 
another bus was supposed to pay half the fares imposed on a short-distance traveler 
who needed to transfer twice to reach his or her destination. The existing fare system 
required passengers to pay all the modes separately. Due to the disconnected fare 
system between modes, passengers were burdened with paying fares whenever they 
transferred from subway to a bus, from a bus to the subway, and from a city bus to 
a neighborhood bus. It appeared to be very unfair to those who live in the suburbs 
far away from a subway station or who have to take a feeder bus to go to a city bus 
stop. 

Integration of Public Transport 
Fare System

05
The public transport unity fare is applied to all means of public transport operating in 

downtown areas, and the fare is calculated based on basic fare + unit extra fare (travel 

distance – basic fare distance)/extra unit distance. 
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Reorganization of Public Transport Fare System 

The main contents of the reorganized public transport fare system are as follows. 
First, a distance-based fare system was introduced to resolve the problem of 
imposing higher fares on short-distance travelers than on long-distance travelers by 
designating a basic section and imposing additional charge at every distance.

Second, efforts were made to establish a new and more efficient fare system 
based on rationality, to secure revenue for the quality of bus service.

Third, an emphasis was placed on reducing the burden on public transport users 
who need to transfer. Given that people transfer more often in Seoul than in other 
metropolitan cities abroad, the current transfer discount of around 7% in Seoul 
was considered insufficient. Accordingly, efforts were made to create a reasonable 
fare system where a transfer discount is offered to reduce the excessive burden on 
transfer travelers and the discount is expanded to both bus-subway transfers and 
bus-bus transfers.

Against this backdrop, the Unified Distance-Based Fare System was introduced. 
It enables travelers to transfer to another modes of public transport without paying 
an additional charge.  As such, it can contribute to minimizing transport burdens on 
the part of the underprivileged. It can also benefit short-distance travelers who need 
to frequently transfer to another bus or subway train.

▲ Citizens passing through the subway gates using transportation card 
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Seoul Metropolitan City decided 
to adopt the Unified Distance-Based 
Fare System aimed at imposing fares 
by combining buses and subway trains 
as well as the Flat Bus Fare System 
aimed at imposing uniform fares on 
buses operating outside city limits. The 
Public Transport Unity Fare combines 
the Unified Distance-Based Fare System 
with the Flat Bus Fare System and it 
has become a basic framework for the 
reorganized fare system.

The public transport unity fare is applied to all modes of public transport 
operating in downtown areas, and the fare is calculated based on basic fare + unit 
extra fare (travel distance – basic fare distance)/extra unit distance. The flat fare was 
applied to a 40 km distance or longer to prevent long-distance travelers from being 
burdened. The differentiated basic fare was applied to each mode in consideration 
of the value of services. The distance-based system according to the formula above 
is applied to all buses and subway and if only the buses are used, the uniform fare 
system is applied to all users.

Seoul confirmed the Unified Distance-Based Fare System was expanded to 10 km 

▲ A transportation card reader installed in a bus

▲ Transport cards (Smart card) and card readers on a bus

Source: http://traffic.seoul.go.kr/files/2012/04/t-money2.jpg
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of basic distance travelled by subway and charge extra for every additional 5 km travel 
distance, in while,  for the bus basic fare to 10 km regardless of number of transfer and 
charge extra for each additional 5 km travel distance. As current 50% of bus users travel 
less than 6 km, the existing flat fare was applied when only buses are used. 

Integration of Public Transport Fares and Its Effects 

If the fare system were to be changed into the Unified Distance-Based Fare System, 
an increase in the basic fare would have been unavoidable. Passengers who paid 
650 won based on a card discount are supposed to pay 800 won in basic fare. Seoul 
Metropolitan City offered a transfer discount instead of increase of basic fare. 

Moreover, long-distance travelers using the subway system in Seoul felt that their 
subway fares were too high. It led many residents to constantly lodge complaints 
and Seoul thus decided to increase the governmental subsidy for long-distance 
travelers using the subway system and expanded the basic distance from 10 km to 
12 km with 6 km units of additional distance. The reorganized public transport 
fare system of Seoul confirmed through this process was aimed to encourage the 
use of public transport based on lower fares and improve transparency in operating 
revenues. After the reorganization, the cost per trip was reduced from 620 won to 
592 won (down 4.5%). 

Table 1.4 Change in bus fares before and after reorganization of the fare system

Purpose Performance indicator Target achievement

Low fares Fare by travel (Won) 620 (2nd half of 2003)⟶ 592 (2nd half of 2004)

Transparent revenues Card usage rates (%) 77.4% (Jan. 2003) ⟶ 88.9% (Dec. 2004)

As of December 2004, the rate of use of cards was increased to 88.9%, up 
11.5% from 2003 (before the reorganization) due to transfer benefits granted at a 
time of use of transport cards. It additionally generated positive results of improved 
transparency in fare revenues. 

▲  A transportation card that can be used for almost all public transportation systems in the nation, including railways and 
expressways 
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Enhancement of Social Welfare through Establishment of a Human Being-
Oriented Transport System
 
As the Act on Promotion of the Transportation Convenience of Mobility 
Disadvantaged Persons was established and enforced in 2006, installation of 
amenities in the transport sector were further enhanced in terms of types and 
standards. It helped to mandatorily conduct barrier-free projects in various 
passenger facilities as well as means of transport and roads.  

The Mentally and Physically Disabled Persons Welfare Act established in 1981 
was the first law on mobility enhancement for the mobility-impaired including 
the handicapped, but it was only an announcement without detailed guidelines or 
rules on convenient facilities or mobility rights. In December 1989, the Mentally 
and Physically Disabled Persons Welfare Act was revised as the Act on Welfare of 
Persons with Disabilities requiring the central government and local governments to 
take measures on convenient facilities for the disabled and introduce a Presidential 
Decree to designate standards of convenient facilities and equipments. Provisions 
specifying imposition of fines on those who do not comply with the installation of 
convenient facilities were established. The Regulation on Standards of Installation 
of Amenities and Facilities for the Disabled specifying the type and standards of 
amenities for the handicapped was established in December 1994. 

In March 1997, the Act of Guarantee on Convenience Promotion of Guarantee for the 
Disabled, the Elderly, Pregnant Women, Etc. was established, and it took effect in April 1998. 
Since then, subjects to the promotion and guarantee of access have been expanded from the 
disabled to the elderly and pregnant women and rights to access have been guaranteed by law. 

As a result of enforcement of the Act on Promotion of the Transportation 
Convenience of Mobility Disadvantaged Persons convenient facilities in the transport 

act on Promotion of the 
Transportation Convenience of 
Mobility Disadvantaged Persons

06
The Act on Promotion of the Transportation Convenience of Mobility Disadvantaged 

Persons is intended to establish a human being oriented transport policy and pedestrian 

environment for the mobility impaired. 
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sector were drastically enhanced in terms of types and standards. Also a legal foothold 
was gained to push for systematic and mandatory implementation of barrier-free 
projects with regard to passenger facilities, means of transport and roads. 

 

Enactment of Act on Promotion of the Transportation Convenience of 
Mobility Disadvantaged Persons
 
The Act on Convenience Promotion of Guarantee for the Disabled, the Elderly, Pregnant 
Women, Etc. supervised by the Ministry of Health and Welfare deals with amenities 
in roads, parks, public buildings and transport facilities and has greatly contributed 
to expanding amenities and ensuring mobility rights. However, a lack of provisions 
on mobility enhancement with regard to a means of transport and transport facilities 
such as buses and subway trains resulted in continuous complaints by the disabled. 
Accordingly, the government decided to pass the Act on Promotion of the Transportation 
Convenience of Mobility Disadvantaged Persons in an effort to overcome limitations of 
the Act on Convenience Promotion of Guarantee for the Disabled, the Elderly, Pregnant 
Women, Etc. in 2004. The Act was passed by the National Assembly at the end of 
December 2004 and was announced at the end of January 2005. 

First, the new law defined “the mobility impaired” as those who have difficulties in 
mobility including the handicapped, the elderly, pregnant women, families with infants 
and children. The Land, Infrastructure and Transport Minister is obligated to make a basic 
plan of central government for mobility improvement every five years while mayors and 
country governors should make a local plan by the central government basic plan.

Secondly, it specifies mandatory introduction of installation standards of 
mobility enhancement facilities and obligatory installation. Underlying laws and 
ordinances specifies types, structure and materials of mobility enhancement facilities 
in modes of transport, passenger facilities and roads and requires the establishment 
of mobility enhancement facilities at a time of replacement and improvement of 
modes of transport or installation and mass-improvement of passenger facilities. 
Efforts have been made to expand mobility enhancement facilities in phase with 
regard to existing modes of transport and passenger facilities.

Thirdly, low-floor buses have been introduced. The central government and local 
governments provide support to replace existing buses with low-floor buses that 
enable passengers to horizontally get into and out of the buses by removing stairs in 
existing buses for enhanced convenience of the mobility impaired.

Fourthly, a special means of transport has been introduced. Mayors and county 
governors are obligated to provide a certain number of special transport vehicles 
for the purpose of mobility enhancement on the part of the mobility impaired who 
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have serious difficulties in mobility. Legal provisions have been introduced to install 
mobility support centers for the convenience of disabled persons.

In addition, improvement of the driver’s license system and the development of 
driving devices and vehicles have been facilitated to enable the disabled or the elderly 
to drive a car safely and conveniently for themselves. In addition, transport business 
operators are required to provide the mobility impaired with information on how to 
conveniently use a means of transport and passenger facilities. The law also specifies 
designation of pedestrian-priority zones in certain sections of roads for the purpose of 
realizing a safe and convenient pedestrian environment for the mobility impaired.

The Act on Promotion of the Transportation Convenience of Mobility 
Disadvantaged Persons is intended to establish a people-oriented transport policy 
and pedestrian environment for the mobility impaired. Instead of being preoccupied 
with controlling traffic congestion, it has laid the groundwork for changing an 
efficiency-oriented transport policy into a social equality-oriented transport policy. 

Demolition of the “Walls of the Mind” to Overcome Prejudice against 
Mobility Impaired 
 
The central government established the First Plan of  Promotion of the Transportation 

▲ A transportation service should be allowed to use by the mobility handicapped safe and conveniently 
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▲ A low-floor bus running

Convenience of Mobility Disadvantaged Persons (2007-2011) in 2007 to enable the 
mobility impaired to use transport services safely and conveniently without the help 
of others. The Local Plan was established in accordance with this central government 
plan and improvement and expansion of various mobility enhancement facilities 
enabled the mobility impaired to take part in society with safety and security. 

The central central government established the Second Plan (2012-2016) in 2012 
pushing for projects to improve modes of transport, passenger facilities and pedestrian 
environment for enhancing convenience of the mobility impaired beyond the first five-
year-plan. Efforts have been made to resolve problems and introduce diverse policies that 
can provide practical support to the mobility impaired. 

In this regard, it is necessary to expand governmental budgets for the mobility 
impaired, determine the rate of allocation of project expenses between the central 
and local governments, enhance education for related public servants and transport 
business operators and install a local government department overseeing mobility of 
the mobility impaired. It is more important than anything else to establish a regular 
check system for mobility enhancement facilities installed by local governments. It is 
necessary to raise public awareness about the disabled, pregnant women, children, 
stroller users and the elderly while keeping in mind that all of us could be a mobility 
impaired in our lifetime. This change in mindset is needed so transport culture that is 
considerate of the mobility impaired can take root in society.
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Background and Purpose of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
 
According to socio-economic indices in metropolitan areas, most indices show 
that the national economy is concentrated on metropolitan areas as they account 
for 50% of the entire workforce, 47% of the entire regional production, 45% of 
the entire number of companies and 46% of the entire number of automobiles. 
As for transport, traffic congestion costs and single occupancy cars continuously 
increase and development of housing sites in the peripheral areas of the capital city 
has rapidly raised metropolitan transport demand. Under the circumstances, it is 
obvious that transport policies in the capital areas need to focus on the metropolitan 
transport system centering on public transport including buses and subway. The 
public transport-centered system needs to be enhanced based on expansion of 
the wide-area bus network and introduction of bus rapid transit (BRT) and the 
metropolitan subway network needs to be continuously expanded based on policy. 

 

Main Functions and Limitations of Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority 
 
Joint Metropolitan Transport Administration in Three Cities and Provinces in the 
Capital Area
It is well known that a public transport-centered metropolitan transport system 
needs to be established as soon as possible in order to resolve transport problems 
in the Seoul Capital Area. Cites and provinces in the capital area have endeavored 
to resolve metropolitan transport problems through the Council for Metropolitan 
Administration of the Capital Area formed in accordance with the Local Autonomy 

establishment of Metropolitan 
Transportation authority

07
Separate organizations including the Metropolitan Transportation Authority were 

established and operated based on local governmental agreements in an effort to resolve 

metropolitan transport problems, but their roles are partially limited. 
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Act, but problems have yet to be resolved in the wake of the agreement without 
binding force and difficulties in securing financial resources. Comprehensive 
measures and policies must still be introduced due to an absence of a department 
and experts in charge of dealing with metropolitan transport issues.

As a result of continuous research on the metropolitan transport system 
conducted by KOTI, the Korea Research Institute for Local Administration, and 
the Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements (KRIHS) in the 1990s, many 
found it necessary to establish the Metropolitan Transportation Union, and the 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority was inaugurated through governmental 
consultations with three cities and provinces in the capital area in February 2005. 
The Metropolitan Transportation Authority is a public corporation established for 
joint metropolitan transport administration in Seoul, Incheon Metropolitan City and 
Gyeonggi Province. It is responsible for establishing a comprehensive metropolitan 
public transport plan, conducting consultations and adjustments on metropolitan 
transport policy and administering metropolitan public transport transfer facilities, 
as well as the metropolitan bus rapid transit and metropolitan transport policies as 
delegated by union members. Seoul, Gyeonggi Province and Incheon Metropolitan 
City dispatched 48 personal at a ratio of 5:5:3 to do administrative work for the 
union while sharing general operating costs.

The Metropolitan Transportation Authority is pushing for metropolitan 
transport at a working level by establishing a three-tier consultation and adjustment 
system based on the Working-Level Metropolitan Transportation Council, the 
Working-Level Deliberation Committee for Union Conference and the Union 
Conference. In addition, a foundation has been created for conducting metropolitan 
transport facility projects based on a mid to long-term basic research plan drafted 
by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority as well as field investigations into 
BRT and metropolitan transfer facilities. 

Since 2006, a mid to long-term basic plan of the Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority has been established based on achievements from the previous year and 
the Seoul-Hannam BRT Demonstration Project and research on actual conditions 

Figure 1.2 Signature of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
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of household travel in the capital area were initiated. In addition, efforts have been 
made to enhance convenience in public transport on the part of residents in the 
capital area based on consultations and adjustment of metropolitan bus routes.

In 2007, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority was renamed the 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority to deal with metropolitan transport 
matters. The Metropolitan Transportation Authority is an administrative institution 
established in accordance with the Local Autonomy Act and composed of public 
servants within Seoul, Incheon and Gyeonggi Province based on limited authority 
and responsibility. It conducts various projects to establish a metropolitan transport 
system centering on public transport, remove inefficiency caused by delayed 
consultations on transport policy among local governments, expand metropolitan 
transport facilities and conduct the Metropolitan BRT Project, which was planned 
and implemented focusing on the Hanam-Cheonho Project and the Cheongna-
Gangseo Project. 

Tasks Facing the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
 
Need for Promoting a Metropolitan Transportation Administrative Organization 
Separate organizations including the Metropolitan Transportation Authority were 

▲ The 2nd Meeting of Metropolitan Transportation Authority

Source: Metropolitan Transportation Authority
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established and operated based on 
local governmental agreements in 
an effort to resolve metropolitan 
transport problems, but their 
roles are partially limited. In the 
capital area, the Metropolitan 
Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n  A u t h o r i t y 
(2005), an association of local 
governments, was established with 
later the Dongnam Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority (2012) 
was established and operated 
in the Busan and Ulsan areas. 
H o w e v e r  t h e r e  h a v e  b e e n 
limitations in consultations and 
adjustments due to an absence 
of administrative authority. The 
Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority is a union based on 
local governmental agreement 
and its legal status is not strong 
enough to be delegated to local 
governments. This group is an entity established in accordance with the Local 
Autonomy Act and it is delegated to deal with such matters not directly related 
to such residents’ rights and obligations as survey, inspection, examination and 
management. 

Differences in financial conditions, policy operation and project priority among 
local governments have resulted in difficulties in budgetary support and consultative 
adjustment on permits and approvals. For example, Gyeonggi Province delegates 
permits and approvals on bus operation to cities and towns while the Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority pursues consultations with the cities of Hannam and 
Bucheon. Since three local governments of seoul, Gyeonggi province, and Incheon 
alternately serve as heads of the headquarters with two-year terms, there is a lack 
of consistency and independence in policy-making. It is thus necessary to conduct 
integrated management in order to plan and operate metropolitan transport facilities 
and raise funds by installing a special local government and administrative bodies 
such as a metropolitan transport agency instead of local governmental consultative 
bodies.

▲  Transportation problems in the metropolitan area including Seoul 
are most urgent and important issues to solve.
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Background of the Taxi Quota System
 
In the 1960s, taxi transport began. By 1970, number of taxies had continued to 
grow reaching 23,305, up 450% from the 1960s. This dramatic rise was due to the 
fact that taxi demand drastically increased with the growing economy and increased 
income. In the 1970s the growth rate slowed down but the supply quantity 
continuously increased. In 1980, the number of taxis was 60,074 nationwide, up 
260% from the 1970s.  

In the late 1980s, private cars were pandemic and it resulted in stuck in demand 
for taxis and then experienced a reduction in the 1990s. This situation resulted 
in managerial deterioration of taxi businesses. For the past ten years, the number 
of taxi users decreased from 4.77 billion to 4.15 million. In 2005, it recorded 
3.824 billion, a record low, but the number of taxis supplied maintained. It led to 
introduction of Taxi Quota System with an aim to control the number of taxis so 
that taxi business can make appropriate profits. 

Improved public transport and increased passenger cars continuously reduced 
demand for taxis whereas a continuous increase in number of taxis resulted in 
imbalanced supply and demand. In an effort to resolve the problem and promote 
sound development of the taxi industry, introduction of standards was required 
to ascertain the quantity of taxis supplied to each area. The Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport introduced the Taxi Quota System in 2005 in order to 
improve efficiency in adjusting the supply and demand of taxis. 

Taxi Quota System2)

08
The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport introduced the Taxi Quota System in 

2005 in order to improve efficiency in adjusting the supply and demand of taxis. 

 

2) controlling the number of taxi
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Table 1.5 Number of passengers (2001-2009) (Unit: 1 million persons)

Description 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Total 9,857 9,783 9,405 9,169 8,803 9,109 9,518 9,798 9,588

Express bus 42 42 40 39 38 39 38 40 38

Intra-city bus 4,562 4,523 4,409 4,452 4,537 4,616 4,989 5,069 5,032

Intercity bus 353 329 283 262 246 246 237 242 236

Chartered bus 130 175 140 152 158 160 202 208 177

Taxi 4,770 4,714 4,533 4,264 3,824 4,048 4,052 4,239 4,105

Table 1.6 Number of taxis and passengers by year

Description
Number of taxis passengers

 (persons)Total Corporation owned Individually owned

1962 5,145 5,145 - 76,901,116

1965 7,977 7,977 - 138,922,057

1970 23,305 23,305 - 692,476,437

1975 28,783 28,229 554 808,433,123

1980 60,074 44,972 15,102 1,908,932,738

1985 96,658 50,184 46,474 3,020,120,667

1990 155,981 74,423 81,558 4,503,317,245

1995 199,285 87,151 112,134 4,920,413,220

2000 225,901 90,262 135,639 5,038,802,119

2005 246,431 92,207 154,224 3,824,165,582

2010 248,918 85,392 163,526 3,780,759,173

Figure 1.3 Number of taxis and passengers by year
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Main Contents of Taxi Quota System
 
An institutional groundwork was laid for a transport capacity plan established by 
mayors and provincial governors in accordance with a calculation standard for 
transport supply as specified in Article 5 of the Passenger Transport Service Act, a 
legal basis for introduction of the Taxi Quota System. 

Passenger Transport Service act 

article 5 | Licensing Standards  
②  The Land, Infrastructure and Transport Minister shall designate a calculation standard for 

transport supply as specified in 1-1 (It shall be confined to passenger transport business as 

designated by Presidential Order) and notify results to mayors and provincial governors. 

③  Mayors and provincial governors who are notified on a calculation standard for transport 

supply as specified in Section 2 shall officially notify a transport supply plan every five years 

before reporting it to the Land, Infrastructure and Transport Minister. 

④  If it is necessary to change the transport supply plan specified in Section 3 for good reasons 

including a drastic change in transport demand as designated by Land, Infrastructure and 

Transport Ministerial Order, it shall be allowed to be revised based on approval by the Land, 

Infrastructure and Transport Minister.   

▲ Hearings on  taxi system improvement
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As for the method of calculation, taxi quota are calculated based on a formula 
to which occupied rate and operation rate are applied. Standards related to the 
number of tasis, occupied rate and operation rate are as follows:  

Table 1.7  Method of calculating taxi quota

Taxi Quota =
Present

Number of taxis
×

Present service rate
×

Present operation rate

Target service rate Stable operation rate

Number 
of taxis

•  Calculation based on the entire number of taxis licensed in business areas at a time of survey
•  All areas are considered to be the same business areas if they need to be integrated or operated 

Occupied rate

•  Target occupied rate
   –  Suggestion of guidelines for resolution to imbalanced supply and demand, improvement of 

convenience on the part of taxi users and regional equality 
      ·  Large cities with a population of 500,000: 55%
      ·  Small and medium sized cities with a population of less than 500,000:   53%
•  Present occupied rate
   –  Calculation and application of service rate at a time of survey based on objective and reasonable 

standards (including operating records) 
      ·  Distance service rate: (passenger-based operation distance/ total operation distance) × 100
      ·  Time service rate: (passenger-based operation distance/ total operation distance) × 100
•  If service rates of privately owned taxis and company-owned taxis are different, a weighted average 

calculated based on the number of registered taxis is selected as a service rate

Operation rate

•  Stable operation rate: flexible application according to free day system
   –  3rd-5th free day: 92%, 6th-9th free day: 90%, 10th freeday: 88%
•  Presently operating rate
   –  Calculation based on survey on the actual conditions of company-owned taxis and privately owned 

taxis and assessment based on the number of available taxis (exclusive free day) against the number 
of actually operating taxis 

   –  Current operating rate = {number of actually operating taxis /number of available taxis (exclusive of 
free day)}×100

      ·  If the free day system was enhanced in pertinent areas after the guideline was introduced, the number 
of available taxis is calculated based on the existing free day system at the time of establishment of 
the Taxi Quota Plan System

      ·  If a different free day system is applied to company-owned taxis and privately-owned taxis, a 
weighted average is applied to the value generated based on division of present operation rate with 
stable operation rate according to rate of licensed taxis for the purpose of calculation   

The total of regional Taxi Quota is calculated in April and May or in October 
and November when there is small seasonal change in traffic volume in principle. 
Additionally transport research centers, entities experienced in conducting research on 
transport policy or institutions affiliated with universities are designated to conduct 
surveys based on data collected in periods that exclude sightseeing seasons and holidays. 

Use and Achievements of Taxi Quota System
 
Mayors and provincial governors establish the plan for taxi licence supply for 
local governments based on survey every five years in consideration of institutional 
calculation on the Taxi Quota System. On this basis, the Regional Taxi Quota 
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System was introduced in 2005 with the First Taxi Quota Plan (2005-2009) 
established and implemented by local governments. After termination of the 
First Taxi Quota Plan, problems found in the process of implementation of were 
corrected before initiation of the Second Taxi Quota Plan (2010-2014).

As it was inevitable that implementation of the Taxi Quota System would lead 
to a reduction in the number of taxes for the purpose of resolving excessive taxi 
supply, a compensation system was necessary to reply to a reduction in the number 
of taxis. The Passenger Transport Service Act, which was passed with the aim for the 
government to provide partial support at the time of reduction in the numbers of 
taxis, was revised as follows:   

 
Article 50-3 of the Passenger Transport Service Act (Financial Support) 
 If local governments provide vehicular reduction compensation for taxis that exceed 
a regional transport capacity plan as specified in Article 5-3, the central government 
shall provide partial financial support in accordance with Presidential Order. 

Article 21-3 of Enforcement Ordinance of the Act (Financial Support for Reduction 
Compensation)  
If local governments provide vehicular reduction compensation in accordance 

▲ Taxi Quota System was enforced from 2005 to efficiently adjust supply and demand of the taxis
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with Article 50-3 of the Act, the Land, Infrastructure and Transport Minister shall 
consult with the Strategy and Finance Minister to come up with standards of partial 
financial support before notification of a relevant local government. 

This system was legalized in 2009 but it has yet to be implemented due to 
budgetary constraints. As some people question governmental investments in 
taxi reduction, and there are problems in determining who to reduce, the amount 
of compensation, and introduction of governmental financial support, a more 
reasonable and systematic supply and demand system for taxis has been requested. 

As the Third Taxi Quota Plan (2015-2019) is expected to be introduced, the 
present system is being complemented. Until the Second Taxi Quota Plan was 
implemented, whether to increase the number of taxis based on the taxi quota 
system was the only issue to be determined. However the latest policy aimed to 
reduce the oversupply taxis led to a request for stricter taxi quota standards. In this 
regard, efforts have been made to establish a strict operation standard of the Taxi 
Quota System befitting urban conditions and enhance managerial supervision so 
that problems identified as a result of operation of the Second taxi quota plan could 
be resolved. They can be used in realizing quality taxi services based on the Taxi 
Quota System.
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Why was the Restoration of Cheonggyecheon Initiated?
 
The background to the restoration of Cheonggyecheon (literally Cheonggye Stream) 
can be divided into three phases. First, as a result of the structural safety diagnosis 
of Cheonggye Elevated Highway conducted in 2001, 100 billion won needed to be 
invested in maintenance and repairs of Cheonggye flyover. In addition, the work 
was so extensive that the highway should be closed for at least two years. After the 
repair, continuous maintenance would be needed on a regular basis.

Second, areas surrounding Cheonggyecheon were not redeveloped due to high-
rise structures located in downtown Seoul and it became a stumbling block to 
development of downtown areas in Gangbuk. Traffic volume in pre-restoration 
Cheonggyecheon Road and Cheonggye Elevated Highway was over 160,000 cars 
per day and illegal parking took place on the roadsides so often that drivers could 
not even drive at 6 km per hour in the afternoon. Meanwhile, air pollution on the 
roadsides was so serious that the value of standard contaminants hovered above the 
average value in Seoul with exception for fine dust PM10 (particles with a diameter 
of 10㎛ or less). Nitrogen oxide exceeded Seoul air environmental standards and 
carcinogenic VOCs, the concentration of benzene was measured to be high.

Third, the imbalance between Gangnam and Gangbuk areas in Seoul caused 
serious problems in terms of the economy, housing prices, education and culture, 
and many people cited environmentally unfriendly urban facilities including high-
level structures concentrated in the Gangbuk area as a major problem. As of 2000, 
the population in downtown areas was reduced by 66% for the past 20 years, and 
the number of businesses amounted to 77,000 in downtown areas, a decline of 
24.1% from 1991. Currently, the number of businesses in the Cheonggyecheon area 
is 38,145 accounting for only 2.8% of all businesses in Seoul. 

urban renewal by restoration 
of Cheonggye Stream

09
The Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project  is expected to serve as a test-bed for developing 

Korea into one of the world’s most competitive countries going far beyond river restoration 

in a downtown area.

▶  View of Cheongyecheon Stream 
after the restoration
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▶  View of Cheongyecheon Stream 
after the restoration
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Accordingly, Seoul decided to push for balanced development of Gangnam and 
Gangbuk based on the development of surrounding areas by seeking a fundamental 
resolution of the safety problems caused by outdated structures in Cheonggyecheon 
Road and Cheonggye Elevated Highway. Moreover, it was intended to create 
environmentally friendly urban spaces, to restore the history and culture of Seoul, to 
revitalize outdated industrial structures surrounding Cheonggyecheon. 

Main Contents of Cheonggyecheon Restoration
 
The Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project commenced with the demolition of 
Cheonggye Elevated Highway on July 1, 2005. The restoration section covered 
5.8 km and Cheonggye Elevated Highway was demolished first. The covered 
Cheonggyecheon Road was dismantled before restoration of the stream and 
surrounding areas. The scope of the restoration project is a section from the Dong-A 
Ilbo building to the endpoint of the covered area. At least 120,000 tons of water is 
required to maintain daily channel flow with a depth of 40 cm. 98,000 tons of water 
are procured from the Han River with an additional 23,000 tons of underground 
water are used. Five pedestrian bridges and 17 vehicular bridges were constructed in 

▲ The Cheongyecheon overpass before restoration of Cheongyecheon Stream ▲ Since its restoration, the Cheongyecheon Stream become beloved place to relax by the citizens.
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the stream section. The appearance of each bridge was determined in consideration 
of history and surrounding areas. 

Twenty-one bridges were constructed and decorated with images including 
butterflies and long-headed grasshoppers as well as locally themed images. If Ogansu 
Bridge and Ogansu Floodgate are included, the bridges number 22. In addition, 
25,000 square meters of green areas featuring murals, waterfalls and fountains were 
developed in revetments and trails with a width of 1.5 to 3 meters were installed 
next to roads. Surrounding areas were divided into three sections to house a theme 
park equipped with various squares, landscaping and lighting. The Cheonggyecheon 
area has emerged as a representative ecological river in Seoul. 

The historical Gwangtong Bridge which was subject to restoration was so 
severely damaged that great effort was needed to restore it to the original form. As 
it was located in the middle of a crossroad, it was relocated to the upper stream 
for the purpose of restoration. It turns out that the cross-section of the river needs 
to be complemented in order to relocate Supyo Bridge and a plan needed to be 
established in consideration of relocating Supyo Bridge at the time of development 
of surrounding areas. 

According to the transport plan, a left turn was restrained and only three 
U-turn points were installed for the purpose of protecting the environment of 

▲ The Cheongyecheon overpass before restoration of Cheongyecheon Stream ▲ Since its restoration, the Cheongyecheon Stream become beloved place to relax by the citizens.
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Cheonggyecheon Road. A 13.5 
meter-long road was secured in 
consideration of a one-way two-
lane road, a pedestrian footpath 
and operational parking lots for 
the purpose of facilitating traffic 
flow on Cheonggyecheon Road 
after restoration of the stream. 

 
Establishment of a Downtown 
Area Development Plan According 
to Restoration of Cheonggyecheon 
As a result of the restoration of 
Cheonggyecheon, the downtown 
a r e a  e m e r g e d  a s  t h e  c e n t e r 
of  his tory, cul ture , business , 
commerce, tourism, shopping and 
lifestyle. Efforts were made to 
prevent reckless development from 
damaging the history of the area 

and the waterfront landscape. 
Meanwhile, a strategic redevelopment district was designated to facilitate 

development, and a new sophisticated residential area where traditional residential 
spaces are preserved in harmony with waterfront spaces. A cultural tourism belt 
harmonized with restored historical sites was established and pedestrian axes, green 
axes and City Hall Plaza were also made. In addition, efforts were made to advance 
downtown areas and industrial structures for the purpose of improving the status 
of the city center and push for facilitation of business around Cheonggyecheon. 
Accordingly, Seoul city introduced various industries including international finance 
and high value-added knowledge cultures, and enhanced competitiveness of the city 
by reorganizing clothing, publishing, electricity, culture, and wholesale and retail 
functions. At the same time, Seoul Metropolitan City modernized less competitive 
small manufacturing industry and pollution-generating industries and relocated 
relevant industries for the scale of economy.

It is necessary to improve the transport system in order to facilitate inner city 
functions. The vehicle-centered transport policy and environment which continued 
for several decades went through a paradigm shift into a people-oriented and 
environment-centered transport environment. Toward this end, efforts were made 
to drastically improve pedestrian environments by emphasizing public transport 

▲ The restored Cheonggyecheon (September 3, 2005)
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including buses and subway, narrowing roads or installing crosswalks. 
In an effort to resolve traffic congestion and air pollution caused by too 

many passenger cars, Cheonggyecheon project was start up to open a new era of 
environment centering on people and the environment. 

Effects of Policy Implementation 
 
Cheonggyecheon, which was covered with concrete decades ago, was reborn as 
a flowing stream in the downtown area in October 2005 after the project was 
launched in July 1, 2003. Recreated as a vibrant natural park located in the heart 
of Seoul, Cheonggyecheon emerged as a new tourist attraction visited by 30 million 
people a year after completion of the restoration project that took two years and 
three months. The Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project drew a lot of attention at 
home and abroad because it proactively accepted a new paradigm under the motto, 
“Development of the environment in the 21st century.” It was the first large-scale 
project to put the idea into practice. Accordingly, the project is expected to serve as 
a test-bed for developing Korea into one of the world’s most competitive countries 
going far beyond river restoration in a downtown area.
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Method of Supply of Transport Services in Rural Areas 
 
Private bus companies are offering public transport services in agriculture and fishing 
areas at the moment, but suspended services and reduced service quality in the wake 
of decreased profits from these transport-disadvantaged areas. If local governments in 
agriculture and fishing areas provide financial support to private bus companies, bus 
companies will continue to supply bus services. However, local governments in these 
areas cannot afford to subsidize bus companies due to a lack of financial resources. 
Amid these difficult circumstances, Hope Taxi in Seocheon County and Majung Bus in 
Asan City both in Chungchungnam Province are drawing attention by suggesting new 
services that are different from standard taxi and bus services.

Introduction of “Hope Taxi” in Seocheon County
 
The administrative district in Seocheon County consists of two towns and 11 
townships. The administrative district makes efforts to help residents enjoy mobility 
rights by making continuous investments in cooperation with bus companies. 
Nonetheless, some areas incurred a lack of public transport services, so “Hope Taxi” 
(demand-responsive transport service)3) was introduced to secure mobility rights for 
residents in transport-disadvantaged areas. Hope Taxi is currently operated in five 
towns and townships and 22 villages.  

Residents select one out of 202 taxis as a vehicle dedicated to a relevant area. As 

Welfare Mobility Program for 
rural area and the Disabled

10
Considering regional characteristics, various forms of demand-responsive transport services 

offered by Seocheon County in Chungnam and Asan City are believed to be the most 

appropriate means of transport in agriculture and fisheries areas. 

3)  Demand-responsive transport service is a quasi-public transport service that can reduce transport time and 
space constraints for the purpose of resolving operational problems in the existing bus system. 
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for the selected taxi, residents 
are notified of the date, the time 
and the destination in advance 
for the purpose of operation 
ac co rd ing  to  a  s chedu l e . 
As there is a restriction on 
frequency, the taxi is operated 
two to four times on weekdays 
around market days and is 
operated 10 to 16 times a 
month on average. 

If residents go to a nearby 
town, a charge of 1,100 won 
is levied, which is the same as 
bus fare. If they go to a neighboring area, there is a charge of 100 won per trip and 
resultant losses are compensated by Seocheon County. 

As a result of operation, taxis were operated 812 times in 22 villages for one 
month in July 2013 with an average of 2.7 passengers per trip. About 5.5 million 
won (about 70 million won/year) was provided as a financial subsidy. The financial 
subsidy was executed in addition to existing financial support (financial support for 
loss-making routes, remote area loss compensation, public bus support and others). 
However, if bus services are to be offered to 22 villages, two buses are needed, and it 
costs about 200 million won per annum. In other words, Hope Taxi is significantly 
cheaper for both residents and the city and satisfying to residents as they can use it 
when they want to.

Operation of “Majung Bus” in Asan City 
 
Like other urban-rural complex cities, Asan City suffered operational problems in 
public transport services. Reduced population resulted in decreased public transport 
users eventually forcing public transport companies to reduce operating frequency 
and service quality. This ultimately resulted in a vicious circle where people were 
forced to purchase passenger cars to secure mobility. In an effort to change this 
vicious circle into a virtuous circle, Asan City started offering demand-responsive 
services in public transport-disadvantaged areas. Various modes of transport 
including 16-seater buses and demand-responsive taxis were introduced in areas 
without bus services in order to realize a public transport system that connects 
public transport-disadvantaged areas to transfer stops based on the shortest distance 

▲  Hope Taxi is a  demand-responsive transportation service run in 
Seocheon-gun, Chungcheongnam-do.
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and help residents enjoy mobility rights and transport companies benefit from 
managerial improvement and an effective support system.

Asan City started with operating five Majung Buses (literally meet bus or 
meeting bus) based on a limited license in November 2012. Remote area buses, 
neighborhood buses (planned cities, industrial complexes) and school buses were 
introduced to remote areas without intra-city bus services and public transport-
disadvantaged areas. The bus fare was 600 won.

 
Table 1.8 Current situation of Majung Buses (Unit: day, person, time, km)

Distinction Number 
of buses

Operating 
routes

Operating 
frequency

Operating 
distance Passenger Remarks

Total 5 7 43 292.9 26.5 -

Onyang 
Transport 3 4 25 128.7 15.7 Limited 

license
Asan Transport 2 3 18 164.2 10.8

Source: Internal Data, Asan City Hall, Feb. 2013

Users of the city Majung Buses continue to increase. As for the current state of 
daily average usage, about 15 people use the Majung ‘Baebang 2 City’ bus, which 
is the highest number of users. Generally speaking, 10 or more people are using the 
bus every day. Meanwhile, the users of the remote area bus tends to fluctuate with a 
daily average of only seven. 

As for operating expenses of Majung Bus, it cost 27 million won (per annum), 
which was lower than expected (100 million won), but the loss is expected to 
increase if indirect expenses are included and if operating frequency and distance 
are increased. Operating expenses of Majung Bus account for 25% of operating 
expenses of large buses and 32% of medium-sized buses. This indicates that the 
Majung Buses effectively reduces costs and improve service. Shorter operating 
distance and lower frequency are considered to contribute to enhanced efficiency. 

 

Introduction of “Majung Taxi” in Asan City

Majung Taxi established an operational agreement with Smart Call Taxi, a taxi 
company in Asan City, to enable residents to call Majung Taxi at the Community 
Center and get a ride to the nearest Majung Bus stop. This covers two areas without 
Majung Bus service; hence the taxi service makes up for areas with no bus coverage. It 
costs a total of 5,000 won (4,000 won in basic fare and 1,000 fee for ordering a taxi 
to the user’s location) but users pay only 100 won and Asan City subsidizes the rest.  

Over a span of two months only 33 people used Majung Taxis. Their usage totalled 
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162,800 won which is significantly lower than the Majung Bus. As for transport costs, 
Majung Taxi is estimated to cost about 600,000 won per area per annum. 

 

Table 1.9 Current situation of Majung Taxi operation 

Distinction Starting point Last stop
Number 

of households /
population

Operational 
distance

Required 
time Fare

Segyo 4 Village Community 
Center

Segyo 4 
Village Stop

32 households/
68 persons 3.3 km 8 minutes 5,000 won

Beopgok 2 Village Community 
Center

Eupjae 
Jugong Stop

26 households/
61 persons 2.3 km 5 minutes 4,000 won

Source: KIM Seong-cheol, “A Case Study on Test Operation of Majung Transport System”, Monthly Transport, vol. 182. Apr. 2013.

Provision of Demand-Responsive Transport Service 
 
Considering regional characteristics, various forms of demand-responsive transport 
services offered by Seocheon County in Chungnam and Asan City are believed to be 
the most appropriate means of transport in agriculture and fisheries areas. However, 
as the demand-responsive transport service is mostly focused on serving loss-making 
routes in remote areas that most service providers tend to avoid, opposition from 
existing taxi companies and bus service providers needs to be taken into account.

▲ Majung Bus is a  demand-responsive transportation service run in Asan city, Chungcheongnam-do.
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Confronted by common worldwide problems, such as global warming and 
exhaustion of petroleum resources, each nation is gearing up toward achieving 

low-carbon green growth and the construction of a sustainable transportation and 
logistics system. 

With the restoration of transportation facilities and infrastructure from scratch 
after the Korean War in 1950 as the beginning, Korea built the tram system in the 
1960s, the bus system in the 1970s and 1980s, and urban railways in the 1980s 
and 1990s, and the intercity railway and high-speed railway systems in the 2000s. 
As a result of such transition in the modes of mass transit, Korea has pushed its 
urban transportation policy that aims to create an eco-friendly, user-oriented welfare 
transportation system.  

Seoul City’s integrated reform of mass transit, which started in 2004, was a highly 
successful urban transportation system as it introduced integrated operation and 
an upgraded operation system. Also, various transportation demand management 
measures such as the adoption of the transport impact fee system and the imposition 
of optimal tolls have contributed to the efficiency of the national transportation 
system that minimizes the social external diseconomies − such as traffic congestion, 
noise, traffic accidents, and air pollution − by discouraging the use of personal 
transportation means. 

Furthermore, the demolition of the elevated freeway for the restoration of the 
Cheonggyecheon Stream, a project designed to turn the car and road-oriented road 
space into a human-oriented pedestrian environment, served as an excellent example 
of a paradigm shift toward a sustainable transportation system in the future. 

The policy changes in the transportation sector involved major modes of urban mass 
transit, such as urban railways, buses, and taxis under close public-private collaboration. 
Consequently, Korea’s mass transit-oriented transportation policy and strategies to 
advance these policies are expected to serve as valuable examples to the advanced 

C
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Confronted by common worldwide problems, such as global warming and 
exhaustion of petroleum resources, each nation is gearing up toward achieving 

low-carbon green growth and the construction of a sustainable transportation and 
logistics system. 

With the restoration of transportation facilities and infrastructure from scratch 
after the Korean War in 1950 as the beginning, Korea built the tram system in the 
1960s, the bus system in the 1970s and 1980s, and urban railways in the 1980s 
and 1990s, and the intercity railway and high-speed railway systems in the 2000s. 
As a result of such transition in the modes of mass transit, Korea has pushed its 
urban transportation policy that aims to create an eco-friendly, user-oriented welfare 
transportation system.  

Seoul City’s integrated reform of mass transit, which started in 2004, was a highly 
successful urban transportation system as it introduced integrated operation and 
an upgraded operation system. Also, various transportation demand management 
measures such as the adoption of the transport impact fee system and the imposition 
of optimal tolls have contributed to the efficiency of the national transportation 
system that minimizes the social external diseconomies − such as traffic congestion, 
noise, traffic accidents, and air pollution − by discouraging the use of personal 
transportation means. 

Furthermore, the demolition of the elevated freeway for the restoration of the 
Cheonggyecheon Stream, a project designed to turn the car and road-oriented road 
space into a human-oriented pedestrian environment, served as an excellent example 
of a paradigm shift toward a sustainable transportation system in the future. 

The policy changes in the transportation sector involved major modes of urban mass 
transit, such as urban railways, buses, and taxis under close public-private collaboration. 
Consequently, Korea’s mass transit-oriented transportation policy and strategies to 
advance these policies are expected to serve as valuable examples to the advanced 

C
oncluding r

em
ark

nations that operate public-oriented mass transit, as well as developing nations. 

The goals of the urban transportation policy to be fulfilled continuously include 
the construction of the modes of large-volume mass transport; the integration of 
transportation modes; and advancement of transportation policies, which had 
taken over the road-oriented policy designed to accommodate bus-oriented urban 
transportation in replacement of the trolley////trams?;cars that had increased 
in numbers exponentially; and sustainable people- and environment-oriented 
transportation policies. Accordingly, the goals of the urban mass transit policy 
in the future should be low-carbon green growth for the future generation and 
people-centered, integrated, and advanced operation. In order to realize the policy, 
the consistent expansion of walking, bicycles, and other non-motorized means of 
transportation, regulation of cars in urban centers, creation of people-centered 
spaces through the creation of transit malls and pedestrian malls should be carried 
out aggressively.   

Also, the expansion of the low carbon-based modes of large-volume transportation 
that ensure punctuality included: subways and streetcars///trams?; the supply of eco-
friendly vehicles such as electric vehicles; promotion of bicycling or car-sharing as 
part of the sharing economy that makes limited resources available when necessary; 
and the construction of an integrated transportation system, such as complete 
streets, in which all modes of transportation such as urban railway, bus, and bike 
are operated organically. 

The transportation welfare policy that ensures the mobility rights for people with 
mobility difficulties and expands publicness should be given priority. Also, an equal, 
cheap, and safe traffic welfare environment should be create for a convenient, 
pleasant, and comfortable urban traffic environment through the supply of welfare 
taxis, transportation and other means in the areas where public transportation is not 
well-developed.
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Since the late 1960s when the Gyeongbu Expressway was constructed as part 
of serious efforts to establish the National Transportation Network, a national 

road network approximately 106,000 km in length has been constructed. A goal 
was set to enable drivers to access the network from anywhere in the nation within 
30 minutes. To this goal quantitative growth was achieved on a continuous basis. It 
eventually led to world-class quality paving, safety facilities and road alignment.

Rising raw material prices and land prices led to increased road construction costs 
amid the expanding road sector and these factors made it difficult to construct roads 
compared to the past. In an effort to reduce budgets for national roads, public-
private partnership (PPP) projects were introduced and preliminary feasibility 
studies were conducted to control reckless construction of national SOC facilities, 
including roads.

ITS technology was connected to roads to allow road managers and users to 
exchange vehicular mobility information with each other and improve investment 
efficiency in road facilities and better traffic efficiency on the part of users. These 
measures improved vehicle travel speed on the nation’s roads and mobility efficiency 
of users.

O
verview
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“Expressway” has a Color

Urban expressways are considered as core arterial roads in urban areas. Starting 
with Beonyeong-ro in Busan, the nation’s first urban expressway, each and every 
local government actively pursued the construction of urban expressways. It is due 
to the fact that urban expressways satisfy vehicular mobility and traffic efficiency to 
a large degree.

On the 101st anniversary of the opening of Busan Port, on May 23 1977, 
construction of Korea’s first urban expressway commenced. The urban expressway 
was constructed in Busan for the first time because UNDP/IBRD suggested 
construction of an urban expressway as a part of a land development project in 
1972. It is based on the judgment that an urban expressway is an essential infra 
of facilitating the handling of maritime cargoes in consideration of increased trade 
volume in ports and characteristics of traffic volume in Busan Metropolitan City 
according to the Busan Port Development Plan. The first urban expressway built with 
a total of 56 billion won invested over three years and five months commencing from 
May 1977 to October 1980. It was 15.7 km in total length and stretched from Guseo 
IC through Namcheon and Daeyoung in Nam-gu (District) to Munhyeon Intersection. 
It was named Beonyoung-ro, which means “Prosperity” in Korean.

  

Core Arterial Roads Handle Massive Traffic Volume

An urban expressway refers to a freeway located in a city with an aim to handle 
uninterrupted traffic flows at rapid speeds through access control (Jeong-gyu KANG, 
Bong-su SOHN, Sang-gu KIM, 1998). Generally they have those features and are 

Construction of Urban 
expressways

01
Following the first urban expressway in Busan City, a total of 41 urban expressway routes 

(440.6 km) were built in six metropolitan cities including 13 routes (175.7 km) in Seoul and 

eight routes (73.9 km) in Busan to enhance the arterial road system in each city.

Since the late 1960s when the Gyeongbu Expressway was constructed as part 
of serious efforts to establish the National Transportation Network, a national 

road network approximately 106,000 km in length has been constructed. A goal 
was set to enable drivers to access the network from anywhere in the nation within 
30 minutes. To this goal quantitative growth was achieved on a continuous basis. It 
eventually led to world-class quality paving, safety facilities and road alignment.

Rising raw material prices and land prices led to increased road construction costs 
amid the expanding road sector and these factors made it difficult to construct roads 
compared to the past. In an effort to reduce budgets for national roads, public-
private partnership (PPP) projects were introduced and preliminary feasibility 
studies were conducted to control reckless construction of national SOC facilities, 
including roads.

ITS technology was connected to roads to allow road managers and users to 
exchange vehicular mobility information with each other and improve investment 
efficiency in road facilities and better traffic efficiency on the part of users. These 
measures improved vehicle travel speed on the nation’s roads and mobility efficiency 
of users.

O
verview
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constructed with regional characteristics and access control via entrance and exit 
ramps. An urban expressway is a safe and effective core arterial road that handles 
massive traffic volume. Except for rush hours, it usually maintains good speeds. Due 
to this advantage, following the first urban expressway in Busan City, a total of 41 
urban expressway routes (440.6 km) were built in six metropolitan cities including 
13 routes (175.7 km) in Seoul and eight routes (73.9 km) in Busan to enhance the 
arterial road system in each city.

Simultaneous Achievement of Mobility and Environment Adaptation

For the purpose of enhancing vehicular mobility and traffic efficiency, urban 
expressways as core arterial roads in cities. However some of them have failed to 
fulfill their intended functions as urban arterial roads. It seems due to a lack of 
alternative road facilities that can replace urban expressways. In this regard, it is 
important to establish supplementary road networks within cities in addition to 
construction of urban expressways.

In addition, roads are not public facilities with only traffic functions. Roads need 
to be spaces where comfort is guaranteed on the part of drivers and pedestrians. 
They need to be significantly helpful to the local communities through which they 

▲  As the first urban expressway in the country, Beonyoung Expressway was intended to smoothly handle maritime trade 
volume the port city of Busan 
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pass and serve as attractive public facilities.
A case in point is the Cheonggyecheon Elevated Motorway that was demolished 

on July 1, 2003. Cheonggyecheon Elevated Motorway, an urban expressway in 
Seoul, served as an arterial road in the capital city, along which 170,000 vehicles 
traveled daily. However, it failed to fulfill its proper functions as an urban 
expressway, and as a growing number of residents complained about its adverse 
effects on the surrounding environment including traffic congestion, frequent car 
accidents, traffic noise and vehicle emissions. Due to these negative effects it was 
eventually demolished.

A new paradigm of environmental development that pursues harmony between 
sustainable development and the environment appeared in the environmental 
movement of the 21st century. In addition, as public awareness about environmental 
preservation was raised due to improved standards of living, the issue of 
environmentally friendly construction of roads has come to the foreground.

Urban expressways scattered throughout metropolitan cities have undergone 
a gradual transfiguration to adapt to periodic changes. Areas surrounding existing 
roads are developed into green spaces that are new yet familiar and future urban 
expressways will be able to acquire high mobility and environmental adaptability.

▲ Traffic flows are relatively smooth except for rush hours on this urban expressway in Seoul.
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Reduction of Traffic Accidents

The number of deaths caused by road traffic accidents in Korea grew to 13,429 in 
1991 in the wake of the exponential increase in the number of automobiles and 
those with a driver’s license. But the number of deaths since 1992 has been on a 
decline due to the improved driving culture and increased value of human life.

Transport Safety
02

The accident reduction target of Korea is to reduce the total number of road accident 

fatalities to 3,000 by the year 2016, and the number of fatalities per 10,000 motor vehicles 

down to 1.3 according to the 7th Transportation Safety Master Plan (2012-2016). 

Figure 2.1 Trends in the number deaths by traffic accidents 
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As of 2012, the number of annual road accident deaths was 5,392, a reduction of 
60% from the peak. The number of road accident deaths is expected to gradually 
fall, although the rate of reduction is expected to slow down.

Compared to GDP per capita and the number of deaths by traffic accident, 
traffic fatalities have almost continuously declined despite an increase in the number 
of automobiles from 1991 when the Republic of Korea recorded US $7,555 in 
GDP per capita. At that time ownership of automobiles was 135 out of every 1,000 
persons.

 

Main Transport Safety Policy

① Road Safety Policy Before 1991: Increasing Period
•  In 1979, the Transportation Safety Act was passed and the National 

Transportation Safety Policy Committee was organized according to the law.
•  In 1981, the Traffic Accident Management Special Law was enacted and 

drivers who caused accidents resulting in injury without serious offences were 
exempted from criminal prosecution.

•  In 1984, accidents resulting only in property damage were excluded from road 
accident statistics.

×

×

Figure 2.2 Correlations among the number of automobiles, per capita GDP and number of deaths by traffic 
accident 
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•  In 1988, the computer-based accident data processing system was introduced.
•  In 1990, wearing of seat belts for passengers in the front and installation of 

children’s safety seats became compulsory.

② Road Safety Policy After 1992: Decreasing Period
•  After reaching a peak of 13,429 fatalities in 1991, the Prime Minister’s Office 

launched a strong accident reduction campaign in 1992.
•  In 1995, the school zone scheme, the learner’s driving permit system and a 

road driving test were introduced.
•  In 2000, the definition of a fatal accident was changed from “three days after 

an accident” to “30 days after an accident” according to OECD criteria.
•  In 2001, a strict seat belt wearing campaign was launched and as the wearing 

rate reached 90% the number of fatalities fell rapidly.
•  In 2009, the penalties for drunken driving were strengthened to a maximum 

five-year imprisonment and 10 million won fine (about US $9,600).
•  In 2012, the speeding penalty was increased to 120,000 won (about US $115) 

for “over 60 km/h.”

▲ Hearings on the 5th Transportation Safety Master Plan ▲  As of 2012, the rate of deaths of children aged below 13 in traffic accidents was 1.5%, which was the lowest rate among 
OECD countries.
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Success Cases 

Two representative successful cases can be cited as follows: 

Success case ①: 95% reduction in the number of children traffic fatalities
Deaths of children aged below 13 years numbered 1,537 in 1990 and fell by 95% 
to just 83 in 2012. The legal definition of a child changed in 2009 from “14 and 
under” to “under 13. As of 2012, the rate of deaths of children aged below 13 in 
traffic accidents was 1.5%, which was the lowest rate among OECD countries. The 
sharp reduction in deaths of children was attributed to the following governmental 
policies, in addition to a lower birthrate: 

•  Increased fines: Two-fold increase in traffic fines for violations within school 
zones from 2011

•  Strengthened education: Provision of traffic safety education to kindergarden 
and primary school students for minimum 21 hours per annum according to 
policy by the Ministry of Education

•  Budgetary investment: Concentrated budgetary investment of 100 billion won 
or more every year in improvement of school zones

•  Intensified punishment: Amendment to Traffic Accident Management Special 

▲ Hearings on the 5th Transportation Safety Master Plan ▲  As of 2012, the rate of deaths of children aged below 13 in traffic accidents was 1.5%, which was the lowest rate among 
OECD countries.
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Act in 2007 and introduction of criminal punishment to the accident driver in 
school zones.

Success case ②: Reduction in the number of deaths by 3,014 over two years based 
on efforts of the Task Force of the Prime Minister’s Office
As a result of the installation and operation of the Task Force of Safety Management 
Improvement in the Prime Minister’s Office for two years from 2001 to 2002, the 
number of deaths caused by traffic accidents was reduced by 3,014. This group was 
made and operated by Prime Minister’s instructions to establish and implement a 
safety management plan centering on the Prime Minister’s Office after 23 children 
were killed in a fire in the Sea Land Youth Training Center located in Hwaseong 
in 1999. The reduction of over 3,000 deaths appropriately demonstrates traffic 
accidents can be drastically reduced within a short period of time if an effective 
strategy is passionately pursued by the nation’s President.

Table 2.1 Reduction of traffic accident deaths before and after establishing the Task Force of the Prime 
Minister’s Office

Year Before   installation (2000) 1st year (2001) 2nd year (2002)

Number of deaths 10,236 8,097 7,222

Increase or decrease 
(from previous year) +883 -2,139 -875

Rate of reduction
 (from previous year) +9.4% -20.9% -10.8%

Future Plans
 
The accident reduction target of Korea is to reduce the total number of road 
accident fatalities to 3,000 by the year 2016, and the number of fatalities per 10,000 
motor vehicles down to 1.3 according to the 7th Transportation Safety Master 
Plan (2012-2016). The current government has set their revised target to reduce 
the number of fatalities to 4,000 by 2017, and the number of fatalities per 10,000 
motor vehicles down to 1.64 during the five-years of the current administration 
(2013-2017).
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A Cornerstone of Public Transportation-oriented Policy

The high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane on Gyeongbu Expressway stretches 141 
km. It is a rarity to install an HOV lane on main arterial roads and such a length is 
unprecedented in world transport history.

The appearance of expressway exclusive bus lanes, a type of HOV lane, is the 
product of coincidence and inevitability. In the 1990s, soaring numbers of passenger 
cars led to a deterioration of traffic conditions on expressways. As expressways in 
Jungbu were yet to be widened, the Gyeongbu Expressway continued to deal with 
an increasing number of cars with the same four lanes. To resolve the supply and 
demand imbalance, several discussions were conducted to figure out measures to 
resolve traffic congestion on the expressway including installation of exclusive bus 
lanes, but they failed to reach a conclusion due to various stumbling blocks.

The transportation industry and the then Ministry of Transport insisted that it 
was necessary to secure the timeliness of public transportation centering on express 
buses in order to resolve transportation difficulties, but other agencies raised strong 
objections citing traffic inefficiency and safety vulnerabilities. A heated discussion 
was provoked on whether to install an exclusive lane in one lane or in four lanes 
and applicable sections became contentious issues. The arguments for and against 
the issue intensified and remained unresolved. As time went on, it seemed that the 
system was likely to be cancelled.

Joint Product of Coincidence and Inevitability

The biggest holiday in the nation is Chuseok, a harvest holiday. In 1993, as 

high-Occupancy Vehicle Lane 
on expressways

03
The exclusive bus lane aimed to grant exclusive use to public transportation on expressways 

where mobility is emphasized created great ripple effects on the nation’s passenger car-

oriented transport policy. 
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residents in mass went to their 
hometowns throughout Korea, 
they suffered unprecedented 
traffic congestion. Nonetheless, 
the arguments for introduction 
of the exclusive bus lanes 
had yet to prevail. It seemed 
d i f f i c u l t  t o  r e s o l v e  t h e 
problems with efforts made by 
the transport circles alone. The 
lanes failed to draw attention 
even at the end of the year 
(during the second biggest 
national holiday). At that rate, 
it appeared unavoidable to experience massive traffic congestion again on Lunar 
New Year’s Day in early 1994. Although many vaguely expected that they might 
be able to avoid the worst of traffic, they faced unprecedented congestion on that 
holiday. The rise in significant traffic was not coincidental. As those who just bought 
a new car and those who just acquired a driver’s license joined many others going 
home for holidays, traffic volume drastically increased along with heavy snow that 
fell on that day resulted in a catastrophic situation. It took 26 hours to travel from 
Seoul to Busan and more than 15 hours to travel from Seoul to Daejeon. It took 
over six hours for an express bus that departed from Gangnam Bus Terminal in the 
south of Seoul to pass through the Seoul Toll Gate.

This led politicians to finally take action. It motivated many to resume 
discussions on the exclusive bus lane. The Office of the President and Administrative 
Reform Committee hurried and related ministries started to make preparations 
to install the lane, refraining from expressing their objections. The Road Traffic 
Act was revised and improved and facilities were installed with lightening speed. 
Test operations were conducted along a 135 km-long section between Yangjae and 
Sintanjin during the holiday season in 1994 and the special lane was officially open 
for 17-passenger vans and buses during the special transport period of Chuseok 
holiday in September as no operational problem was detected.

When the lanes were introduced, buses did their fair share. Unlike today, express 
buses were in higher demand at that time and transport efficiency of the exclusive 
bus lane was very high due to smaller capacity than the present expressway. At that 
time, media favorably commented on the exclusive bus lane under the title “10% 
Took Charge of Delivering more than Half.” They also reported that it took three 
to five hours to travel from Seoul to Daejeon via a passenger car lane but that it 

▲  Public hearing on improvement of exclusive bus lane on Gyeongbu 
Expressway 
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▲  The exclusive bus lane of Gyeongbu Expressway operated on weekends. This exclusive bus lane started operating in the 
summer of 1994 after serious traffic congestion on New Lunar Year’s Day. It was later expanded to permit nine-passenger 
vans on weekends.
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took only two hours for an express bus using the exclusive bus lane. The media 
commented that the well-thought-out policy and introduction of the exclusive bus 
lane showed the possibility of resolving traffic congestion and emphasized those 
utilizing public transportation were able to ride more conveniently.

The First Sustainable Transport Policy

From that moment onward, Korean public transportation policy gained new 
momentum. Recognizing the power of the exclusive bus lane, the government 
expanded permitted vehicles to include nine-passenger vans in 1995 and allowed 
the lane to be utilized on weekends as well. Although some agencies felt it went too 
far, they could not object as they were overwhelmed by the efficiency of the new 
lane. It resulted in a war of nerves on the appropriateness of the exclusive bus lane 
on expressways. Since 2000, demand for express buses has noticeably reduced, 
and as nine-passenger vans failed to comply with the six-passenger rule, disputes 
on efficiency and fairness were raised. Slow-paced disputes were intensified again 
with operation of the exclusive bus lane in a 44.8 km-long section from the south 
of Hannam Bridge to Osan IC on weekdays (7 a.m. – 9 p.m.) in October 2008 as a 
part of public transportation facilitation policy, but as the efficiency of the exclusive 
bus lane was substantiated, disputes on the effectiveness of the exclusive bus lanes 
came to an end.

The present expressway exclusive bus lanes are a bit different from when they 
were initially installed, but we should not forget the sacrifices and efforts that were 
made to install the lanes because it was a joint work that all citizens participated in, 
reflecting the passion and spirit of the times. The exclusive bus lane of Gyeongbu 
Expressway is 141 km in its total length, and it is a rarity to install an exclusive 
bus lane on main arterial roads anywhere in the world. Such a massive installation 
found in Korea is unprecedented. The exclusive bus lane aimed to grant exclusive 
use to public transportation on expressways where mobility is emphasized created 
great ripple effects on the nation’s passenger car-oriented transport policy. It was 
such a revolutionary policy that it would be no exaggeration to say that it was the 
first sustainable transport policy implemented in Korea.
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Blueprint of Road Transportation for Enhancing National 
Competitiveness

Pursuit of a comprehensive land development plan and expanded social overhead 
capital as a part of six 5-Year Economic Development Plans from 1962 to 1991 
led to an exponential increase in the number of passenger cars and demand for 
transportation. Against this backdrop, the government set up the Special Account 
for Transport Facilities in 1994 to invest 5 trillion won in 1994, 12.4 trillion won 
in 2000 and 14.2 trillion won in 2004 and increased the proportion of investments 
in transportation vis-à-vis GDP from 1.56% in 1994 and 2.4% in 2000 to 2.1% in 
2004.

However, the entire demand for transport and alternatives to comprehensive 
facility expansion were not fully taken into account compared to soaring facility 
investments in the transport sector. Sectoral and fragmentary expansion of national 
traffic facilities without interconnections reached a breaking point with regard 
to attaining the goals of national transportation policy. Accordingly, it became 
necessary to establish a comprehensive and systematic long-term expansion plan 
with the aim of predicting transport in Korea to 2020 so that the nation can 
effectively utilize investment expenditure and enhance national competitiveness.

Against this backdrop, the government selected the National Transportation 
Network Plan as a government project in March 1998 and organized a task 
force team in April 1998. The National Transportation Network Plan (Draft) 
was established in April 1998 through consultations with related institutions and 
public hearings. In order to verify the effectiveness of the plan, the Transportation 
System Efficiency Act (Presently, the National Transport System Efficiency Act) 
was established in February 1999, and the National Transportation Network 

a National Road and highway 
Network plan

04
The arterial road system will be established through selection and concentration of the 

national arterial road network and enabling access to expressways within 30 minutes will 

be expanded at an earlier date.
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Plan (2000-2019) was drafted in December 1999 based on deliberation by the 
Transport Policy Committee chaired by the Prime Minister before confirmation and 
notification. The First Amendment to the National Transportation Network Plan 
(2000-2019) was confirmed in November 2007 with the Second Amendment to the 
National Transportation Network Plan (2001-2020) was confirmed in December 
2010 (Amendment to the National Transportation Network Plan).

The National Transportation Network Plan set four goals including expansion 
of a world-class road transport infrastructure for the purpose of creating a 
global transport logistics powerhouse in the 21st century, establishing integrated 
networks for the purpose of establishing an effective and interconnected 
national comprehensive transport system, reduction in socio-economic costs 
through transport logistics activities for the purpose of enhancement of national 
competitiveness, and achievement of sustainable green growth to prepare for the 
future.

▲  It is urgently necessary to expand the national arterial roads accessible to any expressway in 30 minutes from everywhere 
in the nation.  
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Table 2.2 Comparison of National Transport Network Plans

Title National Transportation 
Network Plan

The First Revision of National 
Transportation Network Plan

The Second Revision of National 
Transportation Network Plan

Planning period 2000-2019 2000-2019 2001-2020

Date of 
establishment Dec. 1999 Nov. 2007 Dec. 2010

Goals

•  Acquisition of transport-
based facilities for the 
purpose of enhanced national 
competitiveness

•  Establishment of cost-
reduction logistics system 
and high-efficiency multi-
modal transport system

•  Realization of speedy, 
safe, convenient and 
environmentally friendly 
transport system

•  Establishment of transport 
network on the Korean 
Peninsula in preparation for 
national unification

•  Acquisition of transport 
infrastructure and 
improvement of institutions in 
preparation for the globalized 
era

•  Realization of effective, 
sustainable and 
comprehensive transport 
system befitting changing 
socio-economic conditions

•  Enhancement of transport 
policy for the purpose of 
development of transport 
technology and enhancement 
of competitiveness in the 
transport and logistics 
industries

•  Expansion of transport 
infrastructure including 
world-class roads, railways, 
airport and ports

•  Establishment of integrated 
network for installation of 
interconnected and effective 
national comprehensive 
transport systems

•  Reduction in socio-economic 
costs caused by transport 
logistics activities

•  Realization of sustainable 
green growth

Performance & 
plans

•  Expansion of roads 11,518 km 
between 2000 and 2005

•  Expansion of roads by 2,690 km 
from 2005

•  Planning additional expansion 
of roads by 2,662 km between 
2005 and 2020

Source: 1)  The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, The Second Amendment to the National Transportation Network Plan 2001-2020, 
Dec. 2010.

              2) The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Research on Revision of the National Transportation Network Plan, 2007.

▲ Hearings on the 2nd Amendment to the National Transportation Network Plan 
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▲ A paradigm of roads should be changed from “Supplying roads” to “Using roads.”
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Figure 2.3 National arterial road network in 2020

Source:  Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Second Road Improvement Master Plan 
2011-2020, June 2011.
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▲ A paradigm of roads should be changed from “Supplying roads” to “Using roads.”
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Proposal of a Long-term Strategy for the National Arterial Road Network 
through National Road Improvement Master Plan

Applicable laws and institutions to systematically expand the national arterial road 
network were improved through amendment to Article 23-2 of the Road Act in 
August 1998 for the purpose of detailed implementation of road plans with regard 
to the National Transportation Network Plan and the Road Improvement Master 
Plan (1998-2011) established in December 1998. The aims of these legislative 
improvements were to resolve the congested road sections, enhance interconnectivity, 
improve the function of the major national arterial roads and reorganize the road 
network system with consideration to road functions. In addition, the Revision of 
the National Road Improvement Master Plan (2006-2010) and the Second National 
Road Improvement Master Plan (2011-2020) were confirmed, respectively, in 
December 2005 and June 2011 for the purpose of responding to changing socio-
economic conditions.

Table 2.3 Comparison of Road Improvement Master Plans

Title Road Improvement Master Plan Revision of Road Improvement 
Master Plan

The Second Road Improvement 
Master Plan

Planning period 1998-2011 2006-2010 2011-2020

Date of 
establishment December 1998 December 2005 June 2011

Time frames
•  All: 1998-2011
   -  Short-term: 1998-2002
   -  Long-term: 2003-2011

•  All: 1998-2011
   -  Short-term: 2006-2010
   -  Long-term: From 2011

•  All: 2011-2020
   -  Short-term: 2011-2015
   -  Long-term: From 2016

Prospect of 
conditional 

change 

•  Number of automobiles in 2011
   -  19.5 million units
•  Road transport modal share / 

modal in 2011
   -  72.1% (passenger-km)

•  Number of automobiles in 2020
   -  20.52 million units in 2010
   -  23.31 million units in 2020 
•  Road transport modal share in 

2020
   -  70.1% (passenger-km)

•  Prospect of change in GDP, 
number of automobiles and 
road transport modal share by 
2020

Road 
development 

indicator

•  High-speed national roads
   -  2002: 3,466 km
   -  2011: 5,740 km

•  Extension of high-speed 
national road indicator 

   -  2010: 5,500 km
   -  2020: 8,700 km

•  Extension of high-speed 
national road indicators

   -  2020: 5, 900 km

Performance 
& planning1)

•  Extension of high speed 
national roads by 3,299 km

•  Extension of general national 
roads by 12,405 km

•  Extension of high speed 
national roads by 676 km

•  Extension of general national 
roads by 1,019 km

•  Alternate routes to national 
roads: 187 km extension

•  Government-supported local 
roads: 221.9 km extension

•  High Speed National Road 
Extension Plan (2,159 km)

•  National Roads & Government-
Supported Local Roads 
Extension Plan (1,810 km) 

Note: 1) Installation and expansion are included in extension by road type
Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, The Second Road Improvement Master Plan 2011-2020, June 2011.
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Vision of Korea’s Transport Sector 
in 2020

First, the arterial road system will 
be established through selection and 
concentration of the national arterial 
road network and enabling access to 
expressways within 30 minutes will be 
expanded at an earlier date.

Second, a paradigm of roads will 
be changed from “supplying roads” 
to “using roads,” and intensified 
efforts will be made to resolve traffic 
congestion in cities based on completed 
construction of road projects in progress and improvement of delayed and congested 
sections.

Third, services for users will be enhanced based on the improvement of transport 
through the use of advanced technology and informatization, also safe roads will be 
provided through harmonization of people and the environment.

Table 2.4 Comparison of National Transportation Network Plan and Road Improvement Master Plan

Title National Transportation Network Plan Road Improvement Master Plan

Relevant ministries •  The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport •  The Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport

Applicable laws •  National Transport System Efficiency Act •  Road Act

Purpose

•  A long-term master plan for establishing effective national 
transport   systems

•  The highest-level plan on national transport facilities 
composed of   national arterial networks including roads 
and railways 

•  Establish a direction for long-term 
improvement of national arterial   
road network

Period of 
establishment

•  Establish a plan every 20 years
•  Establishment of a revised plan according to conditional 

changes
•  Establish Mid-Term Transport Facility Investment Plan,’ an 

action plan, every 5 years  

•  Establish of a plan every 10 years 
•  Establish a revised plan according 

to conditional changes every 5   
years 

Relevant sectors •  National transport facilities including roads, railways, 
aviation, ports and logistics •  Road transport 

Current state of 
implementation 

•  National Transportation Network Plan (2000-2019), 1999
•  The First Revised Plan (2000-2019), 2007
•  The Second Revised Plan (2001-2020), 2010

•  Road Improvement Master Plan 
(1998-2011), 1998

•  Revised Plan (2006-2010), 2005
•  The Second Road Improvement 

Master Plan (2011-2020), 2011

Sources: 1)  The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, The Second Revision of National Transportation Network Plan 2001-2020, Dec. 
2010.

                2) The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, The Second Road Improvement Master Plan 2011-2020, June 2011.
.

“ The National Transportation Network 
Plan set four goals including expansion 
of a world-class road transport 
infrastructure for the purpose of 
creating a global transport logistics 
powerhouse in the 21st century, 
establishing integrated networks 
for the purpose of establishing an 
effective and interconnected national 
comprehensive transport system.”
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Preliminary Feasibility Study: Establishment of the Rules for Public 
Investment Project Management

A preliminary feasibility study contributed to improving efficiency through prudent 
implementation of large-scale public investment projects. This system plays an 
important role in helping make policy judgments on implementation of public 
investment projects.

The preliminary feasibility study was introduced by the KIM Dae-jung 
Government that was launched to overcome the Asian financial crisis of 1997-1998 
as a part of reform in the public sector. With the inauguration of the government, 
the Gyeongbu High-Speed Railway Project that experienced a three-fold increase 
in project costs from the expected 5.8 trillion won was reviewed. As a result of 
the review, it turned out that the project costs were estimated at an unrealistically 
low level and that they were recklessly implemented without thorough prior 
preparations. It also discovered that 32 out of 33 projects that underwent feasibility 
studies from 1994 to 1998 were evaluated to be feasible.

It sparked criticism that a feasibility study tended to be conducted to justify 
predetermined projects. Based on this perception, the Ministry of Planning 
and Budget (now the Ministry of Planning and Finance) and the Ministry of 
Construction and Transportation (now the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 
Transport, MOLIT) launched a project to reduce inefficiency in overall public 
projects at the end of 1998. As a result, the Public Construction Project Efficiency 
Enhancement Report for Budgetary Reduction was published in March 1999. 
According to the report, it is desirable for large-scale construction projects to go 
through Basic Conception → Preliminary Feasibility Study → Feasibility Study → 
Design → Compensation → Initiation. The government established Article 9-2 of the 

Road Investment project 
evaluation

05
The transportation facility investment evaluation system aims to study the feasibility of 

transportation facility development projects based on Investment Evaluation Guidelines 

for Public Transportation Facility Development Projects notified by the MOLIT in January 

2002 in accordance with Article 10 of Transportation System Efficiency Act established in 

February 1999.
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Enforcement Ordinance of the Budget and Accounting Act in April 1999 in order to 
introduce the preliminary feasibility study while new public construction projects 
and public development projects that require an excess of 50 billion go through a 
preliminary feasibility study in accordance with Article 38 of the National Finance 
Act.

Introduction of a Preliminary Feasibility Study

At the end of 1998, the Ministry of Planning and Budget (now the Ministry of 
Planning and Finance), which took the initiative in reforming the public sector 
and competent ministries (Ministry of Construction and Transportation, Ministry 
of Commerce, Industry and Energy, Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, KORAIL and others) that took charge of large-
scale public construction projects went through heated arguments for and against 
introduction of a preliminary feasibility study. Judging that the fundamental cause 
of problems in existing feasibility studies originated from the fact that competent 

▲ A preliminary feasibility study should be conducted for public investment projects over 50 billion won budget.
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ministries are responsible for feasibility studies, the Ministry of Planning and 
Finance suggested that the budgetary authority should take charge of feasibility 
studies. On the other hand, the competent ministries suggested that it is possible 
to fulfill the purpose of a feasibility study by correcting the problems alone. In 
the process of conducting a dispute, a suggestion was made to have competent 
ministries take charge of feasibility studies and introduce new preliminary feasibility 
studies to be handled by the budgetary authority. The Ministry of Planning 
and Budget commissioned the Korea Development Institute (KDI) to conduct a 
preliminary feasibility study. However, some experts were opposed to KDI taking 
charge of preliminary feasibility studies mostly conducted on the transport sector. 
As the preliminary feasibility study was introduced to resolve problems in existing 
feasibility studies, a decision was made to form an inquiry team in which experts in 
various sectors such as economy, transport, civil engineering and construction take 
part and have KDI, a comprehensive economic research institute, take leadership. 
The KDI Public Investment Management Center was established to supervise 
preliminary feasibility studies in January 2000. KDI formed an inquiry team 
composed of experts from various sectors including governmental research institutes 
including the Korea Transport Institute (KOTI) and Korea Maritime Institute (KMI), 
professors and engineering companies to conduct preliminary feasibility studies.

▲  The transportation facility investment evaluation system aims for improving the efficiency of investment to transportation facilities, including investment priority adjustment (left and right).

Source: http://www.constimes.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=66713
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Introduction of Transportation Facility Investment Evaluation System

The transportation facility investment evaluation system aims to study the feasibility 
of transportation facility development projects based on Investment Evaluation 
Guidelines for Public Transportation Facility Development Projects notified by the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport in January 2002 in accordance with 
Article 10 of Transportation System Efficiency Act established in February 1999.

In February 2004, Investment Evaluation Guidelines for Public Transportation 
Facility Development Projects was revised for the first time and was renamed 
Transportation Facility Investment Evaluation Guidelines in December 2007 
based on the second revision. Thereafter, it went through continuous revision 
and supplementation in December 2009, November 2011 and December 2013. 
Meanwhile, the Transportation System Efficiency Act, the applicable law, was 
amended as the Transportation System Efficiency Act and is in effect today.

It aims to conduct analysis and evaluation on reasonable and objective 
investment in installation, expansion or improvement of public transportation 
facilities in accordance with Article 18 of the Transportation System Efficiency Act 
and have transportation facility developers (Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
Minister, local government heads and others) study feasibility based on specialized 

▲  The transportation facility investment evaluation system aims for improving the efficiency of investment to transportation facilities, including investment priority adjustment (left and right).

Source: Changil Development Co., Ltd.
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and detailed analyses prior to the initiation of pertinent projects. Subject projects 
include public transportation facility development projects worth 30 billion 
won or more in the road, railway, airport, port, logistics facility and intelligent 
transportation system sectors.

Customary feasibility evaluation procedures include planning feasibility 
assessment → a preliminary feasibility study → a main feasibility study, but various 
evaluation procedures can take place without a preliminary feasibility study in 
accordance with related laws and regulations. Figure 2.4 indicates an investment 
evaluation flow of a transportation facility development project.

Table 2.5 Comparison of Transportation Facility Investment Evaluation System and Preliminary Feasibility 
Study System

Title Transportation facility Investment 
Evaluation System Preliminary Feasibility Study System

Competent ministry •  The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 
Transport •  The Ministry of Planning and Finance

Applicable law • National Transport System Efficiency Act •  National Finance Act 

Purpose 

•  Pursuit of national transportation policy 
including effective establishment of national 
transportation systems

•  Efficient investments in transportation facilities 
in terms of prioritization of investments   

•  Pursuit of financial operation including 
effective budgetary formation   

Time of application •  Establish a mid to long-term plan 
•  Evaluation on main feasibility evaluation •  Budgetary formation 

Subject to evaluation •  Investment of a total of 30 billion won in 
transportation facilities 

•  Investment of 30 billion won or more in 
governmental assistance in projects that 
require 50 billion won or more    

Level of analysis •  Detailed specialized analysis based on a 
transportation planning model  •  Preliminary feasibility analysis

Analysis of traffic 
demand •  Use of national traffic database •  Use of national traffic database

Method of evaluation 

•  Single-purpose project: Concentration on 
evaluation on economic feasibility and inclusion 
of comprehensive evaluation 

•  Multiple-purpose project: Comprehensive 
evaluation on prioritization of investments 

   -  Evaluation on economic feasibility, project 
effects, policy feasibility, convenience in 
project   implementation and sustainability 

•  Single-purpose project: Economic feasibility 
study & policy feasibility study (AHP Method) 

•  Multiple-purpose project: Non-implementation 
(A collective budgetary feasibility study)

Evaluator

•  An evaluation agency
   -  A qualified evaluation agency registered 

with the Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
Minister 

•  KDI

Overseas examples •  Conducted in most countries 
•   An absence of examples at a governmental 

level 
   *Used in World Bank

Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Transportation Facility Investment Evaluation Guidelines, Nov. 2013.
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Enhancement of Efficiency in Operation of Finance for Public Investment 
Projects 
 
Preliminary feasibility studies were conducted on 576 projects from 1999 to 2013. 
Of them, inspections on transport facilities such as roads, railways, ports and 
airports numbered 354 accounting for approximately 61%. Of the projects subject 
to a preliminary feasibility study, only 47% of them turned out to be feasible. The 

Figure 2.4 Transport Facility Development Project investment evaluation flow chart

Note:  Only port-related public transportation facility development project pertains to the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries and Public-
Private Partnership Projects according to the Act on Private Investment in Social Infrastructure are submitted to a competent ministry in 
accordance with Article 2-4 of the Act. 

Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Transportation Facility Investment Evaluation Guidelines, Nov. 2013.
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remaining projects’ budgets enlarged over time to allow projects to proceed. There 
are various restrictions of direct comparison with results of existing feasibility 
studies, but considering that only the Ulleung Airport Construction Project turned 
out to be infeasible among 33 public investment projects that underwent feasibility 
studies conducted from 1994 to 1998, it is a significant quantitative change.

With seven years having passed since its introduction, preliminary feasibility 
studies have been accepted as a process of budgetary formation and havecontributed 
to enhancing the efficiency of financial operations based on prudent implementation 
of large-scale public investment projects. It is also evaluated to have helped overcome 
the limitation of existing feasibility studies, ascertain project appropriateness from 
objective perspectives, refrain from pushing for unnecessary projects and provide 
useful information at time of judgment on policy.

 

Inducement of Establishment of Regulation in the Process of Official 
Inquiry
 
For the purpose of institutional settlement, the Public Investment Management 
Center has made continuous efforts to develop methodology and standardization 
where methodological guidelines are collectively applied so that objectivity and 
consistency of evaluation can be enhanced. In the process of establishing guidelines, 
many theoretical issues were discussed, and it set off research guidelines on 
feasibility studies of competent ministries. Efforts need to be made to harmonize 
consistency of project evaluation and uniqueness of projects for the purpose of 
effective inquiry. Only the individual evaluators can judge whether the result of a 
preliminary feasibility study can guarantee objectivity and reliability and fairness 
of the result depends on evaluators’ pride and expertise. It is hoped that rules on 
official inquiry can be strengthened, and general evaluative culture can be improved 
in the process of disseminating a preliminary feasibility study in expanding the 
application scope of a preliminary feasibility study, enhancing of prior evaluations 
by local governments and reinforcing intermediary evaluation on projects.
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Modern-day “Silk Road” Connecting Asia and Europe

The Asian Highway goes through a total of 32 countries from Japan to Turkey and 
Russia with 55 routes over a confirmed 140,000 km. In particular, Asian Highway 
Route 1 (AH1) reenacts the Silk Road, a trade route that symbolized the glorious 
civilization of the past, and emerged as a transcontinental highway that connects 
Asia and Europe.

The Asian Highway Plan aimed to respond the Pan-American Highway and the 
Europe Highway and it was originally intended to realize a 65,000 km modern-day 
Silk Road that connects 42 routes in 16 countries. Assisted by proactive support 
from the UNDP and cooperation from the countries directly concerned, Asian 
Highway consists of paved 2-lane road while 3.4 percent of unconnected section 
remains unpaved in 1988. Asian Highway Experts Meeting held in December 1993 
suggested a new route map that included 29 routes (a total of 8,891 km). In the 
meeting, the routes were disconnected in Beijing in the east, and it was difficult to 
be linked to Northeast Asia including the Korean Peninsula. Discussions on the 
Asian Highway were resumed in 1998. The Northeast Asia Subcommittee which 
includes South Korea, North Korea, Japan, China, Russia and Mongolia, conducted 
continuous consultations on expansion of new routes, and a signing ceremony 
with representatives of 32 countries meeting in Shanghai in April 2004. During 
the discussion, 55 routes (140,000 km) were confirmed as through a total of 32 
countries. In particular the Asian Highway Route 1 (AH1) which reenacts the 
Silk Road, the trade route of glorious past civilization, became a transcontinental 
highway that connects Asia to Europe. 

Construction of the asian 
highway

06
the Asian Highway Route 1 (AH1) which reenacts the Silk Road, the trade route of glorious 

past civilization, became a transcontinental highway that connects Asia to Europe. 
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Two Routes Traversing the Korean Peninsula

Two routes that traverse the Korean Peninsula are arterial roads and those are 
known as AH1 and Asian Highway Route 6 (AH6) with total length of 907 km. 
AH1 connects Japan, Busan, Daegu, Daejeon, Seoul, Pyongyang, Sinuiju and China  
then eventually joining with European Route E80. It is linked to Busan Port in 
Korea and Fukuoka Port in Japan as a ferry route which eventually connected to 
China through Pyongyang and Sinuiju via the Gyeongbu Expressway. AH6 connects 
Busan, Sokcho, Wonsan and Russia, going through via East Coast National Route 7.

Fortunately, the route was fixed without disconnections on the strength of 
completion of railways and roads for Gyeongui Line and Donghae Line, but it has 
not to be utilized as it is difficult to cross the relevant borders. In addition, East 
Coast National Route 7 in Korea is not categorized as an expressway, but it is 

Figure 2.5 Asian Highway routes
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evaluated to be capable of fulfilling its purpose according to the ESCAP standard 
that classifies the level of expressway with category   four .

Purpose and Vision of the Asian Highway

After the signing ceremony in April 2004, the agreement took effect in July 4, 
2005, and establishment of Asian Highway Network was initiated in earnest. The 
agreement consists of 19 provisions and three annexes covering adoption, definition, 
routes, signs and design standards of Asian Highway and annexes on route network, 
passage, design standards and signs and notices. As the agreement took effect, 
thirty-two signatories agreed to build and improve roads to meet the standards by 
2010. As Korea uses the existing Gyeongbu Expressway and East Coast National 

Route 7, AH1 and AH6 were added road 
signs according to the agreement without 
necessitating construction of new roads. As 
it was difficult to immediately operate AH1 
due to the state of inter-Korean relations, 
the existing route number system was 
maintained to indicate existing numbers in 
parallel.

As for the Asian Highway Project, routes 
were confirmed and intergovernmental 
agreements took effect to lay the foundation 
for implementation of the project. However, 
it has not been smoothly implemented 
due to conflicts among nearby countries 
and domestic political situations in some 
areas. If the Asian Highway is to serve as 
an important means of pursuing economic, 
social and cultural development as originally 
intended, al l  member countries  need 
to proactively take part. In this regard, 
international organizations including the 
Asian Development Bank need to make 
efforts to support countries that have 
difficulties in fulfilling obligations specified 
in the agreement.

Figure 2.5 Asian Highway routes
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▲ Asian Highway signs in Mongolia. Mongolian News Agency, Feb. 28, 2008.

▲  Thai signs on Asian Highway. Maeil Economy, Asian Highway Trek - Border between Thailand and Myanmar, http://news.
mk.co.kr/newsRead.php?year=2011&no=407634, June 27, 2011.
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Cornerstone of inter-Korean Exchanges and Economic Development in 
Northeast Asia 

Inter-Korean projects are conducted in Pyongyang-Nampo, Kaesong, Najin-
Seonbong and Goseong County (Mt. Kumgang), Sinuiju, Wonsan and Haeju are 
expected to emerge as important ecomonic zones. Most of the cities are located in 
AH1 and AH6, so the routes need to be connected for the ultimate purpose of inter-
Korean exchanges and resuscitation of the North Korean economy.

As for the Anju-Sinuiju section of AH1 (Level 1 Road in North Korea, 140 km), 
high-speed roads need to be constructed. In addition, new roads need to be built on 
the Pyongyang-Wonsan section, the branch line of AH6, and facilities need to be 
repaired and improved in sections in North Korea. Speedy expansion of facilities 
based on inter-Korean projects and support from international organizations is 
expected to facilitate economic development in Northeast Asia and inter-Korean 
cooperation.

▲  Asian Highway signs in Korea. Wikipedia, AH1 Sign Daegu, Korea, https://ko.wikipedia.org/
wiki/%ED%8C%8C%EC%9D%BC:AH1sign-Daegu,Korea.jpg
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History of Introduction of Private Capital Roads to Korea
 
For the purpose of introducing public-private partnership (PPP) projects, Korea 
laid the legal framework by establishing the Act on Private Capital Inducement 
Promotion in 1994 and earnestly facilitated PPP projects by enhancing the risk-
sharing system that includes guaranteed operation income based on revision 

Introduction of private Capital 
Roads

07
A total of 24 private capital road projects were planned and conducted in Korea as of 2012. 

The total length was 928.8 km with investment at 36.68 billion won. A total of ten routes 

including the Incheon International Airport Expressway, the first private capital expressway, 

completed in 2000, are currently in operation.

▲ Incheon International Airport Expressway, the first private-investment expressway in the nation, was completed in 2000 (left and right).
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of the law in 1998. In 2005, it was renamed the Act on Private Participation in 
Infrastructure to conduct various public-private partnership projects.

 

Current State of Operation of Private Capital Roads in Korea
 
As seen in Table 2.6 , a total of 24 private capital road projects were planned and 
conducted in Korea as of 2012. The total length was 928.8 km with investment at 36.68 
billion won. A total of ten routes including the Incheon International Airport Expressway, 
the first private capital expressway, completed in 2000, are currently in operation.

At the time of PPP road construction, various positive effects are generated such 
as timely realization of user benefits, acquisition of investment resources for social 
overhead capital, economic facilitation, contribution to job creation, increased 
project efficiency and reduced construction costs. However, the minimum revenue 
guarantee (MRG) that guarantees predetermined minimum income to project 
implementers if actual income is smaller than estimated, generates negative effects as 
well. As income was guaranteed, many projects were conducted without thorough 
review on profitability or business conditions and with a lack of understanding 
about the importance of expected demand resulted in a waste of national taxes. 

▲ Incheon International Airport Expressway, the first private-investment expressway in the nation, was completed in 2000 (left and right).
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Accordingly, MRG will be abolished for future projects and the scale MRG will be 
gradually reduced with regard to current projects. In addition, private capital toll 
roads have higher toll rates compared to public toll roads by design.

 
Table 2.6 The current state of private capital roads

Distinction Extension (km) Investment costs
 (100 million won) Construction period Phase

Total (24 projects) 928.8 366,846 - -

Operation phase (10 projects) 464.4 181,751 - -

Incheon International Airport 40.2 (6-8) 17,440 1995-2000 Operation (2000-2030)

Cheonan – Nonsan 81.0 (4) 17,297 1997-2002 Operation (2002-2032)

Daegu – Busan 82.0 (4) 27,477 2001-2006 Operation (2006-2036)

Around Seoul 36.3 (8) 22,792 2001-2008 Operation (2008-2038)

Busan – Ulsan 47.2 (4-6) 14,777 2001-2008 Operation (2008-2038)

Seoul – Chunheon 61.4 (4-6) 21,833 2004-2009 Operation (2009-2039)

Yongin – Seoul 22.9 (4-6) 15,256 2005-2009 Operation (2009-2039)

Incheon Bridge 12.3 (6) 15,201 2005-2009 Operation (2009-2039)

Seosuwon – Pyeongtaek 38.5 (4-6) 16,415 2005-2009 Operation (2009-2039)

Pyeongtaek – Siheung 42.6 (4-6) 13,263 2008-2013 Operation (2013-2043)

Construction phase (7 projects) 294.5 109,994 - -

Suwon – Gwangmyeong 27.4 (4-6) 17,903 2011-2016 Initiation of construction 
(Apr. 29, 2011)

Gwangju – Wonju 57.0 (4) 15,397 2011-2016 Initiation of construction 
(Nov. 11, 2011)

Incheon – Gimpo 28.5 (4-6) 14,775 2012-2017 Initiation of construction 
(Mar. 23, 2012)

Anyang – Seongnam 21.9 (4-6) 9,853 2012-2017 Initiation of construction 
(May 31, 2012)

Sangju – Yeongcheon 93.9 (4) 20,776 2012-2017 Initiation of construction 
(June 28, 2012)

Guri – Pocheon 50.5 (4-6) 25,915 2012-2017 Initiation of construction 
(June 30, 2012)

New Busan Port (in the back) 15.3 (4) 5,020 2012-2017 Initiation of construction 
(July 13, 2012)

Implementation plan phase 
(2 projects) 47.7 26,246 - -

Seoul – Munsan 35.6 (4-6) 22,941 60 months Establishment of agreement 
(Aug. 29, 2011)

Oksan – Onchange 12.1 (4) 3,305 48 months Establishment of agreement 
(Jan. 11, 2012)

Negotiation phase (2 projects) 48.9 26,891 - -

Gwangmyeong – Seoul 20.0 (4-6) 16,132 60 months Completed negotiations 
(Nov. 2010)

Pocheon – Hwado 28.9 (4) 10,759 60 months Under negotiation

Inquiry phase (3 projects) 73.3 21,964 - -

Bongdam – Songsan 18.5 6,954 48 months 3rdpartynotification
(July12,2012)

Icheon – Osan 29.7 7,507 60 months 3rdpartynotification
(July12,2012)

Gongju – Cheongwon 25.1 7,503 60 months Completion of eligibility study

Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, http://www.molit.go.kr, Policy Court -The Current State of Private Capital Expressway 
Projects, Oct. 5, 2012.
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Suggestion of Institutional Improvement with Regard to Private Capital 
Roads 
 
In pursuit of governmental policy on roads, PPP projects carry significance in that 
they can benefit society by helping the government overcome budgetary limitations 
and supplying required SOC facilities in a timely manner. As interests of people on 
welfare policy are growing, budgets for roads have been reduced, and proactive 
private investment is expected to be introduced for the purpose of expansion of road 
projects.

As high MRG and tolls for private capital roads have resulted in negative opinions 
on private investment projects, a social consensus on the necessity of PPP projects 
needs to be established to push for governmental policy on private capital roads.

Toward this end, it is necessary to prudently select private capital road projects 
by putting profitability of investment before anything else. In addition, continuous 
institutional improvement needs to be implemented in terms of enhancing 
investment conditions on PPP projects and review on a method of implementation 
of PPP projects to facilitate private capital road projects. As private capital road 
projects have not been fully facilitated due to difficulties in making profits, efforts 
need to be made to increase profits of private capital roads based on facilitation of 
various additional projects that can boost creativity and efficiency on the part of the 
private sector instead of excessive price competition.

▲ Pyeongtaek-Siheung Expressway, the first  Minimum Revenue Guarantee private-investment expressway in the nation

Source: http://korealand.tistory.com/1607
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Present Status and Future Prospects of Bicycle Policies in Korea
 
South Korea, which was a typical example of an underdeveloped country at the 
time of the Korean War, has since achieved remarkable economic growth, rising to 
the ranks of 21st century developed nations and joining OECD. Significant progress 
has also been made in the nation’s transport sector, the full-fledged development 
of which began with the construction of expressways in the 1970s. Today, Korea 
boasts state-of-the-art transport technologies exemplified by its high-speed rail 
system called KTX and the smart traffic card program. However, increases in the 
number of cars and private car ownership led to a reduction in the use of bicycles. 
This trend reached it speak in the mid-2000s. The 2005 census showed that cycling 
had a modal split of just 1.2%. In 2010, it rose slightly to 1.7%, which was still a 
very low rate.

The Korean government has made considerable efforts to turn the situation 
around. Since the enactment of relevant laws in 1995, the government has 
implemented various measures, including the construction of bike paths and 
the overhaul of various related facilities to better facilitate cycling. In 2009, the 
government devised the National Bike Path Master Plan. The plan included 
infrastructure expansion and covered a wide range of relevant topics such as 
educational programs, publicity measures and guidelines on building and managing 
bike paths.

In addition, a growing number of cities are introducing public bike systems1)

based on the nation’s technological prowess in the IT sector. Korea is considered to 

Bikeways
08

Car-centric urban transport systems cause various social costs related to traffic congestion, 

air pollution, accidents and the construction and management of road facilities. The public 

bike system can be used very effectively to tackle these problems.

 

1)  Public Bike Systems is often referred to as Public Bike Sharing System or Bike Sharing System. A hyphen 
may be used between bike and sharing. This paper uses PBS as acronym for the term. 
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Figure 2.6 Optimum routes for national bike roads
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be in a very advantageous position in relation to public bike systems, the promotion 
of which requires environmentally friendly policies as well as relevant leading-edge 
technologies. Korea has promoted cycling through the development of relevant state 
plans, construction of bike infrastructure in association with large-scale projects, 
establishment of bike policies related to urban development oriented toward 
increasing the efficiency of an urban traffic system, and provision of various means 
aimed at increasing user convenience.

National Bike Path Master Plan

To devise a framework for building national bike paths, the Korea Transport 
Institute and several engineering design companies formed a consortium. The 
consortium implemented tasks to develop a master plan for national bicycle policies, 
guidelines on building and managing cycling facilities, and cycle route plans. Finally, 
the master plan was completed by a consultative body composed of engineering 
design companies, central government officials, as well as relevant experts and 
representatives of local administrative bodies. The total length of the selected routes 

▲ The public bike system helps to increase transport accessibility and expand basic transport rights (left, right)
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reaches 4,835.4 km, which breaks down to 3,214.4 km for the circular route and 
1,621 km of inland connection routes. The circular route is 569.4 km for existing 
bikeways, 70.3 km for sections included in various plans, 400.2 km for national 
roads, and 2,174.5 km for municipal and provincial roads (165.9 km for municipal 
roads and 2,008.6 km for provincial roads). The 1,621 km-long inland route 
consists of 675.2 km for national roads and 945.8 km for municipal and provincial 
roads (89.9 km for municipal roads and 858.9 km for provincial roads).

The master plan for the national bikeway network has been progressing since it 
was established in 2010. A growing number of people are using bicycles thanks to 
the expansion in bike infrastructure, thereby promoting public health and boosting 
leisure enjoyment and ultimately, a better quality of life.

To facilitate the implementation of eco-friendly transportation, the government 
is developing a diversity of pertinent action plans. One of them is a new town 
project being promoted by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. The 
ministry envisions building new-concept towns with low-carbon, energy-saving 
structure by changing paradigms in regards to urban energy consumption. To 
overhaul the energy-consuming structures of existing planned cities, the ministry is 
also trying to reform public transport, improve wide-area traffic systems, establish 

▲ The public bike system helps to increase transport accessibility and expand basic transport rights (left, right)
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bike paths and take other carbon-reducing measures. The continued occurrence of 
abnormal weather conditions throughout the world is raising the need to adopt 
eco-friendly approaches in pursuing urban development. The transport sector, in 
particular, is facing the necessity of promoting bicycle usage in an effort to reduce 
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. To achieve this task, the utmost 
priority should be placed on the following objectives: raising bike transport mode 
share; build a seamless bike transport network; and secure the facilities and systems 
necessary for promoting the use of bicycles.

 

Planned City Bicycle Projects
 
Dongtan 2 City and Sejong City can be cited as prominent examples in regards 
to bike plans of planned cities in Korea. In Dongtan 2, indirect benefits from 
implementation of the bike road project are projected to reach 58.3 billion won a 
year in terms of monetary value. Of them, about 55.7 billion won worth of benefits 
are expected from the reduction of about 371,600 tons of CO2. In this regard, 
Dongtan 2 is being cited as a model case showing the realization of a low-carbon 
green city. Sejong is attracting attention with regard to its bike road installed with 
photovoltaic power generation facilities as well as its median bike path. With 

 →

 →

 →

 →

Figure 2.7 Concept of a public bike system
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such achievements, Sejong is referred to as a prominent example of a planned city 
promoting cycling through the use of new-concept leading-edge technologies

These efforts have helped lay the groundwork for ensuring a status shift to 
bicycles. A bike has come to be regarded not just as a tool for leisure but as a 
mode of transport that can be used in association with public transportation for 
commuting and utility purposes. The efforts have led to an increase in the bike 
utilization rate, which in turn improved the level of comfort and safety, eventually 
enhancing the prospects of realizing sustainable urban development.

 

Introduction of Public Bike-Sharing Systems in Korea and an Exemplary 
Case
 
The public bike system is a bike sharing scheme designed to ensure that anyone 
can use bicycles as conveniently as possible, anytime (24 hours) and anywhere. 
Introduced by more than 700 cities worldwide, the system is expected to replace the 
demand for short-distance travel by cars. It is regarded as a useful tool that can be 
used in efforts to resolve or ease various urban problems such as traffic congestion, 
accidents and air pollution. As such, the system is expected to be adopted by a 
growing number of cities throughout the world.

The public bike system helps to increase transport accessibility and expand basic 
transport rights. Generally installed at intervals of 300 meters, public bike stations 
are conveniently available, providing excellent transport accessibility. In particular, 
public bikes can provide the level of convenience close to that of passenger cars 
because users can ride them at any time they desire. This is an advantage that cannot 
be provided by public transportation. In addition, compared to passenger car use 
that requires spending considerable time parking the vehicle at destinations, cycling 
ensures expeditious connections between starting points and destinations, even on 
long-distance trips, through linkage with other modes of public transport. In Korea, 
city-level public bike systems have been actively established since the late 2000s 
in relation to efforts to promote cycling. Public bike systems were in operation in 
14 cities as of 2012. Of these cities, those operating more than 200 bicycles are 
Changwon, Daejeon, Seoul, Goyang, and Ansan. In particular, Changwon and 
Goyang have the largest fleets of over 3,000 bikes. A number of other cities are 
providing free bike services or operating large or small public bike rental programs.

Car-centric urban transport systems have various social costs related to 
traffic congestion, air pollution, accidents and construction and management of 
road facilities. The public bike system can be used very effectively to tackle these 
problems.
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Bike projects have generated positive environmental impacts. They have led to 
the construction of eco-friendly cities by helping to ensure clean air quality through 
reduction of greenhouse gases as well as by lowering noise levels through reduction 
of car traffic. Amid such expansion of cycling infrastructure, the number of bike 
users in Korea has been steadily increasing, although most of them are leisure-
oriented cyclists. The bicycle usage pattern of Koreans is also increasingly getting 
closer to people of advanced countries. This may provide important implications for 
countries or cities trying to encourage and facilitate the use of bicycles.

Various governmental policies that had been pursued to achieve quantitative 
expansion of existing roads and improve travel speed have achieved a lot, but 

they also given rise to many adverse effects and limitations. Traffic accidents have 
yet to be reduced due to improved travel speed, and private capital roads that were 
introduced to reduce government costs drew resentment from users due to high tolls. 
A vicious circle was repeated as increased roads and resultant driving conditions led 
to more passenger cars which in turn created increased traffic congestion.

Against this backdrop, efforts have been made to change road policies and 
emphasize management and operation of roads instead of expansion of roads, and a 
public transportation-oriented road policy has been stressed. The central government 
that had attempted to expand roads centering on the National Transportation 
Network developed interest in improving the linkage transport network connected 
to the National Transportation Network or urban traffic delay sections. In addition, 
efforts have been made to improve institutions and thoroughly examine possible 
environmental damage caused by construction of roads prior to establishment of a 
road construction plan in consideration of environmental preservation. Attention 
has shifted from expansion of the domestic road network to take into account the 
road network that connects Asia and Europe.

Road policies and planning paradigms are undergoing modifications in consideration 
of changing social conditions and traffic conditions worldwide, and road policies 
and plans not only in the present but also in the future are being established 
in reflection of these paradigm shifts. For example, road policy was formerly 
concentrated mostly on automobiles, but it is expected to pay more attention to 
users and other means of transportation such as railways and buses. In the past, 
two-dimensional road planning for surface roads or raised highways was more 
emphasized, but the scope of road planning is expected to diversify to include three-
dimensional road planning in consideration of underground cities in the future.

C
oncluding R

em
ark

▲ A two-way bike path considering accessibility to commercial districts
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Various governmental policies that had been pursued to achieve quantitative 
expansion of existing roads and improve travel speed have achieved a lot, but 

they also given rise to many adverse effects and limitations. Traffic accidents have 
yet to be reduced due to improved travel speed, and private capital roads that were 
introduced to reduce government costs drew resentment from users due to high tolls. 
A vicious circle was repeated as increased roads and resultant driving conditions led 
to more passenger cars which in turn created increased traffic congestion.

Against this backdrop, efforts have been made to change road policies and 
emphasize management and operation of roads instead of expansion of roads, and a 
public transportation-oriented road policy has been stressed. The central government 
that had attempted to expand roads centering on the National Transportation 
Network developed interest in improving the linkage transport network connected 
to the National Transportation Network or urban traffic delay sections. In addition, 
efforts have been made to improve institutions and thoroughly examine possible 
environmental damage caused by construction of roads prior to establishment of a 
road construction plan in consideration of environmental preservation. Attention 
has shifted from expansion of the domestic road network to take into account the 
road network that connects Asia and Europe.

Road policies and planning paradigms are undergoing modifications in consideration 
of changing social conditions and traffic conditions worldwide, and road policies 
and plans not only in the present but also in the future are being established 
in reflection of these paradigm shifts. For example, road policy was formerly 
concentrated mostly on automobiles, but it is expected to pay more attention to 
users and other means of transportation such as railways and buses. In the past, 
two-dimensional road planning for surface roads or raised highways was more 
emphasized, but the scope of road planning is expected to diversify to include three-
dimensional road planning in consideration of underground cities in the future.
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Since the opening of Korea’s first railway between Jemulpo and Noryangjin in 
1899, the Korean railroad, bearing silent witness to the tumultuous history of 

the Korean Peninsula, has been in operation for over 110 years. Most of the railway 
lines were constructed during the colonial period as a means for Japan to invade and 
overrun the continent. After the Korean War, South Korea has become an isolated 
territory like an island and its railway has been operated with a complete severance 
from North Korea as well as the rest of the Asian continent. 

Since the 1960s, the dominance of railways has been lost to highways, which have 
served as a catalyst for economic growth, and railways have seen a sharp decline in 
their modal share, giving way to roads as a major means of transportation. 

Later, however, the importance of railroad transportation came to the fore as 
an effective countermeasure to traffic jams in large cities and offering transport 
between regions; also, the Seoul Metro and the Korea Train eXpress (KTX) were 
constructed, raising public awareness of the importance of railway transportation. 
The construction of the Gyeongbu High-speed Railway, in particular, has reduced 
the time needed to travel to any place in the nation within half a day thanks to the 
operation of the KTX along the Seoul-Busan axis and the southern areas that use 
the existing lines. It has also ushered in changes in people’s life patterns and even 
lifestyles and raised the need and demand for high-speed railway route extension 
and additional KTX stations. In other words, the launch of the Gyeongbu High-
speed Railway has opened a new chapter in the history of rail transport in Korea 
and become part of everyday life. 

O
verview
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Notorious Railway Accidents in Korea

Iri Station Explosion –On November 11, 1977, a candle lit by a guard on a freight 
train carrying dynamite at Iri Station on Honam Line set packing materials and 
bedding alight in the train while he fell asleep resulting in a massive explosion. The 
accident cost 59 lives and seriously injured 1,343 persons while destroying 10,000 
buildings and displacing 10,000 persons. The accident occurred due to both shoddy 
management of guards protecting trains loaded with hazardous materials and poor 
inspection of their belongings. After the accident, regulations on handling hazardous 
materials were revised and a comprehensive plan on transport of hazardous 
materials was established. 

Gyeongsan Train Collision –On May 14, 1981, a train from Busan bound 
for Seoul collided with a motorcycle passing over a level crossing in Gyeongsan 
County, North Gyeongsangbuk Province before coming to a sudden stop near 
Gomo Station. While reversing to determine the motorcyclist’s fate, it crashed into 
an oncoming train bound for Dongdaegu that was violating the rail speed limit. As 
a result two passenger cars overturned and trains were derailed. 56 passengers were 
killed and almost 300 were injured. After the accident, work discipline and safety 
education were emphasized while laws and regulations were strengthened to inspect 
problematic rail crossings nationwide. 

Gupo Station Derailment in Busan –In the course of doing excavation work 
to lay power cables underground between Mulgeum Station and Gupo Station, 
KEPCO sank some ground under a section of railroad track through reckless 
blasting without prior consultations on March 28, 1993. The Mugunghwa train 
conductor traveling from Seoul to Busan saw the damaged track 100 meters ahead 
and applied the emergency brake. However the braking distance was too short. Four 

enhancement of Railway 
Safety System 

01
In an effort to establish an effective railroad safety management system and secure railroad 

safety, which can lead to a reduction in railroad accidents, the Railroad Safety Act was 

passed to impose various measures in October 2004. 

Since the opening of Korea’s first railway between Jemulpo and Noryangjin in 
1899, the Korean railroad, bearing silent witness to the tumultuous history of 

the Korean Peninsula, has been in operation for over 110 years. Most of the railway 
lines were constructed during the colonial period as a means for Japan to invade and 
overrun the continent. After the Korean War, South Korea has become an isolated 
territory like an island and its railway has been operated with a complete severance 
from North Korea as well as the rest of the Asian continent. 

Since the 1960s, the dominance of railways has been lost to highways, which have 
served as a catalyst for economic growth, and railways have seen a sharp decline in 
their modal share, giving way to roads as a major means of transportation. 

Later, however, the importance of railroad transportation came to the fore as 
an effective countermeasure to traffic jams in large cities and offering transport 
between regions; also, the Seoul Metro and the Korea Train eXpress (KTX) were 
constructed, raising public awareness of the importance of railway transportation. 
The construction of the Gyeongbu High-speed Railway, in particular, has reduced 
the time needed to travel to any place in the nation within half a day thanks to the 
operation of the KTX along the Seoul-Busan axis and the southern areas that use 
the existing lines. It has also ushered in changes in people’s life patterns and even 
lifestyles and raised the need and demand for high-speed railway route extension 
and additional KTX stations. In other words, the launch of the Gyeongbu High-
speed Railway has opened a new chapter in the history of rail transport in Korea 
and become part of everyday life. 

O
verview
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carriages were derailed including the locomotive, 78 passengers were killed, and 198 
persons were injured, and all train services halted for 37 hours. This accident led to 
special safety inspections on railway projects and systematic management based on 
short and long-term planning including drafting a white paper on safety to be used 
as safety management guidelines. 

Daegu Subway Station Construction Site Gas Explosion Accident–A hole was 
accidentally made in a city gas pipe in the basement of a building construction site 
30 meters away from a subway station construction site in Dalseo District, Daegu 
City. It caused leaked gas to enter the subway construction site through a storm 
sewer leading to an explosion on April 28, 1995. The accident killed 101 persons 
and wounded 202 while destroying 227 buildings and 150 cars. As a result, the 
city launched proactive relief efforts by developing a system to rapidly mobilize 
personnel and equipment for rescue and relief.  

Train Fire in Daegu Jungangno Subway Station–On February 18, 2003 a 
partially paralyzed man attempting to commit suicide set fire to several milk cartons 
containing gasoline or paint thinner before throwing them on the floor of a train 
carriage, engulfing the entire subway train in flames. The fire spread to another 
subway train entering the station from the opposite tracks expanding the disaster 
where 192 people lost their lives. In addition, 151 people were injured and 12 

▲ Safety cannot be overstressed during rail operation and management.
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carriages were destroyed. A lapse in judgment at the outbreak, a lack of emergency 
equipment, and an easygoing approach as seen in no conducted fire drills worsened 
the situation, causing many more deaths. As the interior of the train was made with 
ordinary resins instead of fire-resistant materials, it was vulnerable to fire. After the 
fire in Jungangno Subway Station, a comprehensive safety plan was established to 
enhance education and training for related personnel and strengthen regulations 
while emergency response facilities were improved through replacement of rolling 
stock interiors with nonflammable materials.

 

Efforts to Prevent Train Accidents 

In an effort to establish an effective railroad safety management system and secure 
railroad safety, which can lead to a reduction in railroad accidents, the Railroad 
Safety Act was passed to impose various measures in October 2004. 

The first measure established the Railroad Safety Master Plan. According to 
the plan, efforts were made to raise public awareness about safety on the part of 
railroad personnel, secure safety of railroad facilities and railroad cars, introduce 
a train operators’ license for the purpose of preventing accidents and setting up 
a risk management system. Safety measures included three-dimensional railroad 
crossings, screen doors in subway stations, expansion of fire-prevention facilities, 
and replacement of outdated facilities and rolling stock interior materials. These 
measures ensured railroad safety could be secured based on a more widespread 
safety culture to instill safety consciousness. 

According to the Railroad Safety Act, the Railroad Accident Investigation Board 
was to be established within the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
in order to determine the cause of rail accidents, derailments and train fires in a 
fair and objective manner and prevent railroad accidents by recommending related 
institutions to rectify situations. 

Lastly, the Integrated Railroad Safety Audit (IRSA) was introduced. Since 2006, 
the Korea Transportation Safety Authority has conducted Integrated Railroad 
Safety Audits for managing railroad safety at a national level in accordance with 
the Railroad Safety Act. The audit is expected to further enhance railroad safety 
management centering on preventive measures by auditing railroad operators’ 
compliance with railroad safety regulations to secure railroad safety among other 
tasks. 

 

▲ Safety cannot be overstressed during rail operation and management.
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Lessons Learned to Realize Zero Railroad Accidents

Safety cannot be overstressed during rail operation and management. Accidents 
often result in devastating loss of life and property. Accordingly, railroad personnel 
should never fail to adhere to the basic safety principles for preventing accidents and 
the general public needs to make safety culture a part of their lives.

▲ Gyeongsan’s Gomo Station train collision in 1981(top). Gupo Station derailment in Busan in 1993 (below)
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Ever-Increased Importance of Construction of Container Depots 

In order to understand the past and the future of rail container transport, it is necessary 
to understand the gist and transformation of rail transport centering on the capital area 
from the 1970s. As railroads almost monopolized domestic transport in the 1970s, the 
transport of daily necessities in the capital area such as anthracite, meat, grain, Chinese 
cabbage and cement emerged as an important issue. However, operation of the subway 
with an aim to resolve traffic congestion caused by population concentration in the 
capital area put pressure on transport of daily necessities to all downtown stations. It 
naturally increased the necessity of a hub-and-spoke transport system aimed to transfer 

Uiwang Inland Container Depot: 
The hub of Rail Freight Transport

02
Uiwang Inland Container Depot serves as a foundation for development of the national 

economy by contributing to facilitating railroad transport of import and export container 

cargoes. It is expected to continue to play a central role as a logistics stronghold. 

▲ Train transporting cargo containers in Obong Station near Uiwang ICD
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cargo handling to the suburbs, and it eventually led to construction of a large-scale 
container depot in Uiwang City of Gyeonggi Province. 

 

Container Depot Construction Plan in Southern Seoul

Since August 15, 1974 when the subway started operating in the capital area, 
the number of subway users increased exponentially. In order to fulfil demand, 
the authorities increased the frequency of its operation. It kept daily necessities 
supposed to arrive at various stations in downtown areas from being smoothly 
transported while the subway was being operated. Although they were intensively 
transported at late night from midnight to 4 a.m., it was not enough to meet 
increased transport demand in the wake of the population concentration. On 
instruction of the President, the 4th Five-Year Economic Development Plan (1977-
1981) was established in an effort to both rearrange populationin the capital area 
and construction of a container depot in the south of Seoul by December 1982.

Transformation of an Anthracite Depot - Presently the Site of Uiwang 
ICD Terminal 2

Coal briquette factories in the capital area were located within each station in 

▲ The Uiwang ICD is contributing a great deal to the vitalization of rail container transportation and international trade.   
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downtown areas. The factories were selling briquettes to areas near downtown 
stations. At a time of pursuing factories to relocate to an anthracite depot in the 
south of Seoul, companies were reluctant to relocate their factories requesting sale of 
factory sites. They cited low profitability due to rising briquette costs and increased 
costs of transport to the downtown areas caused by new investments. Meanwhile, 
local residents were opposed to relocation of briquette factories citing contamination 
caused by anthracite dust. Although related government agencies conducted 
consultations with civilian representatives to resolve disputes, they failed to come to 
agreement so no progress was made in construction of the depot. In the late 1980s, 
energy consumption patterns rapidly changed to use of petroleum and natural gas 
lines instead of briquettes. The policy was changed to convert container depots in the 
south of Seoul into an inland container depot (ICD) with exception for cement depots. 

 

Completion of Construction of Uiwang Container Depot 

In order to transport cargo containers by rail, there should be a container yard 
at a departure station and an arrival station. In the initial stage, container yards 
were established and operated in Yongsan, Yeongdeungpo, Suwon, Byeongjeom 
and Busanjin stations. However, as container cargoes kept increasing, a container 
depot was established first in the south of Seoul to integrate cargo handling that 
had been separately conduced in each station in the capital area on July 20, 1984. 
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Nonetheless, there were limitations in handling rapidly increased numbers of 
import and export cargo containers. As a result, it became necessary to make a new 
investment in establishing container depots, and Pier No. 5 in Busan Port, Stage 3 
and 4 Piers in Busan Port and Container Pier in Gwangyang Port were established 
in port areas. Of container depots in the south of Seoul, planned anthracite depots 
and freight depots were converted into container depots and interchanges were 
constructed in connection with Yeongdong Expressway to complement facilities. On 
July 1, 1993, a railroad freight depot located in Uiwang City in Gyeonggi Province 
was reborn as Korea’s first inland container clearance depot. As for distribution of 
container cargoes by area in Korea, Uiwang area accounted for about 40%, and 
a strategy aimed to induce container cargoes in the Seoul metropolitan area to 
railroad freight hit the mark. Many Chinese officials paid inspection visits to the 
Inland Container Depot in Uiwang and were impressed by its huge scale. At that 
time, it was considered as Asia’s largest ICD.

Contribution to Facilitating Rail Transport of Containers 

Cargo container transport was initiated on September 18, 1972. In the initial stage, 
only one shuttle service was offered between Busan and Yongsan, but in 2011, a 
total of 33 shuttle services including 23 between Busan and Uiwang and 10 between 
Gwangyang and Uiwang were offered to transport cargo containers. As for transport 
volume, it was greatly increased from 160,000 tons in 1973 to 12.11 million tons in 
2012. As described above, Uiwang Inland Container Depot serves as a foundation 
for development of the national economy by contributing to facilitating railroad 
transport of import and export container cargoes. It is expected to continue to play 
a central role as a logistics stronghold.  

 
Table 3.1 Achievements in rail freight transport (Unit: 1,000 tons)

Distinction Grain Cement Fertilizer Coal Ore Oil Construction Miscellaneous Container Commercial Total

1973 1,600   7,546 1,534 13,605 2,313 2,456 1,665 5,539 164 1,340 37,762

2012 - 14,602   107   4,876   2,319  1,173  249   4,439   12,110   433   40,308  
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Necessity of a New Railroad Ticket 

The first train ticket was made with metal. Thomas Edmondson in Great devised the 
Edmondson Train Ticket in 1839 and it was used in railroads all over the world. A 
small company in Korea turned this train ticket into the world’s first transportation 
card. As the Presidential Council on National Competitiveness, an executive office of 
the President, argued for introduction of digital money in 1995, related companies 
conceived electronic wallets and conducted research with regard to purchase of 
subway tickets. In particular, the RF (radio frequency) card system stood out. Focus 
was concentrated on reading RF cards (RFIC chip-installed smart cards including 
credit cards) within a detection distance (roughly 10 cm) based on non-contact 
wireless recognition through the use of a dedicated terminal additionally installed in 
a gate. Passengers are judged to be given access before the gate is operated to control 
access and charge fees. 

At that time, In-Tech Industry took charge of the prepaid sector and CNC 
Enterprise Inc. took responsibility for the deferred payment sector. Kookmin 
Card was responsible for the card itself. Operators were expected to benefit from 
improved customer services, reduced purchase costs of automatic ticket issuers and 
automatic ticket dispensers, decreased ticket production costs and compensation for 
losses (KORAIL, the operator at the time, lost 10 billion won per annum) caused 
by allowance of one-time use regardless of the remainder of a commuter ticket and 
labor reduction. On the part of users, it was expected that they would not have 
to wait in line to purchase a ticket, carrying cash to purchase a ticket would be 
unnecessary, and time would be saved in counting and collecting tickets.  

 

The World’s First Rail 
Transportation Card 

03
As it became possible to use a subway card in all bus routes in Seoul on June 5, 2014, a 

transportation card that could be used in public transportation including railroads was 

introduced for the first time in Korea. 
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Difficulties in Choosing between 
Prepayment and Deferred Payment 
in Commercialization

Those who argued for introduction of a 
deferred payment card prevailed. They 
insisted that a prepaid card was not 
much different from a commuter card. 
Accordingly, In-Tech Industry was spun 
off to develop a bus card in cooperation 
with  Seoul  Ci ty  Bus  Union and a 
proposition jointly presented by CNC 
Enterprise Inc. and Kookmin Card was 
reviewed based on internal discussions 
on September 2, 1995. Introduction of 
KORAIL RF card system was officially 
confirmed on January 10, 1996. However, 
as KORAIL could not single-handedly 
adopt the project, Seoul Metro, the then 
subway operator, joined KORAIL in 
preparation for opening Subway Line 
5 by jointly conducted consultations 
to  form the  ‘Tra in  Ticke t  Sys tem 
Improvement Committee’ on January 25, 
1996. 

On April 2, 1996, KORAIL and Seoul 
Metro installed a laboratory and selected 
Yongsan Station, Seongbuk Station and 
Bupyeong Station belonging to KORAIL 
as well as Seoul Station, Myeongdong 
Station and Yeoksam Station belonging 
to Seoul Metro on a trial basis for the 
purpose of installation of system and 
communication network on August 17. 

As the bus card and the subway card 
were commercialized, they drew public 
attention. However, interoperability 
emerged as an issue, and as those who 
argued for a prepaid card proposed by 

▲  The design and function of train tickets have 
undergone considerable change over time. 
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Seoul Metropolitan City refuted those who argued for a deferred payment card, they 
agreed to separate development and operation. However, the general public went 
for integrated operation or compatible operation. Against this backdrop, the then 
Ministry of Construction and Transportation decided to introduce compatible use of 
the subway card and the bus card and have Seoul City proceed with it on October 1, 
1996. 

On June 16, 1997, the Technical Advisory Committee was formed for the 
purpose of compatible use of the subway card and the bus card. It was chaired 
by Ju-sik CHUN, a computer science professor with Seoul National University 
in participation of scholars and experts from related areas. The Automatic Fare 
Collection (AFC) Advisory Committee in Seoul City suggested Final Plan on a 
Compatible Standard of Transportation Cards (Draft) on October 6, 1997. 

 

Train Card based on IT

On October 16, 1997, as many as 847 sets of AFC terminals for RF cards were 
installed in 96 KORAIL-controlled areas and 32 KORAIL test-operation stations 
were expanded to include all stations on January 21, 1998. Following suit, Seoul 
Metro designated eight stations to participate in a test operation on February 7, 
1998. The test operation was finally expanded to all subway sections in the capital 
area on June 22, 1998. 

Within three and a half years of establishment of the plan, commercial operation 
was initiated in all subway sections in the capital area including Seoul on March 
1, 1999. The bus card was accepted in the entire subway sections in the capital 
area and was applied to all means of public transportation on January 20, 2000. 
It became possible to use an RF transportation card in Incheon Subway System on 
April 8. Separately, a transportation phone with embedded chip was developed on 
April 24. As it became possible to use a subway card in all bus routes in Seoul on 
June 5, a transportation card that could be used in public transportation including 
railroads was introduced for the first time in Korea. It laid a foundation for 
implementation of a unity transfer fare for public transportation.  
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Opening a New Era of Speed Competition 

The high-speed railroad is considered to be the Korea’s largest governmental project, 
the world’s fifth-largest project, started offering services in 2004. The train with 
such an unfamiliar name as KTX boasted a high speed of 300 km per hour, and 
more than anything else, this ultra-high-speed KTX brought about a great change to 
Koreans’ lives.  

era of Ultra-high-Speed Rail 
with KTX 

04
Since its launch in 2004, KTX transported 19.88 million passengers per annum increasing 

to 52.35 million in 2012. Since its operation, there have been no large-scale accidents. 

▲ The opening of the world’s 5th fasted express train that runs up to 300 km brought big changes in the Korean way of life. 
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Ten years have passed since its introduction in 2004, but it is hard to say that the 
high-speed railway project proceeded without a hitch. From the early 1970s, many 
argued for linking the capital area responsible for most of industries, population 
and production to the Busan area. It boiled down to an argument for resolution into 
transportation problems in the Gyeongbu axis, and various alternatives were reviewed 
including improvement of general railroads, construction of a high-speed railway and 
of expressways. It was at a standstill in the wake of dreary debates before the high-
speed railway project was pursued in earnest in the mid-1990s. Within 12 years of 
initiation of the construction, the high-speed railway finally started operating in 2004 
although the existing Gyeongbu Line was used in some sections. 

 

Rapid Increase in Users and Stable Operation of KTX

Since its launch in 2004, KTX transported 19.88 million passengers per annum  
increasing to 52.35 million in 2012. Since its operation, there have been no large-
scale accidents. It recorded 95% punctuality, the core operational evaluation 
indicator, a rate higher than France (93.4%) or Germany (89%) where high-speed 
railways have operated for more than 20 years. 

In addition to fragmentary operation indicators, a great change was made in the 

▲ The opening of the world’s 5th fasted express train that runs up to 300 km brought big changes in the Korean way of life. 
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everyday lives of the general public. First, KTX has been instrumental in traveling 
between the capital area and other regions. Some of its users even moved to another 
region to commute by high-speed rail. KTX is indirectly inducing dispersion of 
population. As travel time is reduced, the length of time staying at a destination 
more than doubled compared to the past and it recorded as many as 37% of 
railroad commuters returning home on the same day.     

 

Modal Shift to KTX from Other Modes including Air

Use of KTX has facilitated regional exchanges based on economic, social and 
cultural activities. By city, Seoul used KTX the most followed by Busan. This 
indicates that a new railway is required in the Gyeongbu axis. According to analysis 
of major passengers, 90% or more are distributed within a radius of 20 km. By 
destination city, Seoul Station accounted for 93.4%, Busan Station 94.5%, Daejeon 
Station 83.6% and Dongdaegu Station 84.5%. Additionally, KTX users in Gangwon 
and Jeju numbered as many as 30,000 indicating that KTX is used nationwide. 
Commuters gradually expanded from Seoul – Cheonan to Seoul – Daejeon, with 
some commuting from Daegu to Seoul. 

By vehicular conversion, 49% of users converted from air transportation to KTX 
followed by users of passenger cars and express buses. In particular, the number of 
flights from Seoul to Daegu decreased from 36 to four, down 90% in early days. 
There are no flights to Daegu at the moment. In addition, day trips accounted for 
about 37%, and four to six hours of visit time accounted for 50%, which indicates 
it is possible for people to enjoy a more relaxing trip after KTX started operating. 

 

Day Business-Trips to Remote Areas

According to a governmental research institute, reduced travel time and faster 
arrival at a destination are the biggest reasons for people to use KTX. As speed 
dominates today’s fast-paced world, KTX has further strengthened its status as 
a means of public transportation while making various socio-economic changes. 
More than anything else, it has facilitated development of railroad technologies 
and related industries in Korea to enhance external competitiveness while laying 
the foundation for advances into overseas markets. Operation of KTX contributes 
to furthering spatial integration of Seoul and regional provinces. With operation of 
KTX, it became possible to take a day-long business-trip to remote areas which led 
large companies to revise rules on business trips.   
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Railway Transport  139  Figure 3.1  National railway network construction plan

▶  As a high-speed railroad between Suseo and 
Pyeongtaek is being additionally constructed in 
the metropolitan area, if Gyeongbu High Speed 
Railway and Honam High Speed Railway are 
operated in connection to it, Korea is expected to 
enter the era of the railway.
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In addition, the “Shinkansen Phenomenon” where the Japanese return home 
on Friday and come to the office on Monday is appearing in Korea as well. The 
phenomenon is referred to as a travel pattern where some Japanese who work in 
Tokyo or a regional city return home on Friday night and show up in the office on 
Monday morning after Shinkansen started operating in Japan in 1964. As for the 
characteristics of KTX users, the number of KTX passengers from Seoul to Daejeon 
more than doubled from 6 a.m. to 8 a.m. on Monday mornings when people go to 
work and from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Friday nights when people return home. As seen 
in Japan where high-speed train station areas emerged as the center of the regional 
economy, it is hoped that Daejeon, Cheon, Asan and Iksan will similarly experience 
economic development. 

 

Honam High-Speed Railway and Suseo-Pyeongtaek High Speed Railway 
Planned Opening in 2015

The Gyeongbu High Speed Railway Project has entered the second phase. A high-speed 
railway is being constructed based on new train tracks instead of the existing ones in 
the Honam axis, another central axis in Korea in addition to Gyeongbu High Speed 
Railway. It will further narrow regional differences by connecting the whole country 
through rail. Furthermore, as a high-speed railroad between Suseo and Pyeongtaek is 
being additionally constructed in the capital area, if Gyeongbu High Speed Railway 
and Honam High Speed Railway are operated in connection to it, Korea is expected 
to enter the era of the railway. It would mean the arrival of an entirely new era of 
transportation with vast changes for everyday life in Korea. The railway in Korea is 
expected to lead Koreans to an unprecedented era of transportation.

Important Dates Related to KTX’s Decade of preparation

May 1989 Determined to push for Gyeongbu High Speed Railway Construction Project

Dec. 1994 Established High-Speed Railway Operation Preparation Committee

Jan. 1997  Established Railroad Human Resources Development Institute and High-Speed 
Railroad Training Center (3,800 essential workers by railway opening on April 1, 2004)

Dec. 1999 Started operating KTX on a trial basis

apr. 2003 Passed conformation tests on KTX and existing railroads

apr. 1, 2004 Opened Korea High-Speed Railway

May 13, 2005 Broke the 30,000,000 passenger mark (408 days) in 14 months 

Dec. 2005 Acquired KTX Maintenance Capability (Goyang) ISO Certification 

apr. 1, 2006 Broke the 61,000,000 passenger mark (730 days) in 2 years ▲  The Incheon International Airport Railroad is Korea’s first privately-financed line that stretches from Incheon International 
Airport to Seoul Station via Gimpo International Airport. It is a double track along its entire length of 61 km. 
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Necessity of Incheon International Airport Railroad Private Project

Based on the strength of economic growth in the 1980s, the number of cars owned 
by drivers rapidly increased. The constant increase in the number of cars caused 
traffic congestion and rising logistics costs. In the early 1990s, enhancement of 
national competitiveness through expansion of social overhead capital (SOC) 

Incheon International 
airport Railroad: 
Korea’s First private Railroad

05
The first social infrastructure that was constructed in accordance with the Act on Public-

Private Partnerships in Infrastructure was Incheon International Airport Expressway linking 

Seoul and Incheon areas to Incheon International Airport.

▲  The Incheon International Airport Railroad is Korea’s first privately-financed line that stretches from Incheon International 
Airport to Seoul Station via Gimpo International Airport. It is a double track along its entire length of 61 km. 
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eventually emerged as an important task to be fulfilled by the government. However, 
it was impossible to raise the financial resources to do so. In a desperate effort to 
resolve this issue, the government came up with the Act to promote Private Capital 
toward SOC Facilities in 1994. After that, the term ‘private capital inducement’ was 
changed into ‘private investment’ in order to emphasize investments made by the 
private sector instead of inducement of private capital. The Act was revised as the 
Act on Public-Private Partnerships in Infrastructure in 2005.

The first social infrastructure that was constructed in accordance with the same 
law was Incheon International Airport Expressway linking Seoul and Incheon 
areas to Incheon International Airport and it included Yeongjong Bridge crossing 
to the west coast. Incheon International Airport Expressway opened in 2000. At 
the time of planning the expressway, it was suggested that an alternative means 
of transportation needs to be provided to counter such contingencies as traffic 
congestion, heavy snow and terrorist acts. In an effort to reflect this, the roadbed of 
Yeongjong Bridge, a double-layer bridge, was placed at the center of the lower layer. 
The railroad passing through this roadbed is Incheon International Airport Railroad, 
the first privately invested railroad, marking a new era in 107 years of railroad 
history in Korea.

 

▲ A train is crossing Magok Railroad Bridge on the Incheon International Airport route. 
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Completed Linking Incheon and Gimpo International Airports to Seoul 
Station in December 2010

Incheon International Airport Railroad is a 61 km double track subway linking Incheon 
International and Gimpo international airports to Seoul Station completed as a two-
phase construction project. In the first phase, a 40.3 km section between Incheon 
and Gimpo was opened on March 23, 2007. In the second phase, a 20.7 km section 
from Gimpo to Seoul Station was opened on December 29, 2010. It was a large-scale 
project costing a total of 3.14 trillion won (1.5 trillion won in the first phase and 1.64 
trillion won in the second phase). Since railroads are classified as national infrastructure 
transportation networks, they belong to the government. For this reason, build-transfer-
operate (BTO) was adopted as the avenue of private investment. 

As soon as Incheon International Airport Railroad was completed, it was owned 
by the government, and a private company was given only the operating rights for 
a certain period of time. This is referred to as the period of free use and 30 years of 
free use was guaranteed after completion of phase 2.

 

Pursuit of Change in Investors According to Expected Reduction in 
Demand for Incheon International Airport Railroad

After the first phase opened in 2007, daily average users numbered 13,000, which 
accounted for only 7% of negotiated demand. As the demand was not likely to be 
increased to the level of the negotiated demand, governmental operating subsidies 
worth 100 billion won per annum were expected to be exponentially increased. 
Approximately ten investors including Hyundai E&C, Daelim and POSCO E&C 
participated in constructing the Incheon International Airport Railroad in the initial 
stages. But operation accounted for only 7% of the negotiated demand after the first-
phase opening while drastically increasing the minimum revenue guarantee (MRG). 
In an effort to reduce it, the largest shareholder was changed in 2009. As a result 
of this, MRG was decreased from 90% to 58%. Even after this measure was taken, 
operating revenues were still only 8% in 2012, which was extremely low given the 
expected negotiated revenues. After complete opening of the railroad, it increased to 
25% of the negotiated demand, but the same level of fares as subways in the capital 
area was applied based on unity public transportation fare in the capital area, 
resulting in low fare revenues. Accordingly, it is expected that about 300 billion won 
worth of annual MRG needs to be paid after 2012, so new fundamental measures 
need to be taken accordingly.▲ A train is crossing Magok Railroad Bridge on the Incheon International Airport route. 
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Efforts to Resolve Accumulated Operating Rail Deficits 

Since the world’s first railroad was introduced in the UK, railroads have almost 
monopolized transport among cities and regions as a backbone of inland transport 
vehicles, whether it be passengers or cargo. However, rapid distribution of 
automobiles and advancement of aviation technology demolished the monopoly of 
the rail transport system. Widespread inexpensive and convenient auto transport 
caused a drastic reduction in profitability as rail transport demand dropped. In 
addition, the huge investment funds required to reform and expand railroad facilities 
as well as organizational and operating rigidity of the national railroad further 
worsened operating deficits in the railroad sector, thus downgrading the railroad 
industry. In response the UK privatized the railroad industry in an effort to resolve 
the problem.

The railroad industry in Korea started with operation of the Gyeongin Line 
between Noryangjin and Jemulpo by the Gyeongin Railroad Company in 1899. 
With the establishment of the first government of the Republic of Korea in 
August 1948, the Ministry of Transportation was established to supervise railroad 
projects. In December 1960, a corporate accounting system was introduced in 
accordance with the Act on Special Accounting on Transportation Projects. The 
National Railroad Administration that was set up independently of the Ministry of 
Transportation was operated as a governmental corporation from September 1963. 
Although railroad projects adopted a self-supporting accounting system, operating 
deficits continued year in and year out despite increased demand for transport due 
to non-business operation by a governmental corporation.

At the end of the 1960s, some started calling for a change of the National 
Railroad Administration from a governmental organization to a corporate 

Structural Reform of the Rail 
Industry 

06
In the 1980s and 1990s, the number of registered automobiles nationwide increased by 

20.6% on annual average. Witnessing the rapid increase in the number of cars on Korea’s 

roads, transport experts foresaw the upcoming era of heavy traffic.
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organization for the purpose of improvement of railroad management. According 
to them, it was impossible to improve efficiency under the uniformed regulatory 
system of a governmental organization, so the legal status of the National Railroad 
Administration needed to be changed into a public corporation or a privatized 
company for the purpose of minimizing governmental intervention in railroad 
management and realization of autonomous management and operation.  

However, the government did not make concrete efforts to convert the National 
Railroad Administration into KORAIL until the mid-1980s. The Ministry of 
Transportation, in charge of supervising the National Railroad Administration, 
reviewed plans suggested by KORAIL in 1985, and a bill on the Korea Railroad 
Corporation Act (Draft) was established in 1988. The National Assembly passed 
the Korea Railroad Corporation Act in 1989. According to the law, the National 
Railroad Administration was supposed to be converted into KORAIL by January 
1993. However, conversion was delayed for various reasons such as handling of 
debts owed by the National Railroad Administration and problems caused by 
financial support, labor reduction and railway strikes with regard to conversion into 
a public corporation. The plan to convert the National Railroad Administration 
into KORAIL reverted to square-one at the end of 1995. This led to a decision 
to maintain the National Railroad Administration as it was, grant autonomous 
managerial rights to the National Railroad Administration, and enhance 
governmental support, instead of conversion into KORAIL, so that managerial 

▲ Inauguration of the Korea National Railroad Administration (Sept. 1, 1963)
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improvement of the National Railroad Administration could be achieved. 
 

Inauguration of ‘KORAIL’ to Conclude Structural Reform 

As railroad management was not improved to the degree of expectations, even 
after these measures were taken, in March 1999 the government integrated the 
construction sector of the National Railroad Administration with Korea Train 
eXpress (KTX) before conversion into the Korea Rail Network Authority under 
the principle that the government continues to own railroad infrastructure while 
the repair, maintenance and operation sector of railroad facilities are privatized. 
In the meantime, a decision was made to privatize operation of the railroads by 
the end of 2001 in consideration of practicability of operational privatization and 
financial independence of a private operator. However, the railroad privatization 
plan continued to be delayed due to confusing policies caused by separation of 
the operation sector from railroad facilities, organizational issues, accumulated 
debts and labor absorption before related laws such as the Framework Act on 
Railroad Industry Development, the Korea Rail Network Authority Act and the 
Korea Railroad Corporation Act were enacted to lay the foundation for structural 
reform of the railway sector in July 2003 with the Korea Rail Network Authority 
inaugurated January 2004. As KORAIL was launched in January 2005, structural 

▲ Inauguration of the Korea Rail Network Authority (January 2004)
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reform of the railroad finally concluded. 
The government pushed for structural reform of the railroad sector for the 

following purposes: First, it aimed to further enhance railroads as an important 
means of transportation. Second, it sought to strengthen the competitiveness 
of the railroad industry. Third, it pursued expansion of private participation 
and improvement of customer-oriented services. Fourth, it aimed realization of 
managerial independence in the railroad operation sector and reduce financial 
burdens on the government. Fifth, it pursued the creation of a level playing field for 
other means of transportation.   

In order to fulfill these purposes, the government converted the National Railroad 
Administration into the Korea Rail Network Authority and KORAIL with aims to 
separate government-owned railroad facilities from the operation sector to which a 
private managerial method is applied. Accordingly, the Korea Rail Network Authority 
conducted railroad facility-related projects such as installation of railroad facilities 
including high-speed railroads and general railroads, improvement of railroad 
facilities, repair and maintenance of facilities and management of national railroad 
assets. KORAIL became a public corporation based on operational conversion of 
the National Railroad Administration and Korea Train eXpress. The Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure and Transport supervised KORAIL and the Korea Rail Network 
Authority and established railroad policy and railroad facility investment plans while 
taking charge of railroad facility investments and safety regulation.  

▲ Inauguration of KORAIL (January 2005)
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Necessity and Implementation of Structural Reform of the Second 
Railroad Industry  

The structural reform of the railroad sector in 2004 concluded with the 
establishment of KORAIL instead of privatization. The Basic Plan on Structural 
Reform in the Railroad Industry, specifically established by the government 
for separation of the railroad facility sector from the operation sector through 
converting the railroad facility sector into the Korea Rail Network Authority 
in the first stage, transformation of the operation sector into KORAIL, a public 
corporation, in the second stage and sale of governmental equity in KORAIL and 
liberalization of access to rail tracks by a third party in the third stage. In this 
regard, the structural reform of the railroad sector is expected to become a major 
issue again according to managerial achievement of KORAIL. 

Looking back over the past ten years, KORAIL, in charge of operating 
railroads, experienced aggravated inefficiency as various functions with different 
characteristics of services and pricing system were fulfilled in the same business 
structure due to monopolization of a public corporation. Since 2005, 4.5 trillion 
won of financial support has been provided but continued to record 500 billion won 
or more in deficits on an annual basis. It posted 5.8 trillion in debts in 2005, but 
they snowballed to 15.1 trillion won in 2013 pushing the ratio of debts as high as 
429%. The railroad construction sector also experienced a vicious cycle where poor 
operation resulted in failure in receiving track charge and expanded investments led 
to accumulated debts. The 5.6 trillion won of debts in 2004 are expected to increase 
to 30 trillion won in 2020.

Accordingly, a new structural reform is required in the railroad industry, 
and a plan has been suggested to separate the passenger, cargo, and repair and 
maintenance sectors through the use of KORAIL holding companies for the purpose 
of efficient operation. Meanwhile, a plan has been suggested to induce competition 
by sector and efforts need to be made to advance the railroad industry based on the 
second structural reform in the railroad sector so that railroads can again play a 
central role in the national transportation of Korea.
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Initiation of Transportation Network on the Korean Peninsula 

The transportation network on the Korean Peninsula shares its fate with 
modern Korean history; full of fluctuations. Unfortunately, the modern Korean 
transportation network was constructed not by Koreans but by the Japanese colonial 
rulers. The Japanese established railroads and roads to exploit Korea’s natural 
resources, carry back the spoils to Japan and prepare to invade mainland China for 
the purpose of colonial rule without consideration of balanced development and 
economic ripple-effects on the transportation network on the Korean Peninsula, 
which basically assumed an X-form and failed to establish an east-west axis or a 
central axis. Additionally, the national division after the liberation of Korea from 
Japanese colonial rule resulted in division of the X-shaped transportation axis 
(between the east and the west) to deform the transportation network on the Korean 
Peninsula.

Ultimately, the transportation network in North Korea was rearranged centering 
on railways, and that in South Korea was reorganized centering on roads. As 
Korea is facing difficulties in meeting soaring transportation demand by failing to 
supply facilities on time, the transportation sector has become a stumbling block to 
national economic growth. Meanwhile, chronic economic difficulties in North Korea 
resulted in an almost complete absence of repair, maintenance and construction of 
transportation facilities, thus paralyzing the entire sector. Under these circumstances, 
the inter-Korean transportation network project is expected to play a central role 
in inducing the Korean Peninsula to lead the era of Northeast Asia based on the 
reorganized transportation network by connecting the main arteries of the divided 
nation. 

 

Inter-Korean Transportation 
Network and Silk Road express

07
The first social infrastructure that was constructed in accordance with the Act on Public-

Private Partnerships in Infrastructure was Incheon International Airport Expressway linking 

Seoul and Incheon areas to Incheon International Airport.
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Process of Conducting Inter-Korean Transport Network Project 

The following events served as a turning point of the Inter-Korean Transport 
Network Project. First, the Inter-Korean Basic Agreement was established. South 
Korea and North Korea held high-level meetings from September 1990 and adopted 
the South-Korea Basic Agreement on Reconciliation, Nonaggression, Exchanges and 
Cooperation in 1992. Article 19 of the agreement reads, “South Korea and North 
Korea shall link disconnected railways and roads and open sea and air routes.” The 
annex of the agreement was adopted in September 1992, specifying linkage of the 
unconnected inter-Korean inland transportation routes and opening of an air route 
between Gimpo and Sunan for the first time. However, the agreement on restoration 
of the Inter-Korean transportation network was not put into practice due to North 
Korea’s unilateral refusal to conduct dialogue.

Second, the Asian Land Transport Infrastructure Development (ALTID) was 
endorsed by the UN ESCAP Commission. Since the 1960s, ESCAP has pushed 
for promotion of economic development and peace in Northeast Asia based on 
improvement of the transportation and communication networks. In the 1990s, 
this concept broached by ESCAP came to fruition as a large-scale project, namely 
as ALTID composed the Trans-Asian Railway Project and the Asian Highway 

▲ The primary goal of North-South Railroad Connection Project is to establish the Tran-Korea Railway (TKR) on the Korean 
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Network. Conducting a feasibility study on the northern line of the Trans Asian 
Railway as a part of ALTID Plan in 1994, ESCAP reviewed the possibility of 
connection to the Korean Peninsula. During the 52nd ESCAP Meeting held in 1996, 
participating countries adopted a resolution to prioritize the northern line project 
aimed to link the Korean Peninsula to Europe via Chinaor Russia. After that, ESCAP 
conducted a feasibility study on the northern line of the Trans-Asian Railway that 
includes a railroad network linking the two Koreas while pushing for the second-
phase container demonstration project. ESCAP’s Inter-Korean Railroad Restoration 
Project was the first railroad-related exchange between the two Koreas led by 
an international organization, and it served as a momentum to induce the global 
community to recognize the importance of inter-Korean railroad connectivity.

Third, the Berlin Declaration and the June 15th North-South Joint Declaration 
were adopted. In his inaugural address in February 1998, President KIM Dae-
jung reiterated compliance with the Inter-Korean Basic Agreement and suggested 
the exchange of special envoys in an effort to conduct inter-Korean exchanges in 
various sectors based on the three principles of reconciliation, cooperation and 
nonaggression while making it clear that he was willing to attend a summit meeting.

During his visit to Germany in March 2000, President Kim adopted the Berlin 
Declaration for the purpose of denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, permanent 

▲ The primary goal of North-South Railroad Connection Project is to establish the Tran-Korea Railway (TKR) on the Korean Peninsula, but the final goal is to induce Korean railroads to go beyond the Korean Peninsula and connect to Eurasian railroads.
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peace and inter-Korean reconciliation and cooperation. In the Berlin Declaration, 
President Kim suggested expansion of infrastructure including roads, ports, railroads, 
electricity and communication for the purpose of governmental cooperation. 

In an Inter-Korean summit meeting held in Pyongyang in June 2000, the 
June 15th North-South Joint Declaration was adopted to touch on independent 
reunification, resolution to separated families and issues of long-term prisoners and 
facilitation of exchanges in various areas.

During the first inter-Korean ministerial meeting held in July 2000, the two 
Koreas agreed to link the disconnected section between Munsan and Kaesong (27 
km) on the Gyeongui Line connecting Seoul to Sinuiju. During the second inter-
Korean ministerial meeting held in September 2000, they agreed to working-
level contact and a groundbreaking ceremony with regard to connection of the 
Gyeongui Line and opening of roads between Munsan and Kaesong. South Korea 
initiated construction connecting a 12 km section between Munsan and the military 
demarcation line on September 18, 2009.

 

Necessity of Connecting the Transportation Network as Driving Force for 
Co-Prosperity of Both Koreas 

Disconnected road sections between the two Koreas numbered 13 with six routes 
severed national road sections. Of them, National Roads No. 1, No. 3, No. 5 and 
No. 7 play an important role in facilitating north-south traffic flow in border areas 
and they are expected to fulfill important functions in the future. The Gyeongui 
Line Road Connection Project was completed and is being used as an important 
transport route to the Kaesong Industrial Complex. As for National Road No. 3, 
it was expanded to a two-lane road leading to Woljeong Village for the purpose of 
linking the disconnected section between Cheorwon and Pyonggang and a four-lane 
road leading to Yeoncheon. As for National Road No. 5, a two-lane road leading to 
Saengchang was designed to connect a section between Hwacheon and Pyonggang. 
Pavement of a two-lane road leading to Geumgok has been completed. As for 
National Road No. 7, design of a two-lane road leading to the military demarcation 
line has been completed to connect a section between Ganseong and Changjin. 
Meanwhile, a private company is cooperating with the Korean Asia Pacific Peace 
Committee (KAPPC) in conducting a project to link a 13.7 km section between 
Goseong and Songhyeon Village on National Road No. 7 for the purpose of Mt. 
Kumgang overland tours. This route enables visitors to travel from Sokcho to Mt. 
Kumgang within one hour, thus helping resolve problems related to Mt. Kumgang 
tourism through the use of marine transportation. It is also expected to make a 

▲  Late former President of Korea Kim Dae-Jung and his wife Lee Hui-Ho signing a railway sleeper to be used for the 
Gyeongeui Line (left) and the groundbreaking ceremony for the railroad and highway connection of the Gyeongui Line and 
the Donghae Railway Line (right). 
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great contribution to facilitating tours linking Mt. Seorak and Mt. Kumgang while 
vitalizing the regional economy in the north of Gangwon Province. 

Since 1985, the government has pushed for the Gyeongui Line Restoration 
Project for the purpose of connecting the inter-Korean railroad network. As for the 
Gyeongui Line, an implementation design was completed in 1985, consultations 
on environmental impact assessment on areas subject to railroad restoration 
were conducted in collaboration with the Ministry of Environment in 1994, and 
continuous purchase of sites has been conducted. As for the Gyeongwon Line 
Restoration Project, an implementation design was completed in 1991, consultations 
with environmental impact assessment were conducted in 1992, and purchase of 
construction sites is now under way. As for the Kumgang Line, an implementation 
design was completed in 1999 and a construction plan on Donghae Bukbu Line 
has been established. With regard to the Gyeongui Line Restoration Project, 
construction was completed in the southern section at the end of December 2002, 
and construction in the northern section was concluded at the end of May 2006. 
According to a national infrastructure transportation network plan, development 
will be conducted centering on the Busan-Seoul-Pyongyang-Sinuiju axis and Mokpo-
Seoul-Wonsan-Chongjin-Rason axis for the purpose of establishment of an X-shaped 
high-speed railroad network on the Korean Peninsula. In addition, the government 
plans to continue to expand facilities by double-tracking and electrifying north-
south trunk lines in preparation for increased personal and physical transport 
demand on a long-distance basis and establish the Eurasia Railroad based on the 

▲  Late former President of Korea Kim Dae-Jung and his wife Lee Hui-Ho signing a railway sleeper to be used for the 
Gyeongeui Line (left) and the groundbreaking ceremony for the railroad and highway connection of the Gyeongui Line and 
the Donghae Railway Line (right). 
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Chinese axis and Russian axis.  
The north-south railroad connection test operation drew a lot of attention at 

home and abroad failed to materialize due to North Korea’s unilateral refusal to 
hold discussions in June 2006.  

Table 3.2 Current state of north-south railroad connection construction 

Line 
South Korea North Korea

Section Current state Section Current state

Gyeongui 
Line

Railroad 12 km Completion of construction   
(Dec. 31, 2002) 15.3 km Completion of construction

Road 5.1 km Completion of construction   
(Oct. 31, 2003) 7 km Completion of construction 

(Nov. 30, 2004)

Donghae
 Line

Railroad 7 km
Completion of section between the 

military demarcation line and Jejin Station 
(7.0 km)

18.5 km Completion of construction

Road 4.2 km Completion of construction 
(Oct. 31, 2004) 20 km Completion of pavement 

(Nov. 30, 2004)

Continental Railroad Connection Project

The primary goal of North-South Railroad Connection Project is to establish the 
Trans-Korea Railway (TKR) on the Korean Peninsula, but the final goal is to induce 
Korean railroads to go beyond the Korean Peninsula and connect to Eurasian 
railroads including the Trans-Siberian Railway (TSR), Trans-China Railway (TCR), 
Trans-Mongolian Railway (TMGR) and Trans-Manchurian Railway (TMR). 
Establishment of a Eurasia Land Bridge symbolized as Silk Road Express (SRX) 
is an essential element that will determine international order in Eurasian in the 
21st century and that defines the characteristics of its future. Continental railroad 
connection is expected to bring about a great change in the Eurasian international 
transport system that has been concentrated on maritime transport. Compared to 
maritime transport routes between Asia and Europe that pass through the Strait 
of Malacca and the Suez Canal, continental rail transport routes going through 
the center of Eurasia are about 7,000 km shorter, and the time of transport can be 
reduced by around one week. In addition to economic benefits in terms of logistics, 
the continental railroad connection project is expected to contribute to reducing 
tension on the Korean Peninsula, promoting peace in Northeast Asia, recovering 
ethnic homogeneity based on increased personal and physical exchanges between the 
two Koreas, while generating greater ripple-effects from the perspectives of politics, 
military, security, society and culture.

Furthermore, continental railroads are expected to induce the national potential 
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▲ This damaged locomotive serves as a symbol of national division

▲ Three-way meeting of railroad experts from South Korea, North Korea and Russia
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of Korea, locked on the Korean Peninsula for many centuries, to be expanded to the 
Eurasian Continent and help overcome Cold War era severance between the ocean 
and the continent while serving as a conduit for mutual exchanges between the 
two civilizations. It will also act as a lifeline that determines the fate of a national 
development strategy aimed at vast amount of natural resources and gigantic 
markets in Eurasia. Regarding the continental railroad connection project, the 
TKR–TSR Connection Project is undergoing intensive discussions. Korea expects 
that the TKR–TSR connection will help realize a hub of logistics in Northeast Asia 
and secure a foothold to advance into Eurasia. In the meantime, Russia expects 
that the TKR–TSR connection will contribute to enhancing the status of the TSR as 
an international transport transit route between Europe and Asia while promoting 
development in deteriorated Siberia and the Far East. Realizing that the TKR–TSR 
connection is a win-win project that can benefit both countries as Korea and 
Russia have maintained close cooperative relationships for a long time. The idea of 
connecting the TKR and the TSR was broached for the first time in October 1991. 
Railroad authorities in Korea and Russia established the Railroad Cooperation 
Protocol in Moscow and agreed to cooperate in international multimodal transport 
(maritime and railway) and development of cargo and passenger transport through 
the TSR. The TKR–TSR connection was discussed in earnest for the first time in the 
Ministerial Meeting on Infrastructure of the 52th UN ESCAP Conference in 1996. 
During the meeting, 42 countries adopted a resolution to prioritize restoration 
of the TKR for the purpose of establishing the Trans-Asian Railway (TAR). In a 

Figure 3.2 Concept map connecting Trans-Korea Railway and Trans-Siberian Railway
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Figure 3.2 Concept map connecting Trans-Korea Railway and Trans-Siberian Railway

meeting held in Moscow in the fall of 1997, ESCAP delivered a plan on restoration 
of the TKR to North Korea, and related countries interested in facilitating the TSR 
conducted discussions on the issue in earnest. As leaders of the two Koreas finally 
agreed to restore the Gyeongui Line in June 2000, the TKR–TSR connection became 
a pressing matter. After that, the Russian government shuttled back and forth 
between the two Koreas to conduct ‘railroad diplomacy,’ which eventually led South 
Korea, North Korea and Russia to reach agreement on cooperation in connecting 
TKR and TSR. Meetings of Railroad Experts from South Korea, North Korea and 
Russia were held in Moscow April 28 to 30, 2004 carried significance in the railroad 
cooperation among the three nations for the purpose of connecting TKR and TSR. 
Discussions on the connection had been conducted within the framework of two-
way meetings between South Korea and North Korea, South Korea and Russia, and 
North Korea and Russia until the three-way meetings were held. In the meantime, 
South Korea, North Korea, Russia Railroad Operators’ Meeting held in Vladivostok 
in Russia in March 2006 became a turning point in connecting TKR and TSR. 
This meeting carried significance in that it established an institutional framework 
for continuous working-level discussions on issues on the railroad connection. 
It also revived a three-way meeting channel that had been discontinued after the 
Meetings of Railroad Experts from South Korea, North Korea and Russia and 
laid a foundation for discussions on the TKR–TSR connection that had been in a 
stalemate. 
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Since the opening of the Korea Train eXpress (KTX) in 2004, rail transport 
has proven its superiority in speed and diverted passengers from using other 

transportation means. This resulted in the cancellation of local flights to Daegu, on 
the one hand, and on the other, the extension of the high-speed railway through 
the construction of new KTX routes and improvement of exiting lines. Also, new 
lines, such as the Wonju-Gangneung line, are being built as high-speed rail lines that 
can reach a top speed of 200km, although not as fast as the KTX, to sharpen its 
competitive edge.  

In order for railway to compete with other means of transportation, speed is the 
most important factor, followed by accessibility. The plan for the construction of the 
GTX with a speed of 200km is part of the effort by KORAIL to achieve both speed 
and accessibility. 

In addition, KORAIL focuses on facility investment, safety training, and R&D for 
railroad construction and operation with safety as the basis. 

The history of the Korean railway began with Japan’s ambition to become a colonial 
power and has thrived with the history of modern Korea, steeped in national 
honor and shame, such as the tragedy of the war between the two Koreas. The 
Seoul Metro drives Korea’s development as a solution to complicated urban traffic 
issues, while the KTX enjoys national support as a major means of transportation 
that takes passengers anywhere in the nation within half a day. The mission of the 
Korean railway now is to reach out to the continent beyond the Korean Peninsula 
by restoring the railroad that connects the two Koreas to open an era of railroad 
Renaissance with the Silk Road Express that links Korea to the Continent.     

C
oncluding R

em
ark

Vision for the SRX Era

As restoration of the inter-Korean railroad is completed, the continental railroad 
connection project to link TKR and TSR entered a new phase. Since the TKR–
TSR connection is not completed through physical linkage of railroads, the 
relevant countries need to integrate infrastructure from the legal, institutional 
and technological perspectives in the mid- to long-term for the purpose of normal 
operation of inter-Korean railroads and continental railroads in the future. First, 
both Koreas and Russia need to overcome differences in their points of view on 
such important matters as selection of the most optimized routes for the TKR–TSR 
connection, Korea’s initiation into Organization for Cooperation of Railways 
(OSJD), Najin-Hasan Railroad Project, demonstration transport of containers and 
fundraising for modernization of deteriorated North Korean railroads. On behalf 
of the South Korean government, KORAIL attended the OSJD Conference held in 
North Korea while endeavoring to host the next meeting in order to acquire regular 
membership. The Silk Road Express is a project of hope that will materialize and 
grow into a vision for Korean railroads in the 21st century.

▲ The idea of the Iron Silk Road Express (SRX) will be the vision of the future of the Korean railway in the 21st Century. 
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Since the opening of the Korea Train eXpress (KTX) in 2004, rail transport 
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transportation means. This resulted in the cancellation of local flights to Daegu, on 
the one hand, and on the other, the extension of the high-speed railway through 
the construction of new KTX routes and improvement of exiting lines. Also, new 
lines, such as the Wonju-Gangneung line, are being built as high-speed rail lines that 
can reach a top speed of 200km, although not as fast as the KTX, to sharpen its 
competitive edge.  

In order for railway to compete with other means of transportation, speed is the 
most important factor, followed by accessibility. The plan for the construction of the 
GTX with a speed of 200km is part of the effort by KORAIL to achieve both speed 
and accessibility. 

In addition, KORAIL focuses on facility investment, safety training, and R&D for 
railroad construction and operation with safety as the basis. 

The history of the Korean railway began with Japan’s ambition to become a colonial 
power and has thrived with the history of modern Korea, steeped in national 
honor and shame, such as the tragedy of the war between the two Koreas. The 
Seoul Metro drives Korea’s development as a solution to complicated urban traffic 
issues, while the KTX enjoys national support as a major means of transportation 
that takes passengers anywhere in the nation within half a day. The mission of the 
Korean railway now is to reach out to the continent beyond the Korean Peninsula 
by restoring the railroad that connects the two Koreas to open an era of railroad 
Renaissance with the Silk Road Express that links Korea to the Continent.     
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Until the 1990s, Korea experienced unprecedented economic growth. In keeping 
with the expanding scale of the economy, the logistics policy of the Korean 

government was concentrated on the development of logistics infrastructure. Cases 
in point include construction of inland logistics depots including integrated logistics 
terminals (ILT) and inland container depots (ICD) and continuous development and 
support of logistics complexes. From the 2000s, an emphasis was placed on policies 
aimed to globalize Korea’s logistics industry due to sluggish economic growth, 
the changing industrial structure and the globalization of logistics. Representative 
policies included the introduction of the Certified Professional Logistician (CPL) 
system and a certification system of integrated-logistics companies, as well as the 
establishment of the Sea-Land Multimodal Transport System between Korea and 
China. These policies were pursued within the framework of a national logistics 
master plan that was launched in 2001. This clearly shows that the Korean 
government considers logistics to be a representative growth engine of the national 
economy.

O
verview
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Background of Opening 

Korea has always considered export to be a growth engine of its national 
development. Accordingly, the necessity of a logistics hub has been discussed for a 
long time from the perspective of effective handling of import-export cargo in the 
process of inland transportation. In the past, it was customary to establish small 
and medium-sized logistics hubs near demand areas for the purpose of reduced 
transportation lead time. However, logistics facility strategy based on “hub & 
spokes network” has emerged as a significant alternative, where a huge hub is set 
up to meet demand in a large area for the purpose of realizing the economy of scale, 
while small hubs are introduced to implement cross-docking and temporary storage 
near a demand area. This led to the launch of Uiwang ICD in 1993.

 

Concept and Function of ICD

An ICD is an inland logistics depot incorporating an integrated logistics terminal 
enabling multi-modal transport (roads, railways, ports, airports and others) based 
on large logistics facilities. ICDs are inland logistics facilities other than ports 
or airports that are equipped with a fixed system and are sites housing various 
companies that provide services related to temporary storage and handling of 
various types of transported cargo; including containers. They offer temporary 
installation, storage and transport for import, export and linked transportation 
under the control of a customs house. Uiwang ICD is considered the first inland 
container depot established in the process of finding a solution to meet the changing 
needs of the times.

Opening of Uiwang ICD
01

Uiwang ICD is located in Uiwang City in Gyeonggi Province, and it is located just 38 km 

away from Seoul. As it is adjacent to a main expressway, it boasts an optimal geographical 

location offering advanced facilities and unloading systems as a logistics hub worthy of its 

name in the capital area. 

Until the 1990s, Korea experienced unprecedented economic growth. In keeping 
with the expanding scale of the economy, the logistics policy of the Korean 

government was concentrated on the development of logistics infrastructure. Cases 
in point include construction of inland logistics depots including integrated logistics 
terminals (ILT) and inland container depots (ICD) and continuous development and 
support of logistics complexes. From the 2000s, an emphasis was placed on policies 
aimed to globalize Korea’s logistics industry due to sluggish economic growth, 
the changing industrial structure and the globalization of logistics. Representative 
policies included the introduction of the Certified Professional Logistician (CPL) 
system and a certification system of integrated-logistics companies, as well as the 
establishment of the Sea-Land Multimodal Transport System between Korea and 
China. These policies were pursued within the framework of a national logistics 
master plan that was launched in 2001. This clearly shows that the Korean 
government considers logistics to be a representative growth engine of the national 
economy.

O
verview
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Current State of Development and Operation 

Uiwang ICD was established in Uiwang in the Seoul Metropolitan Area for the 
purpose of converting overland transport cargo into railway transport cargo 
according to governmental policy aimed to expand social overhead capital and 
rationalize logistics, reducing the traffic volume of shuttle transport between off-
dock container yards in Busan and ports and facilitating combined transport 
through the use of ICD. Uiwang ICD is located in Uiwang City in Gyeonggi 
Province, and it is located just 38 km away from Seoul. As it is adjacent to a main 
expressway, it boasts an optimal geographical location offering advanced facilities 
and unloading systems as a logistics hub worthy of its name in the capital area. 
As the ICD Development Plan was confirmed by the Social Overhead Capital 
Investment Committee on May 31, 1991, Uiwang ICD was incorporated on April 
27, 1992, and operation of Terminal No. 1 was initiated on July 1, 1993. However, 
it was difficult to handle the exponentially increasing containers with Terminal 
No. 1 alone, so a total of 33 billion won was invested to construct Terminal No. 
2 with container handling capacity of 1.37 million TEU from 1994. Construction 
was completed in October 1996, and the terminal was finally revealed as an inland 
container depot in the Seoul Metropolitan Area from January 1, 1997. 

▲  Uiwang ICD is a metropolitan logistic hub equipped with advanced cargo handling facilities and the optimum geographical 
condition. 

▲ The number of containers taken in and out of Uiwang ICD hovers around 2 million annually.
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The main functions of Uiwang ICD can be classified into import-export cargo 
customs clearance, collection of cargo, storage, classification sorting, simplified 
bonded transportation, drawback, railway transportation depots, B/L issuance 
and vegetation quarantine. Customs, banks, shipping companies and Uiwang ICD 

▲  Uiwang ICD is a metropolitan logistic hub equipped with advanced cargo handling facilities and the optimum geographical 
condition. 

▲ The number of containers taken in and out of Uiwang ICD hovers around 2 million annually.

table 4.1 Current state of facilities in Uiwang ICD (2013)

Category Total area Terminal No. 1 Terminal No. 2

The total site area 753,127 m2 490,700 m2 262,427 m2

Container yard (CY) 419,050 m2 274,008 m2 145,042 m2

Container freight station (CFS) 10,712 m2

(3 buildings)
4,629 m2

(2 buildings)
6,083 m2

(1 building)

Operation building 14,358 m2

(8 buildings)
6,797 m2

(5 buildings)
7,561 m2

(3 buildings)

Vehicle maintenance facilities 1,795 m2

(1 building)
1,795 m2

(1 building) -

Container maintenance facilities 1,226 m2

(1 building)
1,226 m2

(1 building) -

Refrigeration power supply facilities 96 - 96

Tracks 6,262 m (11 lines) 3,720 m 2,542 m

Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
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Corp. moved into the ICD to deal 
with related business including railway 
transport, drawback and B/L issuance 
with in  ICD. Uiwang ICD Corp. 
takes full responsibility for overall 
operation and 17 companies with 
railway transport licenses take charge 
of actual transportation. Uiwang ICD 
is basically considered an extension 
of piers in Busan Port to inland areas. 
Railway transport from piers to areas 
in the jurisdiction of Uiwang Office in 
Anyang Customs within Uiwang ICD 

takes a form of simplified bonded transportation, and is not much different from 
cargo transportation in piers or areas in the jurisdiction of Customs. In particular, 
export cargo introduced to Uiwang ICD can be drawn back at an earlier date based 
on ICD Introduction Certificate issued by the ICD after going through export 
declaration. The rate of use has gradually increased due to advantageous transport 
of weight cargo. 

Effects and Future Prospects 

Korea benefits from reduced national logistics costs in various aspects based on the 
establishment and operation of Uiwang ICD. Forty-six freight trains are operated 
to transport 2,300 TEUs of container cargo (as of 2013) while contributing to 
reduced traffic congestion on expressways. The number of containers that are taken 
in and out of Uiwang ICD annually hovers around 2 million TEUs. Uiwang ICD 
is used as a customs clearance base for import-export container cargo in the Seoul 
Metropolitan Area to reduce cost and time compared to customs clearance in Busan 
Port and save transport time and costs based on the supply of empty export cargo 
containers from the shortest distance, while making a great contribution to curbing 
rising logistics costs. In addition, as resident container transport companies share 
logistics facilities to reduce transport costs, and the cargo information computer 
network installed in Uiwang ICD provides logistics information on container cargo 
to transport companies and shippers on a real-time basis, Uiwang ICD is emerging 
as Korea’s representative logistics hub both in reality and in name. Uiwang ICD is 
expected to play a more important role in the future and diversify its functions while 
helping Korea serve as a logistics hub in Northeast Asia.    

“ Korea benefits from reduced national 
logistics costs in various aspects 
based on the establishment and 
operation of Uiwang ICD. Forty-
six freight trains are operated to 
transport 2,300 TEUs of container 
cargo (as of 2013) while contributing 
to reduced traffic congestion on 
expressways.”
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Background

The growing logistics sector in the 1990s led to a drastic increase in demand for 
logistics facilities. However, it was difficult to acquire sites for logistics facilities, 
and they were individually established, which resulted in unsystematic installation 
of logistics facilities. Meanwhile, as related laws and regulations were individually 
established by logistics facility, the problem of inefficiency continued to be raised. 
Against this backdrop, the Korean government passed legislation on the Distribution 
Complex Development Facilitation Act (December 1995) to systematize the 
development of logistics facilities. 
     

Grounds and System for Development  

As assumed from the title, the Distribution Complex Development Act collectivized 
logistics facilities referring to them as a “distribution complex,” instead of 
the current “logistics complex.” A distribution complex was defined as land 
designated and developed for the purpose of collective installation and facilitation 
of distribution facilities and support facilities. As the Distribution Complex 
Development Facilitation Act was comprehensively revised to prevent redundant 
investment in logistics facilities and further enhance the coordination functions 
of logistics facilities, the Act on the Development and Management of Logistics 
Facilities was established to include other logistics-related laws (August 2007). 

According to this Act, Logistics complexes are supplied based on the 
Comprehensive Plan on Development of Logistics Facilities (Period of planning: 
five years). The actual scale of supply of logistics complexes is determined within 

Development of 
Logistics Complex

02
As the logistics complexes include such logistics functions as cargo handling, storage, 

collection and delivery in addition to commerce functions, construction of the logistics 

complexes is expected to improve the logistics infrastructure and facilitate growth of the 

logistics industry. 
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the scale of supply by areal range in the Comprehensive Plan. To date, the 
Comprehensive Plan on Development of Logistics Facilities has been established a 
total of four times. If the area of a developed logistics complex exceeds one million 
m2, it needs to be designated by the Construction and Transportation Minister, 
but if the area is smaller it needs only to be designated by the Mayor or Provincial 
Governor. 

A logistics complex is supposed to be located in an area near a port, an industrial 
complex, or a metropolitan city where there is large demand for logistics facilities. 
In consideration of collectivized facilities, two or more logistics facilities need to be 
collectively equipped in a logistics complex. As to the rates of sites for logistics complex 
facilities (sites for logistics facilities and commercial facilities), commercial facilities, 
support facilities and public facilities, the site for a logistics facilities complex needs to be 
larger than that for support facilities. Regarding sites for logistics complex facilities, sites 
for logistics facilities need to be larger than those for commercial facilities. The aim is to 
have a logistics complex play its intended role as a logistics facility. 

       

Current State of Development  

The Korean government presented 30 bills on permits and approvals for the 

▲ A bird’s-eye view of Dongnam Logistic Complex in Seoul
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development of logistics complexes together for the purpose of facilitated 
construction of logistics complexes while preferentially providing logistics 
infrastructure including roads, railways and ports and reducing various taxes and 
dues. As of October 2013, there were 24 logistics complexes being operated or 
developed in areas covering 11 million m2. 

table 4.2 Current state of development of logistics complexes (As of October 2013)

City or province Location of logistics complex Area (m2) Remarks

Seoul (1) Dongnam area in Seoul 560,694 In operation

Busan (1) Gamcheon Port in Busan 206,408 In operation

Incheon (1) Gyeongin Ara Waterway in 
Incheon 1,145,026 Under construction

Daejeon (2)
Daejeon 463,887 In operation

South Daejeon 558,869 In operation

Ulsan (1)

Jinjang in Ulsan 
(Phase 1) 457,151 In operation

Jinjang in Ulsan 
 (Phase 2) 206,427 Under construction

Gyeonggi (10)

Doil in Pyeongtaek 486,062 In operation

Yeoju 264,242 In operation

Gwangju 278,016 In operation

Icheon Fashion 796,706 Under construction

Ojeong in Bucheon 460,088 Under land acquisition 

Wongok in Anseong 679,457 Under construction

Chowol 269,180 Under construction

Dongtan 473,913 Under construction

Gochon in Gimpo 894,454 In operation

Cheongbuk in Pyeongtaek 827,748 Under preparation for 
construction 

Gangwon (1) Gangneung 173,883 Under suspension

Chungbuk (3)

Eumseong 283,934 In operation

Jecheon 161,578 Under suspension

Hwanggan in Yeongdong 263,587 Under construction

Chungnam (1) Cheonan 463,517 In operation

Gyeongbuk (1) Andong 225,411 In operation

Gyeongnam (1) Mudeung 273,209 Under land acquisition 

Jeonbuk (1) Jangdong in Jeonju 189,151 In operation

Total 24 areas 11,062,598

Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
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Future Plans and Prospects

The Korean government plans to supply logistics complexes in areas covering a total 
of 17,301 m2 by 2017. As the logistics complexes include such logistics functions as 
cargo handling, storage, collection and delivery in addition to commerce functions, 
construction of the logistics complexes is expected to improve the logistics 
infrastructure and facilitate growth of the logistics industry. Furthermore, these 
planned developments are expected to enhance the industrial competitiveness of the 
nation and realize balanced land development and sound growth of the national 
economy.  

Note: Jinjang logistics complexes in Ulsan is now under construction for its 2nd stage facility expansion as of October 2013.
Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

Figure 4.1 Logistics complexes in Korea 
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Background to the Construction 

The Korean Peninsula located at the center of Northeast Asia is trading not only with 
Asia, but also with the global community through airports and ports such as Incheon 
Port and Busan Port. If and when the roads and railways of South and North Korea 
are connected, Korea is expected to emerge as a logistics hub in Northeast Asia. As a 
part of efforts to establish an inland logistics system that can help meet the demands 
of the times and realize the vision of the nation, the Korean government divided the 
national land into five logistics bases in 1991 and established a mid- to long-term plan 
on the installation of inland cargo depots for the purpose of construction of integrated 
logistics terminals (ILT) in Gunpo City within the capital area, Yangsan in the 
Dongnam area, Jangseong in Honam, Cheongwon and Yeongi in the Chungcheong 
area and Chilgok in the Daegu and Gyeongbuk areas.
 

Current State of Construction by Area

An integrated logistics terminal provides a comprehensive logistics service ranging 
from collection and unloading of cargo, to classification sorting, packing, and 
information processing based on intermodal transportation (trucks and railways), 
and it is equipped with logistics facilities including a collection and delivery center, a 
cargo-handling yard, an open-storage yard and a railway transport area. The Korean 
government divided the nation into five areas and had private companies establish 
an integrated logistics terminal in each area. Construction of Gunpo Integrated 
Logistics Terminal, a logistics hub in the Seoul Metropolitan Area, was initiated in 
May 1995 and partially opened in March 1997 before completion of construction 

Construction of 
Integrated Logistics terminal 

03
An integrated logistics terminal provides a comprehensive logistics service ranging from 

collection and unloading of cargo, to classification sorting, packing, and information 

processing based on intermodal transportation (trucks and railways).
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in December 1998. A cargo-handling yard, a delivery center and a railway cargo 
handling yard were established in an area covering 380,000 m2 leading to a drastic 
reduction in costs and duration of transportation based on lot cargo transport 
via main railways, including Gyeongbu Railway and Honam Railway, while 

▲ Yangsan Integrated Logistics Terminal ▲ Jangseong Integrated Logistics Terminal 

table 4.3 Current state of development of integrated logistics terminals by area

Area Project name Location Area 
(10,000 m2)

Project cost 
(100 million won) Period Remarks

Total 460 22,697

Capital 
area

Gunpo ILT Gunpo in Gyeonggi 38 2,457 1992-1998
In operation

Expansion of 
Gunpo ILT Gunpo in Gyeonggi 32 5,499 2003-2012

North of the Seoul 
Capital Area Paju in Gyeonggi 39 3,816 2007-2015 Implementer designation 

(Apr. 2007)

Chungcheong 
area Jungbu ILT

Bugang Township 
in Sejong

48 2,383 2003-2010 In operation
Yeondong Township 

in Sejong

Honam 
area Honam ILT Jangseong 

in Jeonnam 52 3,323 1998-2012

Phase 1 operation 
(May 2005)

Phase 2 construction 
(Jun. 2007- )

Daegyeong 
area Youngnam ILT Chilgok in 

Gyeongbuk 46 2,984 2004-2010 In operation

Dongnam 
area Yangsan ILT Yangsan in 

Gyeongnam 29 2,543 1992-1999 In operation

Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

▲ Gunpo Integrated Logistics Terminal
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contributing to reduced national logistics costs. There was an urgent need to 
additionally expand base logistics facilities in order to meet increased cargo demand 
in the Seoul Metropolitan Area. Against this backdrop, the Korean government 
allowed expansion of the Gunpo Integrated Logistics Terminal and initiated 
construction in a nearby site covering 320,000 m2 in 2013 before operation. 

Construction of the Yangsan Integrated Logistics Terminal in the Dongnam area 
was initiated in December 1994, and operations were launched in June 1999. Main 
facilities such as a cargo handling yard (35,000 m2) and a delivery center (155,000 
m2) were established in area covering a total of 200,000 m2 around Gimhae Airport 
and Busan Port to serve as a hub of storage and transport of import-export cargo. 
Following Gunpo Integrated Logistics Terminal and Yangsan Integrated Logistics 
Terminal, Jangseong Integrated Logistics Terminal started operating in 2005 in 
order to serve as a logistics hub in the Honam area. Located in Jangseong County 
of Jeollanam Province, the terminal included three cargo handling yards and two 
delivery centers within the first phase. Phase two construction was initiated in 2007 
is currently under way. In the Chungcheong and Daegyeong areas, construction was 
completed in 2010 and operations are well under way.  

Expected Effects and Prospects

As of 2010, South Korea’s the current domestic logistics costs are relatively high 
with 11% of GDP, compared to the United States and Japan which recorded 8% of 
GDP. This high logistics cost structure is considered to hamper not only corporate 
competitiveness but also national competitiveness. The integrated logistics terminal 

▲ Yangsan Integrated Logistics Terminal ▲ Jangseong Integrated Logistics Terminal 
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aims to convert a method of existing small-quantity, multi-frequency transport based 
on small vehicles into a massive-quantity, large-vehicle transport based on railways. For 
example, 1,000 tons of cargo requires 125 eight-ton cargo trucks for road transport, 
but they could be transported simultaneously by a long train using rail transportation. 
Rail transportation is more competitive in terms of environmental-friendliness, stability, 
timeliness and energy efficiency which in turn can help reduce transport and social 
costs. As integrated logistics terminals are established, small trucks are mainly used for 
short-distance transport among nearby consumer areas and terminals while large cargo 
trucks and long trains deal with transportation among base terminals. As a result, risks 
of traffic accidents, traffic congestion and environmental contamination can be reduced, 
and in particular, transport costs and fuel usage can be drastically reduced. Companies 
can enhance competitiveness based on such reduced logistics costs which directly leads 
to strengthened national logistics competitiveness.

If new integrated logistics terminals are established north of the capital area (Paju 
in Gyeonggi Province) and south of the capital area (Pyeongtaek in Gyeonggi Province) 
in addition to the five areas, a nationwide inland logistics hub system worthy of its 
name will be completed. It will eventually facilitate multi-modal transport connected 
to the international logistics hub infrastructure such as Incheon International Airport, 
Busan Port, Gwangyang Port, Incheon Port and Pyeongtaek Port centering on integrated 
logistics terminals and make a great contribution to reducing national logistics costs and 
enhancing the competitiveness of the nation’s logistics industry. 

▲ Distribution center in integrated logistics terminal

▲  The National Logistics Master Plan is a comprehensive master plan that includes matters related to improvement of the 
national logistics system.
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Background to Establishment

The National Logistics Master Plan dates back 20 years. As logistics-related policies 
were individually implemented by related ministries in the past, coordinated 
integration conducted at a national level was insufficient. It eventually led to 
continuous discussions on the necessity of a comprehensive plan to systematically 

establishment of 
a National Logistics Master plan 

04
As the boundaries of logistics disappear, and with intensifying global competition in 

the logistics sector, the National Logistics Master Plan serves as a “campus” that helps 

governmental logistics policy set a direction and generate synergy effects. 

▲  The National Logistics Master Plan is a comprehensive master plan that includes matters related to improvement of the 
national logistics system.
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pursue a national logistics policy.  
As a result, the Korean government enacted the Good Distribution Promotion 

Act that forms a framework for the national logistics policy in December 1991 
and established a legal basis for the Land, Infrastructure and Transport Minister to 
make and notify every ten years a Master Plan on good distribution (currently the 
National Logistics Master Plan) aimed to effectively transport cargo. Two and a half 
years after establishment of the Good Distribution Promotion Act, a master plan on 
improvement of the cargo distribution system was confirmed and notified on July 
30, 1994. It is considered as the first comprehensive logistics plan that sorts through 
logistics-related projects pursued by governmental agencies within one framework. 

Transition of the Plan 

The Korean government changed the name of the plan in January 2000 to the 
National Logistics Master Plan for the purpose of enhancement of coordinated 
integration and establishment of a long-term plan. It sought to convert the Master 
Plan on Good Distribution made every ten years into a National Logistics Master 
Plan established every 20 years for the purpose of laying the foundation for a long-

▲ Movement of containers in a container terminal ▲ Container terminal in New Busan Port 
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term national logistics policy. The National Logistics Master Plan has a planning 
period of 2001-2020, included changes in the logistics environment and prospects, 
demand forecasting for logistics facilities, improvement targets for the national 
logistics system, phased implementation plans, collectivization of logistics facilities, 
establishment and maintenance of cargo terminals, logistics standardization, 
facilitated development, distribution and use of the IT network for logistics, 
support and development of the logistics industry, improvement of logistics-related 
institutions, and other matters required to improve logistics. The Revised National 
Logistics Master Plan has a planning period of 2006-2020 and was established and 
announced in September 2006 to reflect the rapid environmental changes in the 
early 2000s. Another change was made in the National Logistics Master Plan in 
2008. The Framework Act on Logistics Policies, a comprehensive basic law covering 
the entire logistics sector, replaced the Good Distribution Promotion Act that was 
concentrated on cargo transport. The planning period of the National Logistics 
Master Plan was designated as ten years with re-planning implemented every five 
years for the purpose of enhanced effectiveness. The current National Logistics 
Master Plan with a planning period of 2011-2020, was established in accordance 
with applicable laws in 2011. 

▲ Movement of containers in a container terminal ▲ Container terminal in New Busan Port 
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Contents of the Plan and Implementation System  

A Framework Act on Logistics Policies, the applicable law, specifies that the 
National Logistics Master Plan includes changes in the logistics environment and 
prospects, targets and strategies of national logistics policy, phased implementation 
plans, logistics policy by logistics function such as transport, storage, unloading 
and packing, coordinated integration of modal logistics policy (related to roads, 
railways, shipping and air transport), prioritization of supply, demand, arrangement 
and investment with regard to logistics facilities and equipment, establishment 
and improvement of a linked logistics system, enhancement of competitiveness 
in the logistics industry, development of logisticians and logistics technology, 
and facilitation and support of international logistics and environmentally 
friendly logistics activities. In summary, the National Logistics Master Plan is a 
comprehensive master plan that includes matters related to improvement of the 
national logistics system. In particular, local governments are obligated to establish 
a basic plan on local logistics that is harmonized with the National Logistics Master 
Plan so that logistics-related problems can be systematically resolved in large cities 
or regions. 
The National Logistics Master Plan is confirmed based on deliberation and 
coordinated integration by the National Logistics Policy Planning Committee. The 
Chairperson of the National Logistics Policy Planning Committee is the Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport Minister, and committee members are composed of 
representatives of each ministry and private logistics experts directly or indirectly 
related to logistics. Three subcommittees on logistics policy, logistics facilities 
and international logistics are installed under the umbrella of the committee, and 
deliberation is systematically conducted by area of expertise. 

Characteristics and Suggestions 

The most noticeable aspect of the National Logistics Master Plan is that the 
government has a firm determination to maximize coagulation effects based on 
the re-establishment of a national logistics policy with an aim to coordinate and 
integrate logistics policy functions dispersed among various ministries. As the 
boundaries of logistics disappear, and with intensifying global competition in the 
logistics sector, the National Logistics Master Plan serves as a “campus” that helps 
governmental logistics policy set a direction and generate synergy effects. 
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Source: The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

Figure 4.2 Logistics facilities in Korea
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Background to its Introduction 

The importance of acquiring experts who can effectively operate logistical systems 
and resolve logistics problems is emphasized prior to the establishment of an 
automated logistics and information system. Great effort has been used to develop 
logistics experts through installation of logistics-related departments in universities 
and establishment of logistics-related graduate schools, but it has failed to meet 

Certified professional 
Logistician System

05
It is necessary to complement and develop the current Certified Professional Logistician 

System for the purpose of developing logistics experts desired by companies at the moment. 

▲  Applicants queuing for Certified Professional Logistician exam
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the demand for logistics experts required in society. The Certified Professional 
Logistician (CPL) System was introduced to deal with this problem. 

Current State of Development of Certified Professional Logisticians

CPL was introduced in accordance with the Good Distribution Promotion Act 
established at the end of 1995, and a certification examination is conducted once 
a year. As of May 2014, a total of 17 certification examinations were conducted 
with around 140,000 persons enrolled for the examination. The rate of successful 
applicants is 15% as approximately 20,000 Certified Professional Logisticians have 
been produced to date. 

table 4.4 Current state of enrollments for certified professional logistician exam by year  (Unit: persons, %)

Distinction 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 Total

Applicants 72,021 18,845 19,019 11,683 9,175 7,688 7,030 6,852 9,154 16,063 15,863 16,126 16,625 13,550 12,339 13,297 11,160 276,527

Examinees
(The rate of 
application)

30,027
(41.7)

8,131
(43.1)

8,781
(46.2)

5,500
(47.1)

4,025
(43.9)

3,389
(44.1)

3,302
(47)

3,379
(49.3)

4,880
(53.3)

8,732
(54.4)

8,042
(50.7)

9,217
(57.2)

9,524
(57.3)

7,676
(56.6)

7,570
(61.4)

7,041
(52.9)

6,232
(55.8)

135,448
(48.98)

Success 
candidates
(The rate of 

success)

1,109
(3.7)

439
(5.4)

1,827
(20.8)

269
(4.9)

618
(15.4)

560
(16.5)

615
(18.6)

454
(13.4)

1,243
(25.5)

1,221
(14.0)

2,181
(27.1)

1,722
(18.7)

1,891
(19.9)

2,303
(30.0)

1,231
(16.3)

1,861
(26.4)

1,328
(21.3)

20,872
(15.4)

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

Overview of Qualification System and Policy Support  

A CPL specified in the Framework Act on Logistics Policies, is referred to as a person 
who has passed the Certified Professional Logistician Examination supervised by the 
Land, Infrastructure and Transport Minister. As a CPL, he or she conducts planning, 
examination, research, diagnosis and evaluation on matters related to logistics 
activities that require expertise. Examination subjects include logistics management, 
good transport, storage and unloading, international logistics and logistics-related 
laws and regulations. Those who complete the relevant courses (at a time of 
acquisition of credits) in graduate schools where the relevant examination courses 
are provided and who acquired a master’s degree or higher are exempted from 
taking an examination on subjects other than logistics-related laws and regulations. 
A perfect score for all the subjects is 100, and successful candidates need to score 40 
or higher in each subject with 60 as an overall average. 

Not many people apply to be a Certified Professional Logistician (CPL). 
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Companies are not obligated to employ a CPL. An applicable law specifies that the 
Land, Infrastructure and Transport Minister preferentially provides administrative 
and financial support to logistics companies that employ CPL. However, governmental 
certification on integrated logistics company introduced in 2006 led a growing number 
of people to develop interest in becoming a CPL. It is due to the fact that the ‘integrated 
logistics company certification system’ implemented to acquire competitiveness 
against overseas advanced logistics companies specifies acquisition of CPL as a core 
requirement. It led to a drastic increase in the number of applicants for CPL from 
2005 and 2006 when the certification system was implemented. Since then, 1,000 or 
more successful candidates have been produced every year. 

Future Tasks 

As explained above, CPLs became a mandatory requirement for an improved 
logistics system instead of an option. No matter how excellent the logistics system 
and facilities might be, they would be obsolete without experts who can operate 
them well. Accordingly, it is necessary to complement and develop the current 
Certified Professional Logistician System for the purpose of developing logistics 
experts desired by companies at the moment. 

▲ Practical skill training for certified logistics consultants

Source: Korea Integrated Logistics Association
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Background to its Introduction

Integrated logistics company certification was initiated in March 2004 when Korean 
Free Economic Zones of the Ministry of Planning and Finance announced tax 
benefits for shippers for the purpose of facilitating the domestic logistics industry and 
development of global logistics companies. In August, the Presidential Committee 
on the Northeast Asian Cooperation Initiative recommended a strategy for the 
development of logistics companies. The strategy included governmental certification, 
support and development of logistics companies providing integrated logistics services. 
In January 2005, a legal basis for the implementation of the integrated logistics 
company certification was provided but the certification system was finally initiated 
in January 2006 after discussions and briefing sessions on policy for the purpose 
of detailed implementation plans and 
certification standards.

In tegra ted  log i s t i c s  company 
certification is aimed at enabling the 
government to certify excellent logistics 
companies that can grow into integrated 
logistics service providers equipped with 
a global network and provide incentives 
to logistics companies so that they can 
experience accelerated development. In 
the long term, it aims to develop Asia’s 
representative logistics companies that 
can compete in the global market and 
lay the framework for creation of global 

Integrated Logistics Company 
Certification 

06
Integrated logistics company certification is aimed at enabling the government to certify 

excellent logistics companies that can grow into integrated logistics service providers 

equipped with a global network and provide incentives to logistics companies so that they 

can experience accelerated development.

Figure 4.3 Certification mark for integrated logis-
tics company  
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added value through logistics companies.

Overview of the Certification System 

The certification system is focused on inducing companies to make strategic changes 
based on expanded investment in personnel, software and hardware, M&As and 
strategic partnerships instead of mere selection of excellent logistics companies. The 
basic purpose of the integrated logistics company certification system focused on 
integration, specialization and enlargement was reflected in structural integration 
of the evaluation system, and differentiated evaluation standards were established 
according to types of business including cargo transport, logistics facilities operation 
and logistics services reflecting the diverse characteristics of the logistics business. 
Subsidiaries for logistics were completely excluded from certification for the purpose 
of development of a third-party logistics market. Certification standards were 
established with an emphasis on evaluation standards of comprehensive capability 
to provide services, instead of scale of business. In the earlier stage, certification was 
approved based on strategic partnerships among SMEs in the transitional process 
for the purpose of inducement of participation of SMEs and realization of natural 
M&As in the process of joint brand business, but it is expected to be abolished from 
2016 based on revision of laws in the wake of insufficient benefits. 

▲ Opening of the Integrated Logistics Company Certification Center in the Korea Transport Institute (January 2006) 
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Current State of Certification Management System  

The Integrated Logistics Company Certification Center set up in the Korea Transport 
Institute in January 2006 is an organization dedicated to operate the integrated 
logistics company certification system with legal basis provided by the Framework Act 
on Logistics Policies. It is authorized to operate certification system by the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure and Transport, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, and 
the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries. An assessment panel for certification 
consists of groups of judges that include 80 logistics experts in the industry, academia 
and research centers recommended by the three ministries. The Certification 
Assessment Panel in charge of actual evaluation is composed of three to five judges 
selected from the groups of judges and one to two researchers with the Certification 
Center. The Certification Operation Committee consists of 13 persons (four ex officio 
members include related public officials and the Certification Center Director) and 
nine members recommended by the three ministries). The Committee is responsible for 
deliberating on regulations related to the operation of certification, conducting final 
reviews on the results of certification assessments and voting on certifications. 

Until 2013, a total of 46 company groups applied for integrated logistics 
company certification with 42 of them acquiring said certification. However, Seven 
company groups lost their certification based on thorough regular assessments 
conducted in 2007 (1), 2009 (2), 2010 (2), 2011 (4), 2012 (7) and 2013 (4), 
respectively, and 22 company groups are currently retaining their certifications. 

Efforts to Improve the Institution and Future Plans

Currently, the certification system is being continuously supplemented. In an effort 
to induce continuous enhancement of third-party logistics, standards have been 
consistently strengthened. In the earlier stage, the portion of third-party logistics 
was 20% of turnover (or 200 billion won or more), increased to 30% (or 300 
billion won or more) in 2008 and 40% (or 400 billion won or more) in 2011. At the 
end of 2013, the lower limit of the condition, “40% or 400 billion won or more,” 
was eliminated to prevent large logistics companies that play an important role in 
facilitation of third-party logistics from settling for the present, while encouraging 
certified companies to make continuous efforts. The current standards will be 
upwardly adjusted to prevent integrated logistics companies from being massively 
generated, and efforts and investments will be made in helping certified logistics 
companies maintain certification in the future. Meanwhile, facilitation will be 
pursued through continuous exploration of related support systems. 
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Background of Introduction 

Rising trade and demand for logistics in Korea and China in the 2000s made it 
necessary to facilitate logistics activities between Korea and China based on the 
establishment of a global logistics system and enhancement of a sea-land linked 
transport system between Korea and China. Domestic land transport companies 
have been required to advance into the international markets based on enhanced 
connection to the logistics market in China where the logistics industry is rapidly 
growing. In particular, the establishment of a sea-land linked transportation 
system has become important in terms of preemptive responses to the changing 
environment for international freight transport between China and Russia through 
the use of railways expected to be facilitated at a time of inter-Korean unification.  

Current State of Implementation 

Various discussions came to fruition in the form of the establishment of the Sea-
Land Cargo Truck Transport Agreement between Korea and China in September 
2010. The agreement can be summarized as the phased implementation of 
“multimodal transport between Korea and China,” evaluation on the current state 
of execution of the agreement and the protocol, and establishment of a cooperation 
committee aimed to discuss matters of mutual interest. In the first phase, sea-land 
cargo truck transportation was pursued with Korea-China mutual access by towed 
trailers. 

The first service was initiated on the sea route between Incheon (Korea) and 
Weihai (China) in December 2010. Mutual access by towed trailers is a transport 

Sea-Land Multimodal transport 
System between Korea and China

07
As of January 2014, mutual access by towed trailers between Korea and China is being 

implemented via a total of seven routes through the use of the Korean ports of Incheon, 

Pyeongtaek and Gunsan and Chinese ports in Weihai, Qingdao, Rizhao, Shidao, Longyan 

and Yantai. 

▲ A container terminal at Incheon Port, a logistic hub toward China 
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method where trailers are loaded in a car ferry without cross-docking of cargo in 
ports located in the two countries. As it reduces transportation time, costs and risks 
of damage to cargo, it is very useful in transporting high-value cargo such as LCDs 
and electronic parts as well as fresh seafood. In addition, mutual access by towed 
trailers includes provision of door-to-door transport services between Korea and 
China and does not require loading and unloading in ports compared to existing 
maritime transport of containers. It is a new form of multimodal transport that 
does not require movement among trailer chassis in a bonded area compared to an 
existing car ferry-related method; roll-on/roll-off (RORO)

Implementation Trends 

As of January 2014, mutual access by towed trailers between Korea and China is 
being implemented via a total of seven routes through the use of the Korean ports 
of Incheon, Pyeongtaek and Gunsan and Chinese ports in Weihai, Qingdao, Rizhao, 
Shidao, Longyan and Yantai. Since the project was initiated, a total of 554 trailers 
have conducted mutual access, thereby gradually facilitating it. 

▲ A container terminal at Incheon Port, a logistic hub toward China 

Source: Incheon Port Authority
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Future Plans 

As a result of the 4th Korea-China Sea-Land Cargo Truck Transport Cooperation 
Committee Meeting held in Lianyungang in China at the end of February 2014, 
Lianyungang Port was opened as an additional multimodal transportation port, 
and the transport area was expanded to Jiangsu in China. Accordingly, a method 
of high-priced cargo transport in Jiangsu, where many Korean companies conduct 
business, was transformed into multimodal transport. Logistics costs and time are 
expected to be drastically reduced on the part of domestic companies. The second 
phase, which is currently being pursued, is a method of loading trucks (trackers and 
trailers) onto a car ferry. It will help to transport everything, including cargo more 
safely. In the meantime, continuous efforts will be made to resolve pending issues 
including simplification of customs clearance procedures. 

Figure 4.4 Method of mutual access by towed trailers

Until the 1990s, logistics policy in Korea had been concentrated on developing 
logistics infrastructure in an effort to respond to quantitative growth in the 

logistics sector, but in the 2000s, policies were pursued to nurture the logistics 
industry as a national growth engine. However, the logistics sector in Korea is 
pushing for a new transition. It is expected to be realized based on analysis of 
logistics policy trends led by the government from a viewpoint that the logistics 
industry is both a service industry and a network industry. Ultimately, the supply-
oriented logistics policy is expected to change into a demand (or consumer)-oriented 
logistics policy in the 2010s. It is a well demonstrated fact that the government 
includes logistics in main service development industrial sectors. Green logistics 
aimed to meet environmentally friendly requirements and corporate partnership 
oriented logistics aimed to resolve industrial polarization are expected to be realized 
in the form of policies that go beyond a temporary phase. 
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Starting with commercial transport in 1968, the Korean air transport industry 
has made exponential progress over the past 46 years. In particular, as the 

monopolistic system was transformed into a competitive system, the industry has 
experienced a seismic change in the process of responding to increased air demand 
and deregulation trends taking place worldwide since 1987. In the 2000s, the 
deregulation trends were furthered to convert scheduled flight business or air charter 
into domestic or international air transport business, and local air transport business 
advanced into the Korean air transport industry in earnest in 2005. As expansion 
of a means of competition based on the enhancement of expressways in 2001 and 
opening of the KTX in 2004 resulted in a drastic reduction in demand for local 
airports, a policy-switch to facilitate local airports was taken into account, but 
domestic demand was not easily transformed into reality. Airport development has 
been pursued based on a comprehensive mid- to long-term airport development plan 
in accordance with an official plan initiated in 1994 and air transport business was 
also strategically approached based on an air policy master plan established in 2009. 
In an effort to counter frequent airline accidents that occurred in the early 2000s, 
the government established a comprehensive mid- to long-term aviation safety 
plan and responded to compliance requirements of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) Aviation Safety Master Plan. With increased air transport, 
development of aviation technology has emerged as an important task. 

O
verview
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Dreams of Flying Grew into Profitable Infrastructure Business

Flight experiments that originated from a dream of flying high exponentially 
developed into aviation technology and the aviation industry from the early 1900s 
and the First World War. Although people have dreamed of flying in the sky for a 
long time, it has not been that long since it was realized. The world’s first aerial 
flight was made through the use of a hot-air balloon in 1783 (France), followed by a 
successful flight across the Dover Channel with a hydrogen-gas balloon in 1785.   

A glider, a helicopter and a parachute invented by Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-
1519), a great artist and scientist in Italy, influenced future generations. Otto 
Lilienthal and his brother manufactured and tested a glider and had great success in 
1891. The results of their work led to a glider designed by the Wright brothers. The 
Wright brothers in the United States manufactured a glider and conducted test flights 
in 1900 and had success in a flight based on a gasoline-fueled engine and lift-off 
power with airplane wings in December 1903 for the first time in aviation history. 
Wright brothers’ successful flight based on an attached engine further accelerated 
efforts to develop airplanes all over the world. Louis Blériot in France succeeded in a 
flight across Dover Channel with a self-fabricated monoplane in 1907 (38 km). The 
world’s first air show was held in Lens in France in 1909 with France at the pinnacle 
of the global aviation sector until right after the First World War. 

   

Historical Background

The world’s first airline company was established in 1909 (DELAG in Germany), 
and  the first-ever commercial transport was initiated through the use of an airship 

Introduction of Air Transport
01

Korea’s first private airline, Korean National Airlines (KNA), was established in October 

1948 to serve a route between Seoul and Busan before operating international flights 

between Seoul and Tokyo from 1951.

Starting with commercial transport in 1968, the Korean air transport industry 
has made exponential progress over the past 46 years. In particular, as the 

monopolistic system was transformed into a competitive system, the industry has 
experienced a seismic change in the process of responding to increased air demand 
and deregulation trends taking place worldwide since 1987. In the 2000s, the 
deregulation trends were furthered to convert scheduled flight business or air charter 
into domestic or international air transport business, and local air transport business 
advanced into the Korean air transport industry in earnest in 2005. As expansion 
of a means of competition based on the enhancement of expressways in 2001 and 
opening of the KTX in 2004 resulted in a drastic reduction in demand for local 
airports, a policy-switch to facilitate local airports was taken into account, but 
domestic demand was not easily transformed into reality. Airport development has 
been pursued based on a comprehensive mid- to long-term airport development plan 
in accordance with an official plan initiated in 1994 and air transport business was 
also strategically approached based on an air policy master plan established in 2009. 
In an effort to counter frequent airline accidents that occurred in the early 2000s, 
the government established a comprehensive mid- to long-term aviation safety 
plan and responded to compliance requirements of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) Aviation Safety Master Plan. With increased air transport, 
development of aviation technology has emerged as an important task. 

O
verview
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in Germany in 1910, but it stemmed from curiosity of those who merely wanted to 
experience flying in the sky rather than a desire for transport. The first commercial 
flight was initiated by the St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line in the United States in 
1914 with passengers paying US $5 in airfare to travel 18 miles.     

At the end of the First World War in November 1919, the number of airplanes 
and pilots that could be utilized increased significantly leading to the development of 
commercial air transport. As a result, 
more than 20 airlines were established 
in the UK, Germany and France in 
1919, but only a few survived due 
to insufficient demand and a weak 
managerial base. In the 1920s, 
Europe was the center of global air 
transport and of the many European 
countries; Germany developed the 
most advanced transport system. 
It was followed by France and the 
UK. Germany was able to emerge 
as a leader in the air transport 
sector thanks to the development 
of the Junkers F13 that successfully 
completed a test flight in 1919. It 
was the world’s first private transport 

▲  DC-3, the first passenger airplane of Korean National Airlines. Korea’s first civilian airline, Korean National Airlines (KNA), 
was established in October 1948 and international flights from Seoul to Tokyo in commenced in 1951.

▲  The first airplane that flew in Seoul in 1913. Narahara, a 
Japanese pilot, made the first public fight in a self-fabricated 
airplane at the Yongsan Military Training Ground

▲  Korean National Airlines building and interior in the inaugural stage 
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airplane made with metal (eight passengers, high-altitude flying at 6,750 m).
Stimulated by the airplane, the U.S. pushed for introduction of the technology 

along with fifteen F13 airplanes. It marked a watershed in aviation development in 
the United States as the J13 that was similar to F13 was developed. In the 1920s, 
frequent aircraft accidents and high airfare resulted in insufficient air demand. 
Accordingly, airlines in each country could not afford to operate business for 
themselves. Concluding that air transport business benefits national interests, many 
countries subsidized their airlines, resulting in continued business operation. The U.S. 
government provided assistance to the airmail transport sector in 1918. As Charles 
Lindbergh scored success in the first transatlantic flight in May 1927 before a series 
of successful test flights including a transpolar flight, a growing number of people 
realized airplanes were a safe means of transport. It led to civilian aircraft to be 
operated in major cities in North America from 1927 to 1929 leading to the United 
States overtaking Europe in the private air transport sector from the 1930s.

In the 1940s, with the development of improved aviation technology, the air 
transport sector developed into a profitable infrastructure industry as a means 
of enhancing national prestige and connecting transport in remote areas with 
various countries intensifying competition to make their airlines transport as many 
passengers and cargo as possible. From the 1950s, mainstream transcontinental 
transport was changed from maritime transport to air transport. Since 1945, the 
United States has held an absolute dominant position in supply of private airplanes. 
The world’s first jet airliner was the de Havilland DH 106 Comet developed in 
the UK in 1949 and inaugurated in 1952 followed by Boeing’s 707 developed in 

▲  DC-3, the first passenger airplane of Korean National Airlines. Korea’s first civilian airline, Korean National Airlines (KNA), 
was established in October 1948 and international flights from Seoul to Tokyo in commenced in 1951.

▲  Korean National Airlines building and interior in the inaugural stage 
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the United States with a prototype first flown in 1954. It was modeled after a B47 
bomber and served major international routes.

Development of Civil Aviation in Korea

Airplanes appeared in Korea for the first time in September 1913. Narahara, 
a Japanese pilot, made the first public flight in a self-fabricated airplane at the 
Yongsan Military Training Ground. Ojaki, a Japanese pilot, made a paid flight 
circling above Seoul in 1916. Korea’s first rough surface airfield was established 
in Yeouido in March in 1916. Airfields were constructed in Pyongyang, Daegu, 
Sinuiju, Hamheung, Cheongjin and Ulsan in 1920. Pushing for civil aviation, Japan 
constructed airfields in various areas in an effort to secure a bridgehead for inroads 
into China. AHN Chang-nam, a Korean pilot, made the first flight in Korea in 
December 1922. Regular mail transport between Tokyo and Dalian was initiated in 
April 1929 and passenger transport was launched in September 1929.   

Gimpo International Airport was constructed as a dedicated airfield for the 
Japanese army in 1942. At that time, three small airfields (1,197×16 m) were 
constructed in a triangular shape. At that time, even the weakest crosswind made 
it impossible to fly an airplane due to the small size of airfields. To resolve this 

▲  Launching ceremony of Korean Air Lines Co., Ltd., a national company established in 1962
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problem the three airfields at Gimpo were established to operate airplanes according 
to the direction of the wind.

After Korea was liberated from Japanese colonial rule in 1945, the U.S. Army 
was stationed in Korea. Northwest Orient started serving a route from Gimpo 
International Airport to Tokyo in order to transport replacement soldiers in addition 
to civilian passengers. In 1946, the United States Army Military Government 
in Korea (USAMGIK) operated domestic flights twice a week in Daegu, Busan, 
Gwangju and Jeju based on Gimpo with eight C-47s.

Korea’s first private airline, Korean National Airlines (KNA), was established 
in October 1948 to serve a route between Seoul and Busan before operating 
international flights between Seoul and Tokyo from 1951. KNA was subject to a 
forced acquisition in March 1962 due to a loss of airplanes (total destruction of an 
airplane due to crosswinds at the time of landing at Suyoung Airport in Busan in 
July 1957 and hijacking of an airplane by a North Korean resident spy in February 
1958), insufficient funds, fluctuating exchange rates, excessive oil tax and reduced 
passengers in the wake of competing airlines.

Korean Air Lines Co., Ltd. (KAL) was established with government funds and 
the acquisition of KNA in March 1962. But the decision was made to privatize it 
due to reduced productivity and efficiency and a managerial failure in October 1968 
leading to an acquisition in early 1969.

▲  Launching ceremony of Korean Air Lines Co., Ltd., a national company established in 1962
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The World’s First Flight Attendant 
In the late 1920s, commercial airlines in the U.S. suffered an economic recession due to 

reduced passenger demand caused by frequent crashes and a weak operating base. At that 

time, aircraft were not as large as those we see today, so pilots provided in-flight services and 

clean-up services while assisting passengers during flights without the help of cabin crew. 

It eventually increased inconveniences and risks. Around that time, Ellen Church, a nurse 

and amateur pilot, visited Boeing based in San Francisco and volunteered to work as a flight 

attendant saying, “Men wouldn’t be afraid of getting on a plane when women offer a service 

during flights.” She finally became the first female flight attendant on condition that she gets 

on a plane for three months on a trial basis. After that, the company recruited seven flight 

attendants who were all nurses. Their qualifications included cheerful personality, 162 cm or 

shorter in height and unmarried woman aged less than 25. At that time, flight attendants were 

obligated to offer beverages, cigarettes and snacks to passengers and take charge of fueling 

an airplane, checking an altitude indicator and cleaning up. Passengers liked their services 

and business managers realized that it was advantageous to their passenger services.

Stories Behind Airport Names 
O’Hare International Airport in Chicago was named after Edward Henry “Butch” O’Hare on 

President Kennedy’s suggestion. O’Hare was a Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. Navy 

who became their first flying ace and the first naval recipient of the Medal of Honor in the 

Second World War when he protected his aircraft carrier from enemy attack. He eventually 

disappeared in a night air battle with confusion if his plane was downed by enemy fire or 

friendly fire. After President Kennedy was assassinated, New York’s biggest airport was 

renamed as John F. Kenney International Airport on the New York City Council’s suggestion.

There are many world-renowned airports named after public figures in their home countries. 

They include Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris, Leonardo da Vinci Airport in Rome, Soekarno-

Hatta International Airport and Indira Gandhi International Airport. 

When Incheon International Airport was named, Korean public figures including King Sejong 

and military leaders YI Sun-sin and EULJI Mundeok were mentioned. However, ‘Incheon’ was 

ultimately selected on Incheon Metropolitan City’s suggestion because there were no Koreans 

who were so famous that their name could be immediately recognized by people all over the 

world. 
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Background and Overview of Establishment of the Aviation Policy Master 
Plan

Aviation was weak in terms of functions and roles compared to roads or railways in 
the Korean transport sector and Korean Airlines and Korea Airports Corporation 
were the only airline and the only airport operator, respectively. In the era of 
development in the 1980s and 1990s, the crowding of airports in the wake of the 
1988 Seoul Olympic Games, and tourism liberalization and economic growth, the 
Korean government pushed for expansion of facilities in various airports. As each 
and every airport individually conducted an airport development project on a case-
by-case basis, problems occurred in the wake of failure in understanding the overall 
air transport market and ineffective usage of funds. Against this backdrop, the 
government established a Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Master Plan for 
the first time in 1994 in an effort to push for systematic and effective implementation 
of airport development projects conducted in Korea. A Comprehensive Mid- to 
Long-Term Airport Development Plan is established in consideration of changing 
the air transport environment every five years with the fifth plan expected to be 
launched in 2016.  

Meanwhile, as the role of air transport has become more important than ever in 
the Korean economy and the importance of aviation safety and security is gradually 
increasing, the government established a Five-Year Aviation Policy Master Plan for 
the first time in 2009. In the past, it was partially included in the Comprehensive 
Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan or suggested only the general 
direction. 

With the Aviation Act specifying the basis for establishment of an Aviation 
Policy Master Plan as the uppermost official plan in the aviation sector, the status of 

establishment of National 
Aviation policy and Airport 
policy 

02
An Aviation Policy Master Plan is an official plan aimed to forecast changes in the aviation 

environment and suggest a vision and an implementation strategy for aviation policy. As 

such, it takes precedence over various plans in the aviation sector.
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the Aviation Policy Master Plan was strengthened and linkages with plans made in 
the subsectors were clarified. Figure 5.1 indicates official plans and system specified 
in the Aviation Act. 

Figure 5.1 Official master planning system in the aviation sector 

Figure 5.2 Strategic system for the 1st Aviation Policy Master Plan

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, The First Aviation Policy Master Plan, December 30, 2009.
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An Aviation Policy Master Plan is an official plan aimed to forecast changes in 
the aviation environment and suggest a vision and an implementation strategy for 
aviation policy. As such, it takes precedence over various plans in the aviation sector. 
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2 outline the First Aviation Policy Master Plan.

Table 5.1 Overview of the First Aviation Policy Master Plan

Item Description

Background to 
establishment

•  Establish Aviation Policy Master Plan every five years in the aviation sector that includes 
air transport, development and operation of airports and aviation safety for the purpose of 
suggestion of aviation policy goals and vision in response to changing aviation environment at 
home and abroad  

Basis of the plan • Article 2-5 of Aviation Act 

Characteristics

•  An official plan to forecast changes in aviation environment and suggest a vision and an 
implementation strategy for aviation policy in response 

  -  It takes precedence over various plans in the transport sector and suggests a general direction 
of development in the transport sector in connection to other plans

The scope of the plan • Period: 2010-2014 (5 years)
• Coverage: nationwide

Establishment of a Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan

A Comprehensive Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan is a subordinate 
plan of the Aviation Policy Master Plan established in accordance with Article 2 
of the Aviation Act, and it is the foremost plan in the airport sector established in 
accordance with Article 89 of the Aviation Act. 

The first plan was established in 1994, and since then, four plans have been 
implemented. 

•  Establishment and announcement of the First Mid- to Long-Term Airport 
Development Master Plan: April 19, 1994

•  Establishment and announcement of the Second Mid- to Long-Term Airport 
Development Master Plan: December 30, 2000

•  Establishment and announcement of the Third Comprehensive Mid- to Long-
Term Airport Development Plan: November 24, 2006

•  Establishment and announcement of the Fourth Comprehensive Mid- to Long-
Term Airport Development Plan: January 5, 2011 

The First Master Plan pertained to a process of laying the foundation for 
development of airports in the nation, and the air transport sector was undergoing 
the fastest growth at that time. 

The Second Master Plan pertained to expansion projects and full-swing 
development of new airports. However, various projects were delayed in the process 
of implementation, and internal and external environments were experiencing 
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changes on a constant basis. Looking back, there were opportunities to adjust 
existing project plans in response to the changing environment, but it did not follow 
through in some aspects.      

This trend continued until the third comprehensive plan, and some airport 
development projects were cancelled, but most projects were completed, so there 
were no significant changes in the scale of projects to develop regional airports. It 
eventually resulted in excessive supply of facilities, but international flight facilities 
were expanded in time to meet the entire demand.  

With sufficient expansion of facilities that were implemented in accordance with 
the first three rounds of project plans, the fourth comprehensive plan included few 
expansions of regional airports, and an emphasis was placed on the use of expanded 
facilities.  

The Fourth Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan is implemented 
from 2011 to 2015. The basic direction of airport policy was concentrated on 

Figure 5.3 Strategic system for The 4th Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan 

Source:  The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, The Fourth Comprehensive Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan (2011-2015), 
Nov. 15, 2011.
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realization and operation of ab effective airport system, and four strategic tasks 
were designated.  

Continuous efforts were made for Korea to become “an aviation leader in the 
Pacific Rim,” the goal of the Aviation Policy Master Plan. The effort has resulted in 
Korea ranking 6th in the global aviation market (ICAO, 2012) overtaking Japan. But 
the aviation industry, including the aircraft service business and the air leisure sector, 
still need to be further developed.     

For airport policy, the Fourth Comprehensive Mid- to Long-Term Airport 
Development Plan included a project to develop Ulreung Airport and Heuksando 
Airport in addition to a small airport development project, but this has yet to be 
confirmed. It passed through a preliminary feasibility study and a master plan is 
being established as of 2014.      

In the past, governmental aviation policies were pursued without legitimate 
master plans resulting in a lack in consistency and positive drive. However, a legal 
basis for establishment of the Aviation Policy Master Plan was laid in 2009 and 
relationships with master plans in the subordinate sector were defined to lay the 
foundation for effective implementation of the aviation policy.      

▲  The comprehensive mid- and long-term plans for airport development are now being drawn up every five years with 
changes in the air transport environment under consideration.  

© Incheon International Airport 
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Shift from a Monopolistic System to a Plural System

After Korean Airlines Co. Ltd. (KAL), formerly the Korean National Airlines, was 
established in 1962. The Korean air transport industry had been a monopolistic 
system operated by this sole transport service provider until early 1988. Since the 
air transport industry was a national infrastructure industry and closely related 
to national defense, its general operation was based on an effective monopolistic 
system. KAL experienced exponential growth by making strenuous efforts to explore 
service routes and realize effective management.

However, operation of the monopolistic system was drastically transformed 
due to changes in the air transport industry. With the inauguration of the Carter 
administration in 1976 in the United States, a bold deregulation policy was pursued 
affecting all industries. In particular, the deregulation and liberalization policies were 
proactively implemented in the air transport industry from 1977. The U.S. policy 
had a massive effect throughout the entire world, compelling various other countries 
worldwide to deregulate their respective air transport industry. 

Meanwhile, Korean export-led economic development plans initiated in the 
1960s were successfully implemented. A drastic increase in national income led to 
significantly expanded demand for domestic and international flights. In particular, 
in the late 1980s when the economy was flourishing based on the so-called “three 
low phenomena” that includes low oil prices, low (weak) dollar and low interest 
rates. In addition with the hosting of the Seoul Asian Games in 1986 and Seoul 
Olympic Games in 1988, the Korean government drastically liberalized overseas 
trips, which led to a rapid increase in air travel demand. Realizing the necessity of 
increased supply to effectively meet rising airline demand and pushing for enhanced 
efficiency based on a competitive system and in response to global deregulation, 

Market expansion of Air 
Transport Industry

03
Deregulation of the licensing system for air transport business induced five new airlines to 

advance into the market intensifying competition among airlines resulting in lower airfares 

and better quality services.
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instead of monopolization the government selected a second commercial airline 
according to governmental industrial policy in 1987. Acquiring a business license, 
Kumho Group established Seoul Airlines to inaugurate the era of multiple airlines in 
earnest in February 1988. After that, Seoul Airlines was renamed as Asiana Airlines 
(AAR). In the late 1990s, the air transport industry went through drastic changes 
worldwide. Decreased demand for air transport caused by expanded economic 
uncertainties including Asia-originated foreign exchange crises, global financial 
crises, oil crisis, and the 9/11 terrorist attacks drastically changed consumption 
patterns on the part of existing air transport users. Users demanded lower fares 
and more diversified services leading to a drastic growth in the number of low-
cost carriers (LCC) offering simplified services and lower fares, unlike existing air 
transport service providers.

As the global air transport market experienced changes, the domestic air 
transport market also sought new changes. Even after Asiana Airlines acquired a 
license as the nation’s second commercial airline in February 1988, the air transport 
business was obligated to obtain a license regardless of the size of aircraft and 
type of business for ten years or more. In the 1990s, various attempts were made 
to launch additional air transport businesses, but most of them were thwarted. 
At the end of the 1990s, the Aviation Act was finally amended on the strength of 
deregulation. A registration system was introduced to manage air charter where 
fixed-wing aircraft were used in January 1, 2001. It led to the establishment of an 
airline based in Jeju and allowed Hansung Airlines (T’way Air) to operate services 
in Cheongju. As of 2014, a total of seven domestic and international air transport 
companies provide services. In addition to the existing Korean Air and Asiana 
Airlines, five new low-cost carriers are currently providing services. Details are 
indicated in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Current state of air transport companies

Distinction 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Number of 
companies

Domestic & 
international 
air transport 
companies

Existing
airlines Korean Air & Asiana Airlines 2

Low-cost 
carrier

Entry
Hansung 
Airlines,
Jeju Air

-
Air Busan,
Youngnam 

Air

Jin Air,
Eastar Jet - T’way Air

5

Exit - - - Hansung 
Airlines

Youngnam 
Air -

Note:  Entry and exit are based on a standard of approval and cancellation of an air transport license designated by the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport
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Changes in the Air Transport Industry Caused by the Revised License 
System 

As mentioned above, the newly revised license system had significant positive effects 
on the domestic air transport industry for more than ten years. Firstly, the number 
of air transport companies changed. Korean airline companies are classified as 
air transport companies based on the Aviation Act and air transport business is 
categorized as international air transport business, domestic air transport business 
and small-sized air transport business. Domestic and international air transport 
companies and new low-cost carriers made inroads into the market. As it has 
become possible to establish airlines that can provide diversified air transport 
services, many small-sized air transport companies such as Korea Express Air have 
appeared.

Routes, flight frequency and passenger transport performance also changed. 
For domestic flights, only the large-sized airlines tended to reduce routes and flight 
frequency, but new players in the market have increased flights focusing on Jeju 
routes to expand passenger transport performance on the part of domestic flights. 
As of 2013, the domestic market share of LCCs was almost 50%. However, it was 
concentrated only on Jeju routes where there is sufficient demand for air transport. 
Meanwhile, new LCCs focus on developing short-distance international routes with 
expanded flight frequency to boost passenger numbers on these international flights. 
Figure 5.5 indicates the number of passengers based on domestic flights and market 
share of LCCs and full service carriers (FSC) while Figure 5.6 shows the number of 

Figure 5.4 History of air transport companies 
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passengers based on international flights. 
Airfares also went through great changes. New airlines offered heavily 

discounted airfares in an effort to induce air passengers early on. As a result, airfares 
of all domestic flights were frozen from 2004 to 2011. As for international flights, 

Figure 5.5 Number of passengers and market share of domestic flights 

Figure 5.6 Number of passengers of international flights 
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lower airfares were offered than those by existing large-sized airlines thereby greatly 
facilitating overseas trips.

Last but not least, the entire air transport industry was revitalized. Related 
aviation industries including aircraft service business and aircraft parts business 
were invigorated as equipment was introduced and operated to help them enter new 
airline markets. In the meantime, inroads into new airline markets induced creation 
of new demand for air transport and contributed to popularization of air transport 
based on lower airfares and diversified services.

In summary, deregulation of the licensing system for air transport business 
induced five new airlines to advance into the market intensifying competition among 
airlines resulting in lower airfares and better quality services. Airlines also pushed 
competition while pursuing diversified marketing strategies and expanded business. 

▲ As of 2014, a total of seven domestic and international air transport companies provide services. 
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Appearance of the International Civil Aviation Organization

For the purpose of maintaining aviation order and achieving development in the 
international civil aviation sector after the Second World War, the United States 
invited member countries to hold the International Civil Aviation Conference 
in Chicago in November and December of 1944. The conference was attended 
by representatives of 52 countries including the United States and Britain. Each 
and every representative signed the Convention on International Civil Aviation 
(Convention on International Civil Aviation, Chicago Convention hereinafter) 
Document that determined the establishment of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) on December 7, 1944.

Twenty-six countries followed suit to ratify it and inaugurate the organization. 
In May, it developed into a specialized agency of the United Nations. The purpose of 
ICAO, the only official international organization in the international aviation sector, 
was to advance the international air transport sector with safety and efficiency and 
provide an equal opportunity to each and every country in terms of operation of 
international air routes.

Today, international aviation is based on the Chicago Convention consisting 
of 22 chapters and 96 provisions. Articles 43 to 63 of the Convention specify the 
establishment, obligations and organization of ICAO. ICAO is composed of an 
Assembly held every three years, a Governing Council and Special Committees 
assisting the Governing Council (① Aviation Committee, ② Air Transport 
Committee, ③ Legal Committee, ④ Joint Maintenance Committee, ⑤ Aviation 
Environment Protection Committee, ⑥ Finance Committee, ⑦ Illegal Activity 
Prevention Committee) and Secretariat. As of May 2014, as many as 192 countries 
including the United States, Britain, Canada, Russia, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, 

Joining the ICAO and permanent 
Membership 

04
Korea joined the ranks of Part III States of ICAO in 2001 and was re-elected to serve a fifth 

term and elevated its status in the international community.

▲ As of 2014, a total of seven domestic and international air transport companies provide services. 
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China, South Korea and North Korea joined the Chicago Convention. ICAO is 
headquartered in Montreal, Canada. 

Korea’s Joining the International Civil Aviation Organization

As international air routes were expanded, Korea joined ICAO in 1952 as requested 
by the then Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Transportation (currently 
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport). Accordingly, Korea became a 
member of the Convention on International Civil Aviation after joining Convention 
on International Civil Aviation on November 11, 1952 when the 6th Assembly 
of ICAO was held. North Korea also became a member of ICAO as it joined the 
Chicago Convention on August 16, 1977. 

During the Assembly, in-depth discussions are conducted by the committee 
with regard to aviation security, environment, technology, law, economy and 
administration with permanent member countries and member countries present 
Discussion, Working and Information Papers by sector. In the 38th Assembly, Korea 
submitted nine Working Papers and six Information Papers and proved its worth as 
the world’s sixth-largest aviation country through proactive discussions on pending 
international aviation issues. Submitted agenda is highly likely to be developed into 
an international standard based on strong support and approval from the ICAO 
Secretariat and most member countries after review by the Board of Directors or 
Aviation Committee. As diversified discussions were conducted by sector in the 
Assembly, Korea was able to reflect on its status with regard to the future of the 
aviation industry. 

The ICAO Council, which plays an essential role in adopting resolutions, is 
a permanent institution responsible for the Assembly. It is the most important 
organization that enables ICAO to fulfill its obligations. The Council has mandatory 
duties and voluntary duties (Articles 54 and 55 of Chicago Convention). The 
mandatory duties include submission of an annual report to the Assembly, fulfillment 
of tasks and duties given by the Assembly and the Convention, reporting on 
violation of the Convention, adoption of international standards, recommendations, 
revision and deliberation of annexes and deliberation of various matters as requested 
by parties concerned. The voluntary duties include establishment of the Regional Air 
Transport Committee and investigations into air navigation technology. The elected 
Chair of the Council has a three-year term of office, and he or she does not have 
to represent a Council member. If a representative of a Council member belonging 
to the Council is elected as the Chair, the resultant vacancy needs to be filled by 
the pertinent Council Member State. The Council decides matters by a majority of 
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Council Member States and the Council is allowed to delegate specific matters to 
Committees. 

The Council of ICAO is important as it deals with a wide range of matters in a 
flexible way while playing an important role in furthering constructive development 
and safety of international aviation as a competent agency of the ICAO. The Council 
consists of 36 countries elected by the Assembly every three years. The 36 member 
nations are divided into three groups. Group 1 includes states of chief importance 
in air transport (11 Part I States), Group 2 includes states which make the largest 
contribution to the provision of facilities for international civil air navigation (12 
Part II States) and Group 3 includes states ensuring geographic representation (13 
Part III States). 

Council members of ICAO are capable of influencing international standards of 
the aviation industry. Council membership not only leads to elevated national status 
but it also induces development of the national aviation industry. Since Korea joined 
ICAO in 1952, it had not been able to become a Council member due to insufficient 
achievements in the aviation sector.

In the 1970s, Korean Air Lines, an airline company based in Korea, started 
serving various cities in the Americas and Europe. At the end of the 1980s, Asiana 
Airlines launched operations to expand services globally. In the 1990s, Korea 
ranked 10th in the global transport sector. With this ranking it ran in the election 
to become a Council member in the 29th Assembly in 1992, but to no avail. After 
careful and thorough preparations, Korea stood for election again to emerge as a 
Council member in the 33rd Assembly in October 2001. Korea decided to become a 
Council Member State of ICAO in order to participate in the process of establishing 
regulations and standards in the international civil aviation sector and promote 
the rights and interests of the national aviation sector. It also aimed to fulfill its 
obligations befitting the eighth-largest contributor to ICAO and the eighth-largest 
aviation country in terms of air transport volume.

Table 5.3 ICAO Council membership details (2001-2013)

Year Assembly Number of Part III States Number of votes Rank

2001 33 12 109 12

2004 35 13 125 9

2007 36 13 124 5

2010 37 13 141 4

Korea ranked fifth in the 36th Assembly where 170 countries cast their ballots 
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by obtaining 124 votes and ranked fourth in the 37th Assembly where 161 countries 
cast their ballots by obtaining 141 votes. In the 38th Assembly held in 2013, Korea 
obtained 156 votes (88.6% of 176 countries) to acquire Council Membership. 
Of the Part III States, the UAE was Chair of the Arab Civil Aviation Committee 
and the Dominican Republic, which was in joint second place, belonged to the 
Central and South American Committee (22 countries) and CARICOM (a group 
of 13 Caribbean countries), so they acquired Council Membership relatively easily 
compared to Korea. In the 38th Assembly held in September 2013, Korea acquired 
Council Membership again, and the result was as follows: In particular, Korea 
obtained the strongest support and the largest number of votes ever (156 out of 176 
votes) to serve a fifth term as Council Member of ICAO. 

Table 5.4 Election results for the 38th ICAO Council membership (2013)

Distinction Elected ICAO Council Member States (number of votes obtained)

PartⅠ
(11 countries)
(States of chief importance)

Brazil (160), Germany (159), Japan (155), Australia (152), USA (152), China (150), Italy 
(150), the U.K. (146), France (143), Canada (141)1), and Russia (138)

Part Ⅱ
(12 countries)
(States which make the largest 
contribution to the provision of 
facilities for international civil air 
navigation)

Singapore (163), Egypt (156), Venezuela (155), Saudi Arabia (154), South Africa (154), 
Portugal (150), Nigeria (149), Norway (149), India (147), Spain (145), Mexico (143) & 
Argentina (137)

Part Ⅲ
(13 countries)
(States ensuring geographic 
representation)

UAE (158), Korea (156, joint 2nd place), Dominican Republic (156), Burkina Faso (155), 
Kenya (152), Cameroon (149), Poland (147), Tanzania (147), Libya (141), Chile (140), 
Nicaragua (137), Bolivia (131) and Malaysia (128)

Korea joined the ranks of Part III States of ICAO in 2001 and was re-elected to 
serve a fifth term and elevated its status in the international community. Although 
the government, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure and Transport, is making great efforts in cooperation with 
the aviation industry and the academia, there is still a long way to go. Considering 
its national status and the size of its air transport market, Korea needs to make 
additional efforts to emerge as an advanced aviation country based on joint 
cooperation among the government, academia and industry so that it can join Part 
I States going beyond Part III States characterized by regional representation. It is 
hoped that Korean aviation experts will continue their strong participation in ICAO 
and conduct total diplomacy based on proactive activities to enlist support.
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Opening of Gimpo International Airport

Gimpo International Airport was opened on January 27, 1958 as functions of 
Yeouido International Airport were transferred to Gimpo. At that time, annual 
international flight passengers who used Gimpo International Airport numbered just 
22,000, domestic flight passengers 56,000, and international flight cargo 800 tons. 
In 2000 when international flight functions of Gimpo International Airport had yet 

Successful Operation of 
Gimpo International Airport and 
Incheon International Airport

05
As of 2013, Incheon International Airport ranked ninth in the world in transport scale 

by recording 41 million annual passengers within 13 years of its opening. Currently, 88 

airlines operate out of Incheon serving 182 cities in 58 countries.

▲  Gimpo International Airport was opened on January 27, 1958 as functions of Yeouido International Airport were transferred to Gimpo. 
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to be transferred to Incheon International Airport, international flight passengers 
numbered 17.898 million and domestic flight passengers 18.729 million ranking 
14th in the world in terms of passengers. As it processed 1.891 million tons of 
international cargo it came in at fifth in cargo.

Gimpo International Airport fulfilled its obligations as an advance base for 
Korea’s air transport and developed into a base airport for globalization, while 
making it possible to send construction workers overseas due to the booming 
construction economy in the Middle East that initiated in the late 1970s. In 
particular, it served as an international air transport base making it possible to 
successfully host international events such as the 1986 Asian Games and the 1988 
Seoul Olympic Games in Korea.

Emerging as a strategic point of international air transport, Gimpo International 
Airport needed an organization to expand, effectively manage and operate airport 
facilities. Against this backdrop, the International Airport Management Authority 
was established in May 1980 taking operational responsibility of operating 
Gimpo International Airport as a public airport operation specialist, instead of the 
government. It enabled Gimpo International Airport to change into an authority 
system to nurture specialists and advance air navigation safety facilities, while 
helping to proactively respond to the rapidly changing airport environment to 
enhance efficiency.

Opening of Incheon International Airport

Air demand in the Seoul Capital Area rapidly increased every year in the 1980s. In 
1989, international flight passengers using Gimpo International Airport numbered 
7.22 million, while domestic flight passengers numbered 6.72 million. In the period 
from 1980 to 1989, domestic flights grew by 22.7%, and international flights grew 
by 12.6% on an annual basis. Since Gimpo International Airport was located in the 
center of the city, complaints from nearby residents increased, and operation of the 
airport was restricted in accordance with the government’s prohibition of flights 
after midnight, i.e. curfew. In addition, growing residential areas made it impossible 
to add another runway, so it resulted in constraints on increasing capacity. 

In an effort to resolve these problems, constructing of a new airport was 
considered. An appropriate location for the new airport was considered by the 
seashore or on the sea so that noise pollution could be avoided, and flights could be 
allowed 24 hours a day.

The Korean government thus decided in January 1989 to construct a new 
airport in the Seoul Capital Area and conducted four rounds of feasibility studies 
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“ Incheon International Airport was able to become a success thanks to a 
bold and far-sighted decision made by the government and a thorough 
implementation system. Incheon International Airport was planned from 
macroscopic perspectives based on the perception that it can play an 
important role in promoting the economic development of the nation. 
Given the scale of the economy at that time, it was indeed a bold and far-
sighted idea.”

▶  As Incheon International Airport  ranked No. 1 for an 
unprecedented nine consecutive years (2005 to 2013), 
it grew into a world-renowned airport.

© Incheon International Airport 
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and preliminary studies to select candidate sites from June 1989 to April 1990. 
It finally chose Yeongjongdo (Yeongjong Island) as the site for the new airport. 
The new airport was supposed to be located within a 100 km radius of Seoul and 
ten main items were reviewed including airspace, obstacles, constraints, weather 
conditions, topographic conditions and construction costs. Candidate sites subject to 
a preliminary study included 22 areas in Gyeonggi Province and Chungcheongnam 
Province near the capital area in addition to seven sites including Yeongjong, Sihwa 1, 
Sihwa 2, Songdo, Songsan, Icheon and Baran.

After Yeongjongdo was selected as the site for Incheon International Airport 
on June 14, 1990, the New Airport Development Group was set up within the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport on June 21, 1990 in an effort to 
push for construction of the airport. New Airport Construction Headquarters, a 
dedicated airport construction organization, was set up within the Korea Airport 
Authority in 1992, and it was officially inaugurated as the Capital Area New Airport 
Construction Authority on September 1, 1994.

A basic plan (Phase 1) was completed from November 1990 to December 24, 
1991, and construction of an airport commenced in November 1992 based on 
a grand blueprint titled “A Central Base for Future Air Transport in Northeast 
Asia.” Until the opening of the airport in March 2001, as many as 100 months 

▲Phase 1 construction of Incheon International Airport

Source: Incheon International Airport Corporation, Airport Planning Group.
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and 5.6 trillion won (US $5.6 billion) were invested. A gigantic passenger terminal 
was established as Korea’s largest integrated architectural built on a site covering 
11,724,000 m2 (496,000 m2 in total ground area), a cargo terminal that can 
process 2.28 million tons of cargo (excluding personal luggage) befitting the goal of 
establishing a logistics center in Northeast Asia, and two 3,750 m-long runways that 
can accommodate large airplanes were constructed.

After opening of the airport in 2001, Phase 2 construction commenced in 2002 
in an effort to meet rapidly increasing air transport demand and flexibly respond 
to nearby competitive airports. By June 2008, 3 trillion won had been invested and 
3.5 million man-days were mobilized over six years to build the third 4,000 m-long 
runway where super-sized airplanes such as the Airbus 380 can take off and land and 
a concourse building equipped with 30 boarding bridges, expand a cargo terminal, 
and add 60 gates for passenger airplanes and cargo aircraft. The government pushed 
for Phase 3 expansion to establish the position as a hub airport in Northeast Asia, and 
confirmed and notified a basic plan on June 30, 2009.

Phase 3 includes installation of the second passenger terminal across the north 
side of the present (first) passenger terminal, expansion of an existing cargo terminal 
and enlargement of aprons. Access facilities (roads and railways) for connection 
between the first Passenger Terminal and the second Passenger Terminal will be 
expanded, and a two-phase project to establish a logistics complex at the back is 
conducted to develop a value-added global logistics base. The total cost of Phase 
3 expansion project is about five trillion won, and the construction commenced in 
2011 in earnest with completion expected in 2017.

When the Phase 3 is completed, annual passenger processing capacity is expected 
to grow from 44 million to 62 million and cargo processing capacity to expand from 
4.5 million tons to a predicted 5.8 million tons. An estimated 80,000 jobs will be 
created in the period of construction, 7.8 trillion won in production and 3.3 trillion 
won in added value. 

Table 5.5 Capacity by phase

Distinction Phase 1 Phase 2
(present/total)

Phase 3
(present/total) Final goal

The number of annual passengers 
(10,000 persons) 3,000 1,400/4,400 1,800/6,200 100 million persons per annum

Annual cargo (10,000  tons) 270 180/450 130/580 10 million tons per annum

Source: Ministry of Land Transport and Maritime Affairs, The Fourth Comprehensive Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan, 2010.

As of 2013, Incheon International Airport ranked ninth in the world in transport 
scale by recording 41 million annual passengers within 13 years of its opening. 
Currently, 88 airlines operate out of Incheon serving 182 cities in 58 countries.
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Posting 1.7 trillion won in annual sales and recording 320 billion won in net 
profits, Incheon International Airport has emerged as a reliable public institution 
with pride in its’ sound management. The airport has quantitative growth and was 
ranked No. 1 in the world as determined by the ASQ Survey conducted by Airports 
Council International (ACI), a consultative group of 1,700 airports. As it ranked No. 
1 for an unprecedented nine consecutive years (2005 to 2013), it grew into a world-
renowned airport.

Incheon International Airport was able to rank number 1 in service evaluation 
survey because it fulfilled its most important obligations. As it kept to the basics, 
immigration inspection is rapidly completed directly leading to profits of the airport. 
As a result, it emerged as the airport that completed immigration inspection at the 
most rapid speed and recorded the highest per capita duty-free shop sales in the 
world.

Incheon International Airport was able to become a success thanks to a bold 
and far-sighted decision made by the government and a thorough implementation 
system. Incheon International Airport was planned from macroscopic perspectives 
based on the perception that it can play an important role in promoting the 
economic development of the nation. Given the scale of the economy at that time, it 
was indeed a bold and far-sighted idea.  

▲ Bird’s-eye view of Incheon International Airport’s planned Passenger Terminal No. 2

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, A Groundbreaking Ceremony for Passenger Terminal No. 2 at Incheon International 
Airport, Press Release, September 26, 2013.
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An Open Sky Road and an Open Mind

Since June 13, 2000 when civil aircraft traveled back and forth between the two 
Koreas for the first time in half a century, a growing number of people have 
developed interest in aviation in North Korea. The air transport network between 
the two Koreas has experienced gradually expanded exchanges focusing on tourism 
despite sensitive relationships going beyond mere “transport.”

The latest aircraft developed by Boeing and Airbus are capable of carrying up 
to 550 passengers and flying 17,400 km to the southeast areas of the United States 
without a stopover in Singapore. This technological change is expected to transform 
air travel patterns in the near future and further globalize and liberalize the air 
transport industry. 

Flight to North Korea in Half a Century 

No matter how fast, large and advanced the aircraft may be, and no matter how 
much globalization and liberalization may have advanced, discourses on this issue 
have never included North Korea. Although it is the nearest place in terms of 
geography, it was considered as a rather unique area that could only be accessed 
through the use of analog methods instead of digital methods. This situation 
dramatically changed on June 13, 2000. A South Korean airplane passed through 
North Korean territorial skies to arrive at Pyongyang Sunan International Airport, 
making it the first two-way air trip between the two Koreas by civilian passenger 
aircraft in half a century. 

It had historic significance and also led curious individuals to ask such questions 

Connection of the Inter-Korean 
Air Transport Network

06
As inter-Korean exchanges drastically increased in 2003, efforts were made to establish 

an aviation agreement and open regular air routes based on aviation conferences, but the 

atmosphere became cold surrounding the stalled six-party talks and discussions abruptly 

ended.
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as “What does Sunan Airport look like? Which routes do we need to take to go to 
North Korea? What is the aircraft model used in North Korea? What do North 
Korean female flight attendants look like? What is the difference between their in-
flight service and ours?”

Like most other matters, it is difficult to figure out the actual condition of 
aircraft and airports in North Korea due to a lack of official documents and national 
statistics. In particular, since most aircraft and airports in North Korea are managed 
and operated for military purposes, it is not easy to obtain information from media 
such as newspapers or magazines.

Actual Aviation Conditions in North Korea

According to research-based materials, North Korea is assumed to have 33 to 39 
airports, and most of them serve as military airports. Of them, only ten airports 
seem to be used by civilians. It is not much different from the situation in South 
Korea. Of the 15 airports in South Korea, only six airports are for civilian use, while 
the remaining nine airports are jointly used by civilians and the military. With the 
opening of two new civilian international airports in South Korea; Incheon (2001) 
and Yangyang (2002), the number of civilian airports was increased to six. Of the 
ten North Korean airports that can be used by civilians, the most representative 
ones include Orang Airport, Samjiyŏn Airport, Wonsan (Galma) Airport and Sondok 
Airport in addition to Sunan Airport. Of these airports, Sunan and Sondok are 
open to South Korea. The old airstrip of Sunan Airport is 4,000 m long and its new 
runway is 3,500 m long. Given the scale of the runways alone, the airport is as big 
as Gimpo International Airport. Sondok Airport, located in Chongpyong County 
of Hamgyeongnam Province in North Korea, started operating in cooperation with 
Yangyang Airport in South Korea on July 20, 2002 when inter-Korean exchanges 
were significantly facilitated by the then South Korean president, KIM Dae-jung. 
Opening of the two airports was aimed to efficiently transport workers and supplies 
for a light-water reactor KEDO project and conduct emergency medical evacuation 
through the use of a temporary direct route over the East Sea. However, in reality, 
it resulted in only two rounds of limited operation as the light-water reactor KEDO 
project showed no sign of progress.

Although it is rather slow at the moment, if Mt. Paektu tourism projects is 
visualized following Mt. Kumgang tourism projects, Samjiyŏn Airport is highly likely 
to draw more attention. Mt. Kumgang tourism was solely concentrated on overland 
routes whereas Mt. Paektu tourism has no choice but to use air transport as a means 
of access. Located in a highland region at an altitude of 1,300 m, Samjiyŏn Airport 
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is a concrete paved airport equipped with a 3,315 m-long runway. It is similar to 
Gimhae Airport in South Korea in terms of dimension. As it is located in a highland 
region, it tends to be cool even in the midsummer when temperatures are as as high 
as 30°C in Pyongyang. Prior to initiation of Mt. Paektu tourism, Samjiyŏn Airport 
needs to repave its runway as a priority, as was found during inspections on asphalt 
pitch and pertinent subsidiary materials that the Korea Tourism Organization 
provided for the purpose of repairing and maintaining roads in Mt. Paektu District 
in August and September 2005. 

Upwards of 442 Rounds of Inter-Korean Air Transport Conducted by 2005

Inter-Korean air transport is conducted mostly within one hour’s flying distance. 
Seoul is only 194 km away from Pyongyang based on straight-line distance, and 
Pyongyang is only 385 km away from Mt. Paektu, but if temporary air routes over 
the Yellow Sea and the East Sea are used according to the inter-Korean agreement 
on air transport, the distance between Seoul and Pyongyang is 567 km, and that 
between Yangyang and Sondok is 573 km. From 2000 to 2005 when the temporary 
air routes were open, 442 rounds of inter-Korean air transport were conducted. 

▲  A passenger aircraft of Air Koryo, North Korea’s airline. Air Koryo set a new milestone by travelling back and forth between 
Pyongyang and Seoul taking separated families to arrive in South Korea for the first time as a North Korean aircraft in 
August 2000.   
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In 2005 when the Arirang Festival 
was held, around 293 rounds of air 
transport (66.3%) were conducted 
making it the year inter-Korean air 
transport was most facilitated. As for 
transport performance, about 161,788 
people (excluding Mt. Kumgang 
tourists) used inter-Korean transport 
services by the end of 2005. Of them, 
47,742 people used air transport 
services to account for 29.5%. For 
the past six years when inter-Korean 
exchanges were conducted, 26,964 
people used the air transport services 
on annual average (74 people on daily 
average).  

North Korea is assumed to have 20 
to 29 civil fixed wing aircraft. They are 
mostly Ilyushin and Tupolev models 

manufactured in the Soviet Union, and they appear to be rather outdated. The 
number of seats is 50, 100 or 150, and Il-62, the latest model, is believed to have 
the largest number of seats. This model offers 186 seats and is used for international 
flights. Such large passenger liners as the Boeing 747 used in South Korea do not 
seem to be operated due to low profitability. Most crew members on these North 
Korean aircraft stem from the privileged class in terms of family, educational 
background and appearance, and many of them are assumed to have foreign 
language skills and have graduated from Pyongyang University of Foreign Studies. 
Given that an apprentice crew member with Air Koryo, for example, developed her 
career in a VIP lounge in Sunan Airport, the airline is believed to operate the airport 
as well. In-flight services are offered in a similar order to other airlines, but safety 
demonstration is not provided due to an absence of in-flight lifejackets. Although 
duty-free goods are sold on the plane, they are sold only on the planes departing 
from Pyongyang, unlike in Korea where duty-free goods are sold both on the 
departing and arriving planes. 

Inter-Korean Air Transport Tasks 

Inter-Korean air transport is no longer anything new. However, it is still in its 

“ From 2000 to 2005 when the direct 
air routes were open, 442 rounds 
o f  i n t e r - K o re a n  a i r  t r a n s p o r t 
were conducted. In 2005 when the 
Arirang Festival was held, around 
293 rounds of air transport (66.3%) 
were conducted making it the year 
inter-Korean air  transport was 
most facilitated. As for transport 
performance, about 161,788 persons 
(excluding Mt. Kumgang tourists) 
used transport services by the end of 
2005. Of them, 47,742 persons used 
air transport services to account for 
29.5%.”
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nascent stage and faces many challenges ahead. An October 1997 memorandum 
of understanding on designation and use of air routes in each other’s airspace 
guarantees safety, but an aviation agreement has yet to be established. As inter-
Korean exchanges drastically increased in 2003, efforts were made to establish 
an aviation agreement and open regular air routes based on aviation conferences, 
but the atmosphere became cold surrounding the stalled six-party talks and 
discussions abruptly ended. As the speed of progress drastically changes according 
to the security environment surrounding the two Koreas, emphasis needs to be 
placed on developing a continued interest in conducting preliminary surveys on 
airport facilities, generating a method of using airspace, training related personnel, 
establishing an aviation safety system and exchanging aviation information based on 
a mid- to long-term approach instead of short-term interest.

More important is making sure that there should be no aviation accidents due 
to technological problems as inter-Korean reconciliation is facilitated by tourism. 
Thorough safety checks need to be conducted based on proactive cooperation so 
that the two Koreas can make the most of each other’s airspace.

Table 5.6 Temporary air routes in the Yellow Sea and the East Sea

Air route Flight section Designation Other information

Yellow Sea 
temporary route

Incheon/G597/GONAVO/3848N 
12415E/Pyongyang June 15, 2000 Started operating from the time of Inter-Korean 

Summit: Seoul/Pyongyang (567 km)

East Sea 
temporary route

Yangyang/B467/GUMSU/GANSA/
B332/Seondeok July 20, 2002 Transporting Light Water Nuclear Reactor Team 

and supplies: Yangyang/Hamhung (573 km)

 

The First record related to Inter-Korean Flights

The first visit to Sunan Airport in North Korea 

Captain Gwang-woo CHOI of Asian Airlines (Boeing 737) arrived in North Korea for the Inter-

Korean Summit on June 13, 2000

The first visit to Gimpo Airport in South Korea

Captain Seung-nam PARK of Air Koryo (Ilyushin IL62) arrived in South Korea for the 1st 

Reunion of Dispersed Families on August 15, 2000 (arrival in Gimpo Airport at 10:57)

Cross-flights of civil aircrafts between North Korea and South Korea

Captain Hong-sun KIM of Korean Air (KE815), and Captain Seung-nam PARK of Air Koryo 

(JS814), crossed 38 degrees north latitude and 124.20 degrees east longitude for the purpose 

of reunion of dispersed families and acceptance of invitation by State Symphony Orchestra of 

DPRK, respectively, on August 18, 2000
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Background Introduction 

Aviation safety is a very important factor directly related to air transport users, and 
strategy needs to be established at a national level in response to global aviation 
safety policy. As seen in the FAA1) Category 2 rating in the past, aviation safety is 
inseparable from the aviation industry and proactive responses to new international 
policies are considered to be very important throughout air transport. Meanwhile, 
the rate of aviation accidents is not increasing despite the higher traffic volume, but 
the number of accidents is expected to grow with the drastic increase in demand in 
China and India.

Accordingly, countries related to global transport, international organizations 
(ICAO, IATA2) and others) and regional councils (ICAO operates RASG3)) are 
stepping up efforts to improve the level of aviation safety. In particular, ICAO is 
establishing and implementing the new Global Aviation Safety Plan (GASP) by 
expanding its scope of application. GASP was established in 1997 as a global plan 
aimed to prevent aircraft accidents at a global level, and a stakeholders’ cooperative 
system was established in 2008 after introduction of a joint roadmap for ICAO, 

Global Aviation Safety policy
07

Since 2008 when the ICAO Safety Assessment was successfully conducted, Korea has 

emphasized specialization of safety supervision and international standardization pursued 

by ICAO in an effort to drastically enhance the aviation safety system.

 

1)  FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) is under the umbrella of U.S. Department of Transportation (DoT) 
and headquartered at 800 Independence Avenue, SW Washington, DC 20591.  

2)  IATA (International Air Transport Association) is a council of airlines with an aim to determine international 
airfares. Many low-priced airlines are not IATA members. The IATA provides official approval to travel 
agencies all over the world, except for those in the United States, and publishes restrictions on classification 
of hazardous materials and a manual on IATA-restricted hazardous materials. It operates two head offices 
(IATA Head Office, 800 Place Victoria, P.O. Box 113 Montreal, Quebec - H4Z 1M1 Canada and IATA 
Centre, 33 Route de l’Aéroport, PO Box 416 Geneva 15 Airport - 1215 Switzerland).

3)  RASG (Regional Aviation Safety Group)
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member states and related agencies in 2007. The 2013 newly established scope of 
GASP is expected to be expanded based on cooperation on the part of international 
organizations including IATA, and it is expected to have increased effects on parties 
concerned.

Global Aviation Safety Policy Pursued by ICAO

The essence of global aviation safety policy can be summarized as enhanced 
international monitoring of aviation safety and shifted safety paradigms. For the 
purpose of international monitoring of aviation safety, ICAO pushes for change 
from “sharing of aviation safety information based on a cooperative system for 
international organizations” and a “temporary observation-oriented comprehensive 
system approach (CSA) into a continuous monitoring approach (CMA), a method of 
continuous analysis on internal and external information.” It is expectedly required 
to understand how to use information technology and actual information-sharing 
systems according to the policy direction of the new GASP in order to conduct 
aviation safety management at a global level.

Unlike ground transport systems, the air transport system is basically responsible 
for international transport, so unified application is needed for the purpose of 
safety and regularity. Accordingly, to raise public awareness about aviation safety 
problems, ICAO established 10,091 provisions on international standards based on 
18 annexes by the 1980s. However, a rapid increase in global air transport volume 
in the early 1990s resulted in an increased rate of accidents. The increased rate 
of accidents was believed to stem from failure in compliance with international 
standards on the part of individual countries and poor safety supervision systems, 
and the necessity for introducing a global safety system was suggested to resolve 
these problems.

Accordingly, ICAO launched the Universal Safety Oversight Audit Program 
(USOAP) to enhance supervision of compliance with international standards on 
the part of parties concerned and suggested a goal of disclosing information. It 
also established GASP and GANP (Global Air Navigation Plan) and pursued 
implementation of them for the purpose of a systematic approach.

It successfully changed existing USOAP into a continuous evaluation system 
through the use of the present information technology in 2013, and in 2012 GASP 
was established in consideration of aviation environment changes. The essence of the 
change is to enhance international monitoring of aviation safety through multilateral 
or bilateral sharing of information.

For the purpose of international monitoring and information sharing, ICAO 
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shared information on USOAP, ADREP (Accident/Incident Data Reporting), 
ECCAIRS (European Co-ordination Centre for Aviation Incident Reporting 
Systems), IASDEX (International Aviation Safety Data Exchange) in the U.S. and the 
blacklist of airlines in the EU. Furthermore, such aviation safety evaluation system 
as IASA (International Aviation Safety Assessment) in the United States and SAFA 
(Safety Assessment of Foreign Aircraft Programme) in the EU has developed into a 
global aviation safety policy based on collaboration. It is expected to strengthen the 
binding force of the safety enhancement system to help eliminate insolvent airlines 
from the market.

The current paradigm of aviation safety was focused on taking countermeasures 
and is being switched into an accident-prevention-oriented paradigm. In reality, 
existing safety management has been concentrated on reactive management based 
on inspection reports on accidents. Global aviation safety policy is going through 
changes into a proactive or predictive management system aimed to respond to risk 
factors in detail with a paradigm shift. For the purpose of this paradigm shift, the 
State Safety Programme (SSP) and Safety Management System (SMS) are essential 
elements. 

Annex 19 containing preventive safety response was established to include State 
SSP, SMS, Safety Monitoring System and policy aimed to collect, share and protect 
safety information. Thus, international standards contain such a paradigm shift, and 
it was reflected as an essential element of various safety monitoring programs for the 
purpose of a preventive safety management paradigm.

Direction of Aviation Safety Policy in the Future

Amid these global aviation safety policy trends, Korea surprisingly ranked No. 1 in 
ICAO aviation safety inspection in 2008 by making proactive efforts to overcome 
its second-level status given as a result of an FAA aviation safety assessment due 
to an absence of safety standardization and safety management procedure in the 
aviation industry and safety management standards. However, the Asiana Airlines 
crash at San Francisco International Airport and a helicopter crash into a building 
that both occurred in 2013 led the Korean government to set up the Aviation Safety 
Committee in 2013 for the purpose of reorganization of its safety systems.

The Korean government would temporarily establish aviation safety policy 
whenever a large-scale airline accident took place, so it ended up in short-term 
measures instead of a fundamental resolution from long-term perspectives. In 
addition, as aviation safety management put too much emphasis on government-
led uniformed inspections and reduction of the number of accidents, there were 
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limitations in realizing a sound safety management culture in the aviation sector. 
For the purpose of enhancement of aviation safety management that had yet to be 
systemized, it was decided to launch the Aviation Safety Technology Development 
Plan, the Aviation Safety Program and the Aviation Safety and Security Master 
Plan in accordance with Article 37-2, Article 149 and Article 9 of Aviation Act, 
respectively.

As a part of these efforts, an aviation safety management organization was 
established, and the Airline Accident Investigation Committee was installed under 
the umbrella of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport to secure 
independent and professional aviation safety management. With an aim to achieve 
a goal of zero accidents for ten consecutive years, laws and regulations on aviation 
were improved, and the Aviation Safety Program was established in accordance with 
Article 49 of the Aviation Act to suggest implementation standards of the SMS and 
conduct SMS by sector such as airport, airline and air traffic control. 

Since 2008 when the ICAO Safety Assessment was successfully conducted, Korea 
has emphasized specialization of safety supervision and international standardization 
pursued by ICAO in an effort to drastically enhance the aviation safety system. It 
also introduced the Comprehensive Aviation Safety Information Disclosure System 
in order to promote an aviation safety culture in all agencies including airlines, 

Figure 5.7 Various aviation safety policy plans 
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airports and the government − while enhancing safety based on people’s rights to 
know and market functions. In an effort to enhance safety, Korea strengthened the 
pre-service air operators’ certificate inspection and post-service safety management 
for new airlines while conducting proactive safety management activities for foreign 
airlines offering services in Korea. 

Korea aims to realize Aviation 4.04) in keeping with changes in global aviation 
safety policies. Toward this end, it concentrated on establishing a CMA continuous 
response system, develop world-class policy, enhance international cooperation 
and maintain Level 1 aviation safety.5) In addition, Korea is proactively pushing 
for safety policy tasks generated in the Aviation Safety Committee in an effort to 
prevent the recurrence of accidents such as the Asiana Airlines crash in 2013. While 
conducting this policy, Korea is endeavoring to grow into a technology provider and 
a competitive aviation powerhouse boasting of a zero-accident record.6) 

 

4)  It is not a general concept but a phrase used to classify changes in aviation safety and emphasize situation 
after 2012. In reality, it is classified into 1.0 ( -1990), 2.0 (1991-2001), 3.0 (2002-2011) and 4.0 (2012- ) in 
quoted materials.  

5)  Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Private-Public Workshop to respond to USOAP-CMA, 
February 2012.

6)  Ibid.

▲  The keys to the global aviation safety policy include tight surveillance of global aviation safety and a paradigm shift in aviation safety.  

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
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Background Introduction 

With increased air transport volume throughout the world, the importance of 
technological development in the aviation sector is ever-increasing, day by day, with 
regard to the establishment of a safer air transport environment. Air transport is core 
infrastructure that determines competitiveness and growth of national industries, 
and the establishment of a national aviation safety system is required to enhance 
national competitiveness and helps Korea maintain its global leadership in aviation 
as well as guarantees safety of general public. Korea has emerged as an advanced 
air transport country based on its air transport industry-oriented investment and 
development, but it is relatively lagging in technology and infrastructure due to 
insufficient investment in R&D in the private aviation technology sector. 

Against this backdrop, Korea established the Construction and Transportation 
R&D Innovation Roadmap in 2006 for the purpose of conducting research 
and development on construction and transport. Meanwhile, it launched the 
Aviation Advancement Project in 2007 aiming to reduce the rate of air accidents, 
enhance convenience of public air transport, and improve mobility. The Aviation 
Advancement Project was concentrated on raising public awareness about aviation 
safety and acquiring aviation safety technology at an international level based on the 
aviation safety certification system supported by the Bilateral Air Service Agreement 
(BASA), a Korea-U.S. aviation safety agreement. The Aviation Advancement Project 
in 2007 aimed to establish an aviation safety system that can rival advanced 
countries, acquire small and medium-sized aircraft certification technology and 
develop next-generation air navigation technology and next-generation intelligence 
airport technology. Since then, the Aviation Advancement Project has been 
continuously conducted based on the establishment of the Mid- to Long-Term R&D 

Development of Technology 
in the Aviation Sector and 
Advancement of Aviation 

08
Korea has a relatively short history of aviation technology development compared to 

advanced countries, but it has achieved a lot in various areas of the aviation sector, and 

investments are expected to be further increased in the future.

▲  The keys to the global aviation safety policy include tight surveillance of global aviation safety and a paradigm shift in aviation safety.  
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Plan on Construction and Transportation made in 2007 and 2012. It was renamed 
as the Aviation Technology Research Project in 2013 and again the following year as 
the Aviation Safety Technology Development Project.

Main Contents of the Aviation Advancement Project

Korea invested 149 billion won in the Aviation Advancement Project initiated 
in 2007 and in effect from 2007 to 2011. It accounts for about 7.8% of R&D 
investments in construction and transport conducted during the period, and 
importance is placed on a gradual increase of R&D investments. During the period, 
the Aviation Advancement Project was divided into three sectors including the 
advanced safety technology sector (98.6 billion won, 66%), the intelligent airport 
system sector (20.6 billion won, 14%) and the next-generation air navigation system 
sector (29.8 billion, 20%). Of the 37 main tasks related to research on aviation 
technology suggested in the First Mid- to Long-Term R&D Plan on Construction 
and Transportation (2008-2012), 15 tasks (41%) were implemented. The tasks 
conducted during the period included development of navigation satellite system 
technology, navigation satellite transport infrastructure technology, aviation safety 
technology, integrated information processing system for air traffic control, and 
navigation satellite communication system for aviation and light-sport aircraft. The 
Aviation Advancement Project was renamed as the Aviation Technology Research 
Project as per the Second Mid- to Long-Term R&D Plan on Construction and 

▲  KC-100 Naraon ▲  Air traffic control integrated information processing system
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Transportation (2013-2017) that was established in 2012. The Aviation Technology 
Research Project that was initiated in 2013 designated the aircraft system sector 
including unmanned aerial vehicles and aviation maintenance technology as a 
new main area of implementation and generated a balanced investment portfolio 
in consideration of purpose and characteristics. In addition, it generated research 
projects such as Establishment of a Dissemination Base for Mid-Sized Aircraft 
and Establishment of a Dissemination Base for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles for the 
purpose of acquiring certification technology required to join the ranks of advanced 
aviation countries while making investment plans to expand infrastructure in 
consideration of insufficient infrastructure for aviation research. Currently, the 
Aviation Technology Research Project is divided into three sectors: aircraft systems, 
air navigation systems, and airport systems. 

As for the current state of investment by sector, a total of 319.5 billion won is 
expected to be invested spread between aircraft systems (199.8 billion won, 63%), 
air navigation systems (74.9 billion won, 23%) and airport systems (44.8 billion 
won, 14%). The Aviation Technology Research Project is pushing for research on 
commercialization of civil unmanned aerial vehicles, development and establishment 
of SBAS and development of airport baggage processing system, next-generation 
hand-carry baggage security inspection technology, and ground control systems. 

As for representative outcomes in technological development in the aviation 
sector achieved since 2007, there have been the 12 policy suggestions touching upon 
the Bilateral Air Service Agreement on small-sized aircraft, the Aviation Act related 
to demonstration project certification, enforcement regulations and guidelines 

▲  A next-generation air transport system ▲  Automation devices to process departure, transfer and boarding
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implemented, and 17 recommendations related to systematic development to 
maintain the level of aircraft technology. Continued airworthiness, design standards, 
and related guidelines were put into practice. A total amount of 53 million won in 
engineering fees was earned based upon five projects, 59 papers were posted and 
presented, and a total of 130 patents and registrations were applied for with regard 
to intellectual property rights. Advanced small aircraft manufacture and certification 
technology was developed based on a four-person small test aircraft in the aircraft 
system technology sector. It made a great contribution to developing a high value-
added aviation industry in a new growth engine industry. Development of four-
person small aircraft is expected to generate 180 billion won in import substitution 
effects and 1.2 trillion won in sales by 2030. Completed development of a two-
person aircraft for leisure activities contributed to establishing a supply base at 
home and abroad and advancing and facilitating aviation leisure activities. As the 
integrated information processing system for air traffic control was developed in the 
air navigation system technology sector, air traffic communication equipment that 
had previously been mostly imported was now localized, leading to its selecting as 
one of 15 excellent projects by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
in 2011. In the airport system technology sector, automation devices to process 
departure, transfer and boarding were developed, and they are currently undergoing 
testing at Incheon International Airport. This technology is expected to reduce 
the time required to process departures by 15 minutes. As a common passenger 
processing system was developed to enable multiple airlines to jointly use counters 
and boarding facilities, it became possible for airlines to proceed with check-ins 
and boarding procedures with their own computer programs without additional 
technological development. 

As described above, Korea has a relatively short history of aviation technology 
development compared to leading countries, but it has achieved a lot in various 
areas of the aviation sector, and investments are expected to be further increased 
in the future. Technological development in the aviation sector needs to be 
concentrated on commercializing technology in consideration of application in the 
field, acquiring source technology based on in-depth research and development, and 
developing diversified application technologies based thereon. 
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Current State of Market Participation by Air Transport Service Providers 

Since 2005 when low-cost carriers (LCC) entered the market, the air transport 
market in Korea has changed into a multiple airline system to accelerate a open 
competitive market system. In particular, the appearance of the LCCs has led to 
diversified domestic and international flights and differentiated airfares and services. 
As LCCs such as Air Asia and Peach Aviation in Asia have increased domestic flights, 
competition over international flights has been further intensified among LCCs, 
which has led to continuously increased performance in the air transport sector.

Meanwhile, air transport service users experienced behavioral changes to play 
a proactive role in consumption due to increased income and the level of demand 
for service is gradually increasing as well. It is going through changes from existing 
supplier-centered policy (airlines) to proactive and reasonable user protection-
centered policy. 

However, insufficient efforts have been made to respond to increased damages 
and complaints in the wake of the continuous entry of new airlines into the market 
and consistent growth of air transport users. With an increase in the number of air 
transport service providers and air transport users, the Korea Consumer Agency 
is going through dramatically increased requests for consultations on its aviation 
damage relief system, but there are few regulations on protection of users from 
damage caused by canceled or delayed flights. 

As for a method of operation of airports, since 2001 when Incheon International 
Airport was opened, a change has been made to introduce a two airport operator 
system, and efforts have been made to apply a method of advanced airport 
operation. When operation of airports by private service providers will take place, 
according to airport privatization, service quality and user satisfaction are expected 

provision of User-Oriented 
Air Transport Services 

09
According to the Air Transport Service Evaluation, assessments are being carried out on the 

current status of air transport services, damage to air transport service users, on-the-spot 

surveys and user satisfaction feedback.
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to be reduced.
Accordingly, service evaluation on domestic air transport service providers is 

being conducted in accordance with Article 192-3 of the Aviation Act in an effort to 
continuously improve the level of air transport services, protect air transport service 
users’ rights and enhance the quality of services.

Current State and Actual Conditions of Damage Caused by Air Transport 
Services

As of 2012, consultations that the Korea Consumer Agency provided to air 
transport users numbered 2,931; an increase of 2.4 times from 2007. Requests 
for consultation numbered 396, up 2.7 times from 2007, which indicates that the 
number of requests is growing faster than that of consultations.

Table 5.7 Number of consultations and requests received by the Korea Consumer Agency

Category 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Total flight frequency (1,000) (A) 386 390 379 404 433 469 2,467

Number of consultations (B) 1,201 1,886 2,218 1,597 2,353 2,931 12,186

Rate of increase from a year ago - 57.0 17.6 -28.0 47.3 24.6 -

Number of consultations / 
total flight frequency (B/A) 0.31 0.48 0.59 0.40 0.54 0.62 0.49

Number of requests received (C) 148 225 309 141 254 396 1,473

Rate of increase from a year ago - 52.0 37.3 -54.4 80.1 55.9 -

Number of requests received / 
total flight frequency (C/A) 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.06

Note: Total count of domestic and foreign airlines.
Source: The current state of requests for damage relief received by the Damage Relief Department of the Korea Consumer Agency. 

As of 2012, delayed flights numbered 16,992 accounting for about 5.02% of all 
flight frequencies. Canceled flights numbered a total of 3,188 accounting for about 
0.94% of the total flight frequency.

Table 5.8 Analysis of delays and cancelations of flights

Category Total flight 
frequencies Weather Maintenance Connections Others

(imputation)
Others

(exemption) Total Rate

Number of delayed 
flights

338,697
969 639 11,421 308 3,655 16,992 5.02%

Number of cancelled 
flights 2,276 133 698 20 61 3,188 0.94%

Note: Total flight frequencies (passenger aircraft) = international flights (departure + arrival), domestic flights (departure).
Source: Aviation Statistics, Korea Airports Corporation.
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Air Transport User Protection System 

The Aviation Act did not specify protection of aviation consumers, but it only briefly 
described where a contract specifying delayed flights, canceled flights, baggage and 
refund of airfares is placed in Article 119 (Placement of Transport Contract).  

Article 36 of the Aviation Safety and Security Act (Aviation Damage Relief) 
specifies a request for aviation damage relief through a window for damage relief 
requests in accordance with the Framework Act on Consumers. Toward this end, 
an air transport service provider needs to install and operate a window for aviation 
damage relief requests (“Window” hereinafter) in order to receive requests for 
damage relief. An air transport service provider that received a request for damage 
relief in accordance with Article 36-1 of the Act needs to notify how the request 
was handled for an applicant and state that the damage relief request was sent to 
the Korea Consumer Agency in accordance with the Framework Act on Consumers 
within eight days of the request. 

Currently, in Korea’s legal system the Korea Consumer Agency receives 
complaints from aviation consumers before a resolution, but it has not been 
facilitated due to complicated procedures.

In an effort to effectively implement the air transport user protection policy, 
the National Assembly approved the partially revised Aviation Act including the 
establishment of an “air transport user protection system (Article 119-2~4)” in 
December 2011. The content is as follows:   

First, air transportation service providers need to establish a damage relief plan 
containing the following provisions for the purpose of protecting air transport users:

①  Noncompliance and delay of transport by air transport service providers 
② Loss of and damage to baggage
③ Excessive sale of airline tickets
④ Delay of a refund for cancelled airline tickets 
⑤  Non-provision of related information on boarding areas and flights to 

prohibit boarding
⑥  Matters specified in accordance with the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 

and Transport in order to protect air transportation users with exception for 
regulations 1 to 5

In addition, air transport service providers need to include the following when 
establishing a damage relief plan:

①  Matters related to the establishment and operation of a Window for damage 
relief requests

②  Roles and obligations of a department and a person in charge of damage 
relief
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③  Damage relief procedures
④  A method of provision of information on results to an applicant 
It needs to be followed by service evaluation of air transport service providers. 

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport needs to conduct surveys on 
the current state of air transport services in addition to case studies on damage to 
consumers, door-to-door surveys and questionnaire surveys on user satisfaction 
for the purpose of analysis. The Air Transport Service Evaluation conducted in 
accordance with Article 119-3 of the Aviation Act needs to be disclosed. Evaluation 
items include timeliness, safety, damage relief and user satisfaction, and the scope 
of application includes seven domestic airlines (Korean Air, Asiana Airlines, Jeju 
Air, Jin Air, Eastar Jet, Air Busan, and T’way Air), five airports (Incheon, Gimpo, 
Jeju, Gimhae and Cheongju) and nine foreign air transport service providers (top 
five FSCs in terms of flight performance and four LCCs offering domestic services). 
Matters to be improved are generated through comparison between the level of 
service offered by domestic airlines and that offered by foreign air transport service 
providers.  

Last but not least, an air transport user report is published. The air transport 
user report provides reliable and useful aviation information to air transport users. 
The user report established in consideration of service airlines by airports, as well as 
passenger characteristics, include the following: 

①  The current state of air transport service providers and air transport service 
users 

②  The current state of damage to air transport service users and analysis 
materials

③  Matters related to the level of air transport service 
④  Information on the level of safety of air transport service providers in 

accordance with Article 112-2
⑤  Matters related to protection of air transport service users and policy on 

transport services on the part of international organizations and foreign 
countries

⑥  Matters related to protection of air transport service users as designated by 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport in addition to ①-⑤

Achievement and Lessons

It is too early to talk about apparent outcomes, but a very preemptive policy is being 
conducted from the perspectives of protection of rights and interests on the part 
of air transport service users. According to the Air Transport Service Evaluation, 
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established in accordance with the Aviation Act in July 2012, assessments are being 
carried out on the current status of air transport services offered by service providers 
subject to evaluation, damage to air transport service users, on-the-spot surveys and 
user satisfaction feedback. 

Problems and matters to be improved upon are being delivered to the 
government and air transport service providers in consideration of the evaluation 
results and they are being used as basis data in the establishment of policy, 
continuous maintenance and improvement of quality of services. Provision of 
advanced air transport services will help resolve complaints lodged by current 
service users and establish and implement advanced consumer protection policy 
befitting the world’s sixth-largest aviation powerhouse.    

Implementation of the air transport user protection system helps resolve damages 
to aviation consumers more rapidly and smoothly and leads to an improvement of 
airline services. In addition, public transport service evaluation generates objective and 
reliable evaluation results and contributes to the formation of constructive competitive 
relationships among air transport service providers. Publication of an air transport 
service users report helps provide reliable and useful information to air transport service 
users on a regular basis and creates a better environment for air transport service users 
to make the right choice for themselves. 

▲  The air transport services provided by the Korean-based airline operators should be assessed based on the Aviation Act. 

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
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Pursuit of International Cooperation with Emerging Countries and 
Overseas Projects 

Based on experiences in establishing 15 domestic airport development projects, 
Korea is transferring know-how in airport development planning and airport 
operation to emerging countries through international cooperative projects. In 
2008, KOTI conducted feasibility studies on engineering partners in Korea, as well 
as Diosdado Macapacal International Airport in the Philippines, and the logistics 
industry in nearby areas through international partnerships pursued by the Korea 
International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) based on a national mid- to long-
term airport system plan and an airport master plan in Korea. The Ministry of 
Transport and Communications (MTC) in the Philippines drafted a basic plan for 
the construction of a gateway airport of the future based on an airport development 
master plan pursued by KOICA. Feasibility studies were then conducted on airport 
railways connected to the airport airside, passenger and cargo terminals, and 
industrial complexes within the FTZ from the multilateral perspectives. Master 
plans on Khabarovsk Novy International Airport in Russia and Mactan-Cebu 
International Airport in the Philippines were also devised in cooperation with 
Incheon International Airport and airport engineering companies. Furthermore, a 
mid- to long-term airport development plan is being pursued as an international 
cooperation project in the Philippines. 

The scope of international cooperation was expanded to include the 
establishment of plans, operation and construction of facilities and distribution 
of air navigation safety equipment, the core airport facilities, from the perspective 
of infrastructure. As a part of an international cooperation project in 2005, of air 
navigation safety equipment developed in Korea was distributed in addition to 

International Cooperation 
in the Aviation Sector

10
Development of infrastructure in the aviation industry that is implemented based on 

international cooperation can contribute to creating a new growth engine in the national 

economy.
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the installation of IT infrastructure in Tivat International Airport in Montenegro, 
supported by the invitation of trainees to Korea.  

Table 5.9 Implementation of ODA projects in the airport infrastructure development sector

Airport Supporting institution Year Characteristics

Tivat Int’l Airport (Montenegro) KOICA 2004 Improvement of airport facilities (FIDS)

Laguindingan Airport (Philippines) Korea Eximbank 1996 (1st)
2004 (2nd) Development of airport facilities

Busuanga Airport (Philippines) KOICA 2007 Development of airport facilities

Diosdado Macapacal International 
Airport

(Formerly Clark Airport) Philippines)
KOICA 2008 A master plan and a feasibility 

study(alternative gateway airport)

Mactan Cebu International Airport 
(Philippines) KOICA 2010 Master Plan

Puerto Princesa International Airport 
(Philippines) Korea Eximbank 2013 Development of airport facilities 

(construction)

Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development 
Plan in the Philippines KOICA 2014 Development of national airport system

Knowledge Sharing Program 

Korea achieved unprecedented rapid economic growth from the ruins of the 
Korean War. This surprising economic development attracted the attention of the 
international community. Since 2004, Korea has conducted the Knowledge Sharing 
Program (KSP) in order to share these experiences in economic development with 
emerging countries. Korea shares this know-how with partners while helping them 
achieve economic development. It focuses on helping partner countries enhance 
competence in economic development by enabling them to improve the level of 
knowledge, instead of putting too much emphasis on transferring know-how. The 
partner countries include 130 countries in Africa, South and Central America and 
Asia. Projects are conducted focusing on consultations on national policies, joint 
consulting along with international organizations and modularization of economic 
development experiences. 

Joint Knowledge Sharing Seminar: Knowledge Sharing Program 
Conducted in Cooperation with Nigeria, the Hub of West Africa

Korea achieved success in creating a top airport brand based on the best airport 
service by establishing comprehensive development plans on aviation logistics, 
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commercial facilities and entertainment facilities in and around Incheon 
International Airport. Located in West Africa, Nigeria drew up a long-term 
aerotropolis7) plan to create an airport-centered economic bloc organized by the 
Federal Ministry of Aviation and the central government.   

In May 2013, KOTI held a KSP seminar in the Federal Ministry of Aviation 
building located in Abuja in cooperation with the Federal Ministry of Aviation. In 
an effort to proceed with airport infrastructure based on a development-related KSP 
in the aviation industry sector, KOTI presented a history of airport development 
infrastructure projects that were conducted in Korea, a method of establishing 
plans, airport plans for the future, and considerations for the purpose of establishing 
related policies based on Korea’s experiences. 

As for airport infrastructure development plans, in-depth discussions were 
conducted with regard to characteristics of research on mid- to long-term airport 
development plans, the matrix of national airport development plans in Korea, as 
well as development policy on airport functions, and an introduction on Incheon 
International Airport.   

Although various transport infrastructure development projects were being 
conducted in Africa as a part of aid projects supported by a multitude of countries, 
KOTI proposed the Capacity Building and KSP at a working level in an effort 
to share Korea’s knowledge and expertise in post-development operation and 
establishment of plans on transport facilities.   

Development of Aviation Infrastructure: Knowledge Sharing of Korea’s 
Experience in Infrastructure Development Programs8) 

Of the KSP in aviation sponsored by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 
Transport (MOLIT) for high-level public servants in developing countries in Asia 
that were conducted in September to October 2013, aviation KSP included a 
history of development of airport facilities in Korea, airport infrastructure planning 
systems and introduction of aviation safety software programs, which attracted a 
lot of attention. The aviation safety program that was developed by MOLIT and 
designated to be used in 50 countries, contributed to Korea’s achieving the world’s 
highest score in aviation safety assessment. Since 2007, it has been shared with the 
aviation safety authorities in developing countries. 

 

7)  Four gateway airports in Nigeria; Lagos, Abuja, Kano, and Port Harcourt were planned as airport cities. 

8)  The program was jointly organized by KRIHS and KOTI (sponsored by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport).

▲  The Korea Transport Institute held a joint seminar with the Nigeria’s Federal ministry of Aviation at the Headquarters of 
the Ministry in Abuja for bilateral cooperation in 2013. 
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The program aims to help organize ICAO international standards and SARPs and 
conveniently report functional advancement to ICAO. Expanded distribution of the 
program to developing countries and sharing of knowledge on the use of the program 
effectively helped recipient countries improve their levels of aviation safety. The KSP 
introduced how Korea made a contribution to establishing a safer air transport 
environment by providing information on improved air transport safety policy related 
to aviation safety software programs. 

Table 5.10 Knowledge Sharing Programs in 2013

Period Sector Participating countries

1st Sept. 9 (Mon.)
- Sept. 13, 2013 (Fri.)

Infrastructure/
transport

Eight persons from five countries:
Mongolia, Myanmar, Cambodia, Pakistan, and the Philippines  

2nd Sept. 30 (Mon.)
- Oct. 5, 2013 (Fri.)

Infrastructure/
transport

Six persons from five countries:
Nigeria, Myanmar, Kuwait, Thailand, and Algeria

3rd Oct. 21 (Mon.)
- Oct. 25, 2013 (Fri.)

Infrastructure 
Seven persons from seven countries:
Nigeria, Myanmar, Azerbaijan, Cambodia, Kuwait, Vietnam, and 
Pakistan

Transport Four persons from four countries:
Azerbaijan, Cambodia, Thailand and Bangladesh

4th Nov. 11 (Mon.)
- Nov. 15, 2013 (Fri.)

Infrastructure Four persons from three countries:
Malaysia, Myanmar, and Vietnam 

Infrastructure Seven persons from six countries:
Nigeria, Malaysia, Mongolia, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Thailand

Significance and Determination 

Korea’s successful record of infrastructure development for the aviation industry 
and operation-related experiences were helpful in dispelling any concerns about 

▲  The Korea Transport Institute held a joint seminar with the Nigeria’s Federal ministry of Aviation at the Headquarters of 
the Ministry in Abuja for bilateral cooperation in 2013. 
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assisting in overseas airport projects. Continuous international cooperation led 
to outstanding achievements due to rapid growth. The ICAO forecasts global air 
transport volume will continue to grow and appropriate airport infrastructure 
needs to be expanded or newly established. Aviation infrastructure plans based 
on international cooperation will continue to be expanded, but more diversified 
international cooperation needs to be realized. This is being pursued through 
expanded participation in the operation of overseas airport operation projects and 
investment development projects based on Korea’s outstanding experience in the 
operation of airports together with the establishment of airport development plans 
or master plans. 

In particular, risks of international cooperation in the aviation infrastructure 
sector vary depending on beneficiary areas, countries and political environment. 
Accordingly, efforts need to be made to nurture experts in the development of airport 
infrastructure and related industries (e.g. finance) so that long-term success can be 
achieved in diverse projects instead of a temporary success in a single project. In 
addition, database need to be established with regard to overseas projects. In doing 
so, overseas airport development projects can develop into high value added projects. 
In particular, it is impossible to diversify overseas airport development projects merely 
through efforts made solely by a few institutions and support needs to be provided at 
the national level. In the meantime, pan-national cooperation needs to be expanded 
in various sectors in addition to policy support. Development of infrastructure in 
the aviation industry that is implemented based on international cooperation can 
contribute to creating a new growth engine in the national economy. 

For the past 46 years, Korea’s air transport industry experienced marked growth 
in terms of quantity and quality, ranking sixth in ICAO international transport 

performance in 2012. Against this backdrop, governmental policy has been focused 
on enhancing competitiveness of the aviation industry based on deregulation and 
expanded market participation, which can contribute to liberalizing aviation. 
However, since 2000, the aviation environment has rapidly changed and a new 
competitive situation has unfolded. In particular, it is necessary to come up with 
strategies to respond to unlimited competition with surrounding countries along 
with a complete change in mindset. Accordingly, a master plan on aviation policy 
needs to be established to address this issue. 

As Korea’s national status is elevated in the international transport sector, Korea has 
been elected as ICAO Council Member State five times in a row since it was elected 
for the first time in 2001 and was re-elected in the 38th Assembly. Korea needs to 
set higher goals than at present in order to fulfill its obligations befitting its elevated 
international status in ICAO and develop further strategies to enhance cooperation 
in the aviation sector with the international community. 

In this regard, Incheon International Airport and Gimpo International Airport have been 
playing an important role. In particular, both airports were recognized as the world’s 
most competitive airports. Meanwhile, the airport sector is experiencing intensified 
competition. More efforts thus need to be made to advance functions of domestic 
airports and enhance competitiveness from new perspectives. New changes need to be 
reflected in the Comprehensive Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan.

The government, the aviation industry, academic circles and research institutes need 
to take new approaches to strategically explore markets, improve the level of user-
oriented aviation services, expand aviation safety systems, enhance aviation security 
and air navigation, strategically nurture and manage aviation personnel and develop 
inter-Korean air transport in preparation for reunification so that the aviation 
industry can achieve even higher efficiency and safety.   

C
oncluding r

em
ark

▲  Korea introduced its airport infrastructure planning system and software programs for aviation safety as its knowledge 
sharing project for sector for government officials in developing nations in Asia and drew much attention. 
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For the past 46 years, Korea’s air transport industry experienced marked growth 
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performance in 2012. Against this backdrop, governmental policy has been focused 
on enhancing competitiveness of the aviation industry based on deregulation and 
expanded market participation, which can contribute to liberalizing aviation. 
However, since 2000, the aviation environment has rapidly changed and a new 
competitive situation has unfolded. In particular, it is necessary to come up with 
strategies to respond to unlimited competition with surrounding countries along 
with a complete change in mindset. Accordingly, a master plan on aviation policy 
needs to be established to address this issue. 

As Korea’s national status is elevated in the international transport sector, Korea has 
been elected as ICAO Council Member State five times in a row since it was elected 
for the first time in 2001 and was re-elected in the 38th Assembly. Korea needs to 
set higher goals than at present in order to fulfill its obligations befitting its elevated 
international status in ICAO and develop further strategies to enhance cooperation 
in the aviation sector with the international community. 

In this regard, Incheon International Airport and Gimpo International Airport have been 
playing an important role. In particular, both airports were recognized as the world’s 
most competitive airports. Meanwhile, the airport sector is experiencing intensified 
competition. More efforts thus need to be made to advance functions of domestic 
airports and enhance competitiveness from new perspectives. New changes need to be 
reflected in the Comprehensive Mid- to Long-Term Airport Development Plan.

The government, the aviation industry, academic circles and research institutes need 
to take new approaches to strategically explore markets, improve the level of user-
oriented aviation services, expand aviation safety systems, enhance aviation security 
and air navigation, strategically nurture and manage aviation personnel and develop 
inter-Korean air transport in preparation for reunification so that the aviation 
industry can achieve even higher efficiency and safety.   
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According to surveys result of foreign tourists, Korea has a more convenient 
mass transit system than in the past. As a result, annual indicators in Japan also 

exemplify the fact that transportation has boosted Seoul’s urban competitiveness. 
Information and communication technology (ICT)-based transportation technologies 
in particular have enhanced the quality of Korea’s mass transit service. In this 
context, transportation technologies have improved service users’ satisfaction and 
contributed significantly to the growth of related industries. An increase in the use 
of fossil fuel-powered automobiles led to an increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 
The advancement of domestic transportation technology promoted the development 
and use of eco-friendly cars, making a significant improvement to the environment 
of large cities. Korea’s application of intelligent transport systems (ITS) technology, 
which significantly elevated the operation efficiency of domestic roads, has gained 
international recognition to the extent that it is now being exported not only to 
Asian countries but also Eastern European countries. This Chapter will deal mainly 
with ITS related to the operation of transportation, bus management systems related 
to public transport services, transportation cards and environmentally friendly cars.

O
verview
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First Generation of ITS

ITS Technology Summary 
An intelligent transport systems (ITS) refers to smart infrastructure that 
significantly enhances the utility of social overhead capital (SOC) with relatively 
small investment. It involves the combination and convergence of traffic system 
components such as roads and vehicles with advanced electronics, information, 
communications, and control technologies, as well as development and application 
of real-time traffic information. It is a technology system designed to maximize 
usage efficiency of traffic modes and facilities, disperse transport demand, ensure 
traffic system optimization that involves congestion alleviation through traffic flow 
control, facilitate scientific and automated traffic operation and management, and 
improve traffic safety and user convenience.

Economic and Social Benefits from Introducing ITS
ITS lays the foundation for creating benefits such as increased competitiveness of 
transport logistics, ensuring effective use of relevant resources, realizing low-carbon 
green transport, and promoting new drivers for growth. In particular, ITS has been 
proven to be effective in improving traffic flows and facilitating efficient transport 
demand management, thereby reducing social costs caused by traffic congestion. 

According to the Samsung Economic Research Institute, ITS is expected to save 
Korea traffic congestion costs, accident costs and logistics costs (over 11.8 trillion 
won a year). ITS has proved most valuable compared to 26.5 trillion won of annual 
traffic congestion costs, accident costs of 14.9 trillion won and logistics costs of 84.7 
trillion won. In addition, ITS helped raise average driving speeds by 15% to 20% in 
Seoul, Daejeon and Ulsan cities. ITS is proven as a transport system technology that 

road and Vehicle Technologies 
with ITS

01
ITS is a technology system designed to maximize the usage efficiency of traffic modes 

and facilities, disperse transport demand, ensure traffic system optimization that involves 

alleviation of congestion through traffic flow control, facilitate scientific and automated 

traffic operation and management, and improve traffic safety and user convenience.   

According to surveys result of foreign tourists, Korea has a more convenient 
mass transit system than in the past. As a result, annual indicators in Japan also 

exemplify the fact that transportation has boosted Seoul’s urban competitiveness. 
Information and communication technology (ICT)-based transportation technologies 
in particular have enhanced the quality of Korea’s mass transit service. In this 
context, transportation technologies have improved service users’ satisfaction and 
contributed significantly to the growth of related industries. An increase in the use 
of fossil fuel-powered automobiles led to an increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 
The advancement of domestic transportation technology promoted the development 
and use of eco-friendly cars, making a significant improvement to the environment 
of large cities. Korea’s application of intelligent transport systems (ITS) technology, 
which significantly elevated the operation efficiency of domestic roads, has gained 
international recognition to the extent that it is now being exported not only to 
Asian countries but also Eastern European countries. This Chapter will deal mainly 
with ITS related to the operation of transportation, bus management systems related 
to public transport services, transportation cards and environmentally friendly cars.

O
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plays a key role in the implementation of green transport by lessening unnecessary fuel 
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions from traffic congestion and engine idling.

According to the master plan on sustainable transport logistics, it is expected 
that ITS will be responsible for about 12% of greenhouse gas emissions reduction 
in 2020. In particular, according to data from the Korea Transport Institute and the 
Korea Highway Corporation, when ITS covers 1,000 kilometers of a national road, 
19,000 tons of CO2 will be reduced and the Hi-Pass toll service for highways will 
be able to slash 23,000 tons of CO2. Moreover, ITS has a huge economic impact as 
well. The ITS world market is valued at about US $13 billion and has been growing 
10% or more every year. Korea is pushing forward with ICT as a new growth 
engine industry for exports by taking advantage of the strengths of the sector. Total 
orders that Korean companies received from abroad increased to US $300 million 
in 2011 from US $100 million in 2008. The ITS industry is a system industry with 

Light traffic from 

Seongnam to Pangyo

Figure 6.1 ITS concept

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport
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complex process and convergence technologies such as electronics, communications 
equipment, SW, engineering, construction that has a big impact on win-win growth 
of before and after markets, unlike traditional SOC.  

 
Table 6.1 ITS market sizes  (Unit: million dollars)

Region / Country 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Growth (%)

United States 5,089.62 5,884.94 6,049.92 6,577.11 7,141.32 9.57

Canada 221.23 233.77 244.79 253.68 259.92 6.24

Japan 2,186.45 2,376.65 2,576.75 2,787.32 3,009.28 9.05

Europe 4,082.45 4,448.31 4,830.01 5,233.80 5,665.38 9.45

China 574.11 678.74 801.16 944.51 1,113.53 18.26

Korea 294.26 326.49 361.74 400.12 441.63 11.47

Others 566.33 641.68 726.47 822.27 929.64 13.71

TOTAL 13,014.45 14,590.58 15,590.84 17,018.81 18,560.7 9.99

Source: Global Industry Analysts, Inc., Global Strategic Business Report, Sept. 2010.

Korea’s Implementation of 1st- Generation ITS 
The Korean government began to study the introduction of ITS in 1993. A tentative 
ITS project began in 1998. Up until now, the ITS project has been pushed forward 
in three phases (Table 6.2).

Table 6.2 ITS introduction in Korea

Phase Concept Highlights

Phase 1 
1993-1998

ITS introduction 
and pilot project

•  Presidential SOC Planning Group’s ITS Introduction Study (1993) 
•  Highway ITS Pilot Projects (1994) 
•  National Highway, Gwacheon ITS Pilot Project (1997) 
•  The 5th ITS World Congress in Seoul (1998)

Phase 2
1999-2004

ITS institutionalization 
and foundation 

•  Established Transportation System Efficiency Law (1999)
•  Drew up Basic Intelligent Transportation Systems Plan 21 (2001)
•  State-of-the-Art Transport City Model Project (Daejeon, Jeonju, Jeju) (2003)
•  Seoul Urban Expressway ITS Project (Urban Circular Road, Northern 

Riverside Expressway) (2004)

Phase 3
2005-Present ITS growth and diffusion

•  Sadang-Suwon Bus Information System Pilot Project (2005) 
•  Completed four Local ITS Centers: Seoul, Daejeon, Iksan, Busan (2006) 
•  Hi-Pass began to cover all highways across nation (2007) 
•  17th ITS World Congress in Busan (2010)

A full-scale ITS implementation project began after 2000. A total of 2,140.6 
billion won was pooled from the national budget, local budget, and private sector 
was invested in the project between 2001 through 2009 (Table 6.3).
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Table 6.3 Annual ITS investment  (Unit: 100 million won)

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total

National budget 965 946 726 877 1,816 990 952 944 1,837 10,053

Local budget 917 465 618 497 1,067 1,032 904 1,016 1,321 7,837

Private investment 258 336 87 19 535 379 1316 894 643 4,467

Total 2,140 1,747 1,431 1,393 3,112 2,346 2,879 2,557 3,801 21,406

Table 6.4 ITS road construction 

Total length
(km)

Total length of ITS roads
(km)

Percentage
(%)

Highways (LH Corp., private investment) 3,860 3,860 100.0

National roads (MOLIT) 13,474 2,554 19.0

Municipal roads (municipalities) 66,862 5,555 8.3

Total 84,196 11,969 14.2

*Based on paved roads. Municipal roads include roads in metropolitan cities, cities, counties and provincial towns. 

Highlights of Construction of 1st-Generation ITS
At the moment, the ITS system covers a total of 11,969 km of roads (3,860 km 
(100%) of highways, 2,554 km (19%) of national roads and 5,555 km (8%) of 
local roads). The National Police Agency, Korea Expressway Corporation and 
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport established and run traffic 
information centers in 48 agencies, including 34 municipalities.

Vehicle detectors at 13,535 sites across the nation and 5,186 CCTV security 
cameras collect traffic information and monitor traffic situations in real-time. Bus 
information systems that inform the locations and arrivals of buses in real-time were 
installed in 52 municipalities and cover 93% of city buses and 30% of bus stops 
across the nation. Hi-Pass machines for automatic toll payment were installed at all 
highway toll gates. As of 2013, approximately nine million Hi-Pass terminals were 
in place.

Electronic toll collection system (ETCS) is a non-stop electronic toll payment 
system that uses smart cards based on wireless telecommunication between terminals 
on vehicles and antennae at toll gates. The automatic toll payment Hi-Pass system 
for toll highways was initially installed and operated since 2005 and later expanded 
across the nation. As of July 2013, there were 332 Hi-Pass systems in operation on 
highways. Korea’s Hi-Pass is made up of an on-board unit (OBU), a smart card, 
road facilities to collect tolls and collection booths.
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•  Center (office) equipment: Operating servers, image processing computers, 
card charging systems and OBU issuers

•  Road equipment: Integrated road controllers, vehicle classification devices, 
recording violating vehicles device, vehicle detection devices, information 
displays and traffic lights, driver displays

Figure 6.2 Construction of ITS infrastructure and local traffic information centers

Figure 6.3 Hi-Pass terminals Figure 6.4 Smart cards

< Prepaid card >

< Deferred 
payment card >
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•  Vehicle-mounted devices: the terminal (OBU), smart card

The terminals in vehicles are wireless devices that exchanges data with antennae 
at toll gates and are divided into RF and IR. Smart cards are used in terminals. 
There are two kinds of smart cards: pre-paid cards similar to electronic money and 
deferred payment cards issued by credit card companies.    

Road facilities for the Hi-Pass system are vehicle detectors, vehicle classifiers, 
wireless telecommunication-based lane controllers and equipment to detect violating 
cars. Telecommunication technologies for ETCS are a manual frequency method, an 
active frequency method and an infrared method. Hi-Pass is compatible with both 
radio frequency and infrared methods.

Table 6.5  A comparison by ETCS’ wireless communication technologies  

Radio frequency
Infrared rays

Manual frequency Active frequency

Concept 
Generates data through electric 
waves from antennae without an 

internal oscillation feature of OBU

Generates data with an internal 
oscillation feature of OBU

Not an electric wave but a 
light wave and no legal limit to 

technological standards and use

Frequency 
(carrier wave) 5.795 ~ 5.803 GHz 5.795 ~ 5.803 GHz 850 mm

Communication 
distance About 10 m Tens of meters or longer Tens of meters or longer 

Frequency 
efficiency Average Excellent Excellent

Characteristics 

•  Securing technology validation in 
Europe 

•  Terminals cannot communicate 
on their own (reuse of carrier 
waves from antennas) 

•  Difficulty in provide value-added 
services

•  Wide service coverage
•  Terminals cannot communicate 

on their own
•  Better at value-added services 

such as traffic information

•  High communication reliability
•  Less signal interference 
•  Easy setting communication 

areas
•  Path loss due to mist or rain

•  Susceptible to signal interference and big path loss

Adopting 
countries 

France, Italy, Germany, USA, 
Singapore, Chile Japan, USA, Korea Korea, Germany, Malaysia, India, 

Austria

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation, Mandatory ITS Training for Urban Transportation Managers, Part 4, 2009.

Advent of Second-Generation ITS

Technical Limitations of Existing ITS
The ultimate goal of ITS is to create a safe and convenient driving environment by 
making intelligent vehicles and roads detect internal and external risk factors and 
alert drivers to them or making vehicles avoid such risk factors on their own.

A safe driving service for drivers can be provided through self-detecting and 
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controlling functions and interconnectivity between vehicles and roads such as 
communications between vehicles and roads and between vehicles and vehicles. The 
first-generation ITS technology focused on technologies that connects information, 
communication and controls as technology to gather and provide traffic 
management or traffic information in a condition where transportation and facilities 
are disconnected. There is a limit to drivers’ recognition and responses in a situation 
where roads and vehicles or roads are separated with each other since the traffic 
service was possible when a vehicle passes a point on a road with an information 
collector and provider.

Figure 6.5 Comparison between current ITS technologies and C-ITS technologies

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
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Figure 6.6 ITS convergence technology (C-ITS technology)

© BMW AG
Source: http://www.comesafety.org
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Second-generation ITS technology 
is  cal led Cooperative Intel l igent 
Transport  Sys tem (C-ITS)  s ince 
continuous cooperation exists between 
vehicles and roads through vehicle-
to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) communication 
which guarantees information supply 
and safe driving. C-ITS technology 
is information, communication and 
control fusion technology required of 
tangible and intangible smooth traffic behaviors via seamless real-time correlations 
among components (transportation means, facilities and users). This technology 
empowers a vehicle to respond to various traffic situations actively and practically 
through the sharing of traffic information and service while steadily communicating 
with road infrastructure and other vehicles on the road.

Development of Second-Generation ITS

Domestic
Korea has conducted R&D on second-generation ITS over the past several 
years. The following are representative examples: The development of basic 
U-transportation technology was implemented to provide traffic service based on 
V2V and V2I telecommunication and sensing systems from October 2006 through 
May 2012. Smart Highway (October 2007 to July 2014) is a fast and safe green 
highway with state-of-the-art IT telecommunications with car and road technology. 
Currently a pilot operation is underway on a testbed (7.7 km) in Yeoju.

Overseas
Europe laid the foundation for the commercialization of C-ITS (e.g. communication, 
standards and plans) as the European Communication Commission (ECC) allotted 
5.9 GHz (5.875 ~ 5.905) as an exclusive frequency for vehicles safety in 2008. The 
ITS Action Plan (2008) drew up a joint execution plan based on close cooperation 
among related departments. Area-4 (integration of transport infrastructure and 
vehicles) and Area-5 (European ITS cooperation and coordination) are specified 
in 24 actions in 6 Priority Areas. Moreover, Europe is moving forward with C-ITS 
R&D and C-ITS commercialization. First, the FP6 Project (CVIS, SAFESPOT and 
COOPERS) completed the proof of concept. Then, the FP7 Project (DRIVE C2X and 

“ The ultimate goal of ITS is to create 
a  s a fe  a n d  co n ve n i e n t  d r i v i n g 
environment by making intelligent 
vehicles and roads detect internal 
and external risk factors and alert 
drivers to them or making vehicles 
avoid such risk factors on their own.”
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Figure 6.7 Europe C-ITS research

Figure 6.8 Connected Vehicle Safety Pilot clinics sites in America

Source: 18th ITS World Congress
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FOTsis) has begun running Field Operational Test (FOT) before commercialization.
The United States also built infrastructure for the commercialization of C-ITS 

(e.g. communication, standards and plans). In 1998, the Automated Highway 
System (AHS) began to develop Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI)-based intelligent 
vehicles. In the same year, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) approved 
DSRC 5.9 GHz frequency. In addition, the United States is going ahead with 
systematic development and commercialization of C-ITS. C-ITS establishment has 
been completed and proof of concept through the Vehicle Safety Consortium (VSC), 
Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VII) and IntelliDrive. At the moment, the United 
States is carrying out FOT through the Connected Vehicle Safety Pilot Project. 
Carmakers (Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai/Kia, Volkswagen, Mercedes-Benz and 
Toyota) and parts suppliers are cooperating for the commercialization of ITS. 

Japan, like Europe or the United States, secured infrastructure for C-ITS 
(communication, standards and plans) in 1997 though obtaining DSRC 5.9 GHz (80 
M) frequency. e-Japan strategy I (Jan. 2010) and II (Jul. 2003) and IT New Reform 
Strategy (Jan. 2006) were established. New Information and Communication 
Technology Strategy was announced in 2010. In addition, Japan is promoting the 
systematic development and commercialization of the C-ITS; ITS safety projects 
(Advanced Safety Vehicle or ASV, SmartWay, and Driving Safety Support vehicle 
or DSSS) are conducting proof of concepts and FOT. In particular, Japan built ITS 

Figure 6.9 ITS-Safety 2010 in Japan
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locations (currently approximately 
1 ,600  s i t e s )  a s  a  C- ITS  se rv i ce 
commercialization project. Today, 
roughly 35,000 vehicle terminals offer 
dynamic route guidance, safety driving 
support and electronic toll collection.

International Cooperation for 
Introduction of Second-Generation 
ITS Technology
Among international cooperation on 
C-ITS, the United States and Europe 
saw eye to eye ahead of others and 
signed the EU-U.S. Joint Declaration 
of Intent on Research Cooperation 
in Cooperative Systems in November 
2009. The paper was signed by the 

heads of the European Commission Information Society and Media Directorate-
General (EC/DGINFSO) and the United States Department of Transportation’s 
Research and Innovative Technology Administration (USDOT/RITA). The document 
specifies the recognition of the importance of transportation and support for 
the implementation of a sustainable transport environment and other countries’ 
participation in standard development. ‘Other countries’ refers to those in the Asia-
Pacific region. 

They broke down C-ITS research cooperation into detailed parts and increased 
cooperation through regular meetings and deliberations with the appointment 
of heads and their executive secretaries. They share their R&D and FOT data on 
common detailed sectors with each other and are constantly striving to resolve 
reliability and interoperability issues. They are strengthening research and 
cooperative systems on safety applications and driver clinics among the detailed 
areas since the core of the C-ITS lies in traffic safety including safe driving. In 
addition, they promote the establishment of global standards to secure more 
economic safety, mobility and sustainability in order to implement and boost the 
globally compatible of C-ITS in the international standards sector. 

“ According to the Samsung Economic 
Research Institute, ITS is expected to 
save Korea traffic congestion costs, 
accident costs and logistics costs 
(over 11.8 trillion won a year). ITS 
has proved most valuable compared 
to 26.5 trillion won of annual traffic 
congestion costs, accident costs of 
14.9 trillion won and logistics costs 
of 84.7 trillion won. In addition, ITS 
helped raise average driving speeds 
by 15% to 20% in Seoul, Daejeon and 
Ulsan cities. ”
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Efficient Management through Advanced Public Transport System (APTS)

Buses and subways are major players in Korea’s large city public transport services. 
Public organizations operate subways while city buses are run by private companies 
through a private management system. Thus, competition among bus operating 
companies and between bus and subway operators caused inconvenience in the 
payment of fares, hampered integrated management of public transport information, 
and greatly troubled users. It was difficult and caused inefficiency in integrating 
subway and bus operators. Authorities judged that state-of-the-art IT can help 
manage route operation and fare systems in an integrated manner for public 
transport services. Thus, they applied the technology. At present, the mass transit 
system satisfies about 63% of all transportation needs in Seoul. The percentage 
towers above those of large cities in overseas countries. This compelled Seoul to 
introduce advanced mass transit system technology and make its operation system 
even more efficient. The reorganization of the public transport system in Seoul 
resulted in representative cases. They are the Public Transportation Management 
System, Public Transportation Use System and Transportation Card System. 

Bus Management System (BMS)

Background 
Seoul is believed to face serious transport problems on the bus because of an increase 
in private cars, low quality bus services caused by managerial problems and declining 
bus passengers caused by an increase in the modal share of the subway system. In 
particular, a lack of information on the public transport system has resulted in poor 

public Transport Technology
02

The mass transit system satisfies about 63% of all transportation needs in Seoul. The 

percentage towers above those of large cities in overseas countries. This compelled Seoul 

to introduce advanced mass transit system technology and make its operation system even 

more efficient. 
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access to bus, and poor operational management has reduced the quality of services 
for users. In this regard, it came to the conclusion that we had to develop a more 
advanced transport information system providing quality information and services to 
public transport users.

This means to provide better services to transport service users (Seoul, transport 
companies, drivers & residents) by providing information on departures and arrivals 
to users, real-time operation to business operators and revenue information to the 
government. It could be a comprehensive bus system aimed to provide diversified 
information to all the stakeholders.

Requirement Analysis on Improved Bus Services 
Seoul conducted a questionnaire survey focused on identifying the actual needs and 
requirements against bus users for the purpose of establishing a comprehensive bus 
information system. Bus users complained irregular intervals as the main problem. In 
addition, a lack of punctuality and an absence of bus arrival information were cited 
as critical problems. Meanwhile, passing bus stops without stopping, discourteous 
drivers, reckless driving, speeding, and a lack of consideration for the mobility 
impaired (elderly and children) were cited as operational problems in bus services 
that need to be resolved.  

In the point of bus drivers, they cited difficulties in adjusting intervals and 
distances between buses and difficulties in controlling the speed of buses due to lack 
of knowledge about traffic condition on the road. Meanwhile, bus companies cited 
reduced revenues caused by irregular intervals, a lack of punctuality, and increased 
accidents which results in additional problems to be resolved. 

From the perspectives of transport policy makers, Seoul pointed out reduced 
efficiency caused by reliance on field investigations enforcing bus regulations and 
difficulties in systematic management and route-designing as problems along with 
establishing an integrated bus information system.

 
Direction of Establishment of the Bus Management System 
Seoul established the Bus Management System (BMS) by analyzing its functions and 
roles for the purpose of setting up an integrated information system on buses based on 
requirement analyses of stakeholders. It aimed to improve the degree of satisfaction 
with services for residents based on punctuality of buses and generate basic data 
required to establish public transport policies in the future. It developed into a 
system that can offer diversified benefits to residents, bus drivers, bus operators and 
Seoul Metropolitan City.

From the perspectives of bus users, provision of information on bus operation 
minimized waiting time and expected time of arrival. And it gave bus users very 
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detailed information of arrival for their easy access to bus.
As bus drivers received operational information including interval, distances 

between the buses, they were able to adjust their driving speed which led to 
establishing improved operational order and punctuality.    

From the perspectives of bus operators, the number of passengers increased by 
enhancing control over speeding and irregular interval, and led to a reduction in 
accidents. In particular, corporate control over illegal operations such as skipping 
bus stops contributed to improving bus services.

From the perspectives of Seoul Metropolitan City, introduction of BMS led 
to passenger car drivers switching to public transport. Particularly, convenient 
and easy-to-use bus operation induced the public to strengthen confidence in bus 
services. Punctuality of buses was improved along with median bus lanes, and 
immediate administrative measures against illegal operation induced drivers to 
comply with laws and regulations.

As for system configuration for the purpose of establishing BMS, it consists 
of information collection system, information processing system and information 
provision system. The information collection system includes processing GPS 
location information in a bus OBU (On Board Unit) based on bus operation routes 
and transmitting 20-second regular data and event data to an information center via 
wireless data communication network at a time of departure and arrival at stops. 
The information processing system established a database on collected information 

▲ Providing bus information at bus stops and mobilephones
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through communication servers and location processing servers. The information 
provision system offers information to drivers, bus companies, the public and city 
government based on provision of information to the public and bus companies 
through linked servers. 

Usage and Achievements of the Comprehensive Bus Information System 
Data collected from BMS is processed to provide information to drivers, bus 
companies, the public and city government personnel so that data can be used in 
various ways. First, bus drivers receive distance and headway information on the 
bus ahead and the following bus via the Bus Management System from the mounted 
OBU in the bus. Based on the information, bus drivers can secure the punctuality 
of buses by maintaining a certain interval on their routes. In addition, bus drivers 
receive nearby emergency information or notifications from a corporate operation 
terminal or Bus Management System. It enables them to reduce the chances of 
accidents or other operational problems. 

Users can receive information on departures and arrivals at bus stops as well as 
expected time of arrival through the use of the internet, PDA, ARS or smartphones. 
For the purpose of convenient use, each and every resident’s routes of interest 
(My Bus) were registered with the Bus Management System to make it possible to 
provide information at a more rapid speed and reduce communication fees. 

The Bus Management System Operator in Seoul can monitor all operational 
situations of Seoul bus companies on a real-time basis. The current state of 
operation by the bus companies are compared and analyzed based on bus operation 

Figure 6.10  BMS information collection and provision process

Source: Internal data from Transport Operation & Information Service (TOPIS) of Seoul Metropolitan City
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Figure 6.11 Bus operation system

▲  Seoul Bus Control and Command Center
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▲  People can get information on arrival and departure of the buses at the bus stop and their estimated time of arrival by 
using Bus Information System.
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statistics, bus stop statistics, emergencies, and violations statistics, and the results are 
used in assessing bus companies. In addition, bus history data and passenger data 
were combined in connection to transport card data to analyze the speed of buses, 
passenger analysis, the number of people in buses and route redundancy. This helped 
make judgments through the use of scientific data instead of relying on intuition 
at the time of establishment of policies related to installation, modification and 
elimination of routes, calculation of the appropriate number of buses by route, and 
analysis of the effects of the introduction of the median bus lanes.

T-Money System
A system to integrate bus and subway fare was launched to provide more 
convenient transfers between public transport systems with free transfers. Currently 
transportation cards are accepted not only by mass transit systems but also by 

▲  Transportation card (T-Money) and bus and subway card terminals 

▲  Advanced public transport information systems for subway and bus
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taxies. Regular debit cards and mobile phones can provide this function as well. 
Seoul’s transportation card holders account for 95% or more of all public transport 
service users, showing a high utilization rate. Public transportation services in Seoul 
and other major cities accept Seoul’s transportation cards.

Public Transport Information System
Subways’ state-of-the-art IT dramatically improved subway services. Before 
departure, smartphones show various information including the shortest routes 
and transfer stations by receiving data from the integrated public transport 
information system. In addition, even in subway stations and subway trains, users 
can conveniently receive a variety of information such as subway routes, timetables, 
and transfer stations via mobile phones.

This change in the Seoul bus system was recognized as a success case at home 
and abroad. In May 2005, Seoul received the Metropolis Award at the Metropolis 
Congress in Berlin. In June 2006, the 5th UITP Asia-Pacific Congress awarded the 
UITP Innovation Policy Prize to Seoul as a case of innovation for sustainable urban 
transport systems.

Environmentally Friendly Public Transport Using Alternative Fuel

Spread of CNG Buses (Seoul)
Rapid industrialization in the 1970s caused many people to move to Seoul. Buses 
continuously increased in number to meet increasing demands for transportation 
services. But despite their convenience buses ran on diesel which led to a worsening 
of air quality. This is because an increase in diesel buses sharply increased the levels 
of fine dust and nitrogen oxide emissions. At this time, Korea was selected as a host 
of the 2002 World Cup. Seoul City and the Ministry of Environment decided to 
replace conventional diesel buses with CNG buses to Seoul’s improve air quality. As 
a result, most Seoul buses are currently CNG buses. Currently about 29,000 CNG 
buses are running nationwide.

Typically, natural gas-powered vehicles do not emit particulate matters. They 
do emit NOx (nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide) but three times less than diesel-
powered vehicles. In addition, the durability of CNG buses saves bus operators 
about 86 million won over a period of ten years compared to diesel-powered buses 
according to an analysis report. These positives created incentives such as subsidies 
for the purchase of CNG buses for bus operators that buy eco-friendly CNG buses 
with high fuel efficiency. So far, Seoul has invested 350 billion won in replacing 
a total of 10,376 vehicles such as city buses, local buses, garbage trucks and tour 
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buses with natural gas-powered vehicles.
In 2014, Seoul will operate an additional 260 CNG vehicles: 118 city buses (13 

diesel buses, 105 CNG buses), 75 shuttle buses, 15 sweepers, five public buses, 27 
charter (commuter) buses and 20 CNG hybrid buses. CNG vehicles are used by city 
bus operators and charter bus operators in Seoul. As for road sweepers, subsidies are 
given to local governments and private cleaning service operators which can satisfy 
regulations set by the Ministry of Environment. In particular, methane emissions 
are expected to drop 66% as all CNG buses produced after 2014 must honor the 
Euro-6 methane emission standards (0.5g/kWh).

CNG Buses’ Environmental Improvement Effects
The CNG Bus Diffusion Policy has helped to significantly improve the environment 
of the Seoul Capital Area. The policy is still being effectively implemented. Last 
year, the Ministry of Environment conducted research on the feasibility of a policy 
concerning CNG bus usage through environmental and economic analysis of diesel 
buses and natural gas buses by a research institution under the Prime Minister’s 
Office. The research found that CNG buses were 2.8 times more environmentally 
friendly in terms of emitting nitrogen oxides, emitting 1.4 times less volatile organic 

▲ CNG bus operation
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compounds and emitting 30 times less 
carbon monoxides.  

CNG buses were discovered to 
generate about 70 million won in 
environmental benefits per unit with 
durability period of ten years. So a 
CNG bus dissemination policy can 
help build up national competitiveness. 
But a negative issue was also raised. 
On August 10, 2010, a CNG container 
exp loded  whi l e  the  bus  was  in 
operation, inflicting casualties. Thus, 
the clean diesel industry pinpointed 
the danger of CNG buses as a public 
transport means. However, after the 
accident, the government and natural 
gas industry established laws and 
safety management systems through 
significant research on safety and study 
of international practices.

Spread of Electric Buses

Namsan Electric Bus
Korea Fiber manufactures the bodies of 
the electric buses running in Namsan 
in Seoul. Hyundai Heavy Industries 
Co. developed the drive systems 

including electric motors and 20-minute quick-charging devices for the buses. The 
buses are based on a Korean-type low-floor bus body and are equipped with electric 
motors and lithium-ion batteries. The buses feature an energy-saving system by 
using deceleration energy to recharge their batteries at times of deceleration. Their 
top speed is 100 km/h and designed to run 120 km per charge.

A strength of the electric bus is that it can run 120 km/h on average. However a 
weakness is its driving distance depends on road and traffic conditions. According 
to Seoul City, an average of 1,000 to 2,000 passengers have used the electric bus 
service per day since opening and the average daily running distance is 200 km. 
Five electric buses were introduced on Mt. Namsan at the end of 2010 for the first 

▲ CNG charging station
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time. The figure has increased to 15 
since 2011. This electric bus project 
received much attention as an excellent 
practice among large corporations, 
small businesses and municipalities 
as seen with Seoul City, Hyundai 
Heavy Industries, and Korea Fiber. 
In October 2010, the buses received 
safety certifications. They also caught 
the attention of both Koreans and 
international visitors since they were 
used during the Seoul G-20 Summit 
period. In addition, Seoul will put 
electric buses to service for short-haul 
routes (less than 20 km) such as routes 
to Yeouido and Gangnam in addition 
to Namsan and introduce a total of 
377 electric buses by 2014 and steadily 
expand them.

Interchangeable Battery Electric Buses
The interchangeable battery electric bus was developed as a project supported 
by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport and the Korea Agency for 
Infrastructure Technology Advancement, a government-run R&D organization. 
Since December 2010, they have developed vehicle and battery automatic charge / 
exchange infrastructure and verified the safety of vehicles.  

The Battery Automatic Exchange Electric Bus System is different from the 
existing system which requires large amounts of time for charging inactive vehicles. 
The Battery Automatic Exchange Electric Bus System automatically exchanges used 
batteries with charged ones when buses stop for a while (about one minute) before 
the used batteries are discharged. The buses carry the charged batteries on their roof. 
Drained batteries in these electric buses can be quickly exchanged with charged ones 
at bus stops. The buses do not need to stop for a recharging time. There is no limit 
for driving distances either. 

Batteries can be recharged when demand for power is low. Thus, this method is 
advantageous to the management of power supply. Interchangeable battery electric 
buses can be an alternative to overcome the limitations of existing fixed battery 
electric vehicles. They are also evaluated as an economically and realistic commercial 
model that can introduce an electric vehicle era. 

“ According to Seoul City, an average 
of 1,000 to 2,000 passengers have 
used the electric bus service per day 
since opening and the average daily 
running distance is 200 km. Five 
electric buses were introduced on 
Mt. Namsan at the end of 2010 for the 
first time. The figure has increased 
to 15 since 2011. This electric bus 
project received much attention as 
an excellent practice among large 
corporations, small businesses and 
municipalities as seen with Seoul 
City, Hyundai Heavy Industries, and 
Korea Fiber.”
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▲ Electric bus service in Seoul
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Pohang was selected as a testbed city through a contest held in October 2012. 
The trial service section is the route of two senior welfare center shuttle buses which 
pass through main roads in Pohang (19 km, 23 km). A total of 42 billion won was 
invested in automatic battery exchange electric buses, automatic battery exchange 
facilities and operation management systems and batteries (2.9 billion won from the 
Treasury and 1.3 billion won from Pohang).

Online Electric Bus 
Online electric buses are a new concept of electric buses that can charge their batteries 
while receiving power in real-time by way of a non-contact magnetic system that 
uses a quickly recharging line buried under roads when driving or standing. They can 
run 30 km to 50 km by using a small battery in a zone without quickly recharging 
facilities. This system can help minimize costs of manufacturing batteries and quickly 
recharging road infrastructure; it enables buses to run in a zone without quickly 
recharging facilities while providing a flexible electric bus service.

The Ministry of Education and Science and the Ministry of Trade, Industry and 
Energy supported the development of fundamental technologies, while the Ministry 
of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs supported research and development for 
the purpose of applying the results to the nation’s mass transit system. Wirelessly 

▲ Pohang battery replaceable-type electric bus
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recharged electric buses were tested in Gumi, which was selected as a testbed city for 
wirelessly recharged electric buses through a contest in December 2012. A tentative 
section is a 12 km-long principal road that link Gumi Station and Indong. Two 
wirelessly recharged electric buses were operated with five recharging stops in the 
city. Gumi City and KAIST’s Wireless Power Transmission Research Team tested 
electric buses based on wirelessly charging technology and allowed the public to use 
the electric buses. They will launch a normal service in accordance with agreed bus 
routes starting in 2014. 

▲ Gumi online electric bus
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Future Mobility for Sustainable Transport

Korea has a automobile-oriented transportation system with low energy-efficiency. 
Observing percentages of greenhouse gas emissions by transport means, roads 
account for 94.4%. This is attributable to the overuse of low-efficiency and polluting 
cars. Therefore if the government implements policies by using regulations and 
incentives such as the implementation of transportation demand management aimed 

Moving for e-Mobility
03

The construction of an electric vehicle-based transportation system and an ICT-based car 

sharing system are expected to contribute to slashing carbon dioxides from cars, suppressing 

excessive car possession and saving mileage.

▲ Electric vehicles began to spread on a full scale after 2012. 
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to discourage the excessive use and possession of vehicles, the development of low-
carbon and high-efficiency public transport modes and the promotion of eco-friendly 
cars as a leverage, the government can reduce greenhouse gas emissions while 
minimizing direct and indirect impacts on the national economy. In this context, the 
development of an electric vehicle-based transportation system and an ICT-based 
car sharing system to address energy dependence and air pollution problems caused 
by engine cars are expected to contribute to reducing carbon dioxides from cars, 
dimidiating excessive car ownership and saving mileage.

Status of Electric Vehicle Use and Plan to Promote Use 

Ambitious EV Deployment Plan
With the approach of the end of the twentieth century, energy depletion and global 
warming raised awareness among the global automotive industry of the need for 
the development of eco-friendly vehicles. In line with this global trend, the Korean 
government established the goal of deploying one million electric vehicles by 2020 
while announcing the Green Car Vision and Strategy in December 2010. To this end, 
roles were divided by departments at the central government and an implementation 
plan was prepared.

Table 6.6 Green vehicle deployment plan (Unit: 1,000 vehicles)

Green vehicle 2011 2013 2015 2020

EV 0.8 13.2 85.7 1,046

PHEV - 10 44 248

FCEV - 0.05 10.1 99

HEV 30.5 78.5 151 405

CD 330.6 719.8 1,104 1,854

Total 361.9 821.55 1,395 3,652

The Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MTIE) is dedicated to the 
development of eco-friendly vehicles and setting up an effective and efficient 
charging infrastructure. The Ministry of Environment (ME) works for the 
dissemination of eco-friendly vehicles and plays a role in testing and diffusing eco-
friendly cars. The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT) prepares 
vehicle safety standards focusing on electric vehicles and suggests a direction for an 
improvement in parking lots for the construction of charging infrastructure. The 
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Ministry of Strategy and Finance will manage budgets related to electric cars. In this 
manner, the tasks were divided characteristics of organizations.

PCGG as the Control Tower
However, inter-ministerial conflicts occurred in the working process, too. In 
particular, a major conflict arose between the Ministry of Environment and the 
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy. The Ministry of Environment insisted that 
more support should be given to electric vehicles than vehicles that run on other 
fuels to reduce the greenhouse gases through introducing electric vehicles. But 
the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy argued that there should be balanced 
support for conventional and green cars. An adjustment function was given to the 
Presidential Committee on Green Growth (PCGG) to redress such conflicts.

For electric vehicles, the Ministry of Environment confirmed purchase grants 
(5,780,000 won per car) for neighborhood electric vehicles (NEV) in April 2011.  
Afterwards, the ministry gave similar grants (50% of a difference between the prices 
of a high-speed electric vehicle and a car in its class) to high-speed electric vehicles. 
This policy resulted in about 35,830 hybrid cars and 714 electric cars in service 
as of the end of 2012. Korea’s subsidy level is the highest, beating those of major 
European countries. This policy greatly spurred the deployment of electric cars.  

However, the recent economic downturn shrank the government’s budget and 
grants, thus reducing the deployment of electric vehicles. As a countermeasure, 
Korea is going ahead with the introduction of a system that gives incentives to 
low-carbon cars such as electric cars and imposing financial burdens on owners of 
vehicles that emit a lot of carbon, while reducing the sizes of subsidies. 

Figure 6.12 Conflicts of interest over EV policies among ministries
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Status of Development and Distribution of Electric Cars
Hyundai Motor and Kia Motors started the development of electric vehicles in the 
early 1990s. Kia Motors tentatively produced electric cars such as the Pride EV 
in 1991 and Sephia and Vesta EVs in 1993. In 1994, Daewoo Motors tentatively 
produced electric cars based on LeMans and Espero. In 2001, Hyundai Motor also 
developed the Santa Fe EV and tested it with the U.S. government in Hawaii. But at 
the time, electric cars were experimental models and not yet available commercially. 

Then electric cars began to spread on a full scale after 2012. The Ministry of 
Environment intensively supported the dissemination of electric vehicles by selecting 

Figure 6.13 Electric car subsidies
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ten electric car cities. As a result, as of the end of 2013, the use of EVs was very 
prevalent in Seoul and on Jeju Island while the nation had 1,647 EVs in operation.

Figure 6.14 Domestic development and diffusion of electric cars

EV

Model BlueOn eV (2010. aug) ray eV (2011, Dec) Soul eV (2014)

Sales
(2011-2012) 257 671 -

Driving range 140 km 130 km 200 km

Max. speed 130 kph 130 kph 145 kph

Charging time Normal: 6 hours
Fast: 25 min.

Normal: 6 hours
Fast: 25 min.

Normal: 4 hours
Fast: 20 min.

Battery 361.9 821.55 1,395

▲ Diverse electric vehicle charging infrastructure
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Korea’s Transport Technology Outlook

Transportation develops through a process to minimize spatial frictions. The 
development of transportation took place through innovation to elevate speed, 
increase sizes and accessibility and enhance fuel efficiency. It is known that once 
transportation renovation occurs, it has a significant impact on the transportation 
industry as a whole through technological superiority and the impact lasts for over 
25 years. Appearing in the mid-1980s, French Train À Grande Vitesse (TGV) played 
a key role in forming a long-distance land transport system by having a significant 
impact on the existing land transport industry as well as France’s state-owned 
railway company SNCF. The construction of the Seoul-Busan Highway also laid the 
foundation for building a national road system and contributed to the economic 
development of the country as an innovative transportation facility at the time.

Thus, traffic innovation is an important task that can boost a country’s 
prosperity and improve the quality of life in the future. In particular, currently 
the development of ‘new growth engine’ transport technology is recognized as an 
urgent task at a time when the expansion of globalization places a bigger emphasis 
on strong cross-border mobility. In addition, the construction of the ITS system 
achieved the mitigation of traffic congestion and road safety improvements.

C
oncluding r

em
ark
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Evolution of Transportation Technology: Electric, Autonomous and Connected
Future transportation systems will be centered on environmentally friendly and safe 
transportation means. Based on this premise, it is natural to identify electric vehicles 
as cars of the future. The move of people and material and the growth of the 
automotive industry exemplified the positive outcomes of using fossil fuel-based cars 
(ICE). But an increase in fuel-use incurs damage such as environmental pollution. 
Thus each country is exploring every avenue to build an electric power-based car. 
Germany, a traditional automobile powerhouse set e-Mobility as a core value   of its 
national transportation policy and will diffuse one million electric vehicles by 2020. 
This suggests that Germany judged that they cannot survive only with fossil fuel-
based vehicles in the future car market. 

Second, with the advent of the aging society, autonomous driving will be 
required as a convenient feature for the elderly. The application of ICT reduces 
accidents linked to human factors such as collisions caused by drowsiness through 
communication between vehicles and roads. In particular, in the future, an increase 
in the proportion of the elderly population will fuel demand for autonomous cars 
that can ensure traffic safety. 

Third, the public transport sector is to be integrated in terms of transport 
means and facilities. A personal rapid transit system will connect main and branch 
railroads and transport passengers from their homes to their workplaces. This will 
be followed by the integration of fares and payment cards. Additionally, personal 

▲ Domestic EV and Google Autonomous Vehicle Experiment 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/
google/10411238/Googles-driverless-cars-are-safer-
than-human-drivers.html
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aerial vehicles or WIG craft will be 
commercially available in the near future. 
America’s Moller Skycar, Israel’s X-Hawk 
and Germany’s Flyrider are already 
boosting research and development.

Improvement in Systems Should Parallel 
Advancement of Transportation Facilities 
The success of future transportation 
is contingent on the advancement of 
transport facilities. Future transportation 
infrastructure should be established to 
enable cars to display their performances 
through network convergence with power 
and communications facilities, moving 
away from simple road functions. The 
infrastructure will have to allow running 
electric vehicles to find charging stations 
and pay tolls through a smart grid. In 

addition, the future will demand intelligent infrastructure that can hamper cars from 
inadvertently departing from lanes through communication between cars and road 
facilities.

Second, the success of future transportation will require an improvement in 
systems and change in behaviors that can match the development of transportation 
technology. Technological innovation will bring high-class services such as the 
KTX service. But low-income people may suffer from the technology divide due 
to insufficient payment abilities. In addition, the electric car is made up of a small 
number of components and is easy to assemble. Workers in the field of fuel-based 
engines will feel job insecurity and oil-related companies will have a negative view 
about the introduction of electric vehicles as they are ultimately concerned about 
bankruptcies. After all, future traffic innovation should be promoted to improve 
infrastructure facilities that can accommodate them and minimize adverse effects 
from innovation such as an impact on related industries along with the development 
of innovative transportation. 

Finally, efforts should also be made to encourage users to accept new technology. 

“ Traffic innovation is an important 
task that can boost a country’s 
prosperity and improve the quality 
of life in the future. In particular, 
currently the development of 
‘new growth engine’ transport 
technology is recognized as an 
urgent task at a time when the 
expansion of globalization places a 
bigger emphasis on strong cross-
border mobility. In addition, the 
construction of the ITS system 
achieved the mitigation of traffic 
co n g e s t i o n  a n d  ro a d  s a fe t y 
improvements.”
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According to Germany’s research on receiving electric vehicles, a mere 15% of 
the population was willing to adopt new technology. However innovative a new 
technology is, it takes time to become popularized. It is very important to publicize 
the technology and educate people about it. When petroleum was rationed during 
World War II, America encouraged carpooling and obtained great results by 
publicizing a catchphrase, “When you ride ALONE you ride with Hitler!” and even 
created a propaganda poster with a silhouetted Adolf. Like this, the success of the 
introduction of a new technology rides on publicity. Thus, it is important to make 
efforts to encourage stakeholders to receive the new technology better.
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After the Korean War that broke out in 1950, Korea received Official 
Development Assistance (ODA) worth US $12 billion from the international 

community in order to revive various sectors. However, it was excluded from the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)’s list of recipient 
countries in 2000, emerging as a donor country providing assistance to developing 
countries. During the period from 1987 to 2009, Korea provided a total of US $6.9 
billion in aid and took the initiative in providing foreign aid by establishing the 
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) in 1991. As the economic status 
of Korea was enhanced in the international community, and the scale of government 
aid increased from 2003, government aid for the transport sector was drastically 
increased. With expanded government aid, overseas project orders related to 
transportation increased and domestic and foreign research institutions and service 
providers achieved positive results by proactively participating in the establishment 
of basic plans to improve overseas transport systems, providing consulting on 
feasibility studies, and implementing engineering projects.

O
verview
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Official Development Assistance in the transport and logistics sector has been 
continuously increasing. It expanded to US $229.8 million, 23.2% of assistance 
provided to the social and economic infrastructure as well as service sector in 2011.

  
table 7.1 Current state of ODA provided for the transport sector (Unit: US $1 million)

Distinction 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Total 490.5 539.2 581.1 900.6 989.6

Social infrastructure & service 265.6 238.5 278.5 395.9 416.3

Economic infrastructure & service 104.2 124.1 152.7 250.2 308.2

Transport & logistics (Portion: %) 41.4
(8.4)

75.6
(14.2)

77.4
(13.3)

117.7
(13.1)

229.8
(23.2)

provision of Official 
Development assistance 
for the transport Sector 

01
As the economic status of Korea was enhanced in the international community, and the 

scale of government aid increased from 2003, government aid for the transport sector was 

drastically increased. 

After the Korean War that broke out in 1950, Korea received Official 
Development Assistance (ODA) worth US $12 billion from the international 

community in order to revive various sectors. However, it was excluded from the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)’s list of recipient 
countries in 2000, emerging as a donor country providing assistance to developing 
countries. During the period from 1987 to 2009, Korea provided a total of US $6.9 
billion in aid and took the initiative in providing foreign aid by establishing the 
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) in 1991. As the economic status 
of Korea was enhanced in the international community, and the scale of government 
aid increased from 2003, government aid for the transport sector was drastically 
increased. With expanded government aid, overseas project orders related to 
transportation increased and domestic and foreign research institutions and service 
providers achieved positive results by proactively participating in the establishment 
of basic plans to improve overseas transport systems, providing consulting on 
feasibility studies, and implementing engineering projects.

O
verview

▲  A panoramic view of Clark International Airport, the Philippines. A feasibility study for the construction of Clark 
International Airport in the Philippines has been conducted with the assistance of ODA
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KOICA designated five main areas eligible for assistance including education, 
healthcare, industrial energy, public administration, and agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries.

“Improvement of national transport infrastructure “ was targeted as a main sub-
area of industrial energy area for the purpose of provision of grants. 

National transport infrastructure was divided into categories of road 
infrastructure, railway infrastructure, airport infrastructure, port infrastructure, and 
establishment of transport information systems all for the purpose of infrastructure 
improvement. Support is provided in consideration of national demand. 

There are four types of assistance; namely project implementation, development 

KOICa’s International 
Cooperation programs in the 
transport Sector 

02
As for the transport consulting, 33 projects were conducted in 15 countries. With regard to 

the invitation training, 1,981 persons were invited from 121 countries to provide education 

on air transportation, shipping, railway, logistics, transport policy and roads.

Figure 7.1 Assisting areas for improving national transport infrastructure by KOICA
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consulting, invitation training, and volunteer activities. As for transport projects, 
12 projects were conducted in a total of nine Asian countries including Mongolia, 
the Philippines, Cambodia and Laos through 2012. A total of US $30,299,000 was 
provided and primarily concentrated on road projects. 

As for the transport consulting, 33 projects were conducted in 15 countries 
with US $23,892,000 in project costs. With regard to the invitation training, 1,981 
persons were invited from 121 countries to provide education on air transportation, 
shipping, railway, logistics, transport policy and roads.

 
table 7.2 Transport projects by KOICA (Unit: US $10,000)

Project 
implementation

No. Country Project name Period Project cost

1 Cambodia The 3rd Beltway Construction Project in Siem Reap 2012-2014 1,200

2 Laos Road Construction Project in Lingshan, Vientiane 2010-2011 150

3 Philippines Busuanga Airport Development Project 2006-2008 300.0

Development   
consulting

No. Country Project name Period Project cost

1 Paraguay Railway Construction Feasibility Study 2011-2013 200.0

2 Indonesia Jabotabek Railway Belt Line Improvement Master Plan 
Establishment Project 2011-2012 300.0

3 Philippines National Airport Development Master Plan Establishment 
Project 2011-2013 400.0

Invitation 
training

No. Country Project name Period Project cost

1 Cambodia Road Management & Maintenance Training 2010-2012 28.3

2 Tunisia Railway Operation & Safety Management 2012 9.3

3  -
Establishment of Comprehensive Transport Policy 

for   Development of Green Growth-Based Transport 
Infrastructure

2012 13.6

Volunteer 
activities

No. Country Project name Period Project cost

1 Uzbekistan Establishment of Aviation Data in Tashkent University 
(General) 2012 3.0

2 Mongolia Ulaanbaatar City Transport Management Center 
Consulting (Mid to Long-Term) 2012 4.0
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Export-Import Bank of Korea provides credit assistance based on the Economic 
Development Cooperation Fund (EDCF). As economic infrastructure projects 
are given a high priority in recipient countries, the transport sector takes the 
highest portion of EDCF, comprising 34.1%. Due to budgetary constraints, aid is 
concentrated on the main Asian countries subject to assistance including Vietnam, 
the Philippines, Bangladesh, Indonesia and Sri Lanka. 

Cooperation programs 
in the transport Sector 
by export-Import Bank of Korea

03
According to details on support provided to the transport sector for the past five years, 

US $1.73 billion was offered to support a total of 27 projects aimed to improve transport 

infrastructure in various countries. 

Figure 7.2 Economic Development Cooperation Fund spending by sector
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table 7.3 EDCF assistance by country  (Unit: 100 million won)

Ranking Country Approval amount Number of cases

1 Vietnam 18,656 43

2 Philippines 6,744 18

3 Bangladesh 6,513 17

4 Indonesia 5,374 18

5 Sri Lanka 5,059 23

6 Cambodia 4,179 12

7 Tanzania 3,967 10

8 Angola 2,491 7

9 Jordan 2,491 7

10 China 2,336 22

11 Pakistan 2,185 6

12 Mozambique 2,098 6

13 Ghana 1,908 5

14 Laos 1,895 9

15 Nicaragua 1,666 7

16 Mongolia 1,554 9

17 Bolivia 1,479 4

18 Uzbekistan 1,447 6

19 Ecuador 1,365 3

20 Bosnia-
Herzegovina 1,155 3

▲ A bridge developed with the assistance of EDCF, Palias, Bolivia 

Source: Export-Import Bank of Korea 
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According to details on support provided to the transport sector for the past 
five years, US $1.73 billion was offered to support a total of 27 projects aimed to 
improve transport infrastructure in various countries. 

table 7.4 EDCF assistance in the transport sector 

Sector Country Year of 
approval Project name

Amount of 
assistance

(Unit: US $1 
million)

Airport Philippines 2009-
2010

Two projects including Puerto Princesa Airport Improvement 
Project 85

Bridge
Vietnam 2009-

2013
Three projects including the Vinh Thinh Bridge Construction 
Project  417

Bolivia 2009 Vanegas Bridge Construction Project 41

ITS

Dominica 2011 Santo Domingo City Intelligence Transport Information System 
Establishment Project 36

Vietnam 2009 Ho Chi Minh City – Trung Luong Expressway Intelligence 
Transport System Establishment Project 30

Road

Mozambique 2009-
2013 Two projects including Nacala Road Improvement Project 95

Vietnam 2009-
2012

Three projects including Hanoi–Haiphong Expressway 
Construction Project (10 sections) 370

Sri Lanka 2009-
2012

Two projects including Hatton–Nuwara Eliya Road Construction 
Project 51

Ethiopia 2013 Modjo–Hawassa Expressway Construction Project 100

Indonesia 2009 Padang Bypass Expansion Project 58

Cambodia 2009-
2011

Three projects including GMS Northwest Road Improvement 
Project 104

Tanzania 2012 Malagara Bridge & Association Road Construction Project 
(supplement) 29

Pakistan 2011 Malakand Tunnel Construction Project 78

Philippines 2011-
2012 Two projects including Samar Coastal Road Project 69

Railway
Bangladesh 2011 Railway Signal System Modernization Project 22

Philippines 2009 The 2nd North–SouthAssociationRailwayProject 96

Port Senegal 2010 Maritime Infrastructure Establishment Project 49

Total 27 projects 1,730
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The Knowledge Sharing Program (KSP) aims to share experiences from Korea’s 
economic development with developing countries. The program is focused on 
helping achieve economic development instead of providing unilateral assistance. 
KSP is supervised by the Ministry of Planning and Finance and implemented by 
the Korea Development Institute and consists of a policy consulting program, 
modularization program and joint consulting. Starting with 11 projects in 2004, 
KSP conducted a total of 429 projects by 2012 with six of those projects pertained 
to transport and were conducted in four countries.

 
table 7.5 KDI projects in the transport sector pursued through KSP

Year Country Consulting project

2010 (1) UAE (1) Transport management system

2011 (4)

Vietnam (2) Airport modernization strategy in Vietnam 
Port modernization strategy in Vietnam

South Africa (1) Infrastructure (traffic & transport)

Ethiopia (1) Improvement of transport facilities in Addis Ababa 

2012 (1) South Africa (1) Industrialization of plants and equipment sectors through expansion of railway 
network and renewal programs 

Total Four countries (6) Transport management/airport/port/transport infrastructure/transport 
facilities/rail 

Knowledge Sharing program 
(KSp)

04
Starting with 11 projects in 2004, KSP conducted a total of 429 projects by 2012 with six of 

those projects pertained to transport and were conducted in four countries. 
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Since 2010, KOTI has drastically enhanced international cooperation. As for 
the agreements that KOTI established with overseas institutions, the number of 
agreements averaged only two per year until 2009 but drastically increased from 
2010 recording 17 in 2012. A total of 61 agreements on international research were 
established by July 2013.

KOTI has made various efforts to enhance transport sector competence in 
developing countries while promoting innovative cases in Korea’s transport sector. 
In particular, the World Bank introduced the Leaders in Urban Transport Planning 
Program (LUTP) in cooperation with KOTI in 2012 in an effort to pass on Korea’s 
experiences in economic development to developing countries using Korea as a 
benchmark model. It led high-level experts in the developing countries in Southeast 
Asia and Africa to discuss and share transport policies, technology and operation 
expertise in Korea. 

Sustainable Urban Transport Education Program 

In addition, KOTI conducted the Sustainable Urban Transport Education Program in 
cooperation with CITYNET and provides demand-oriented programs to individual 
countries such as Mongolia and Indonesia. 

KOTI is endeavoring to share excellent cases of Korea through publishing KSP 
reports in English on sectorial transport policy related to bus transport reform in 
Seoul, roads, railways, air transportation and logistics. 

 

International Cooperation programs 
pursued by KOtI

05
KOTI established an effective research and cooperation system with international 

organizations and major countries while pursuing projects to enhance the competencies of 

public officials in the transport sector in developing countries and furthering international 

cooperation. 
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Figure 7.3 KOTI English language KSP reports in the transport sector 

*The reports are available to download for free in PDF format on KOTI website; http://english.koti.re.kr
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Figure 7.4 Current state of institutions that established research and exchange agreements with KOTI
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Figure 7.4 Current state of institutions that established research and exchange agreements with KOTI
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International cooperation in the transport sector was initiated in the early 1990s 
and has experienced qualitative and quantitative enhancement due to the growing 

economic status of Korea. It started with budgetary support and developed into 
promotion and application of excellent Korean case studies to developing countries. 
In particular, KOTI established an effective research and cooperation system with 
international organizations and major countries while pursuing projects to enhance 
the competencies of public officials in the transport sector in developing countries 
and furthering international cooperation. KOTI also publishes an English book 
series to introduce excellent domestic cases in the transport sector while providing 
support for various related activities.

As the scale of overseas aid projects conducted by Korea has been drastically 
increased, and as the international cooperation programs in the transport sector 
have made a great contribution to advancing the transport sector of developing 
nations, it is expected that they will be significantly expanded. Meanwhile, Korean 
transport engineering companies that have achieved various results and gained 
valuable experience at home proactively participate in overseas tenderning projects. 
Hence more efforts need to be made to expand markets and achieve qualitative 
enhancement through cooperation with overseas aid project implementers, research 
institutes and private sector companies and organizations. 

C
oncluding r

em
ark

▲ 2013 Capacity Building Seoul Program: Building Leaders in Urban Transport Planning

table 7.6 Overview of KOTI’s International Cooperation Program (As of December 2013) 

Distinction Contents

Research   
& exchange 
agreements 

(61)

UN-ESCAP (2003), Transport Research Institute of National Development Committee in China (2005), 
FEMRI in Russia (2003), ERI (2006), EUCCK (2010), LTA in Singapore (2010), OECD (2011), IDB (2011), 
ITPS in Japan (2012), World Bank (2010), ADB (2012), ICAO (2012), The Ministry of Road Transport in 
Mongolia (2012), The Ministry of Transport in Arab Emirate (2012), UN-Habitat (2013), Road Agency 
in Ethiopia (2013), The Ministry of Transport & Civil Aviation in Afghanistan (2013), The Ministry of 
Transport in Nigeria (2013) and others 

Capacity building 
programs

(13)

World Bank - KOTI Urban Transport Leader Competence Enhancement Project (2012, 2013), 
Competence Enhancement Project by the Ministry of Transport in Indonesia (2012, 2013), 
Competence Enhancement of Green Public Transport Strategy in Mongolia (2013), ASEAN-Korea 
Competence Enhancement (2013), KOTI-ADB Railway Education Program (2013) and others

International   
seminars

(132)

•  132 seminars from 2009 to October 2013 
•  Annual seminars with World Bank, OECD-ITF, Transport Research Institute in China and ITPS in 

Japan

Implementation of 
overseas projects 

(39)

Nationwide Road Network Master Plan in Ethiopia, Green Public Transport Strategy in   Mongolia, 
Khabarovsk International Airport Master Plan in Russia, Feasibility   Study on Noi Bai-Lao Cai 
Expressway ITS in Vietnam, National Airport   Development Master Plan in the Philippines, Arterial 
Road Network Master Plan in Sumatra in Indonesia, Maputo Transport Environment Improvement 
Project in Mozambique, National Railway Network Master Plan in Cameroon

Publication   
of English KSP 
material in the 

transport sector 
(26)

1. Bus System Reform in Korea, 2. Economic Growth and Transport Models in Korea, 3. Lessons 
from Transition in Urban Transport Policy, 4. Transport Safety Policy in Korea, 5. Korea’s Integrated 
Fare and Smart Card Ticket System: Innovative PPP (Public-Private Partnership) Approach, 6. 
Bicycle Transport Policy in Korea, 7. Korea’s Railway Development Strategies, 8. Korea’s Transport 
Database and Investment Strategies, 9. Best Experiences from Public Transport Reform, 10. Road 
Railway Policy in Korea, and others
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International cooperation in the transport sector was initiated in the early 1990s 
and has experienced qualitative and quantitative enhancement due to the growing 

economic status of Korea. It started with budgetary support and developed into 
promotion and application of excellent Korean case studies to developing countries. 
In particular, KOTI established an effective research and cooperation system with 
international organizations and major countries while pursuing projects to enhance 
the competencies of public officials in the transport sector in developing countries 
and furthering international cooperation. KOTI also publishes an English book 
series to introduce excellent domestic cases in the transport sector while providing 
support for various related activities.

As the scale of overseas aid projects conducted by Korea has been drastically 
increased, and as the international cooperation programs in the transport sector 
have made a great contribution to advancing the transport sector of developing 
nations, it is expected that they will be significantly expanded. Meanwhile, Korean 
transport engineering companies that have achieved various results and gained 
valuable experience at home proactively participate in overseas tenderning projects. 
Hence more efforts need to be made to expand markets and achieve qualitative 
enhancement through cooperation with overseas aid project implementers, research 
institutes and private sector companies and organizations. 

C
oncluding r

em
ark

▲ 2013 Capacity Building Seoul Program: Building Leaders in Urban Transport Planning
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2. Interesting Statistics of transport in Korea

3. Chronological Chart of transport Development
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Public hearings for transport Policy formulation01
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Open discussion on measures for the 
improvement of the Seoul City bus system 
(1990)

Public hearing on the feasibility of the flexible 
work hour system in Seoul (1990)

Open discussion on system modification in 
relation to the utilization of the underground 
space of the underground railroad (1990)

Policy discussion on the Traffic Induction 
Charge System (1990)

Public hearing about the plan for Daegu 
subway construction (1990)

Open discussion on efficient highway traffic 
operation (1990)

1. Public hearings for transport Policy formulation

2. Interesting Statistics of transport in Korea

3. Chronological Chart of transport Development

Public hearings for transport Policy formulation01
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Policy discussion for the efficient investment 
and operation of the transport sector in Korea 
(1995)

Policy discussion on the causes of traffic 
congestion in metropolitan cities and 
measures for improvement (1994)

Korea-Germany joint seminar for the 
improvement of metropolitan traffic policy 
(1992)

International symposium on railroad and 
urban railway technology (1991)

Open discussion on the introduction of the 
parking space certificate system (1990)

Seminar on national development and traffic 
investment policy (1990)
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Measures for the vitalization of the use of 
buses in metropolitan cities (1999)

Public hearing about taxi system improvement 
(1998)

Public hearing about investment in transport 
facilities and measures for efficient operation 
(1997)

Korea-France joint conference on the transport 
investment appraisal methods and strategic management 
of the demand for urban transportation (1996)

Traffic measures in metropolitan cities: Basic 
strategies and three urgent tasks (1996)

International seminar on the direction of 
logistics policy in the 21st-century era of 
globalization and informatization (1996)
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Traffic measures in the metropolitan areas: 
evaluation and urgent tasks (2002)

Seminar on the task and strategy for 
the establishment of the advanced mass 
transportation system (2001)

Seminar on Korea and ASEAN land 
transportation facilities and logistics systems 
(2001)

Public hearing about the establishment of the 
mid-term plan for infra investment (2000)

Public hearing about the improvement of the 
bus exclusive lane system on the Gyeongbu 
Expressway (2000)

Seminar on measures for Korea-Russia 
cooperation for the Trans-Siberian Railway 
and KORAIL (2000)
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Seminar on green growth and bicycle (2009)Seminar on green growth and road (2009)

Seminar on green growth and railroad (2008)The 4th National Transport DB Conference 
(2008)

Seminar on green growth and logistics (2008)Seminar on green growth and transportation 
(2008)
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KOTI-EWC International Conference (2011)The 2nd Korea-ASEAN Transportation 
Cooperation Forum (2011)

KOTI- EWC international conference (2011)KOTI World Forum (2011)

International seminar on the KTX economic 
zone development(2010)

The 1st International Public Transportation 
Policy Forum (2010)
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Seminar on the transportation policy for 
symbiotic development (2011)

Seminar on the Freight Transport Market 
policy (2011)

Seminar on the alternative fuels for aviation 
(2011)

International seminar on share-based 
transport system 1 (2011)

Seminar in commemoration of the first 
anniversary of the complete opening of the 
Gyeongbu High-speed Railway (2011)

Seminar on the transport system for the 
PyeongChang Winter Olympics (2011)
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Seminar on the bus exclusive lane system on 
the highway (2012)

Seminar for the vision of zero traffic accidents 
involving children (2012)

Seminar on the ideal transport policy in 
response to the high oil prices (2012) 

Seminar on the strategy for the reform of the 
national public transit information and fare 
payment system (2012)

The 3rd KOTI-WB Joint Seminar (2012)Seminar on the demand prospects of the air 
transport market in 2012 (2011)
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Seminar for the realization of zero traffic 
accidents (2014)

Public hearing for measures for vitalization of 
ITS industry (2013)

Discussion on the metropolitan transport 
policy (2012)

Public hearing for the embodiment of the 
integrated computer network of the user-
oriented intercity bus system (2013)

Public hearing about the assessment of the 
sustainable transport and logistics system 
(2013)

Policy discussion for measures for the solution 
of urban traffic congestion (2012)
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Interesting Statistics of transport in Korea02
• Interesting Statistics Story 

Increase in the number of Vehicles in Korea over the 
Past ten Years

number of Registered Vehicles in Korea 

■number of Registered Vehicles in Korea 

 A 48.8% increase over ten years (from 12,059,000 in 2000 to 17,941, 000 in 2010) 

 

 

  

■Proportion of Urban areas 

  The proportion of vehicles registered in urban areas in the total registered vehicles dropped. 

 

 

  

■number of Registered Cars in Urban areas   

 (Cities: Metropolitan cities) 

 Increased to 7,535,000 in 2010 from 5,606,000 in 2000 
 

 

  

(Unit: thousand vehicles)

(Unit: thousand vehicles)
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Interesting Statistics of transport in Korea02
■average number of Registered Vehicles Per City Resident  (Unit: vehicles/ household)

 Increased from 0.81 in 2000 to 0.95 in 2010. 

 The figure in Ulsan was 1.20 (highest) and The lowest figure in was 0.84.

 

 

  

■the average number of Cars per household in Urban Residence Registration * (Unit: 

vehicles/ household)

  Increased from 0.57 in 2000 to 0.75 in 2010. The figure in Ulsan was 0.97 (highest) followed by those of 
Daegu and Daejeon.

 

 

  

 Source: 1) Number of households: National Statistics Office, an estimate considering the numbers of family numbers

 2) Population: National Statistics Office, Population forecast by cities and provinces

 3) Cities: Metropolitan cities

 4)  Number of registered vehicles: This figure excludes the number of two-wheeled vehicles [number of two-wheeled vehicle in 2010: 1,825,474, Source: Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Transports (as of every December)]
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• Interesting Statistics Story 

total Road/Railway transport Passenger Distances in 
Major Countries (passenger-km)

Statistics Preparation Summary

■Source 

| foreign |  •  Total road/railway passenger transportation distance | OECD (http://www.
oecd.org/) 

 •  Populations, land sizes, railway extension | World Databank (http://databank.
worldbank.org/) 

| Domestic |  •  Total road passenger transport distance |”2011 National Traffic Demand 
Survey and DB Construction Business: Part 2 (passenger OD expansion and 
future national demand forecast)” by the Korea Transport Institute in 2012. 

  •  Total railway passenger transport distance | “2010 Statistical Yearbook of the 
Railway” by Korail in 2011. 

  •  Land Size| e-nation indicators (http://www.index.go.kr) 

  •  Population | Census on National Statistics Portal Site (http://kosis.kr/) 

  •  Railway extensions | “2010 Statistical Yearbook of the railway” by Korail in 
2011

■Criteria on Selecting nations to Compare 

 •  Nations with total transportation distances (railroads, cars and buses), land 
sizes, populations and railroad extensions in sources

■Key Indicator Processing Methods 

  •  Total domestic road transport distance (passenger-km) | 

  •  Average daily passenger car and bus distance (passage-km) × 365 

  •  Share of land transport transportation (%) | (total railroad/passenger car/bus 
transportation distance (passenger-km)) ÷ total land transportation distance 
(passenger-km) × 100

  •  Total transportation distance per land area (passenger-km/km2 | total 
passenger transport distance (passenger-km) ÷ land area (km2)

  •  Total per-capita transportation distance (km) | total passenger transportation 
(passenger-km) ÷ number of people (people)

  •  Passengers per 1 km of railroad (passenger) | total railroad passenger 
transport distance (passenger-km) ÷ total length of railroads (km)

Notes: Transport means in total domestic passenger transport distances are as follows. 
 Railways | general railroad + metropolitan trains and passenger cars | passenger cars + taxis 
 Bus | city (rural) buses + intercity buses + express buses + charter buses + other buses 
 ※OECD indicators were used in the calculation of total domestic passenger transportation.  
 The OECD indicators may vary depending on nations. 
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Land transport Mode Shares of total Passenger transportation Distances 
by Countries 

total Passenger transport 
Distance per Land Size 

total annual transport 
Distances per Person

Passengers per 1 km of a Railway

 Note: 1) Armenia: The total railroad transport distance is an estimate.  
 (Unit: passenger/km)

 (Unit: passenger/km)  (Unit: passenger/km)

* Land area per passenger and per capita annual total transportation distance Distance
Note:  1) Armenia: the total transport distance of each case by means of estimates, 2), Czech Republic, Greece, the Netherlands: the road sector (cars, buses) if the estimates 

of the total transportation distance, and 3) Canada: The bus of the total transportation distance If the estimates

* Note:  1) Only railroads and roads (cars, buses) were used in calculating transport shares.  
2) Armenia: All total transport distances by means are estimates.  
3) Czech Republic, Greece, the Netherlands: The total road transportation distances are estimates. 
4) Canada: The total bus transportation distance is an estimate.
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• Interesting Statistics Story 

Bicycle facilities and their Use

Bicycle facilities 

▒ ▒ 

  

 

▒
  

 

▒

▒  

 

▒
  

 

▒

▒  

 

▒
  

 

▒

▒  

■Changes in total length of bicycle pathways  

■Comparison of bicycle pathways in cities and provinces

•  Among cities and provinces, Gyeonggi ranked first in the 
total lengths of bicycle pathways, followed by Jeju and 
Gyeongbuk.  

•  In terms of the total length of bicycle pathways  in a region 
in comparison with its size, Seoul ranked first, followed by 
Daejeon and Gwangju among cities and Jeju far surpassed 
all other provinces. 

•  In terms of the total length of bicycle pathways  per million 
people, provinces generally ranked high and Jeju far 
surpassed other provinces. 

•  Among metropolitan cities, Daejeon had the greatest per-
capita length of bicycle pathways. Thus Daejeon had the 
best bicycle pathway conditions among big cities. 

Data: 1)  Total Length of Bicycle Roads in “2012 Public Administration and Security Statistical Yearbook” published by the Ministry of Public Administration and Security 
          2) Size in “2012 Public Administration and Security Statistical Yearbook” by Ministry of Public Administration and Security 
          3) Resident population - National Statistics Portal (http://kosis.kr/) of Statistics Korea

Data:  “Public Administration and Safety Statistical Yearbook” published 
by the Ministry of Public Administration and Security

Data: 1)  Total Length of Bicycle Roads in “Public Administration and Security Statistical 
Yearbook” published by the Ministry of Public Administration and Security 

          2) Residents - National Statistics Portal (http://kosis.kr/) of Statistics Korea
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Bicycle Use

▒  ▒ 

 

 

 

▒  ▒ 

 

 

 

■Percentages of Bicycle Use by Commuters and Students

■Public Bicycles per 1 Million persons (in 2010) 

▒ ▒ 

■Percentages of Bicycle Use in 2010 by Cities and Provinces 

•  In terms of the number of public bicycles in comparison with populations, Gangwon ranked first with 1,276, followed by 
Gyeongnam, Daejeon, Gwangju and Seoul. These regions had good public bicycle conditions.  

Data:  1)  The number of public bikes: internal data of Ministry of Public Administration and Security 
          2) Resident population on National Statistics Portal (http://kosis.kr/) of Statistics Korea 

Data:  “Commuting and Going to School” in Census 
in National Statistics Portal (http://kosis.kr/) 
of Statistics Korea / Note: Share of bicycles 
(%) = (number of people who commute or go 
to school by bicycle ÷ number of people who 
commute or go to school) × 100

(Unit: bicycles/one million persons)
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Key transport Statistics in Korea

Population

number of registered vehicles

Railway length

GDP

Road length

number of airports
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 315  Abbreviation

•  AAR: Asiana Airlines

•  AFC: Automatic Fare Collection

•  BIS: Bus Information System

•  BMS: Bus Management System

•  BRT: Bus Rapid Transit

•  BTO: Built-Transfer-Operate

•  CILC: Certificated Integrated-Logistics 
Company

•  C-ITS: Cooperative Intelligent Transport 
Systems

•  CPL: Certificated Professional Logistician

•  EDCF: Economic Development Cooperation 
Fund

•  EXIM Bank: EXport-Import Bank of Korea

•  ETC: Electronic Toll Collection 

•  HOV: High-Occupancy Vehicle

•  HSR: High-Speed Railway

•  ICD: Inland Container Depot

•  ICT: Information and Communication 
Technology

•  IIA: Incheon International Airport

•  ILT: Integrated Logistics Terminal

•  ITS: Intelligent Transport Systems

•  KAL: Korean Airlines Co. Ltd.

•  KOICA: Korea International Cooperation 
Agency

•  KORAIL: Korea Railroad Corporation

•  KOTI: Korea Transport Institute

•  KSP: Knowledge Sharing Program

•  KTX: Korea Train eXpress

•  LCC: Low-Cost Carriers

•  LUTP: Leaders in Urban Transport Planning 
Program

•  MRG: Marginal Revenue Guarantee

•  MTA: Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority

•  MOLIT: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport

•  PPP: Public-Private Partnership

•  RORO: Roll-On/Roll-OFF

•  SRX: Silk Road Express

•  TDM: Traffic Demand Management

•  TIA: Traffic Impact Assessment

•  TKR: Trans-Korea Railway

•  TOPIS: Transport Operation and Information 
Service

•  TSR: Trans-Siberian Railway

•  V2I: Vehicle-to-Infrastructure

•  V2V: Vehicle-to-Vehicle

• Abbreviation •
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Photo and Images Provided by:

Chapter 1 |  Asan City Office, Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT), Seocheon County Office, Seoul Metropolitan 
Government, 

Chapter 2 |  Busan Infrastructure Corporation, Changil Development Co., Ltd., Construction 
Times, Korea Expressway Corporation, Maeil Economy, Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT), Mongolian News Agency, New Airport Hiway 
Co., Ltd., Wikipedia, 

Chapter 3 |  Korail Airport Railroad Co., Ltd., Korea Rail Network Authority, Korea Railroad 
Corporation (KORAIL), Uiwang City Office, Uiwang Inland Container Depot

Chapter 4 |  Busan Port Authority, Incheon Port Authority, Korea Integrated Freight Terminal Co., 
Ltd., Korea Integrated Logistics Association (KILA), Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport (MOLIT), Pusan Newport Co., Ltd. (PNC), Seoul Integrated Freight 
Terminal Co., Ltd., Uiwang City Office,

Chapter 5 |  Air Busan, Asina Airlines, Easter Jet, Incheon International Airport, Jeju Air, Jin Air, 
Korea Airports Corporation, Korea Automobile Culture Institute (JEON Young-sun), 
Korean Air, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT), t’way 

Chapter 6 |  Gumi City Office, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT), 
Pohang City Office, Seoul Metropolitan Government, Seoul Transport Operation & 
Information Service

Chapter 7 | Export-Import Bank of Korea

※ We deeply appreciate the related organization provided pictures
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1940~1949
~1939

2000~1980~19891960~1969
1990~19991970~19791950~1959

Transport History 
Timeline (World)

1899    Operated Korea’s first streetcars (Seodaemun~ 
Cheongryangri)

1912    Korea’s first auto transport business launched
1919    Established Gyeongseong Tax Company
1926    Introduced taximeter-attached taxis
1928    Operated Gyeongseong Buyoung Bus, Korea’s first intra-

city bus
1933    Established Joseon Auto Transportation Business Act

1876    Opened Busan Port 
1883    Opened Incheon Port
1884    Initiated construction of Incheon Port 
1897    Opened Jinnampo in Mokpo
1905    Opened a ferry service in Busan 
1911    Initiated construction of Busan Port (Stage 1)
1919     Established Seamen’s Training School in Incheon 
1937    Established Joseon Heavy Industries 

1943    Opened double tracks of Gyeongui Railroad
1945    Stopped operating South-North Railroad
1946    Operated Special Joseon Liberator Trains 

in Gyeongbu Railroad

1946    Improved National Highway No. 1 between 
Seoul and Busan 

1944    Established Kyoung Sung EISEN (former 
Kia Motors)

1946    Established Hyundai Motor Company 
1949    Inaugurated Korea Automobiles 

Manufactures Association  

1942    Completed construction of Gimpo Airfield 
1945    Inaugurated Joseon Aviation Association 
1948    Founded Korean National Airlines, the first 

commercial airline 
1949    A foreign commercial airline opened an 

airline to Korea for the first time
  Established the Republic of Korea Air 

Force

1942    Promulgated Wartime Marine Management 
Ordinance

1947    A foreign merchant vessel entered 
Incheon Port for the first time after the 
independence of Korea 

1949    The first ocean ship Bush Cherry set sail to 
Hong Kong 

  Installed Maritime Transportation Bureau 
in the Ministry of Transportation 

1903    King Gojong introduced an automobile from the USA for the 
first time 

1913    Bong-rae Lee acquired a driver’s license for the first time 
in Korea 

  Introduced Auto Sale Business 
1915    Byung-hee Sohn owned a car for the first time as a civilian
  Established regulations for the control of automobiles
1924    Introduced auto insurance business 
1931    Promulgated Auto Transportation Business Act

1960    Operated Special Mugunghwa Train on the 
Gyeongbu Railroad

1962    Promulgated Railroad Act
  Appointed female attendants in major passenger 

trains 
1963    Inaugurated the National Railroad Administration
1967    Stopped operating steam trains and opened the 

era of diesel trains 
1969    Started operating tour trains on the Gyeongbu 

Railroad

1961    Established and promulgated Road Act
1963    Established Toll Road Act
1967    Established Road Improvement Promotion Act
1967    Inaugurated National Infrastructure Expressway 

Construction Committee 
1968    Opened Gyeongin Expressway 
1969    Opened Gyeongbu Expressway
 Founded Korea Expressway Corporation

1962    Established Saenara Motor Company
 Introduced meter system for taxis in Seoul 
1963    Kia Motor Company manufactured tricycles 
1964    Announced Auto Industry Promotion Company 
1966    Sinjin Motor Company produced Corona 
1967    Founded Hyundai Motor Company 

1960    Founded Korea Aerospace Industries, Ltd. 
1961    Promulgated New Aviation Act
1962    Established Korean Air Lines Co., Ltd. 
1965    Korean Air Lines introduced the first jetliner 
1969    Inaugurated Korean Air
  Flight YS-11, a Korean Air passenger plane, was 

hijacked

1964    Built Sinyang, the first planned ship 
1967    Established Maritime Promotion Act and Harbor 

Act 

1983    A train wreck occurred in Ulsan 
1984    Renamed trains (Saemaeul Train, Mugunghwa Train, Tongil Train 

& Budulgi Train) 
 Promulgated Act on Establishment of Civil Station Building 
1986    Started operating the latest streamlined Saemaeul Train in 

Gyeongbu Railroad 
1989    Opened Seoul Civil Station Building 

1983    Established Basic Plan on Traffic Safety 
1984    Opened 88 Olympic Expressway 
 Established Road Traffic Act 
1985    Introduced bus lanes 
1986    Introduced Traffic Impact Assessment 
1987    Implemented Traffic Impact Assessment 
 Opened Jungbu Expressway 

1985    Recorded one million in the number of cars in Korea 
1986    Pony Excel was selected as one of the ten most popular products
1987    Revised enforcement regulations on Auto Management Act 
1988    Founded Korea Automobile Manufacture Association 
  Recorded one million in the number of cars manufactured in 

Korea 
1989    Lifted automobile rationalization measures 

1980    Established International 
Airport Management 
Authority 

1981    Designated October 3 as 
Aviation Day

1983    A Chinese passenger 
made a forced landing in 
Chuncheon Airfield 

  Korean Airlines Flight 
KE007 was brought down in 

the skies above Sakhalin 
1987    Korean Airlines Flight 858 

exploded in the territorial 
skies above Myanmar 

1988    Established Asiana 
Airlines, the Korea’s second 
commercial airline

1989    Liberalized overseas trips 

1980    Introduced Maritime Industry Rationalization Policy 
1985    Announced harbor system in Gwangyang Port in Busan 
1989    Introduced courier service 

1894    Installed Railway Bureau in Construction Agency
1899    Opened Gyeongin Railroad (Noryangjin~Jemulpo)
1905    Opened Gyeongbu Railroad
1906    Opened Gyeongui Railroad
1914    Opened Honam Railroad and Gyeongweon Railroad
1925    Completed construction of Seoul Railroad Station 
1939    Opened Gyeongchun Railroad 
  Started operating Continental Railroad between Busan and 

Beijing

1896    Regulated the width of roads in Hanseong
1911    The Japanese Government-General of Korea promulgated 

rules on roads 
1913    A personal injury accident took place for the first time in 

Korea
1932    Constructed a paved road for the first time in Korea (Busan)

1955    Took over right to operate railroads from the UN 
forces 

1955    Started operating Special Unification Train in 
Gyeongbu Railroad

1957    Introduced diesel trains 

1958    Conducted Cheonggyecheon Covering Project

1955    Produced Korean cars for the first time 
  Established Dong-hwan Ha Auto Manufacture 

Shop 
1957    Established Sinjin Industries 

1951    Korean National Airlines opened an air line 
between Korea and Japan for the first time 

1952    Joined International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO)

1954    Opened the first regular international air route  
1956    Constructed Yeouido International Airport 

Passenger Terminal 
1957    Established Korea-U.S. Aviation Agreement 
1958    Opened Gimpo International Airport

1950    Inaugurated Daehan Maritime Corporation and 
Daehan Shipping Corporation 

1951    Opened a regular service between Korea and 
Japan

1952    Put Goryeo in sea lanes to the USA for the first 
time   

1955    Installed Maritime Agency
1958    Promulgated Shipbuilding Promotion Act 

1913    An aircraft appeared in the territorial skies of Korea for the 
first time 

1916    Established a flying field in Yeouido for the first time
1926    Established Gyeongseong Airline 
1929    Opened Joseon Flight School
1936    Joseon Air Transportation initiated a regular service 

1972    Introduced 66 electric trains for the first time in Korea 
1974    Inaugurated subway in metropolitan areas
1977    Operated domestic subway system and sustained a train explosion accident in Iri 

Station 
1979    Started operating domestic diesel trains 

1970    Opened the entire section of Gyeongbu Expressway 
 Opened Honam Expressway 
1971    Opened Youngdong Expressway 
1973    Opened Namhae Expressway
1977    Opened Guma Expressway
1978    Constructed Urban Expressway (Beonyeong-ro Road in Busan)
1979    Established Traffic Safety Act

1973    Confirmed quadruple auto system 
1974    Hyundai Motor Company submitted Pony to Motor Show in Torino 
1976    Hyundai Motor Company exported Pony to Ecuador for the first time
1977    Applied Special Excise Tax to automobiles 
1978    Made a safety belt compulsory
1979    Auto industry was selected as one of ten export strategy industries 

1970    Flight YS-11 passengers who were 
kidnapped by North Korea returned 
to Korea 

1971    Korean Air opened a Pacific freight 
route

  Promulgated Enforcement 
Ordinance of Korea Air Transport 
Promotion Act

1972    Korean Air opened a regular 
passenger air line to the Americas

1974    Promulgated Aviation Operation 

Safety Act 
1973    Joined Montreal Convention 
1976    Constructed Gimpo International 

Airport Passenger Terminal 
1977    Installed an aviation construction 

office
1979    Revised Korea-U.S. Aviation 

Agreement 
  Established International Airport 

Management Authority Act 

1971    Established Automobile Stops Act
1972    Opened Korea Truck Terminal 
1974    Inaugurated Korea Maritime and Port Administration 
 Introduced Korean Leader, the Korea’s first full container ship 
 Recorded 1 million tons in ship ownership 
1978    Opened Jaseongdae, the Korea’s first container port 

1992    Held a groundbreaking ceremony for Gyeongbu High-Speed Train 
1993    A train disaster occurred in Gupo Station in Busan 
1994    Operated steam trains for tourism in the circular line around the metropolitan zone on weekends
1995    A gas explosion occurred in a subway construction site in Daegu
1997    Operated the world’s first reefer container train
1998    Opened the era of the National Railroad Administration in Daejeon 
1999    Celebrated the 100th anniversary of Korean railroad

1991    Started constructing a beltway around Seoul 
1994    Implemented Expressway Traffic Management System on a trial basis 
 Seongsu Bridge collapsed
 Operated Expressway Bus Lanes 
1996    Installed unmanned speed cameras for the first time in Korea (Free Road and etc.)
1997    Confirmed Basic Plan on National Intelligence Traffic System 
1998    Held the 5th World Congress on Intelligent Transport System 
1999    Established National Infrastructure Traffic Network Plan

1991    Recorded 10 million in the number of licensed drivers 
1992    Operated premium express buses 
  Promulgated enforcement ordinance on Environmental Improvement Cost-Sharing Act
1994    Founded Samsung Motor Company
1995    Developed Hybrid Cars 
  Recorded one million in the number of cars exported per annum  
1997    Recorded 10 million in the number of cars 
1999    Abolished diversified import system 

1992    Initiated construction of Incheon International Airport 
1993    An Asiana Airlines passenger plane crashed in Mokpo
1994    Asiana Airlines acquired  ISO9002 in the maintenance sector 
1997    Korean Airlines Boeing 747 crashed in Guam 
1998    Established Korea-U.S. Aviation Liberalization Agreement 
1999    Established Incheon International Airport Corporation 

1990    Introduced automated logistics system in earnest 
1991    Established Cargo Promotion Act
1992    Hanjin acquired a courier service license for the 

first time 
1993    Opened Gyeongin ICD 
1995    Established Distribution Complex Development 

Promotion Act 
       Recorded $10 billion in out-port transport 

revenues  

      Introduced Logistics Manager 
1996    Inaugurated the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and 

Fisheries 
1997    Introduced Port Operator System 
1998    Opened Gunpo Complex Cargo Terminal and 

Gwangyang Port 

2000    Operated the last Bidulgi Train 
2001    Held a groundbreaking ceremony for Incheon International 

Airport Railway
2002    Opened Dorasan Station in Gyeongui Railroad
  Held a groundbreaking ceremony for inter-Korean railway 

road connection between Gyeongui Railroad and Donghae 
Railroad  

2003    A subway accident occurred in Daegu
2004    Opened KTX, stopped operating Tongil Train and 

succeeded in operating Korean-style high-speed rail on a 

trial basis 
2005    Stopped and resumed constructing Mt. Cheonseong 

Tunnel in Gyeongbu High Speed Railroad and pushed for 
TSR-TKS connection 

2009    Inaugurated KTX Economic Forum
2013    Established “Framework Act on Rail Industry 

Development”
2013    Mugunghwa Train-KTX Clash 
2013    Rail Union went on strike 

2000    Opened Incheon International Airport Expressway 
  Declared Basic Plan 21 on Intelligent Traffic System 
2001    Came into conflict on Mt. Sapaesan Section of Seoul Belt 

Way
2004    Established guidelines on construction of environmentally 

friendly roads 
  Confirmed a 14km-long section of Asian Highway 
2005    Held International Road & Traffic Expo (ROTREX)
2006    Established the 6th Basic Plan on Traffic Safety 

  Confirmed the 17th World Congress on Intelligent 
Transport System

2009    Opened Seoul-Chuncheon Expressway
2010    17th Intelligent Transport Systems World Congress Busan 

was hosted
2014    Completed opened Incheon International Airport Station

2000    Inaugurated Renault Samsung Motor Company
2002    Officially inaugurated GM Daewoo
2003    Recorded 10 million in the number of passenger cars 
2004    Established Act on Development and Facilitated 

Distribution of Environmentally Friendly Cars 
  Operated hybrid cars on a trial basis 
2005    Ranked 5th in global auto production 
  Recorded 15 million in the number of automobiles 
 Opened the era of diesel passenger cars 

2006    Recorded 50 million in the total number of automobiles 
2010    Developed a high-speed electric vehicle
2013    Operated the world’s first On-Line Electric Vehicle (OLEV)
2014    The1st International EV Expo was hosted

2000    Established Sky Team, a multinational aviation alliance 
  A Korean civilian aircraft flew to North Korea, and Air 

Koryo operated a passenger flight to Seoul 
2001    Opened Incheon International Airport
 Elected as ICAO Council Member 
2002    Inaugurated Korea Airport Corporation 
 Opened a direct air line between two Koreas 
 Installed Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
2004    Reelected as ICAO Council Member 

  Korean Air ranked 1st in global freight transport 
2005    Jeju Air acquired a regular aviation business license 
2006    Low Cost Carriers inaugurated international flights
2013    Asiana Airlines suffered a disastrous accident in San 

Francisco International Airport 
2013    Elected as ICAO Council Member five times in a row

2000    Busan Port ranked 3rd among global container ports 
 Introduced Port Free Trade Area System 
2001    Announced Basic Plan on National Logistics 
2003    Korea Cargo Workers Union (KCWU) collectively refused to 

transport cargoes 
  Pushed for Northeast Asia Logistics-Centered Policy 
 Designated Free Economic Area 
2004    Inaugurated Busan Port Authority 
2005    Introduced Comprehensive Logistics Business 

Certification System 
 Emerged as the 8th-largest shipping country 
 Inter-Korean Shipping Agreement took effect 
2006    Opened New Busan Port 
2007    Introduced Korea-China Truck Combined Transport 
2013    Re-inaugurated the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries
2014    Initiated discussions on introduction of Korea-China Rail 

Ferry 
2014    Sewol Ferry Accident 

1948    Established Taxi Business Ordinance
1949    Designated Seoul Intra-City Bus Operators

1961    Established the Auto Transport Business Act
1962    Established and promulgated the Auto 

Management Act
1965    Introduced Korea’s first fee parking lots
1969    Stopped operating streetcars in Seoul

1970    Established regulations to control automobiles in Seoul
 Introduced Call Taxis in Seoul 
1971    Established National Expressway Act
1977    Introduced Bus Token System
  Recorded 100,000 in the number of vehicles in Seoul

1981    Established Enforcement Ordinance on Traffic Safety
1982    Introduced late hour premium for taxis and traffic management 

system  
  Lifted a curfew 
1984    Mandatorily attached electric tachometers to taxis  
1985    Introduced taxi fare system based on travel time and distance 

1990    Charged traffic inducement expenses 
  Inaugurated traffic broadcasting system
  Expanded distribution of mid-sized taxis 

nationwide 
1991    Introduced taxi drivers’ license system 
1992    Introduced model taxi system
1996    Charged congestion fee on Namsan Tunnel 
  Promulgated four revised laws including Urban 

Traffic Promotion Act 

1997    Renamed the Auto Transport Business Act and 
Passenger Transport Business Act 

  Established Special Act on Metropolitan 
Transportation Management

1999    Established Traffic System Efficiency Act
  Established National Traffic Database System

2000    Established Metropolitan Traffic Network Plan 
2001    Established guidelines on public transportation 

improvement plans 
2003    Selected a location for Multifunctional Administrative City 
  Initiated Cheonggyecheon Restoration Construction Project
2004    Revised public transportation system in Seoul 
 Introduced unified public transportation fare
2005    Established The Mobility Enhancement for the Mobility 

Impaired Act 

 Launched Metropolitan Transportation Union 
  Completed Cheonggyecheon Restoration Construction 

Project
2008    Introduction of Bike-sharing 
2009    Established “Sustainable Transport and Logistics 

Development Act”
2013    Nationwide Compatibility of Transit Pass (One Card, All 

Pass) 
2013    Established “Traffic System Efficiency Act for National 

Integration”

Urban 
Transportation

Railroad 
Transportation

 Road 
Transportation

Automobiles 

Shipping, port 
& logistics 

Aviation

1791  The bicycle is invented in Scotland. 

1839   The electric car is invented in Scotland. 

1869   The modern motorcycle is invented in 
Germany. 

1871   The cable streetcar is invented in the 
United States. 

1885   The first car with internal-cumbustion 
engine is invented in Germany. 

1892   The first car is run by gasoline in the 
United States. 

1893   The license plate is invented in France. 

1895   The diesel engine is invented in 
Germany. 

1919   Planes begin carrying passengers 
between London and Paris

1923   The traffic signal is invented in the 
United States. 

1926   The first electric traffic lights in Britain 
are installed in London

1934   A driving test is introduced. Cats eyes 
are invented. A 30 mile an hour speed 
limit is introduced in built up areas.

1940   About 1 family in 10 in Britain owns a car

1949  The first zebra crossing is made

1952  The first passenger jet service starts

1956  The hovercraft is invented

1956   Interstate Highway Act was established 
in the USA

1959   About 32% of families in Britain own a 
car. The first electric underground trains 
run in London. The three point seat belt 
is invented.

1969  The pelican crossing is introduced.

1983   Wearing seat belts is made compulsory 
in Britain. Wheel clamps are introduced.

1992   Speed cameras are introduced into 
Britain

1994  The Channel Tunnel opens

1998   Transportation Equity Act for the 21st 
Century greatly increases highway 
spending in the USA.

2004   The first commercial high speed Maglev 
train starts operation between Shanghai 
and its airport.
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This book introduces 50 examples of transport policies and technologies that represent 

the achievements Korea has accomplished over the past 60 years or so in an effort 

to resolve traffic issues. Based on the One Hundred Developments in the History of 

Transportation in Korea published in celebration of the 20th anniversary of the Korea 

Transport Institute, this book gives a revised account of the background, process, and 

effect of the adoption of new policies and systems along with updated statistical data. 
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